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ABSTRACT

This study examines town-gown relations between Harvard College and
Cambridge, Massachusetts, in the colonial and early republic periods. It focuses
not only on the institutional connections between the town and the college but also
on the personal associations of both the Harvard faculty and students and the local
community. My goal is to examine four fundamental questions: 1) To what degree
did the New England Puritans replicate the English nonns of town and gown
interactions? 2) How did Cambridge affect the development of Harvard? 3) How
did the presence of a provincial college affect the development of a small Puritan
community? 4) How did the town-gown relationship change and develop between
Harvard's founding in 1636 and the end of the eighteenth century?
The association between Harvard and Cambridge evolved through three
distinct phases during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. It developed as
both the town and the college grew in size and complexity. During the seventeenth
century, Cambridge nurtured the developing college. The town and its leaders
helped govern Harvard, maintained order at the college, and provided economic
support. The Cambridge minister provided direct oversight of Harvard and ensured
the orthodoxy of the college's leadership. At the end of the century, the
connections between town and gown entered a new phase. Harvard relied less on
local leaders to assist in academic governance. Moreover, the college had achieved
sufficient maturity to take increased responsibility for regulating and disciplining its
own members. Harvard began to participate as the town's partner in the
development of the total community. The college assisted in the building of roads,
meetinghouses, and schools. Harvard used its financial resources to support

ix
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townsmen in their attempts at economic expansion. Harvard and Cambridge also
worked together to improve the community's public health and educational system.
After almost a century of successful cooperation, by the 1780s, the
relationship between Harvard and Cambridge had become more strained.
Cambridge had grown into a small city, and much of its new development was
away from the central community surrounding Harvard. Instead, East Cambridge
and Cambridgeport were working-class suburbs dependent more on Boston than on
Harvard. Harvard also entered a new phase of development. The college's most
important connections were the urban elite of Boston, who dominated collegiate
governance and controlled the college's finances, and whose children made up
much of the student body. The faculty created a social community of their own,
stopped participating in local politics, and established their own church. Harvard
increased its efforts to prevent the social mixing of students with locals in taverns.
Harvard and Cambridge came to have identities separate from each other. As the
connections between town and gown weakened, tensions increased. By the early
nineteenth century, it was no longer possible to discern a single integrated
community.
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INTRODUCTION

George Birkbeck Hill, an Oxford don visiting Cambridge, Massachusetts, in
1893, wrote to his fellow countrymen that Harvard seemed to have little influence
on its surrounding community. In America, Hill explained, "How few are the signs
here of university life compared with those seen in Oxford! ... A stranger, whose
walks did not lead him past the Yard, might for some time live within a quarter of a
mile ofthe College, without discovering that he was in a University town."
Scholars did not fill the Cambridge streets or spend time in the local community.
Instead, students usually left the town during their free time. "Boston attracts the
students in large numbers," Hill discovered, "and to Boston they go, not on foot but
on the tram-cars." Oscar Handlin describes nineteenth-century Harvard as a selfcontained community, in Cambridge but not of it. "Social and cultural lines,"
explains Handlin, "stretched more directly to Boston, the self-denominated Athens
of America." Harvard students knew little of Cambridge beyond the Yard; most
townspeople knew as little about Harvard. Similarly, social events for faculty were
more likely to take place on Beacon Hill in Boston than in the homes of Cambridge
neighbors. Such had not always been the case, however. Harvard and Cambridge
were inexorably connected in the minds of colonial New Englanders. It was only in
the late eighteenth century that Harvard matured sufficiently to have a strong
community identification separate from its surrounding town. 1

1

George Birkbeck Hill, "How Few Are the Signs of University Life," in William Bentinck Smith,
ed., The Harvard Book: Selections from Three Centuries, Revised Edition, (Cambridge, Mass.:

2
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This study examines town-gown relations between Harvard College and
Cambridge, Massachusetts, in the colonial and early republic periods. It focuses not
only on the institutional connections between the town and the college but also on
the personal associations of both the Harvard faculty and students and the local
community. My goal is to examine four fundamental questions: 1) To what degree
did the New England Puritans replicate the English nonns of town and gown
interactions? 2) How did Cambridge affect the development of Harvard? 3) How did
the presence of a provincial college affect the development of a small Puritan
community? 4) How did the town-gown relationship change and develop between
Harvard's founding in 1636 and the end of the eighteenth century?
This work builds on two approaches, the social history of education and the
New England town study. First, it expands the work of previous educational
historians, particularly Lawrence Cremin. In studying American colonial
educational systems, Cremin pointed to a number of institutions that "shaped
American thought, character, and sensibility," including churches, schools, colleges,
and communities. Unlike Cremin, who examined each sphere separately, I attempt
to describe the interaction of each these areas in one community. Accordingly, I
borrow heavily from the methods and sources of the town study, culling college and
town records for evidence of interconnections. Following in the tradition of recent
research stressing the diversity of colonial towns, this study thus investigates the
origins of a particular type of American community, the college town. 2

Harvard University Press, 1982), 453-4; Oscar Handlin, "A Small Community," in Glimpses ofthe
Harvard Past (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1986), I02.
2

Lawrence Cremin, American Education: The Colonial Experience. 1607-1783 (New York: Harper
and Row, 1970),229-37.
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In calling this work a community study, I am forced to grapple with the
concept of"community'' as it relates to colonial Harvard and Cambridge. I initially
viewed the college and the town as two separate communities and anticipated
finding a pattern of conflict similar to English models. After completing the
research, I discovered that the model of separation and conflict did not fit the
evidence. Instead, Harvard and Cambridge were tightly integrated and cooperative.
To interprete these unexpected findings I turned to Robert Redfield's definition of
the "little community." Redfield identified four attributes of the little community:
distinctiveness, smallness, homogeneity, and all-providing self-sufficiency. By this
definition, neither Harvard nor Cambridge can be understood as a community apart
from the other. Although each was small and homogeneous, neither was selfsufficient. Moreover, the distinctiveness of each relied on the existence of the other.
Cambridge's distinguisrung mark was the presence of Harvard; Harvard's character
derived in part from its location in Cambridge. The student body represented a cross
section ofNew Englanders, and many of the students were either from Cambridge or
from other nearby towns. Although Harvard men were more highly educated than
the typical Cambridgean, the two groups were socially and ideologically similar. At
the same time, this interpretation of community is not intended to deny that Harvard
and Cambridge were separate entities. Communities have subgroups within them,
and Redfield notes that even the smallest communities have different faces,
depending on the point of view of the observer. Thus town and gown are two sets of
institutions existing within the same geographic and social space, but making up a
single society. 3
3

Robert Redfield, The Little Community and Peasant Society and Culture (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1960), 4, 133.
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The association between Harvard and Cambridge evolved through three
distinct phases during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. It developed as both
the town and the college grew in size and complexity. During the seventeenth
century, Cambridge nurtured the developing college. The town and its leaders
helped govern Harvard, maintained order at the college, and provided economic
support. The Cambridge minister provided direct oversight of Harvard and ensured
the orthodoxy of the college's leadership. At the end of the century, the connections
between town and gown entered a new phase. Harvard relied less on local leaders to
assist in academic governance. Moreover, the college had achieved sufficient
maturity to take increased responsibility for regulating and disciplining its O\\-n
members. Harvard began to participate as the town's partner in the development of
the total community. The college assisted in the building of roads, meetinghouses.
and schools. Harvard used its financial resources to support townsmen in their
attempts at economic expansion. Harvard and Cambridge also worked together to
improve the community's public health and educational system.
After almost a century of successful cooperation. by the 1780s, the
relationship between Harvard and Cambridge had become more strained.
Cambridge had grown into a small city, and much of its new development was away
from the central community surrounding Harvard. Instead, East Cambridge and
Cambridgeport were working-class suburbs dependent more on Boston than on
Harvard. Harvard also entered a new phase of development. The college's most
important connections were the urban elite of Boston, who dominated collegiate
governance and controlled the college's finances, and whose children made up much
of the student body. The faculty created a social community of their own, stopped
participating in local politics, and established their own church. Harvard increased
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its efforts to prevent the social mixing of students with locals in taverns. Harvard
and Cambridge came to have identities separate from each other. As the
connections between town and gown weakened, tensions increased. By the early
nineteenth century, it was no longer possible to discern a single integrated
community.
This dissertation examines the evolution of town-gown relations
thematically. The first chapters provide a context for understanding the
development of both Cambridge and Harvard. Chapter one examines Cambridge·s
demographic, political, and socio-economic growth in the context of current
interpretations of New England history. The second chapter provides a brief
historical overview of Harvard during the colonial period. Chapter three describes
educational practices and town-gown relations in Tudor-Stuart England that will
serve as the basis for understanding the transmission of English institutional norms
to the New World. Chapters four and five discuss the political and legal
connections between Harvard and Cambridge, including the faculty's political
activities, the problems of regulating the students, and the college's role as a to\\'n
proprietor. Chapter six examines Harvard and Cambridge's economic connections,
including the town's financial support for the college and Harvard's financial
investment in Cambridge. Chapters seven, eight, and nine explore how town and
gown cooperated to improve the entire community in the areas of religion,
education, and public health. Through the examination of these multiple points of
contact, a story emerges of the birth, growth, and maturation of the social
institutions that formed the colonial town-gown relationship.

·- ----.-__...,.,.,..
......-----~Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

CHAPTER I
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF CAMBRIDGE

The Massachusetts Bay Colony was established in what Jack Greene has
called a "short, sudden, and carefully organized burst of immigration." Between
1630 and 1645, about twenty-five thousand Englishmen settled on the east coast of
Massachusetts and along the Charles River. The concentrated spurt of immigration
with its religious overtones gave the experience special significance. Most settlers
came in family or community units and therefore were able to reproduce Old World
institutions, including churches, schools, and local governments. Many were
Puritans drawn to the New World in order to establish a "City upon a Hill," a model
Christian community that could eventually be copied by the Puritans in England.
This desire to create model communities emphasized the importance of well-ordered
societies, even as nucleated settlements broke down over time into scattered farms.
After the Great Migration came what Virginia Anderson calls the "Great
Reshuffling" as the immigrants moved from community to community and shifted
careers and crafts. Although the outbreak of the English Civil War in 1642 slowed
immigration, natural population increase was rapid, leading to the geographic
dispersion of the colonists within the first generation of settlement. 1

1

Jack P. Greene, Pursuits ofHaopiness: The Social Development of Early Modem British Colonies
and the Formation of American Culture (Chapel Hill, N.C.: University ofNorth Carolina Press,
1988), 19; Virginia DeJohn Anderson, New England's Generation: The Great Migration and the
Formation of Society and Culture in the Seventeenth Centurv (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 199 I), 3. David Hackett Fischer noted that most of the first generation of Massachusetts

7
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From its inception, Cambridge was intended to be not just a local entre pot
but a provincial town, but its first decade was a period of instability. In 1630, the
colony of Massachusetts Bay included only four communities--Salem, Boston,
Charlestown, and Watertown. Cambridge, or Newtowne, as it was first called, was
founded in 1631 as the colonial capital (Governor John Winthrop and the assistants
considered Boston too exposed to enemy attack). Although the governor and the
assistants agreed to build homes in Newtowne, only ten houses, including those for
Winthrop, Deputy Governor Dudley, and Simon Bradstreet, were built there the first
year. The political elite refused to leave Boston, and consequently the General
Court never moved permanently to Cambridge. 2
Although the town's growth was not fueled by the provincial government,
Cambridge expanded rapidly after 1632 because of the settlement ofthe Braintree
Company. The Braintree Company was one of the many groups of immigrants
organized in England who purchased large blocks of land and settled entire villages
in New England. The Braintree Company laid out several common fields and
allocated specific tracts to each of the inhabitants. The town also established
common grazing lands, which remained in use for more than one hundred years.
When the company's leader, the Reverend Thomas Hooker, arrived in 1633,
Newtowne included about one hundred families. Although Cambridge was never
incorporated by specific act of the General Court, the records of the community date
from March 1632. The town suffered two early setbacks: not only did it not became
immigrants joined their local churches; see Fischer, Albion's Seed: Four British Folkwavs in America
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1989), 13-24.
2

Lucius Paige, History of Cambridge. Massachusetts. 1630-1877 (Boston: H.O. Houghton and
Company, 1877), 6-9; S. B. Sutton, Cambridge Reconsidered (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1976),
10-14.
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the capital of the colony but in 1635, after only two years of settlement, Hooker's
Braintree Company left for lands further west and south. The company complained
about a shortage of land in Cambridge, but the real reasons for the removal were
probably the attraction of the Connecticut River valley and Hooker's desire for
increased distance from his religious rival, the Reverend John Cotton of Boston.
Only about eleven families of the original Braintree Company remained in
Cambridge. 3
The town did not die. The Reverend Thomas Shepard brought to Cambridge
another company of Puritan settlers who were fleeing the religious persecution of
Charles I and Bishop Laud. In 1630, William Laud, bishop of London, barred
Shepard from preaching in England because of his Puritan leanings. Shepard's
group of about thirty to forty families came to New England in 1635 on board the

Defense. These settlers bought up the Braintree Company homes and landholdings:•
In the initial settlement, each resident had received a small house lot in the
town and land in the common fields for cultivation. The allocations in the fields
ranged from fewer than five acres for "small lots" to six to sixty-three acres for
"great lots." Wealth and social position seem to have determined the acreage
assigned to each inhabitant. 5 Despite the town's Puritan origins and its continuing
rural nature, the breakdown of the traditional closed corporate community was more
rapid in Cambridge than that chronicled by Kenneth Lockridge for neighboring
3

Bainbridge Bunting and Robert Nylander, The Survey of Architectural Historv of Cambridge.
Report Four: Old Cambridge (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press for the Cambridge Historical
Commission, 1973), 34-35; Paige, History of Cambridge, 10-13, 17, 31.
4

Michael McGiffert, God's Plot: Puritan Spirituality in Thomas Shepard's Cambridge (Amherst:
University of Massachusetts Press, 1994), 4-7.

5

Bunting and Nylander, Old Cambridge, 16.
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Dedham. As early as 1634, Cambridge opened up the "west-end," landholdings
about one-half mile west of the initial settlement. These sites of up to four acres,
larger than the house plots in the main community, allowed residents to settle on
property intended to include both a house and small farm. The Braintree Company's
departure in 1635 and the fall ofland prices in 1640 hastened the breakdown of the
corporate community as the new settlers consolidated landholdings and created
additional combined house and farm plots.

6

The town was characterized by orderliness in the seventeenth century.
Unlike Boston, Cambridge was laid out on a grid. The position and location of
houses were regulated to keep the town symmetrical. In 1633, William Wood wrote
that Cambridge was "one of the neatest and best compacted towns in New England,
having many fair structures, with many handsome contrived streets." Wood
described the inhabitants as "very rich." The community may have been less
troubled by wandering livestock than its frontier counterparts, as it was surrounded
by "many hundred acres of ground paled in with one general fence." 7
Most of the economic life of Cambridge was tied to agriculture and a few
related occupations--blacksmithing, carpentry, shoemaking, tailoring, and tanning.
Cambridge was thus the type of community James Henretta describes as "preserving
the precommercial mentalite." Families produced most of their own food or traded
6

lbid., 17-18; Kenneth Lockridge, A New England Town. the First Hundred Years: Dedham.
Massachusetts. 1636-1736 (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1970).

7

William Wood, New England Prospect: A true. lively. and experimental Description of that part of
America commonly called New England ... (Boston, 1633, reprinted ed. Amherst, Mass.: University
of Massachusetts Press, 1977), 60. On the effects of livestock on the New England landscape, see
William Cronon, Changes in the Land: Indians. Colonists and the Ecology ofNew England (New
York: Hill and Wang, I 983), 128-151; Virginia DeJohn Anderson, "King Philip's Herds: Indians,
Colonists, and the Problem of Livestock in Early New England," William and Mary Ouarterlv. 3rd
ser., 51 (1994): 601-624.
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II

informally with their neighbors for what they needed; Cambridge did not have a
formal central market untili812. In the seventeenth century, the population was
divided about evenly between the central settlement around the meetinghouse
(hereafter called Old Cambridge) and the rest of the township.

8

Table 1.1
CAMBRIDGE POPULATION STATISTICS
RATABLE POLLS

Old Cambridge*
Total Cambridge

I647
n/a
135

I688
86
I92

I777
155
343

I781
n/a
4I7

*Old Cambridge includes central Cambridge and excludes outlying areas that are
now the communities of Brighton and Arlington.
POPULATION

Total Cambridge*

I765
I,57I

1776
1,586

I790
2,1I5

I800
2,453

*Includes West Cambridge (now Arlington) and Brighton.

Source: Lucius Paige, History ofCambridge, Massachusetts, 1630-1877 (Boston: H.O. Houghton
and Company, 1877)

Like that of most of New England, Cambridge's population grew rapidly in
the town's early years. During its first fifty years, the town grew about 42 percent,
from 135 ratable polls in 1647 to 192 in 1688. Growth was strongest in Old

8

Bunting and Nylander, Old Cambridge, I 9; James Henretta, "Families and Farms: Mentalite in PreIndustrial America," William and Mary Quarterly, 3d ser., 35 (1978): 14. James T. Lemon refutes
this view in "Early Americans and their Social Environment," Journal of Historical Geography 6
( 1980): 115-13 I. Gary Nash suggests Henretta's model is probably more appropriate for New
England; see Gary Nash, "Social Development," in Jack P. Greene and J. R. Pole, eds., Colonial
British America: Essays in the New History of the Early Modem Era (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, I 984), 240-241.
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Cambridge, which grew from thirty-five or forty households in 1635 to about sixty
or sixty-five in 1688. Most of the households were nuclear families; in 1688, fewer
than twenty had more than one ratable poll (signifying that the family included more
than one adult male); the largest had four. 9
By 1670, the land immediately surrounding the central community was
settled, and fewer than 260 acres of common land were left in close proximity to the
meetinghouse. As was the case in Dedham, Andover, and Plymouth, the settlement
of lands distant from the central Cambridge community eventually led to the
creation of outlying towns. The first of these new communities, Billerica, split off
from Cambridge in 1655. Two others separated from Cambridge in its first eighty
years: Newton in 1688 and Lexington in 1713. No further separations occurred
until the nineteenth century, but separate parishes were established at Menotomy
(later Arlington) in 1732 and at Little Cambridge (later Brighton) in 1779.
Cambridge's divisions were not characterized by the acrimony that Lockridge finds
in Dedham, nor did the outlying settlements have the instability noted by Paul Boyer
and Stephen Nissenbaum for Salem Village. 10
Most white males in Cambridge probably held voting rights; the community
included few servants, and the establishment of proprietors separate from the
inhabitants did not occur until 1665. Nevertheless, seventeenth-century Cambridge
conformed to the model of deference described by Jack Greene as particular to New
England. Although voting rights were widespread, the community cannot be
9

Paige, History of Cambridge. 440. Paige includes the existing poll and estate lists for seventeenthand eighteenth-century Cambridge in the statistical appendix to his history.
10

Bunting and Nylander, Old Cambridge. 18; Lockridge, A New England Town. 116; Paul Boyer and
Stephen Nissenbaum, Salem Possessed: The Social Origins of Witchcraft (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1974).

.,...........

--...
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described as a populist democracy. Instead, the populace deferred to its leadership;
a group of about twenty men, most of them large landowners, dominated the
political system. From its beginning, the town meeting focused less on substantive
issues than on electing selectmen empowered "to haue the power of the whole
Towne." They decided virtually all town business, including land allocations, road
and fence construction and repair, and the regulation of commerce and social
relations. 11

Table 1.2
CONCENTRATION OF POWER
CAMBRIDGE SELECTMEN

% of terms held by selectmen with
more than 10 years of service*
Number of Individuals**

1635-1700

1701-1750

1750-1800

68.3
19

50.5
13

53.9
11

*Not including constables. The percentage including constables is 60.2.
**Duplicated headcount. Some individuals terms spanned more than one period.
There were a total of thirty-five selectmen who served more than ten terms.

Source: Lucius Paige, History of Cambridge. Massachusetts. 1630-1877 (Boston: H.O. Houghton
and Company, 1877)

Cambridge inhabitants probably had more opportunities for political
participation at the selectmen's level than did their peers in other seventeenthcentury New England towns. Until1673, Cambridge elected only three types of
officers: selectmen, constables, and surveyors. The Cambridge constables also

11

Greene, Pursuits of Happiness. 24-25; The Records ofthe Town and Selectmen of Cambridge
(Formerly Newtowne). Massachusetts. 1630-1703, ed. Edward Brandon (Cambridge, Mass.: John
Wilson and Son, 1901), 14, 144-148 (cited hereafter as Cambridge Town Records).
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served as selectmen until at least 1660 and possibly as late as 1688. Given
established leaders' lack of interest in holding this office, the opportunity for at least
brief service as a selectman was widespread for those willing to serve also as town
constable. The turnover of selectmen was fairly regular; each year usually one or
two were serving in that capacity for the first time. During the seventeenth century,
147 men served as Cambridge selectmen at an average of3.8 years of service. Some
72 held the position by virtue of being a constable, usually for just one term. In
addition, 32 of the regular selectmen served only one or two terms. 12

In spite of the opportunities that existed for participation in Cambridge
politics, the selectmen's meetings were dominated by a small clique. Edward Cook
suggests that Cambridge underwent a concentration of political power in the
eighteenth century; in fact, political power was already concentrated in a few hands
in the seventeenth. If individuals serving only by virtue of being constables and the
Braintree Company officeholders from the first year of town governance are
excluded, two-thirds of the seventeenth-century terms were held by nineteen
selectmen serving ten or more terms during their careers. In fact, by the 1680s, the
selectmen were a well-entrenched group; only three new individuals broke into their
ranks during this decade, and only one of the three served more than three terms. 13
The Cambridge church experienced similar stability in the seventeenth
century, and the town and church communities were coterminous during the entire
12

This joint service as constable and selectman appears to be a local innovation. In most
seventeenth-century towns, constables and selectmen were elected at about the same time in the town
meeting, but were not the same individuals. This joint position may have made the Cambridge
constables more powerful than their peers in other communities; see Edward Cook, Fathers of the
Towns: Leadership and Community Structure in Eighteenth-Century New England (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1976), 2-3.
13

Cook, Fathers of the Towns, 56-59.
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century. By the late seventeenth century, many New England towns were creating
multiple parishes to accommodate growing population and religious divisions.
Religious unity lasted longer in Cambridge than in many other towns. One church
served all of Cambridge until 1732, and in that year, it was geography, not religious
disputes, that led to the establishment of a separate parish at Menotomy. In spite of
the overlap of town and church, however, the church organization was separate from
the local political structure. Although joint town and church meetings were
occasionally held, for the most part the congregation transacted business separately
from the town and included as members students and tutors at the college who were
not town residents. Church members did dominate local politics, however, and most
of the selectmen were members. Of the seventeenth-century selectmen whose
church relationship can be identified (only one Cambridge church list survives from
the seventeenth century), about two-thirds were church members (27 of 42). The
members were the more influential selectmen; they served longer terms (9.2 years)
than the nonchurch members (2.4 years). 14
Beginning with Thomas Shepard, five ministers served the church in the
seventeenth century. Lucius Paige notes in his history of Cambridge that the church
was characterized by harmony and that each of the ministers served the community
peacefully until his death. Jonathan Mitchell, Shepard's successor, was one of the
leaders in the movement for the Half-Way Covenant, and the Cambridge church
adopted the covenant with little controversy. The congregation also had strong lay
leadership, electing both deacons and ruling elders in the seventeenth century. 15
'"'Bruce Daniels, The Connecticut Town: Growth and Development, 1635-1790 (Middletown, Conn.:
Wesleyan University Press, 1979), 95-97; Cook, Fathers ofthe Towns, 120.
rs Paige, History of Cambridge, 304-305, 344; Perry Miller, The New England Mind: From Colony to
Province (Boston: Beacon Press, 1953), 93-104.
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The revocation of the Massachusetts Bay charter in 1688 and the subsequent
Glorious Revolution brought only moderate upset to this orderly community.
Although a transition occurred in the town leadership, Cambridge did not experience
the turmoil of some New England towns during this period. Beginning in the 1680s,
the lower-status constables no longer also served as selectmen, concentrating
political control in the hands of the established elite. The loss of the charter did
bring Cambridge land titles into question, and the town sent a petition signed by 142
residents to the General Court, pledging their loyalty to the Crown and asking the
court to work toward the securing of their land claims. The late 1680s, however. did
not see a break in the political leadership. 16
Cambridge experienced the same concentration of political power as other
New England towns, but earlier. The consolidation of control by a social elite that
Cook describes as characteristic of the eighteenth century occurred two decades
earlier in Cambridge with the separation of the constables from the selectmen. In
Cambridge, less prominent families had increased opportunities for political
participation through the proliferation of minor political offices that first started to
appear in the late seventeenth century, such as tythingmen, hogreaves, fence
surveyors, drivers of the fields, sealers of weights and measures, swine inspectors,
and haywards. Bruce Daniels suggests that with the greater complexity of society,
town governments became more coercive in response to greater individualism and
pluralism in the general society. He depicts the eighteenth century as a transition
"from community authority to government officials as the ultimate source of power
in society." In Cambridge, the town meeting had never been a major locus of power

16

Paige, History of Cambridge, 74-5.
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in the seventeenth century, and by eighteenth century, the selectmen had a long
history of handling most town business.

17

Political power in Cambridge remained concentrated in the eighteenth
century, but the individuals who held it were not necessarily representatives of
seventeenth-century family dynasties. Thirteen individuals with careers of more
than ten terms account for half of the selectmen terms in the first half of the
eighteenth century. This trend continued into the second half of the century.
Similarly, Cook found that only 20 percent of the eighteenth-century
Cambridge leaders were the sons of leaders, although the average length of service
of the sons was somewhat longer (11.3 years) than that of the non-sons (8.3 years).
For example, Cook notes that "three successive Andrew Boardmans served as town
clerk and town treasurer almost continuously from 1700 to 1779, and served a total
of 93 terms as selectmen, representatives and moderator," and that this single family
was responsible for the rise in the average length of terms in the eighteenth century,
with the Boardmans serving 28 percent of the leadership terms in Cambridge. 18
For the selectmen, excluding the constables, the average length of service
fell from the seventeenth to the eighteenth century, but the decline was not constant.
The average length of service for selectmen starting their careers in the midseventeenth century was 7.6 years; in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth
century, this figure fell to 5.4 years. The mid-eighteenth century saw greater
stability, with average years of service rising to 7.5. The turnover of selectmen

17

Daniels, Connecticut Town, 92-93.

18

Cook, Fathers ofthe Towns, 101.
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during the Revolutionary period was more rapid; the average years of service
declined to 4.6, rising to 5.5 at the end of the century.

Table 1.3
YEARS OF SERVICE
CAMBRIDGE SELECTMEN
Years First Elected
1635- 1660- 16871659 1686 1710

17111735

17361760

17611785

17961800

Total Group of Selectmen*

5.4

3.0

5.4

5.4

7.5

4.6

5.5

Excluding Constables

7.6

6.7

5.4

5.4

7.5

4.6

5.5

*Excludes selectmen from the Braintree Company who served for less than one year
in 1634.
Source: Lucius Paige, History of Cambridge. Massachusetts. 1630-1877 (Boston: H.O. Houghton
and Company, 1877)

Economic and social changes mirrored the political transitions in the
Cambridge community. Beginning in the early eighteenth century, wealthy
merchants began to leave Boston and settle in outlying towns, including Cambridge.
These merchants differed from Cambridge's seventeenth-century elite. The newcomers were not from established Cambridge families, their business activities
occurred primarily outside the town, and most were Anglicans. The influx of new
residents led to the expansion of the settlement as merchants built mansions, mostly
in the new Georgian style, on large estates to the west and east of the older, more
compact village. The lifestyle of these merchants was distinctly different from that
of the older residents. Their houses symbolized a new way of life that separated the
work of the household from the life of the family. Parlors became centers for formal
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entertainment, the serving of tea, and polite conversation. Similarly, the land
surrounding these homes was not devoted to agriculture (except for a small kitchen
or herb garden), but was landscaped into ornamental gardens and lawns designed for
beauty, relaxation, and contemplation.

19

For the most part, the merchants did not compete with established leadership
for political control of the community. Instead, the two sets of Cambridge elites
were active on different political fronts. The merchants focused on provincial
politics (particularly maintaining control of the Council, which they had dominated
since the 1690s), leaving local politics to those of more moderate means, including
Cambridge's older established families. Exceptions to this pattern include William
Brattle, a merchant but also the son of the Cambridge minister of the same name,
who served twenty-one terms as town selectman and ten terms as representative to
the General Court, and John Vassail, Sr., a merchant who served two terms as a
selectman but was not well received by the Cambridge populace. Samuel
Whittemore, church deacon and deputy sheriff, publicly described Vassail as "no
more fit to discharge said trust [as Cambridge selectman] than the horse that he, the
said Samuel, then rode on." (Whittemore's comments resulted in a slander suit, but
Vassalllost, as Whittemore's remarks were found "not actionable.") Given the
criticism ofVassall during his tenure, and the limited rewards of local political
involvement, other merchants may have chosen to avoid it. 20

19

Richard Bushman, The Refinement of America: Persons, Houses, Cities (New York: Alfred Knopf,
1992), 100-138.

20

Bemard Bailyn, The New England Merchants in the Seventeenth Century (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1955), 174-177; Samuel Whittemore's quote is from Paige, History of
Cambridge, 131; Sutton, Cambridge Reconsidered, 23.
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Old Cambridge (the central settlement) doubled in population between 1688
and 1777, growing from 86 to 155 ratable polls. It was still a small town, however;

in 1765 the total population in Old Cambridge was 785. Much of this growth
probably resulted from an increase in nonagricultural workers in Old Cambridge and
the expansion of animal husbandry. In 1781, the total allocated tillable land
remained at the 1647 total of 776 acres, but the total allocations for marsh and
meadow almost doubled from 748 acres to 1,402 acres. Cambridge was becoming
(in Cook's terminology) a "Major Country Town." Although agriculture remained
the primary occupation, the town now had a distinctly stratified social structure and
local market and service centers. In addition to the merchants, artisans first
appearing in the eighteenth-century community included barbers, brickmakers,
coopers, curriers, distillers, glaziers, hatters, and saddlers. The number of shops
increased from five in the late seventeenth century to nineteen in 1765.21
One of the important service industries of Cambridge was the tavern trade.
As the only public establishments, taverns were social and economic centers for
their communities. The first tavern in Cambridge was established as early as 1636,
and they flourished in the eighteenth century, with about a half-dozen serving the
community at any given time. Most operated out of an individual's home, and they
appeared and disappeared with great regularity. One of the most famous was the
Blue Anchor Tavern, which was established in 1652 and lasted into the nineteenth
century. Taverns were popular with Cambridge townsmen and Harvard students
throughout the eighteenth century. 22
21

Paige, History of Cambridge, 439-447; Cook. Fathers of the Towns, 175-176; Bunting and
Nylander, Old Cambridge, 19.
22

Paige, History of Cambridge, 225-227.
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The eighteenth century also saw a decline in the economic egalitarianism of
the seventeenth century, in part caused by the rise of merchant elites, such as Brattle
and Vassall. Cook found that wealth, as measured in property holdings, was
increasingly concentrated in the top 10 percent of the population in the older,
established Massachusetts towns. In seventeenth-century Cambridge, wealth was
distributed fairly evenly; in 1688, about 25 percent was held by 10 percent of those
listed in the tax list. By 1770, however, wealth was far more concentrated, with the
top 10 percent of the population holding about 50 percent of the town's wealth.
Like other Boston satellite communities such as Braintree and Dorchester,
Cambridge was one of the most economically stratified Massachusetts towns. 23
Not surprisingly, the rise of the wealthy coincided with an increase in the
very poor. Cambridge was always careful not to encourage the settlement of
outsiders. As early 1636, the town barred anyone from moving into the community
without the permission of the inhabitants, but made exceptions for students. In the
eighteenth century, however, "warnings-out" (the town's notice of refusal to support
noninhabitants if they became indigent) became more common, and by the 1780s,
selectmen had begun to compile long lists of individuals not entitled to the town's
support.

24

The Cambridge church remained a unifying factor for the community
through most of the eighteenth century. Two ministers dominated the church's
eighteenth-century history: William Brattle, who served from 1696 to 171 7, and
23

Cook, Fathers of the Towns, 66-70. Cook does not account for wealth held by Cambridgeans
outside of Cambridge.

24
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Nathaniel Appleton, whose service lasted from 1717 until 1784. The deacons had
similar longevity; the average length of service for those elected between I 700 and
I 790 was twenty years. The church was not strongly affected by the Great
Awakening; Nathaniel Appleton opposed revivalist George Whitefield's exercises
but, being a moderate, was willing to let him preach in the Cambridge church. The
only theological division in the community was the short-lived Anglican parish,
Christ Church, established in Cambridge in the 1760s but closed in the 1770s. It
reopened later.25
Cambridge's religious and politicalleaderships became more distinct in the
eighteenth century, with only about half of the eighteenth-century selectmen being
church members. In the first halfofthe century, the two groups served similar
lengths of service (4. 9 years for churchmen, 4.6 years for nonchurchmen), but in the
second half of the century, churchmen once again dominated the town government
(7.4 years vs. 2.6 years for non-churchmen).

In Massachusetts, the Revolutionary War was fought in Cambridge's front
and bac~ yards. The bulk of the Cambridge population supported the Revolutionary
cause; although most ofthe merchants were tories, they represented only 10 percent
of the town's population. Cambridge was directly involved in the opening rounds
of the Revolution. In September 1774, General Gage, military governor of
Massachusetts, ordered British troops to seize gunpowder in Charlestown and field
artillery pieces in Cambridge.

Cambridgeans responded by breaking some of the

windows of the house of Attorney General Jonathan Sewall. Protesting the tory
residents' support of the government of Governor Thomas Hutchinson, the

25

Paige, Historv of Cambridge, 305.
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townsmen demonstrated the next day in front of the Middlesex County Court House
on Harvard Square.

In 1774, General Gage occupied Boston. The Massachusetts assembly
removed to Cambridge and met in the meetinghouse. William Dawes, Paul Revere's
less famous partner, traveled through the town on his midnight ride, and Cambridge
citizens removed the planks of the Great Bridge to slow the British advance across
the Charles River and into the countryside. General Washington and the Continental
army arrived in Cambridge in July 1775 and occupied the college buildings. The
tory merchants fled the town, and Harvard moved to greater safety in Concord. In
March 1776, after the fall of Fort Ticonderoga and the movement of forty of the
fort's cannons to Dorchester Heights, the British army evacuated Boston and the
provincial government returned. In 1777, Cambridge was the detention camp for
General Burgoyne's forces, with the old tory mansions serving as barracks. Later,
the meetinghouse was the site of the 1779-1780 Massachusetts constitutional
convention. 26
After the Revolution, Cambridge continued to grow, increasing more than 60
percent from 1,586 inhabitants in 1776 to 2,453 in 1800. Much of this growth was
probably in outlying regions; Abiel Holmes, the town minister, reported that in 1800
the central settlement still had only about 148 houses. Much of the new growth was
to the east because the new West Boston Bridge, opened in 1793, improved
Cambridge's access to Boston, facilitating economic linkages with the center city.
The new bridge cut the distance to Boston from eight to three miles. It also
reoriented the major routes out of town to the southeast rather than northeast to

26

Sunon, Cambride:e Reconsidered, 26-34.
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Charlestown or west to the older Great Bridge. In addition, an entirely new
settlement, East Cambridge, or Cambridgeport, developed along the road to the new
bridge. Although remaining part of Cambridge, the village was more oriented
toward Boston than the older settlement and became the focus of much of
Cambridge's expansion in the early nineteenth century.

27

In spite of the population growth, the central settlement, Old Cambridge,
became more homogeneous after the Revolution and in many ways returned to its
early eighteenth-century roots. Vacated tory lands were sold to "patriots," making
Cambridge more uniform politically. Economically, the community remained
diverse, however. Many of the purchasers of tory lands were from outside
Cambridge, but their business interests were often closer to home than those of the
old tories, as land speculation in East Cambridge was a primary interest of this new
elite. The closure of Anglican Christ Church left the central community united in
one church until the early nineteenth century opened the door to religious pluralism
once again. The 1790s represent a social and demographic lull, more like the period
of the first part of the eighteenth century than the periods immediately before or
after. After 1800, however, the community would see increased economic
development, greater social and religious divisions, and increased political
complexity as the town changed from a rural agricultural community to a Boston
suburb? 8

27

Ibid., 35-40; Paige, History of Cambridge, I 77.
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Bunting and Nylander, Old Cambridge, 21; Sutton, Cambridge Reconsidered, 40-42. For a
discussion of the rise of East Cambridge and the demographic and economic changes of the
nineteenth century, see Henry C. Binford, The First Suburbs: Residential Communities on the Boston
Periphery, 1815-1860 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985), 1-13.
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Cambridge's development laid the groundwork for the pattern ofto\'/n-gown
interactions during the colonial era. During the 1630s and 1640s, the demographic
instability of community made local support for the fledgling college difficult. By
the 1650s, however, Cambridge developed into a stable agricultural village with a
strong political and religious leadership which could guide both town and gown
activities. The town's straight streets allowed Harvard to develop an orderly
campus, but a shortage of land near the town center plagued both the agricultural
development of the community and the geographical expansion of the college.
The eighteenth century saw the transformation of the community from an
agricultural village to a market town which was reflected in a new pattern of towngown interactions. Economic linkages between Cambridge and Harvard became
more important. The town's economic development benefited the college, but the
byproducts of development--taverns, fairs, and shops--disrupted academic life.
Strong political and religious leadership remained a unifying force, binding together
town-gown divisions and promoting cooperation during the first half of the
eighteenth century.
After the Revolution, Cambridge's rapid geographic, demographic, and
economic growth divided town and gown. Cambridge lost its homogeneous
character. Much of the new development was removed from the college and
introduced new populations--many working class--with little connection to Harvard.
Town activities were now viewed as a disruption to academic life, and Harvard
withdrew from the political and social life of the town and worked to create a
separate academic community for its students and faculty.
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CHAPTER2

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF HARVARD

Founded in 1636, only six years after the colony of Massachusetts Bay, for
the next fifty-seven years Harvard College was the only English institution offering
collegiate education in North America. Unlike many other colonial colleges, which
experienced fires, frequent moves, and occasional closures, Harvard has records that
are remarkably complete and well preserved, making the sources for the history of
the college rich. This chapter provides an overview of some of the current
interpretations of Harvard's colonial history}
Harvard's evolution had important implications for town-gown interactions.
The college's physical development, growth in students, and collegiate lifestyle all
were central to its relationship with Cambridge. Harvard's growth paralleled the
town's population increase and led greater complexity in the college's internal
structures. The president, professors, tutors, and students all interacted with
townsmen, but it different ways. By the eighteenth century, the college was an
'Samuel Eliot Morison's histories of Harvard College remain the seminal studies of Harvard during
the colonial period. They include The Founding of Harvard College (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1935); Harvard in the Seventeenth Century (2 vols.; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1936); Three Centuries ofHarvard (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press ofHarvard
University Press, 1936). More recent specialized monographs include Margery Somers Foster, "Out
ofSmalle Beginings ... ":An Economic History of Harvard in the Puritan Period (1635-1712)
(Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1962); Norman Fiering, Moral
Philosophy at Seventeenth-Century Harvard: A Discipline in Transition (Chapel Hill, N.C.:
University of North Carolina Press, 1981 ). Eighteenth-century Harvard has not been the study of a
single monograph. One dissertation discusses the curricular and governance developments of the
eighteenth century, Thomas Siegle, "Harvard in the Eighteenth Century" (PhD. diss., Harvard
University, 1990). Because it was still sealed until summer 1996 at the author's request, it has not
been consulted for this research.
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elaborate institution affording numerous points of interaction \\-ith the local
community.
Historians have disagreed about the original purpose of the college. Cotton
Mather, writing in the early eighteenth century, described early Harvard as "a
College of Divines" and a "Happy Seminary," in contrast to the "godless" college of
his own day under the lawyer-president, John Leverett. Later historians
misinterpreted Mather's remarks and saw early colonial colleges primarily as church
seminaries providing only theological training, rather than true colleges teaching the
entire classical curriculum. In the 1930s, Samuel Eliot Morison refuted this view
and described Harvard's purpose as "the advancement and perpetuation oflearning,"
which included theology as part of "other branches of learning." Morison held that
"Harvard was a religious college, but emphatically not a 'divinity school' or a
seminary for the propagation of puritan theology." This statement rankled church
historians. Responding to Morison, Winthrop Hudson argued that being
uncomfortable with Puritan theology, Morison ignored the religious motivations in
Harvard's founding and missed the connection between university training and the
Puritan ministry. Harvard's founders based its curriculum on that of Emmanuel
College, replicating its focus on the training of Puritan ministers. Hudson returned
to Mather's view that the college was primarily a divinity school, training Christian
ministers to lead the conquest of the pagan New World. 2
2

Cotton Mather quoted in Bernard Bailyn, "Foundations" in Glimpses of Harvard Past (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1986), 5; Morison, Founding, 247-48; Morison, Three Centuries of
Harvard. 22; Winthrop Hudson, "The Morison Myth Concerning the Founding of Harvard College,"
Church History 8 (1939): 148. The use of the term seminary misled later historians. In the early
eighteenth century, seminaries were places of training for a variety of professions. Even in the
nineteenth century, Josiah Quincy referred to "seminaries of science" when describing science
programs. Moreover, the word continued to have an older meaning, "a piece of ground in which
plants are sown." Seminaries, by analogy, were places were the young were nurtured for adulthood.
See Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd edition., 20 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989), 15:956.
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Further study of New England Puritanism, particularly by Perry Miller,
showed that the modern understanding of secular versus religious instruction was
meaningless for seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Puritans. Miller explains that
for the Puritans, piety and intellect were intertwined and the pursuit of learning was
expected to support and enhance religious orthodoxy. Bernard Bailyn extends
Miller's analysis and finds that neither Morison nor Hudson fully captured the spirit
of the early college. Bailyn argues that Harvard was neither a university "for the
advancement and perpetuation of learning, in the broadest sense of that word," as
described by Morison, nor a religious seminary. According to Bailyn, "Harvard was
founded as an institution from which the leadership of the church, state, and trade
was expected to emerge, and that leadership, like the community as a whole, was
expected to remain deeply and correctly Christian." Although the curriculum
included religious and secular texts, both were studied through a lens of Reformed
Protestant Christianity. In spite of the religious upheavals and divisions of the
eighteenth century, Harvard remained throughout the colonial period a Protestant
college training the colony's leadership. The belief in religious education as the root
of all learning would continue at American colleges well into the nineteenth
century. 3
Harvard's founders had a wide variety of European university models from
which to choose when forming their college. Some universities, particularly those
on the Continent, primarily administered examinations for degrees, and students
attended the institutions briefly or not at all. Others, such as those found in England,
3

Perry Miller, The New England Mind (1939; reprint, Boston: Beacon Press, 1961) 1:75-76;
Morison. Founding. 248; Bernard Bailyn, "Foundations," 4-8. George Marsden has studied the role
of religion in higher education during the colonial and early republic periods; see Marsden, The Soul
ofthe American University: From Protestant Establishment to Established Nonbelief(New York:
Oxford University Press, I994 ), 29-96.
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were residential universities where students lived together and studied a prescribed
curriculum over a set number of years. Harvard's founders were familiar with both
types of institutions; the Netherlands had been a popular destination for English
Puritans seeking refuge from the Anglican church authorities. Harvard's founders,
however, chose to emulate English practice and embraced the "collegiate way of
living" for their new institution. Morison explains that "to the English mind,
university learning apart from college life was not worth having." Puritans in
particular valued the collegiate life. Francis Bremer notes that "at Cambridge,
clerical friendships were formed which became the basis of a Congregational
Communion that would influence the seventeenth-century history of England and
New England." The informal network of friendships, Bremer argues, were as
important to the eventual spread ofPuritanism as the influence of tutors and
attendance at lectures. The decision to create a college community made
geographical location and construction of college buildings primary considerations:'
The decision to put the college in Cambridge (then Newtowne) was not
preordained. In May 1636 the town of Salem offered three hundred acres in what is
now Marblehead for the use of the college. The site was better than Cambridge,
significantly larger and about two miles from the center of town, whereas
Cambridge offered only two house lots, less than two acres. Hugh Peter, who was
appointed overseer of the college that autumn, actually bought a house in Salem for
4

8ailyn, "Foundations," 9; Cotton Mather, Marginalia Christi America. ed. Kenneth B. Murdock
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1977), 4:126. Morison, Founding, 252; Francis
Bremer, Congregational Communion: Clerical Friendship in the Anglo-American Puritan
Community. 1610-1692 (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1994), 17. Not all English colonial
colleges adopted the "collegiate way of living." The College of William and Mary in Virginia
followed the Scottish model; students were not required to live at the college or even in
Williamsburg. See Lawrence Cremin, American Education: The Colonial Experience (New York:
Harper& Row, 1970), 337-38.
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Harvard's temporary use, expecting the offer to be accepted. The Massachusetts Bay
government, however, chose to locate the college closer to Boston. Salem was both
a port city and a possible rival to Boston. In October 1636, by vote of the General
Court, the college was created and a temporary board appointed to oversee its
establishment.s

In the intervening months, the Antinomian Controversy raged in Boston.
Although contemporaries did not provide an explanation for locating the college in
Cambridge, Edward Johnson, writing in 1651, explained that the founders "chose
this place [Cambridge], being then under the Orthodox, and soul-flourishing
Ministery of Mr. Thomas Shepheard." Cotton Mather also cited Shepard's
orthodoxy as important to the decision to locate the college in Cambridge, the fear
of heresy being stronger than the attractions of the Salem landholdings. Although
orthodox Puritans controlled the General Court, Hutchinson, Henry Vane, and the
Antinomian party were powerful forces in Boston. Both Miller and Morison also
suggest that the impetus to found a college grew out of the Puritans' desire to
preserve religious orthodoxy. The General Court records support this interpretation;
the votes on Harvard's founding are interspersed with concerns about heresy. In
November 1637 the General Court ordered that the college be located at Newtowne
and in the following May changed the name of the town to Cambridge, after the
famous educational center in old England where so many New England ministers
had been trained. 6

5

Morison, Founding, 162-72.

6

Edward Johnson, Wonder-Working Providence ofSions Saviour in New England, ed. J. F. Jameson
(New York, 1910), 201; Cotton Mather, Magnalia Christi Americana (Boston, 1852), 3:87-88;
Morison, Founding, 176-79.
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The college was located at the north edge of the central settlement, on the
back of several house lots in what had been a cow pasture. Physically, it was placed
under the oversight of the Cambridge church; both the meetinghouse and the home
of the minister were adjacent to the college. For most of the seventeenth century,
the college was housed in one main building and several smaller secondary
structures. Classes opened in 1638, probably in the home of the first master,
Nathaniel Eaton. Harvard's early buildings were poorly built, impermanent affairs,
drafty and cold in winter, leaky in all seasons. The construction of Harvard's first

building (later called Old College) probably began in 1638; it was occupied by 1642.
Archaeological excavations in the 1980s established the location and design of the
structure. Old College was a large but poorly constructed building shaped in aU. It
probably had three stories and an occupied attic. The building was plastered on the
inside; it had leaded glass windows and a cellar for food storage. There is no
evidence of a foundation; like many early seventeenth-century structures, Old
College seems to have been constructed on sills laid directly on the ground. In
addition, it appears that green wood was used in the building's construction, causing
the siding to warp and shrink within the first few years. It started to deteriorate
following its completion in 1642 and, after the construction of the first Harvard Hall
in 1674, was abandoned and torn down by 1680. 7

7

Old College had no distinctive name during its useful life but was referred to only as "Harvard
College." For a discussion of land acquisitions in the College Yard, see Albert Mathews,
"Introduction to the Harvard College Records" in Col. Soc. ofMass., Collections. 15 (1925): xxxviicxxi. Samuel Eliot Morison included a possible reconstruction of the Old College in Morison,
Founding. 271-91. Archaeological investigations confirmed Morison's reconstruction ofthe Old
College and provided a better idea of its building appearance. See John Delano Stubbs, Jr.,
"Underground Harvard: The Archaeology of College Life" (Ph.D. diss., Harvard, 1992), 47-61, 42066.
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The college occupied several other buildings in the seventeenth century. In
the 1650s, the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in New England (later the
New England Company) provided fmancial support for a building to house Indian
students. This structure probably \_Vas completed by 1656. Few Indian students
attended Harvard, and the building was used instead to house white students and
Harvard's printing press. The Indian College structure also deteriorated rapidly and
was virtually abandoned by the late 1670s. The college occupied several houses on
Braintree Street (now Massachusetts Avenue) that were used for additional student
residences. Together with the Old and Indian Colleges, these buildings made a
small quadrangle just north of the central Cambridge community. Although the
town of Cambridge was never far removed and students were allowed access to the
town (but not its taverns or private homes), Harvard's founders intended the college
to be a self-contained community. Harvard's first campus emulated its English
predecessors. Because it was constructed behind a row of houses, the architectural
historian Bainbridge Bunting believes Old College "could hardly have been seen
from the street." Moreover, the rear portion of the Harvard lot was surrounded by a
six-and-one-half-foot pale fence to protect against Indian attack. Old College was
visually and physically removed from the rest of the comrnunity. 8 If this form of the
campus had survived, Harvard might have developed a more distant relationship to
its surrounding community. 9
Harvard Yard would not have been particularly attractive in the seventeenth
century. The trash pits of the Old College kitchen were located at the edge of the
8

Stubbs, "Underground Harvard," 55-56.

9

Bainbridge Bunting, Harvard: An Architectural History (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of
Harvard University Press, 1985), 14.
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Yard, and archaeological excavations have shown that the site was littered with
broken glass, pot shards, and animal bones. The area directly around the college
probably had few trees, but the president's house adjoining the college had a small
orchard. Privies, located at the edge of the property, served a community of about
fifty students and tutors. The college yard did not take on its current parklike setting
until the beginning of the nineteenth century. 10
The college was first entrusted to Nathaniel Eaton as master, but Eaton's
tenure was short-lived. The General Court accused him of the "cruell & barbaros
beating ofMr Naza: Briscoe," his servant. He was also too free with the use of the
rod on the students, and his wife was not free enough with the meat at the students'
dining table. The students rebelled, an investigation by Governor Winthrop ensued,
and Eaton was removed from the college. Harvard had greater success under its
next leader, Henry Dunster. Unlike Eaton, Dunster was a college graduate, having
received both his bachelor's and master's degrees from the University of Cambridge.
He spent several years as a curate in England before immigrating to the New World
in 1640, where he was greeted three weeks after his arrival with election to the
Harvard presidency. Dunster married shortly thereafter and settled in Cambridge.••
Under Dunster, the college started to prosper, and in 1650 the General Court
issued a charter establishing two governing boards on English models. The
president, treasurer, and five fellows made up the Corporation (the fellows were
10

1bid., 468.

11

Nathaniel Shurtleff, ed., Records of the Governor and Company of the Massachusetts Bav in New
England. 6 vols. (Boston, I 853-1854), I :275 (hereafter cited as Massachusetts Bay Records);
Morison, Founding, 232-42; Samuel Eliot Morison, Builders of the Bay Colony (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1930), 183-216. For a discussion of the causes of Eaton's dismissal and his
practice ofusing corporal punishment, see Kathryn McDaniel Moore, "The Dilemma of Corporal
Punishment at Harvard College," History of Education Quarterly 14 (Fall1974): 335-39.
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expected to be the teaching faculty of the college); the Overseers (composed of the
magistrates and ministers from the surrounding towns) were entrusted with
confirming the election of fellows, president, and treasurer. The Corporation was
responsible for the day-to-day operations of the college, but the Overseers had
general oversight (particularly in financial affairs and the appointment of the
president). The college faculty consisted of only the president and two tutors during
the seventeenth century; the rest of the Corporation was made up of ministers from
the neighboring churches. 12
Dunster resigned as president in 1653 because of his antipaedobaptist
leanings. Harvard's succeeding seventeenth-century presidents preserved the
Puritan nature of the college and kept the institution free from the heresies the early
founders had feared. Throughout the colonial period, the Harvard presidency
normally went to an established Puritan minister, helping to ensure the stability of
the office. The president was the pivotal figure at seventeenth-century Harvard. He
oversaw the tutors and took direct responsibility for part of the students' instruction.
He also managed the college's physical plant and building construction and, with the
cooperation of the treasurer and steward, kept the books, supervised expenditures,
and ensured the regular collection of revenues. 13
Although the presidency was a permanent appointment, the tutorship in the
seventeenth century was a temporary position that normally went to graduates who
had received their master's degrees and were waiting for calls to churches. Each
tutor saw one or two classes of students through the entire undergraduate
12

"The Harvard Charter of 1650," in American Higher Education: A Documentary History, ed.
Richard Hofstadter and Wilson Smith (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961 ), I: 10-12.
13

Morison, Seventeenth Century, I :320-22, 394-97; Moore, "Corporal Punishment," 341.
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curriculum. In addition, The Lawes and Libertyes and Orders of Harvard Colledge
for the years 1642-1646 made the tutors accountable for the religious supervision of
the students, including the assignment of scripture readings. The tutors were
responsible for more than the intellectual and religious activities of their charges;
they also supervised the students' conduct in the commons (or dining hall) and slept
in the same chambers as the students at night. The tutors' oversight extended
beyond the college: they had authority over the students as long as the latter were
'Within the town of Cambridge. Permission of the tutors or the president was
required for students to "live or board in the family or private house of any
Inhabitant in Cambridge" or to "be present at or in any of the publick civill meetings
or concourse of People as Courts of Justice, Elections, ffayres, [or] military Exercise
in the time or hours of the colledge exercise." Thus the tutors supervised the totality
of the students' activities at the college or in the town. For their efforts, tutors
received a free room and a small salary set by the college Corporation. The college
did not pay the tutors directly; each was responsible for collecting fees from his
students. When these fees did not cover the agreed-upon salary, the college made
up the difference. 14
Tutors in the early years seem to have taken their responsibilities seriously,
in spite of their short tenure. Michael Wigglesworth's diary from his years as a tutor
during the 1650s demonstrates many of the difficulties of the office. Wigglesworth
was "much exercised with contumacious and disrespective negligent carriages of my
pupils," many of whom showed more interest in worldly pleasure than
Wigglesworth found wise. Wigglesworth spent significant time in conversation
14

Harvard Records, Col. Soc. of Mass., Collections. 15 (1925): cxxxv, 187-89; 16 (1925): 456,480,
603.
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with his students on their spiritual health. When a student broke the college's rules-for example, leaving Cambridge without permission--Wigglesworth made
considerable effort to show him the evil of his ways. Although the regulations
portray the teachers as disciplinarians, the relationship between tutors and students
could in fact be quite close. Wigglesworth reported that "much distracted thoughts I
find arising from too much doting affection to some of my pupils" and had to focus
consciously on his role as disciplinarian and advisor. 15
In spite of the responsibilities assigned to the tutors on paper for the college's
governance and operation, the tutorship was neither a professional nor a powerful
position in the seventeenth century. Morison describes the typical tutor as "a very
young man, appointed to the fellowship after taking his Bachelor's degree. He was a
candidate for the ministry, and resigned his tutorship as soon as a ministerial
opening appeared." There was little separation between the preaching and teaching
professions. Some 73 percent of the tutors serving before 1680 became ministers
after leaving the college. Furthermore, the seventeenth-century tutors were a
transient group. Where most presidents held office for lengthy tenures (Henry
Dunster for fourteen years and Charles Chauncy for more than seventeen), few
tutors remained in their posts for more than three years. Age provided another
contrast: unlike the presidents, who were mature, established ministers, most tutors
were fairly young at the time of their appointment, usually under the age of twentyfive. 16
15

Michael Wigglesworth, The Diary of Michael Wigglesworth. 1653-1657: The Conscience of a
Puritan, ed. Edmund Morgan (New York: Harper & Row, 1946), 9, 26-27,39.
16

Morison, Seventeenth Century, I :51. Data on the length of service of the tutors and their
backgrounds are drawn from Harvard Records, Col. Soc. of Mass., Collections. 15 (1925): clvii-clix;
John Langdon Sibley and Clifford Shipton, comps., Sibley's Harvard Graduates: Biographical
Sketches ofThose Who Attended Harvard College (17 vols.; Boston: Massachusetts Historical
Society, 1873- I975). Given the tutors' unmarried state, it would have been difficult for seventeenth-
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The curriculum these tutors taught reproduced the content and method of the
Cambridge University arts course. Morison describes its three main parts as "the
medieval Arts and Philosophies; the serious renaissance study of the Learned
Tongues; [and] the lighter renaissance study of such classical belles-lettres as were
deemed suitable for a gentleman's education." The course left out much of the
English program in the medieval arts and philosophies and stressed the study of
classical languages. A Harvard education was book oriented: "The students
compile systems or outlines of the arts, hear books read by their tutors, read the
same books themselves and recite upon them, dispute on questions drawn from
those books, and declaim orations." Laboratory sciences were not taught as such,
but much of the Aristotelian science had been abandoned in the mid-seventeenth
century and "Neoteric," or new, sciences had been introduced in book form. The
college urged students to seek the truth, but free inquiry had its limits; the study of
theology was guided by Puritan norms and understandings. Study was virtually
year-round, with a break of five to six weeks each summer and winter. During the
winter break, poor students taught school in local communities. 17
The population of Harvard was small in the seventeenth century; even
including resident bachelors and masters, it never exceeded fifty students. A range
of ages was represented (some students entered as young as ten and eleven and some
as late as their twenties); the mean was fifteen. Although students from other
century Puritans to accept a pennanent tutorship. Although marriage could acceptably be delayed
into one's thirties, the pennanent unmarried state was considered unnatural, and all individuals were
expected to marry at some point; see David Hackett Fischer, Albion's Seed: Four British Folkwavs in
America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989), 76-82. To demonstrate this aversion to single
individuals, Harry Stout's analysis of university men in seventeenth-century New England found that
90 percent of the unmarried university men left the New England colonies. See Harry Stout,
"University Men in New England," Journal of Interdisciplinary Historv 4 (Winter 1974): 382.
17

Morison, Seventeenth Century, I: 165-67, 453.
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colonies attended the college, most scholars were from Massachusetts, and most
were the sons of ministers or magistrates. The life of the students instilled a sense
of both leadership and deference; freshmen were required to run errands for the
older students and tutors, and seniors were entrusted with much of the supervision of
the younger scholars. Students were closely supervised in order to prevent
troublemaking, albeit not always successfully. 18
The college day started with morning scripture readings and prayers at seven
a.m. followed by breakfast. The morning was filled with three hour-long lectures,
then dinner at about 11:00 a.m. or 12:00 noon. There was time for recreation after
dinner and before students were required to do recitations in their tutor's chamber.
Afternoon bever (the distribution of bread and beer) was about 4:30, followed by
evening prayers, supper, and a recreation hour from 8:00 to 9:00p.m. Morison
notes that the intention of the college laws was to keep students at the college,
although the day did allow them to spend time in town, if not farther afield.
Students were not restricted to the college diet. Some prepared meals in their rooms
or went to taverns (in violation of the college laws). Archaeological remains at
Goffe house, a student residence after 1650, show that students supplemented their
diet in the commons with food prepared in their residences. The faunal remains
include a wide variety of domesticated animals, fish, oysters, and possibly wild
game. 19
Harvard's 1642 college laws regulating student behavior were brief,
explained Morison, given a "want of opportunity in the village of Cambridge."
18

Morison, Seventeenth Century, I :448-52.

19

Morison, Seventeenth Century, 1:89-98; Stubbs, "Underground Harvard," 90; Morison, Three
Centuries, 26.
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Gradually, as temptations in the town increased, the code expanded to cover more
infractions. For example, after the establishment of a county court in Cambridge in
the 1640s, Harvard prohibited students from attending the judicial courts and fairs.
The college laws, however, should not be read as a mirror of student behavior.
Archeological and documentary evidence shows wide discrepancies between the
actions of students and the regulations. Although wine and spirits were banned in
the seventeenth century, the frequency of the appearance of wine bottle glass in the
archeological deposits shows that more wine was consumed than at most domestic
sites; in fact, Harvard's trash would in many ways suggest the site was a tavern,
rather than a college. Similarly, tobacco smoking and possession and discharging of
firearms (all restricted until late in the century) are evident in the archaeological
remains of mid-seventeenth-century Harvard. The Corporation's intent was to create
a closed community through a tightly structured day and strict personal regulations.
In fact, many of the rules appear to have been observed mostly in the breach. 20

20

Morison, Founding, 338; Morison, Seventeenth-Century, 327-329; Harvard Records, Col. Soc. of
Mass., Collections, 15 (1925): 27; Stubbs, "Harvard Underground," 610-612. Stubbs uses Stanley
South's technique of counting the archeological remains in order to gauge the intensity of various
activities at the site. See chapter 7 of Stubbs' dissertation for a comparison of the Harvard remains to
those of other seventeenth-century New England sites. For more on the town of Cambridge and
Harvard's student regulations, see chapter 5 below.
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Table 2.1
SIZE OF HARVARD GRADUATING CLASSES

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

Average
Number of
Graduates

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
1700s 1710s
Average
Number of
Graduates

12.3

14.4

1640s

1650s

1660s

1670s

1680s

1690s

4.5

7.2

7.3

4.8

7.2

13.0

1720s

1730s

1740s

1750s

1760s

1770s

1780s

1790s

35.0

32.6

24.2

26.2

41.5

41.2

36.9

39.2

Source: "Statistics of Harvard University," The American Quarterlv Register 12 (1839-40): 533-534.

By the end of the seventeenth century, Harvard was firmly established in
Cambridge and enrollments had almost tripled. In the 1640s an average graduating
class had fewer than five members, by mid-century about seven, and by the 1690s
more than thirteen. Land purchases and acquisitions shifted the campus northward
toward the common. The first buildings were more like those of an English college,
removed from the street and separated from the town. The first Harvard Hall (later
called Old Harvard to distinguish it from its successor, New Harvard) was the first
of these new buildings, constructed on the site of its current namesake. Jasper
Danckaerts, a Dutchman visiting Cambridge in 1680, described Cambridge as "not a
large village, and the houses stand very much apart. The college building is the
most conspicuous among them." By the early eighteenth century, Harvard had
created an open quadrangle facing the Cambridge common and composed of three
buildings, Harvard, Massachusetts, and Stoughton Halls. The fourth side of the
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quadrangle opened on busy Massachusetts Avenue. Harvard's campus did not
develop as a closed, monastic-style community. The Burgis View of 1726 shows a
low brick wall separating Harvard from the street and town beyond, but no formal
gate or gate house restricted access to the campus. 21

Figure 2.1. Burgis View of Harvard College in 1726

The political instability of the colony in the late seventeenth century led to
the tutors assuming a larger role in the governance of Harvard, changing the
intellectual environment at the college. In 1685, the crown annulled the charter of

21

)asper Danckaerts, "They Knew Hardly a Word of Latin (1680)," in The Harvard Book: Selections
from Three Centuries. Revised Edition, ed. William Bentinck-Smith (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1982), 439; Hamilton Vaughan Bail, Views of Harvard: A Pictorial Record to 1860
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1949), pl. VIII.
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the Colony of Massachusetts and created the Dominion ofNew England. Because
the colony had issued Harvard's 1650 charter, the crown's action also canceled its
charter. What followed was perhaps the most complex chartering episode ever
experienced by any college in America. The General Court proposed five charters
between 1692 and 1700; the crown or the royal governor rejected four, and the fifth
was lost in the bureaucracy in Whitehall. Meanwhile, Harvard operated under
temporary legislative acts and several temporary governing boards. Increase
Mather, Harvard's president, was out of the countrY during much of the dispute,
serving as the colony's deputy in England beginning in 1688. When Mather returned
to the colony in 1692, he did not take up residence in Cambridge but settled instead
in Boston. In 170 1, he resigned the presidency; his successor, Samuel Willard, also
remained in Boston. Consequently, the tutors were left with much of the oversight
for the college for almost twenty years. 22
The tutors used their increased authority to change Harvard's theological
orientation. After the crown annulled the colony's charter, the president and Council
ofNew England met in July 1686 and confirmed Increase Mather as rector of the
college,

instru~ting

him to "make his Usuall Visitations." They also declared "that

Mr Jno Leverett & Mr Wm Brattle be the Tutors, & enter upon the Governmt of the
Colledge, & manage the public reading in the hall." Leverett and Brattle, in Richard
Hofstadter's words, ''were members of mercantile and magisterial families that were
in short order aligned against Mather. They were relatively liberal in their attitudes,
and for twelve years the future intellectual elite of the Bay Colony passed under their
tutelage and theirs alone." Both tutors also played important roles in the town of

22

Morison, Seventeenth Century, 479-536.
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Cambridge; Leverett was a selectman and first moderator of the town meeting, and
Brattle was pastor of the church. 23
Although Increase Mather might have supported some reform of the college,
Perry Miller notes that Leverett and Brattle "entertained notions still more
'enlarged"' than the college president would have supported. 24 The eighteenth
century ushered in an American Enlightenment. Norman Fiering writes that Puritan
scholastic thought at Harvard was replaced by a
"new moral philosophy," a discipline that was neither an exposition
of Aristotle, as the old academic moral philosophy had been for four
hundred years, nor an overt presentation of practical theology, such
as many Protestants in the seventeenth century had hoped would
succeed the old Aristotelian ethics. The new moral philosophy was a
Christian ethics of sorts ... but it was not Christ-centered or
dogmatic. One might call it a post-theological, but not a postChristian, morals. 25
This new philosophy helped to separate the college from traditional Puritan
theology. The new ideology was less sectarian and more open to the ideas of other
Protestant denominations. In particular, Harvard tutors introduced Anglican authors
to the students and supported latitudinarian theologians (particularly Tillotson). The
tutors helped to break the sectarian hold on the college by introducing a more
pluralistic tradition that combined Anglican, liberal Congregationalist, and
conservative Puritan thought. Although this latitudinarian approach to education

23

Harvard Records, Col. Soc. of Mass., Collections, 16 (1925): 827; Richard Hofstadter and Walter
Metzger, The Development of Academic Freedom in the United States (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1955), 80-81.

24

Miller, The New England Mind, 2 (1953): 238.

~orman Fiering, Moral Philosophy, 295. This view disagrees with Morison, who argued that the

1723 Harvard curriculum was substantially the same as that of President Dunster in the seventeenth
century. See Morison, Seventeenth Century. 147.
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was opposed by the Mathers and other traditional Puritans, it was supported by
Anglican royal officials, who hoped to remove the college from conservative
ecclesiastical control. With the restoration of the college's 1650 charter by Governor
Joseph Dudley in 1707 and the reappointment of the Harvard Corporation, the door
was open for a less sectarian institution where liberal Congregationalists assumed
leadership positions and welcomed Protestant students of all sorts. The new
enlightenment curriculum introduced by the tutors was securely part of Harvard's
program.26
The curriculum underwent further changes throughout the eighteenth
century; by 1770 "many obsolete books were replaced by new works [so] that the
undergraduate course ... had little in common with that of Leverett's day." Not only
did the faculty change the classical texts that were used but they added more modem
authors, including John Locke. In 1756, Harvard instituted the practice of
exhibitions, or public declamations. These exercises were good preparation for
future lawyers and politicians. The curriculum expanded with the addition of new
subjects including Hebrew, modem languages, and science. The college augmented
the science curriculum in 1728 with the establishment of the first Hollis Professor of
Mathematics and Natural Philosophy. The creation of the Hollis Professor of
Divinity extended the course in theology; students preparing for the ministry could
build on their classical course work with additional study of divinity. 27
In the eighteenth century, the tutors continued to act as the resident staff of
the college but were a more experienced and mature group of men than their
2

~onnan Fiering, "The First American Enlightenment: Tillotson, Leverett, and Philosophical
Anglicanism," The New England Quarterly 54 (September, 1981 ): 307-44; Morison, Seventeenth
Century, 524, 555.
27

Morison, Three Centuries, 57, 67, 80, 89.
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seventeenth-century counterparts. Their average length of service increased from
two or three years in the seventeenth century to more than ten years by the 1720s.
Several remained at Harvard more than fifteen years, and one, Henry Flynt, served
fifty-five years. The eighteenth-century tutors were usually in their middle-to-late
twenties at the time of appointment. Most had served as librarians or butlers at the
college and were therefore more experienced in academic governance. Given the
greater age difference, students' relationship with the faculty changed in the
eighteenth century. According to Morison, students "chummed" less with the tutors
and started to view them as adversaries, rather than allies. In 1767, the tutors started
to teach specific subjects, rather than the entire curriculum, emulating the new
professorial chairs. 28
The addition of professors in the eighteenth century introduced faculty
members who resided in the town community and continued the trend toward a
more permanent faculty started by Flynt and the other early eighteenth-century tutors
who made substantial commitments of their careers to the college. Through
bequests, Harvard established three chairs before the American Revolution, in
divinity, mathematics and natural science, and oriental languages. Although the first
professor of divinity, Edward Wigglesworth, served on the Corporation, the rest of
the new faculty chairs did not. Moreover, by the 1720s, all except the senior tutor
were excluded from the Corporation. By the time of the Revolution, the governance
structure of the college had evolved into a pattern more like that oftoday's colleges.
Ministers and magistrates from outside Harvard dominated the Corporation. In turn,

28

Kathryn Moore, "The War with the Tutors: Student-Faculty Conflict at Harvard and Yale, 17451771," History ofEducation Quarterly 18 (1978): 115-27; Morison, Three Centuries, 179.
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the faculty (both the professors and tutors) began meeting regularly to handle
disciplinary and other nonfinancial matters separate from the college board.
The size of the student body increased significantly in the early eighteenth
century, from an average of fewer than fifteen students per class before 1720 to
more than thirty in the 1720s and 1730s. Except for a slight decline in the 1740s
and 1750s (probably a result of the religious disputes of Great Awakening and
competition from other, newer colleges, particularly the College of New Jersey),
Table 2.2
HARVARD TUTORS
By Year of Appointment

1630-1800
16401659

16601679

16801699

17001719

17201739

17401759

17601779

17801795

Average Years of
Service

2.7

2.6

13.3*

5.6

11.2

11.7

3.5

2.5

Average Age at
Appointment

20

22

24

27

26

28

Number of
Tutors

20

19

7

8

6

6

16

21

Years
of Service

*Without Henry Flynt (who served for 55 years), the average would be 6.3 years.

Sources: Harvard Records, Col. Soc. ofMass., Collections, 15 (1925): clvii-clix; John Langdon
Sibley and Clifford Shipton, comps., Sibley's Harvard Graduates: Biographical Sketches of
Those Who Attended Harvard College ( 17 vols.; Boston, Mass.: Massachusetts Historical
Society, 1873-1975).

Harvard's average class size remained in the thirty-to-forty range during the
eighteenth century. With the inclusion of resident bachelor's and master's students,
the total student population was probably just under two hundred at any given time.
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This growth was not necessarily accompanied by a similar expansion in housing, so
students increasingly had to live in private homes in the town. Students from
Cambridge routinely lived at home in the seventeenth century; in the eighteenth
century, both President Benjamin Wadsworth and steward Andrew Bordman housed
scholars in their own homes. By 1727, rooms were in such short supply that only
three of the thirty-six members of the freshmen class found housing on campus.
Students tended to room with families their first two years and then move into the
college as upperclassmen. This shortage continued throughout the century. In the
1780s, for example, Hannah Winthrop, widow of Professor John Winthrop, took in
three boys a year. In comparing the fines of students who lived in college to those
who lived with families in the town, Clifford Shipton notes that the latter were far
better behaved. 29
The average age of students at matriculation increased as the eighteenth
century wore on. Morison notes that the median age of students at entry grew from
fifteen years in the 1740s to seventeen in the late 1760s. In addition, the college
buildings were more comfortable, and the improvement in students' lifestyles
paralleled improvements in housing in the town. The newer buildings, clustering
around Old Harvard, were better built than their seventeenth-century counterparts.
The lists submitted by students of personal possessions lost after fire destroyed Old
Harvard in 1764 show that they brought their own tables, chairs, featherbeds,
pictures, and looking glasses for their rooms. Archaeological remains from the
eighteenth century include finer ceramics such as Chinese export porcelain. All of
these trends were part of the larger movement in the eighteenth-century American
29
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colonies toward greater anglicization and an attempt to replicate more closely
English lifestyles and institutions. The same cult of gentility epitomized by the tory
merchants in the town started to be felt in the college. After the fire of 1764,
students reported losing magazines, copies of plays, dishes, tea sets, chafmg-dishes,
wigs, and crisping irons. Only one Bible was lost. 30
Another sign of the less pious, more cosmopolitan lifestyle was the increase
in drinking at the college. Although regular campaigns against over-indulgance took
place in the colonial period, the documentary and archaeological sources
demonstrate that drinking increased among the students during the eighteenth
century. The frequency of drinking implements appearing in the archeological
remains at Harvard compared to distributions at other sites indicates that drinking
was probably more common at the college than in private households. Drinking at
the college was also more prevalent than it had been in the seventeenth century. The
introduction of wineglass fragments in the eighteenth-century archaeological
deposits suggests a change in the style of alcohol consumption, with students using
the more genteel wine glass rather than a tankard or cup. After the 1764 fire,
students reported losing rum and other spirits, corkscrews, glasses, beakers, and
punch bowls. Commencement was a particularly intensive time for drinking and
entertainment, and the college cooperated with the town to prevent general mayhem
and drunkenness. 31
The archaeological remains show that smoking became more common at the
college in the 1700s. An increase in card playing also exemplified the less pious
30
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student life of the eighteenth century. President Leverett complained about card
playing in 1717, noting in his diary that students were admonished for "bring[in]g
cards into the college" and for "playing cards." Students were punished regularly
for card playing throughout the eighteenth century. In response to these activities,
President Samuel Locke announced a new set of regulation in 1773 that attempted at
least to restrict student amusements to certain portions of the day. His regulations
banned each student from "being absent from his charn[ber] unless it be in play
Hours," regulations Samuel Chandler, a 1775 graduate of Harvard, reported as "not
very exceptable to the Undergraduates." William Cranch, a student after the
Revolutionary War, wrote his mother that "card playing has been carried on at a
most shocking rate within this week past. I could scarce go into anybodys chamber
without seeing a cardtable going on. I have been urged several times to go and
play," but Cranch wrote that he resisted his peers. By the end of the century,
gambling had been added to card playing. Charles Jackson, a student at Harvard in
the mid-1790s, remembered that gambling and card playing were popular at the
college. 32
Just as the curriculum became more enlightened and rational, so too did
college discipline. Corporal punishment for college infractions became less
common. Kathryn Moore explains that punishments were increasingly characterized
by "rationality, deliberateness, and painstaking attention to every aspect of each case
of serious misconduct." Students were questioned publicly in the College Hall and
verbally urged to confess. In the case of more serious infractions, they were
32
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rusticated-that is, removed from the community (and the temptations) of Cambridge
and sent to study under a rural minister for a period-the length of time depending on
the gravity of the infraction.33
Life at Harvard became more unsettled in the mid-1760s. First, a series of
student riots occurred between 1766 and 1770 over the living standards in the
college and the restrictive regulation of student life. The more mature student body,
the breakdown in Puritan norms and expectations, and possibly the introduction of
the concept of civil resistance as part of the Stamp Act crisis led to increased friction
between students and college authorities. The president and tutors successfully
stopped the riots but only with the assistance of both the Middlesex County sheriff
and the Harvard Overseers. 34

In 1769, British troops occupied Boston, and the legislature moved into the
college's Holden Chapel, further disrupting college life. From 1770 to 1773 all of
the sessions of the General Court were held in Cambridge. The Corporation
protested the usurpation of their buildings, but Governor Thomas Hutchinson
dismissed their complaints. After the outbreak of the Revolution, the Continental
army settled in Cambridge, and Harvard removed to Concord, where it remained for
eight months. On returning, the college authorities found their buildings damaged;
Stoughton Hall was never reoccupied. Although the Revolution seems to have had
little impact on the content of a Harvard education, it brought financial problems to
college. Not only were college investments subject to the inflation of the 1770s, but
the college's financial records and receipts left Massachusetts v.-ith the college
33
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treasurer, John Hancock, for part of the decade. The college never received a
complete accounting of its investments from the future Massachusetts governor and
Harvard overseer. By the 1780s, Harvard's endowment was almost nonexistent, and
the college was suffering severe financial distress. Alexander Hamilton's policy as
secretary of the treasury for the federal government of purchasing outstanding state
and Continental debts at full face value helped to rebuild the college's endowment in
the 1790s.35
The founding of the medical school dominated the two decades after the end
of the Revolution. The medical school represented Harvard's first attempt at
professional education outside of divinity. The new school brought the college
additional faculty members, but unlike the rest of the faculty, all but one member of
the new medical school faculty lived in Boston and commuted to the college to
teach. Medical instruction was limited by the lack of clinical facilities in
Cambridge, and the college tried unsuccessfully to get the state government to found
a public hospital in Cambridge. Ultimately, Harvard had to center medical
instruction in Boston, for the first time moving part of the college's educational
activities permanently out of Cambridge. 36
The 1790s also saw changes in student life, including the proliferation of
student clubs. Prayer and religious groups had existed at Harvard since the Great
Awakening, and the Speaking Club dated from 1770. The new groups, however,
were more secular and social than the older clubs and are the basis of the modem
35
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fraternity system. The clubs included Phi Beta Kappa, the Porcellian, and the Hasty
Pudding Club. Phi Beta Kappa was a literary club; the other two groups focused
primarily on student entertainment. With the rise of social clubs, student
organizations finally broke free of the old Puritan restrictions. 37
After 1800, Harvard, like Cambridge, was increasingly drawn into the orbit
of Boston. The Corporation was dominated by Boston merchants and magistrates
and the students were from elite Boston families. Both the college and the town
started to lose their rural character and become adjuncts to a rapidly growing urban
center. The college and town grew significantly both in size and complexity in the
early nineteenth century. In the new century, town and gown relations would change
as Harvard's connections involved not only the town of Cambridge but the city of
Boston. 38
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CHAPTER3
ENGLISH MODELS

More than any other region of British settlement, New England replicated
English institutions. Puritans drew from their educational experiences in England to
develop schools in America. It was not by chance that the site chosen for Harvard
was soon renamed Cambridge. The Puritan leadership that arrived in Massachusetts
in the 1630s was highly educated and familiar with English universities. In 1640,
about 3 percent of the adult male population in New England had attended college,
mostly at the University of Cambridge. Of the 130 university men whom Samuel
Eliot Morison was able to identify among the first decade's immigrants, 100 had
gone to Cambridge (one-third at Emmanuel College) and thirty-two had attended
Oxford (two had attended both universities). Moreover, about 60 percent of the
colonists came from East Anglia and the counties immediately surrounding
Cambridge. 1
For New Englanders, education was not only a method of vocational
preparation or material improvement but an important defense against paganism and
barbarism. This chapter first examines the educational world of Tudor-Stuart
England, including the revolution in literacy and learning in the sixteenth century.
Next, it explores town-gown relations in Cambridge and Oxford, describing each
1
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university's interactions with the local community. Harvard's founders were familiar
with life at Cambridge, and many of the characteristics of English community and
university relations were replicated in New England, albeit incompletely?
Education in Tudor-Stuart England

In the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, England was ripe for a
religious movement that stressed the role of a learned clergy and laity. School and
university attendance was expanding rapidly, and the English were becoming a
generally literate people. Renaissance humanists had already focused attention on
the importance of higher learning; Puritanism shifted the emphasis to basic reading
and writing skills. For Puritans, schooling had a higher purpose than improving
career opportunities, manners, and social standing. Early-seventeenth-century
reformers such as John Brinsley, schoolmaster at Ashby, insisted that children be
educated in order to understand better God's grace. Another early seventeenthcentury Puritan, Henry Barrow, explained that schools were to be the foundation "of
all godlie learning to garnish the church and commonwealth." They were part of a
"chain of lifelong instruction" that helped to deepen each student's religious
awareness, thereby leading to conversion. Puritanism both rode and drove this wave
of educational expansion; the movement's emphasis on Bible reading coincided with
the growth of English literacy. Alan Simpson notes that even "the most antiintellectual Puritan has been obliged to master at least one book--and that a great
one." Learning became an act of piety, with biblical study and interpretation the
focus of the religious community. For the most radical reformers, the Bible became
the sole text for students and scholars alike, and classical studies were swept aside.
2
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Most Puritans, however, continued to see value in classical texts that taught the
importance of reason to understanding the divine order. Constant study and selfexamination were at the core of the struggle to know God's will, and Puritans
recorded their spiritual experiences in diaries and kept commonplace books.
Religious learning built stone-by-stone with church attendance as the foundation of
a godly life.3
At the most basic level, literacy increased within every social class
throughout the sixteenth century and by the seventeenth century was approaching 50
percent for the middling sort (rural yeomen and urban tradesmen and shopkeepers),
the groups most attracted to Puritanism. Individuals could draw on different types
of institutions and methods to gain an education. Widows and spinsters conducted
private dame schools, towns established grammar schools, and freelance
schoolteachers ran small academies. Individuals could also gain literacy outside the
schoolroom. Ministers instructed their congregations from their pulpit; family
members shared reading and writing skills at home, and masters trained apprentices
in workshops. The high degree of urbanization in East Anglia, the center of English
Puritanism, led to literacy rates approaching 70 percent in some areas, rivaling
London. 4
New England's leadership was a product of this educational revolution. The
life of Thomas Hooker, first minister ofNewtowne (Cambridge), Massachusetts, is a
3
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case in point. Hooker grew up in Leicestershire, son of a middling-sort family. He
may have attended either a local dame or church school but probably received much
of his initial instruction at home. Hooker's home was his first schoolhouse. John
Morgan calls household education "one of the centres of the puritan revolution."
Because they were raising God's elect, Puritan parents would have instilled
"discipline" in their children, including obedience to God, personal humility, and
respect for authority. They prepared children for conversion through Bible lessons,
regular attendance at church, and training for a vocation. Hooker, for example,
could read and write by age eight. He applied these gifts to religious pursuits,
reading both the Bible and the catechism and starting to take notes on sermons.
Household education extended beyond the family to servants, apprentices, and other
nonfamily members. 5
Hooker next attended the grammar school at Market Bosworth. The school
had Puritan connections through its founder, Sir Wolstan Dixie, who also supported
Emmanuel College at Cambridge. Many aspects of Hooker's education resembled
that offered at pre-Reformation grammar schools. Like students a hundred years
earlier, he learned Latin grammar, studied Corderius or Castellion's colloquies
(dialogues in Latin on student life and sacred history), practiced writing Latin prose,
and began studying Greek, logic, and mathematics. At the same time, Puritanism
made changes in grammar school learning. The older student texts by Renaissance
humanists such as Erasmus were replaced by more Calvinistic works by Castellion
and Corderius. Hooker's readings would have included both the Psalms and New
Testament in English. His training at the Market Bosworth school not only formed
5
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his mind but influenced his religious behavior. Church attendance was mandatory
for the grammar school students, and Hooker was required to listen carefully and
take detailed notes on the Sunday sermon. During the following week, the
schoolmaster elaborated on the minister's ideas and tested Hooker on his retention
and understanding.6
Hooker matriculated at Queen's College, Cambridge, in 1604 as a sizar, a
student who worked for his keep, socially the lowest group of undergraduates.
Hooker's milieu at the university was very different from that of Market Bosworth.
Market Bosworth probably had fewer than one hundred students; Cambridge had
several thousand spread among more than a dozen colleges. By Hooker's time, the
colleges were the focus of student life--virtually all of the students lived, studied and
ate there. They drew their students from different regions of the country, and
geographical rivalries sometimes led to student violence and public disruptions.
Although the university's charter gave it specified rights, including the privilege to
govern its own community and grant degrees, these claims were exercised through
the colleges. The university was governed by the masters of the colleges
collectively, each master in tum serving one year as vice-chancellor. 7
Hooker was part of a migration of new kinds of students into the universities.
The influx had started in the 1560s and ended with the English Civil War. In the
Middle Ages, the universities primarily trained clerics and a few noblemen's sons,
but by the sixteenth century they also drew sons of the gentry and commercial
6
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classes. A university education was no longer only a road to the church but suitable
training for "lay administrators and professional men." By the mid-seventeenth
century, enrollments had increased to the point where approximately 2.5 percent of
the adult male population attended Oxford or Cambridge, a level not reached again
in England until the twentieth century. 8
For a student like Thomas Hooker, the university statutes determined the
basic content of his study. Hooker remained at Cambridge for thirteen years, an
unusually long stay, but started with the basic seven-year arts curriculum. The
course of study dated from the Middle Ages and built on his language training at the
grammar school. This same curriculum was the mainstay of the Continental
universities. Subjects, studied in a specified order, included Latin and Greek
grammar, rhetoric, logic, and arithmetic; readings drew heavily from classical
writers. Hooker spent his first year studying rhetoric, reading the ancients with a
particular eye to their style and manner of expression. Traditionally, rhetoric had
been the ability to persuade, but by the seventeenth century, the discipline
emphasized the ability to speak effectively, an important skill for a Puritan minister
in training. At this time, Hooker probably started keeping a commonplace book in
which he noted graceful passages and moral sayings that he could reproduce or
paraphrase in his own writing or speaking.
Logic was the subject of Hooker's second year at Cambridge. His study was
influenced by the new instructional method of Peter Ramus, who simplified the old,
complex scholastic logic and called instead for a more straightforward approach that
focused on clear, self-evident arguments. The goal of logic was to achieve truth

8
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through the arrangement of propositions from the general to the particular. As the
series of arguments advanced, the listener or reader would be moved by the
proponent's carefully crafted discourse to concur with his intended conclusions.
These techniques would enable students to compose sermons that would bring the
minds of their future congregations to a closer understanding of God's will. In his
third and fourth years, Hooker advanced to the study of metaphysics, physics, and
mathematics. Metaphysics (the study of first principles) focused on the writings of
Aristotle; the goal was to reach an understanding of the deity through reason.
Physics dealt with human understanding, memory, and will; it also introduced some
medical concepts. At the completion of his fourth year of study, Hooker received
his bachelor of arts. After at least three more years studying theology, he gained his

~asters degree.9
Hooker's tutor (or "fellow," as tutors were sometimes called), assigned by
his college, organized his course of study. His tutor was the single most influential
individual in his life at the university. Many fellows corresponded regularly with
the parents of their students, and parents sought out tutors with specific religious
orientations or courses of study. Because ofthe influential role of the tutors,
Puritans worked to ensure their relative independence from authority and resisted
royal or ecclesiastical regulation. Fellows were also responsible for supervising
their students' moral and spiritual welfare. They did not grade written essays but
instead listened to students read their theses aloud. Starting in their second year,
students made public oral disputations on specified subjects, developing their
speaking skills for the pulpit. 10
9
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Hooker stayed at Queens for only a few months, then moved to Emmanuel.
Emmanuel College, founded in 1584, was supported by prominent Puritans, and
Hooker was probably drawn by its reformist character. Because they placed heavy
emphasis on an educated ministry, Puritans worked both to reform existing English
colleges and to found new ones at Oxford and Cambridge. Although other colleges
sometimes employed teachers with reformist leanings, Emmanuel's students
received a fully Puritan education. For example, unlike other colleges, Emmanuel's
chapel did not use the Anglican Book of Common Prayer and was not consecrated;
its ministers did not wear the standard surplice. Unlike scholars at other Cambridge
colleges, Emmanuel students were more restricted; for example, they were forbidden
to enter public taverns. 11
Although other colleges trained Puritan clergymen, including Sidney Sussex
(Cambridge), Magdalen (Oxford), and Trinity (Dublin), Emmanuel remained the
preeminent Puritan establishment in the early seventeenth century. It had the largest
undergraduate enrollment of any Cambridge college, and one-third of the Cambridge
men settling in New England had attended Emmanuel. It was the first college
founded specifically for the training of preachers; in choosing to attend it, Hooker
was announcing his intention of studying for the ministry. Because many of the
tutors were starting to offer courses of study outside the prescribed curriculum,
Hooker was able to supplement the standard university curriculum with texts in
Reformation theology, including those of John Calvin. 12
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After receiving his master's degree, Hooker remained at Emmanuel another
six years as tutor. Hooker could not expect to have a career as a professor, however.
Unlike its counterparts, Emmanuel did not provide for permanent teaching
appointments. The desire to train able ministers was so strong that the fellows (who
were required to remain single) were supposed to resign their posts within one year
of finishing their last degrees, leave Emmanuel, and seek positions as ministers.

13

English University Town-Gown Relations
During the late Middle Ages, universities and their boroughs were frequently
in conflict over authority and control of the political, legal, and economic lives of
their inhabitants. Helen Cam characterizes town-gown relations in Cambridge as
"endemic border warfare with recurrent crises, the longest and fiercest being that
under Elizabeth I." Rowland Parker notes that borough-university conflict in
Cambridge had three levels: townspeople versus scholars, burgesses versus college
masters, and nobles versus nobles. The first two occurred primarily at the local
level, but because both the town and the university held royal charters, their
destinies often revolved around court politics. When disputes between the
university and the town escalated, both had their advocates at court--Lord Burghley,
secretary of state and later lord treasurer, was the chancellor of the university, and
the duke of Norfolk and later Lord North served as high stewards of the town--but
the allies of the university tended to be more powerful than the allies of the town. 14
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By the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, however, these tensions
had largely subsided. The universities and boroughs had learned to live in peace
with each other through a combination of separation and accommodation. In some
areas, such as political or legal jurisdiction, the two groups tried to define
independent structures for the oversight of their constituents. Moreover, the
townsmen accepted certain kinds of university oversight while at the same time
learning to benefit from university privileges themselves. Most especially, both
borough and university increasingly found that they had mutual interests and
cooperated to improve the entire community. The closing of the Cambridge
colleges in 1574 because ofthe plague demonstrated the importance ofthe
university to the city. In a letter from one borough inhabitant to Lord Burghley, the
writer acknowledged how important the university was to the town's survival
"withoute who me the most part of them do no we confesse that theie should not be
able to live." 15
The crown granted the University of Cambridge a range of powers over the
whole community including legal and police jurisdiction, taxation, and economic
regulation and trade. Moreover, the borough's charter specifically required the city
to respect and protect the university's privileges. In practice, town and gown had to
cooperate to provide coordinated management of the community. The university
had primary responsibility for regulating student life. By the sixteenth century, few
students lived in private homes, leading to the separation of the scholars from the
townspeople and forcing the university to maintain the peace. 16 Students found a
tsThe quote is from a letter of Dr. Andre Peme in Parker, Town and Gown. 96.
16
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wide variety of ways to disturb town dwellers. One popular entertainment was
"night-jetting," in which scholars broke out of the colleges and went with guns,
crossbows, and catapults to the town fields, shooting off their weapons, destroying
crops and game, and disturbing neighboring villagers. Students also frequented
taverns and missed curfew. In the sixteenth century, the borough responded by
trying to recruit scholars for the local militia in order to bring more discipline to
their lives. The Privy Council intervened in the 1560s to exempt the students from
military service. The inhabitants then relied on the university authorities to
discipline the students. 17
The borough and university divided legal jurisdiction over the community
but cooperated to provide a single constabulary. Under its 1561 charter, the crown
granted the University of Cambridge broad legal power over university personnel.
Even after the Reformation reduced the power of the ecclesiastical courts, both
Cambridge and Oxford retained their own courts, which combined legal traditions
that included Roman, canon, and common law. In cases not involving felonies, the
courts held jurisdiction not only over the students and fellows but also over
university servants and employees. The wide-ranging definition of employee
included most tradesmen serving the university--stationers, writers, bookbinders,
apothecaries, physicians, barbers, and gardeners--and even extended to the husbands
of college laundresses. One advantage of the academic courts was swifter justice
than could be had in the municipal legal system. Free from many of the timeOxford University," in The History of the University of Oxford: The Collegiate University, ed. by
James McConica (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), 3:111-13.
17
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consuming practices of the common law, the university courts could provide quick
redress for townsmen and academics alike. The borough excluded fellows from
serving as town burgesses, but they were in tum freed from filling more routine
town offices. The goal was to separate the political and legal oversight of the
academics from that of the townspeople. Ultimately, under James I, both Oxford
and Cambridge received the rights of a borough, including the privilege of sending
representatives to Parliament. 18
Although the boroughs and universities had separate legal institutions, the
two groups cooperated to police the community. The borough police included both
academic and civic representatives, but the men were required to take a pledge to
support the rights of the university and were summoned by the vice-chancellor, not
the mayor. Through the joint police force, the university had the power to arrest
townspeople as well as students. Moreover, in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, the academic leadership held specific powers to expel or imprison
"common women" and vagabonds found in the city. The university had full use of
the town and county jails, and the borough's charter required the bailiffs and county
sheriff to give the university their full cooperation. The university's 1605 charter
confirmed these historic privileges and extended its precincts to one mile around the
entire city. The borough's new charter, issued in 1600, stated that nothing in the
rights granted to it were to be interpreted as infringing in any way on the privileges
of the university. The University of Oxford held similar rights under its charter.
18
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Hutchinson & Co., 1951 ), 18-30. Cambridge's legal and political division of powers remained in
place until 1889, when the borough's legal and judicial responsibilities were enlarged and the
university was granted representation on the borough council. The universities retained their right to
send representatives to Parliament until 1948.
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Each year the mayor and the burgesses of both Oxford and Cambridge had to take
oaths to protect the liberties and rights of universities.

19

Both town and gown benefited from municipal tax exemption due to
university affiliation. In both Oxford and Cambridge, there were two groups of
inhabitants. "Privileged" persons had university connections and were exempt from
taxation. ''Non-privileged" persons lacked academic associations and had to pay
local taxes. Because affiliation was broadly construed in the seventeenth century,
probably one-half of the town inhabitants were thus exempt. Many vendors and
artisans working for the universities could obtain privileged status. Wealthy
townspeople could purchase privileged-person status from the university in order to
avoid town rates without actually serving the academic community, leaving the
borough with a constricted tax base. The university did make regular, voluntary
grants to the borough to compensate for this loss of taxation, ranging between b 120
and b240 per year in the seventeenth century; although by the eighteenth century,
contributions had started to fall into arrears. Oxford had a similar status of
privileged persons. Carl Hammer has found that there was some fluidity between
privileged and non-privileged individuals. Normally, privileged persons were
barred from participating in local politics. In Tudor Oxford, however, privileged
persons occasionally became freemen of the town, just as freemen were able to
obtain privileged status. 20

19

Parker, Town and Gown. 89-90, 120-21; Cam, "City ofCambridge," 3:77-79; Hammer, "Oxford
Town and Oxford University," 3: 104; Charles Edward Mallet, A History of the University of Oxford
(New York: Barnes and Noble, 1924), 2: I09.
20
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300-344.
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Both universities played major roles in their local regional economies and
sought to maintain economic control over their surrounding communities. The
Cambridge colleges gradually increased their landholdings in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries until they owned virtually all of the land in the common fields of
the borough. Rather than protesting this growth, the townsmen contributed to it
through land donations and sales. As the population of the university expanded, the
increased economic benefits to the community compensated for the loss of land. In
addition to owning land, the university held the right to purchase all corn (wheat for
Americans) grown in the vicinity of Cambridge, and farmers could not send their
corn to other markets without the university's permission. The vice-chancellor
controlled the corn market by sending a group of twelve men into the countryside to
estimate the year's yield, calculate the amount of corn needed by the college's
brewers and bakers, and determine what amount, if any, could be sold elsewhere.
The university also appointed the town's meat inspector, who was authorized to
destroy rotten or decaying meat, fish, or other foodstuffs. 21
The university regulated many of the tradesmen within the town by granting
licenses, setting prices, and fixing rents. It managed the town market and collected
rent from booths at the town fair. At Oxford, the university appointed the clerk of
the market, whose responsibilities for the city's market included oversight of weights
and measures. Oxford also held the right to license and set the charges for brewers,
bakers, and carriers. The academic Chancellor's Court managed the activities of the
guilds for these tradesmen and settled any disputes between tradesmen and others in
the community. Moreover, the Oxford colleges started to hire on retainer tradesmen

21
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not regulated by the university-masons, carpenters, slatters, and plumbers--who
were also granted "privileged" person status. An analysis of occupations in
sixteenth-century Oxford showed that the bulk of the population was directly or
indirectly involved in supporting the academic operations.

22

The University of Cambridge directed much of its energies at the regulation
of alehouses. Seventeenth-century Cambridge was estimated to have had between
100 and 170 alehouses in a community with a population of only ten thousand.
Students at most of the colleges were allowed in alehouses, but they could go only at
certain hours and were banned from "low" or "lewd" houses. The university
regularly fined students for entering alehouses after curfew and had the power to
revoke the licenses of owners who catered to drunken or disorderly students.
Similar abuses occurred at Oxford, and in 1639 it gained sole right to regulate
taverns. In spite of the University of Cambridge's broad powers, it could not
completely stop abuses. The faculty could not supervise the activities of students
and tavern owners at all times, especially given the popularity among students of
gaming houses, brothels, and "low taverns. "23
The ability of the boroughs and universities to cooperate successfully in such
thorny areas as legal jurisdiction, taxation, and land regulation led academics and
townsmen to join together for the overall improvement of the community in a
number of other areas, including religious life, education, public health and
sanitation, and the general welfare. Although some of these ventures were longstanding, collaboration between town and gown became more pronounced during
22

Parker, Town and Gown. 89-90, 108-9; Hammer, "Oxford Town and Oxford University," 3:73. 83;
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the seventeenth century, and by the eighteenth century, cooperation rather than
conflict characterized the relationship between English universities and the towns in
which they were located.
Town and gown had worshipped together peacefully for centuries until
Puritanism created tensions in the late sixteenth century. A number of Cambridge
colleges used parish churches as their college chapels. St. Mary the Great was
known as the "University Church" and was the site for university commencement
until the construction of the Senate House in 1730. University sermons at St. Mary's
were attended by undergraduates and bachelors, who sat in specially constructed
galleries. Starting in 1460, St. Botolph's served as the chapel of Queen's College,
and its rector was normally a fellow of the college. Although these relationships
benefited both the colleges and the parishes, the colleges tended to get the upper
hand. Some of the parish churches were held as advowsons, churches whose
revenues were controlled by a college that also appointed its rector. Similar control
fell to many Oxford colleges, where all of the churches in the eastern half of the
town and most of the principal suburban churches were under college control by the
sixteenth century. One effect of the university's involvement in parish life was that
the local clergy were well educated; by the middle of the sixteenth century, all the
Oxford clergy, even the curates, held master's degrees. 24
Not all students attended local churches, however, and some colleges
conducted their own religious services. By the late sixteenth century, some of the
Cambridge parish churches, such as St. Mary's, were developing a distinctly Puritan
bent, worrying the fellows of the more conservative colleges, and academic and

24
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town leaders began to frown at the contact between students and townspeople
(particularly townswomen) in the parish churches. Some conservative colleges
established separate identities within the parish churches. Clare and Trinity Halls
added chapels to the parish church of St. Edward King and Martyr for the use of
their students and fellows in the sixteenth century. Other colleges withdrew from
the parishes and constructed their own chapels; Corpus Christi separated from the
church of St. Bene't in 1579, and Peterhouse stopped using St. Mary's in 1632.25
Although the university gave important support to town schools, the growth
of the colleges initially had a dampening effect on local education. Some
establishments provided formal grammar school instruction, and scholars provided
informal training to boys preparing to enter college. In 1570, the university
prohibited preparatory instruction within the colleges in hopes of reviving school
activity in the town. Six years later, the town considered creating a municipal
grammar school to be supported by town rates, but appropriated no money. The
parishes supported elementary schools, but real growth in elementary education in
Cambridge came after 1704, when the parishes joined together to create a charity
school. 26
In the seventeenth century, private initiatives for grammar school education
in the community were more successful. Stephen Perse, a fellow of Caius College,
left bequests in the early seventeenth century for the establishment of a grammar
school to instruct pupils from the Cambridge area free of charge. The intent was to
bring the town and colleges together to support education. The board of the Perse
!Sparker, Town and Gown, 110-lll; Cam, "City of Cambridge," 5:126; Twigg, Cambridge and the
English Revolution, 69.
26
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School comprised the master and four fellows of Caius College. Perse also
established six fellowships at the college for boys who had attended the Perse
School for three years. Between 1618 and 1636, one hundred boys from the school
attended the university, and fifteen became college fellows. The Perse School had a
broad constituency from the town and helped to strengthen connections between the
borough and Caius College.27
Dirt, disease, and disasters did not differentiate between town and gown and
thus helped to draw the two communities together. By an agreement of 1574, the
borough and university of Cambridge shared responsibility for sweeping and
cleaning the streets and removing all garbage. The town and colleges also
cooperated in paving the streets, and the vice-chancellor was often a leading
advocate for civic improvements. In Oxford, the crown granted the university the
right to order the repair and cleaning of streets and to levy fines if the civil
authorities were slow in implementing improvements. Similarly, fire fighting in
Cambridge was supported jointly; the university and borough each agreed to keep a
prescribed number of buckets, scoops, long and short ladders, and hooks. The
university kept its equipment in the colleges and the borough stored its supplies in
parish churches. Concerned for public sanitation, town and university joined forces
in 1610 to reroute a creek through the King's Ditch, thereby cleaning a formerly
stagnant open sewer. Likewise, they cooperated to ensure that the whole community
had an adequate water supply. 28
27

Ibid., 2:324-25. The Magdalen College School, founded in 1478-1480, provided similar grammar
school education for Oxford students. See Hammer, "Oxford Town and Oxford University," in
Historv of Oxford, 3:109.
28
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Town and gown in Cambridge also collaborated in addressing the needs of
the poor and sick. The university contributed to poor relief in the three neediest
town parishes, and the university and the borough each appointed six members to
the trustees of the public workhouse, given to Cambridge by Thomas Hobson, who
had endowed it with various lands. The indigent were put to work spinning wool
and flax in return for food and lodging. To stop poor persons from moving to
Cambridge, academics and townsmen agreed to support a total ban on outsiders
settling in the community.29
The English model of town and gown relations can best be described as a
combination of tensions over rights and privileges and cooperation to improve the
general welfare of the community. The greatest disagreements were over legal
jurisdiction and economic regulations. These arguments dated back several
centuries, and if the parties were not reconciled, they had made accommodations to
each other. Under their early seventeenth-century charters, Cambridge and Oxford
Universities had legal jurisdiction and political representation separate from their
boroughs. Furthermore, in the borough charters (also issued in the early seventeenth
century), the Crown had confirmed the preeminence of the university's rights over
that of the town. The borough and university were tightly interconnected
economies, but their oversight powers were not shared equally. The university had
the power to regulate large portions of the local community
University men such as Thomas Hooker and his son-in-law Thomas Shepard
had preconceived notions of university life before they emigrated to the New World.
From their English experience, these men understood the importance of the

29
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surrounding communities to student life and chose the location for their new college
carefully. The Massachusetts leadership purposefully tried to replicate much of
English university life. But the English model of town and gown relations had to be
adjusted to fit new circumstances in colonial Massachusetts. Harvard in the colonial
period was a fraction of the size of the University of Cambridge, smaller even than
many Cambridge colleges. Harvard's governance was simpler; the rights and
responsibilities that were shared between the colleges and the university in England
were collapsed into a single unit at Harvard. Even though the points of contact
between Harvard and the town of Cambridge were similar, the character of the
interaction was different. The legal and political jurisdictions of the two
communities were not as clearly separated. Although the college tried to expand its
control in the eighteenth century, Harvard's charter did not grant the college widereaching regulatory powers over the town. Town and gown had to share power over
the larger community. In spite of occasional disagreements between the two
communities, the relationship between town and gown in the New World was
characterized less by separation than by integration and less by tension than by
cooperation to improve the general welfare. 30

30

Harvard's town-gown relations had some parallels with those of Trinity College, Dublin. The
crown did not grant Trinity wide-ranging powers over Dublin. Like Harvard, Trinity was viewed as
both a source of economic and spiritual development for the larger community. See Elizabeth Boran,
"Town and Gown: The Relationship ofTrinity College and Dublin, 1592-1641," in History of
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CHAPTER4
IIARV ARD AND ITS FACULTY AS CAMBRIDGE CITIZENS

Universities were peculiar legal and political institutions in the early modem
Anglo-American world. In England, the original charters of the borough and
university were designed to create two separate political communities. Universities
and university personnel ("privileged persons") were exempt from borough taxation
and had separate representation in Parliament. They were also denied the town's
franchise and political service. By the sixteenth century, however, this model was
breaking down. Increasingly, university men found the door to local political
participation open to them, and townsmen took advantage of university privileges to
avoid taxation. In Massachusetts, this collaboration extended to the religious and
economic spheres. Town and gown cooperated to form an integrated religious
community. Similarly, most economic linkages were not dominated by the college
but bound townsmen and academics in equal exchanges.
Thus the New England college founders were left with an imprecise model
of town-gown political relations. Although the colonists attempted to replicate
English norms, the political, legal, religious, and economic identities of colonial
colleges were neither as clearly drawn nor as powerful as their English antecedents.
Was Harvard and its faculty inside or outside the town's political structure? Did the
college have separate judicial standing from the county courts? What was the role
of academics in the Cambridge church? To what degree did Harvard control the
local economy? Because Harvard was not vested with separate political
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representation, a clearly independent judiciary, separate parish status, or special
economic powers, it had to cooperate more closely with its town and county to
regulate the academic community. For much of the colonial period, college and
town should not be viewed as rival groups led by distinct sets of leaders (as in the
medieval English model) but as interconnected institutions with a shared leadership.
Harvard's faculty assumed the role of Cambridge citizens. With citizenship
came certain rights including the franchise, political participation, and
proprietorship. Political rights implied reciprocal duties--sitting on town
committees, paying taxes, and serving in the militia. At the same time, faculty were
exempted from these same duties of citizenship. These exemptions held potential
for town-gown conflict throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The
lack of conflict until after the Revolutionary War can in large measure be attributed
to the college and the faculty's limited exercise of their political rights in the
community and to the town's representation in Harvard's governance bodies. For
much of the seventeenth century, the town's minister and magistrates held key
positions on the Corporation and influenced college decision-making. This chapter
examines the civic connections between Harvard and Cambridge, including town
representation in the college governance, Harvard's land ownership in Cambridge,
and the faculty's participation in local politics. Later chapters will discuss the legal,
economic, and religious interactions between the college and the town.

Cambridge Leaders and Harvard Governance
During Harvard's first half-century, Cambridge leaders helped nurture the
college and served as key members of its two governing bodies, the Corporation
and the Overseers. The Overseers comprised the colony's magistrates and the
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ministers of the Boston-area Congregational churches. The inclusion of the
Cambridge minister ensured town representation on that body. For most of the
colonial period, at least one of the magistrates, including such men as Daniel
Gookin, Thomas Danforth, and William Brattle, resided in Cambridge. Thus, unlike
England, where the colleges and universities were self-governing and responsible
only to the Crown, at Harvard, the town elite reviewed college activities and
approved the appointments of presidents and faculty. Although the Corporation was
intended to supervise Harvard's day-to-day operations, the Overseers held the upper
hand in college governance during the seventeenth century. 1
Cambridge leaders also dominated the Corporation after its creation under
the 1650 charter. The Corporation comprised seven individuals: the president,
treasurer, and five fellows. The fellows were intended to be the faculty of the
college, but with only two resident tutors in the seventeenth century, ministers
served to round out the body. Thus at least four of the positions (including that of
treasurer) were held by individuals outside the college. The first two Harvard
treasurers, Herbert Pelham and Thomas Danforth, were both Cambridge residents,
and the Cambridge minister was usually a member of the Corporation as well as a
member of the Overseers. This representation should not be underrated. During the
seventeenth century, when many of the fellows, especially the tutors, came and went
with great regularity (even presidents often lasted less than a decade), the treasurer
and the ministers provided much of the continuity on the Corporation. 2
1

Jurgen Herbst, From Crisis to Crisis: American College Governance. 1636-1819 (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1982), 17-19.
2

Margery Somers Foster, "Out ofSmalle Beginings ...":An Economic History of Harvard College
in the Puritan Period (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1962), 195. See chapter seven
below for further discussion of the Cambridge minister's activities with the college.
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The treasurer was a key college officer. In addition to working with the
college steward in handling all cash receipts and disbursements, he collected rents
from college property and managed the investment of college assets. Pelham spent
much of his term (1643-1650) in England, leaving President Dunster to handle most
of the college's finances himself, but Danforth, his successor, was more active.
Samuel Eliot Morison found that "no other person had so long, intimate, and
important a connection with Harvard in the seventeenth century." Danforth clashed
with Dunster but took full responsibility for Harvard's finances the year the
president resigned. The treasurer attended Corporation meetings regularly
throughout his twenty years of service ( 1650-1668, 1682-1683 ). He also held the
office of college steward for fourteen years from 1668 to 1682. Danforth was a
prominent political leader. He served twenty-five terms as a Cambridge selectman,
and, after giving up Harvard's treasurership in 1668, he became lieutenant governor
of Massachusetts Bay, treasurer for Middlesex County, and both president and
recorder of the United Colonies. 3
The second key Cambridge representative on the Corporation was the town's
minister. Throughout the colonial period, two or three ministers served on the
Corporation, one of whom was usually from Cambridge. Jonathan Mitchell,
Thomas Shepard's successor in the Cambridge pulpit, served eighteen years. Urian
Oakes served one year before becoming president of the college. Nathaniel Gookin,
Oakes's successor, also took his turn on the Corporation during the 1690s.4

3

Samuel Eliot Morison, Harvard in the Seventeenth Century. 2 vols. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1936), 1:22n. The office of treasurer was not created until1643.
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Massachusetts. 1630-1877: Supplement and Index (Cambridge, Mass.: Cambridge Historical Society,
1930), 208.
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Townsmen guided and directed Harvard during its formative years. The
strong connection between Harvard and local leaders was a New England innovation
that reduced tensions between town and gown and opened the door for local
inhabitants to influence life at the college. At the same time, Puritans attempted to
preserve the special privileges of university men, including freedom from local
taxation. What, then, were the faculty's political and legal rights as Cambridge
citizens? Could they vote and hold office? And what duties were they expected to
perform for the local community?

Harvard College and Cambridge Town Governance

Under the terms of its charter, Harvard and its land were free from taxation.
Moreover, up to ten of its officers were exempt "from all personal, civil offices,
military exercises or services, watchings, and wardings, and such of their estates not
exceeding one hundred pounds a man shall be free of all County taxes or rates
whatsoever, and none others." The purpose was not to deny rights to college staff
but to exempt them from certain onerous duties incumbent on ordinary citizens.
Serving in the militia or in minor civil offices was a vexation for the typical
seventeenth-century townsman; college personnel were freed from these activities,
but they could still vote and participate in town affairs. Even so, only ten officers
enjoyed a partial exemption from taxation, leaving Harvard unable to shield all of its
personnel from political and fiduciary responsibilities to the Cambridge community. 5
The limitations of Harvard's charter did not lead to town dominance over the
college. Although local leaders held key governance positions at the college,
5

American Higher Education: A Documentary History, ed. Richard Hofstadter and Wilson Smith, 2
vols. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961 ), I: 12. The threshold fortax exemption did not
become an issue until the nineteenth century when the number of faculty members exceeded ten.
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Cambridge's powers were more limited than those of its namesake in England. New
England communities did not receive formal charters, and the colony did not
institute formal borough governance. Instead, towns were created by acts of the
colonial legislature that assigned land to groups of individuals. These communities
drew on an East Anglian model of small town self-governance. There "selectmen"
elected by ''townsmen" took care of most of the town's business. More important
matters could be referred to "town meetings" of the "principal inhabitants." The
strength of these governance structures came not from formal grants of royal power
(as was the case in the English boroughs) but from the cohesive general will of the
community. 6
At the heart of the Puritan community was the idea of covenant. The
concept had several levels: the covenant of grace between the individual and God,
the church covenant among the visible saints, and the civil covenant joining people
in the secular world. From the colony's beginnings, John Winthrop stressed the
importance of community. Winthrop saw the colony as a group of individuals
bound together "by a mutual consent" in God's service. Before embarking on the

Arbella, he described the Puritan cause as a "Covenant with him for this work." In
some towns, a written covenant, signed by the first inhabitants, became a kind of
municipal constitution in which the residents described their intents and defined
their initial membership. In Dedham, for example, the covenant outlined the
community's higher purpose, and the leading settlers pledged "each other to profess
and practice one truth according to that most perfect rule, the foundation whereof is
everlasting love." More concretely, the covenant provided land for all inhabitants
6

David Hackett Fischer, Albion's Seed: Four British Folkways in America (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1989), 196.
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Sojourners

Figure 4.1: John Frederick Martin's Town Constituencies

and tied the residents together to the exclusion of outsiders. The covenants were
important because they helped define a group of"inhabitants," or "townsmen," who
possessed political and legal rights in the community. Defining community
membership was especially important in towns where only a small portion of the
land had been distributed to settlers and most of the property continued to be held in
comrnon. 7
New England towns were never egalitarian communities, even in their
earliest years, but were instead composed of interlocking groups of individuals
holding various levels of political rights that depended on their landholdings and
proprietary status. John Frederick Martin has identified a number of different
constituencies in the typical seventeenth-century town. The most exclusive group
was the proprietors, who held rights to the town's undivided common lands; next
7

Perry Miller, The New England Mind: The Seventeenth Century (Cambridge, Mass.: Beacon Press,
1939), 478-80; John Winthrop, "A Model of Christian Charity Written on Board the Arabella on the
Atlantic Ocean (1630)," in Alan Heimert and Andrew Delbanco, eds., The Puritans in America: A
Narrative Anthology (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1985), 89-90; Kenneth
Lockridge, A New England Town: The First Hundred Years (New York: W. W. Norton & Company,
1970), 4-5; John Frederick Martin, Profits in the Wilderness: Entrepreneurship and the Founding of
New England Towns in the Seventeenth Century (Chapel Hill, N.C.: University of North Carolina
Press for the Institute for Early American History and Culture, 1991 ), 230-36.
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were the inhabitants, landowners with voting rights but without rights to the
common land. Then came town dwellers, who were accepted into the community
but did not have the franchise. Finally, there were sojourners, transients whose
presence the town did not legally recognize. These individuals were "warned out"
of the community and had no claim to its support, no voting rights, and no right to
use the common lands. Church membership could cut across these categories. To
remain a peaceful community, each of these constituencies needed to have
congruent concerns. The larger the overlap between the groups, the greater the
harmony. Individuals not integrated into the town structures threatened social
cohesiveness and were best excluded. Although Cambridge did not have a written
covenant, it did pass a law in 1636 declaring that "noe man heerafter shall sett upe
anny dwelling house wthin the Bounds of the Towne wthout the Consent of the
Major part of the Townsmen [i.e., inhabitants]." The burden for sojourners was
heavy: each had to pay h5 annually to the town. Although the nucleated settlement
broke down quickly in Cambridge, the town still worked to create an exclusive and
therefore harmonious community.8
Until the 1680s, this system was somewhat fluid, but at its heart was the
connection between land ownership and political participation. For the most part,
New England towns had broad political participation, with the franchise fairly
8

Martin, Profits in the Wilderness, 230-33; The Records of the Town and Selectmen of Cambridge
(Formerly Newtowne). Massachusetts, 1630-1703. ed. Edward Brandon (Cambridge, Mass.: John
Wilson and Son, 1901), 22 (cited hereafter as Cambridge Town Records). See chapter two for
further discussion ofthe Cambridge town structure. Students who chose to remain in Cambridge
after their affiliation with Harvard had ended could also be warned out. Thomas Prince, Charles
Chauncy, Jacob Wendell, and Major William Brattle "subscribed funds" to ensure that John Adams
(HC 1721), a poet, would not become a charge on Cambridge. The selectmen still required a pledge
from Boston, Adam's hometown, that it would support Adams if required; see John L. Sibley and
Clifford K. Shipton, Biographical Sketches ofThose Who Attended Harvard College, 17 vols.
(Boston, Mass.: Massachusetts Historical Society, 1873-1975), 6:426 (cited hereafter as Harvard
Graduates); Harvard Records, Colonial Society of Massachusetts, Collections. 31 :340.
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widespread. Officeholding, however, was more restricted; selectmen and
representatives were drawn from a narrow group of elites. In seventeenth-century
Cambridge, the major town offices were held by a small number of individuals.
Between 1640 and 1665, Cambridge created the standard subgroups within its
population-proprietors, inhabitants, landowners, and sojourners. Members of the
Harvard community fell into one or another of these categories depending on their
background, rank, and time of settlement in the community. In the 1630s and
1640s, land ownership probably also conferred the franchise (if the landholder was
also a church member) and rights to the common land. For example, in 1640, all
Cambridge landowners received allotments in the town's grant at Shawshin. By
1656, Cambridge had begun restricting voting rights to "inhabitants." Those who
settled in the town had to receive the franchise through "gift or purchase" (probably
by buying land from an existing resident) or by having the rights conferred by the
selectmen. The door was now opening for a class of landowners who lacked
specific voting rights. Within the next ten years, Cambridge began to differentiate
between those who were inhabitants (those with voting rights but not necessarily
shares in the common lands) and proprietors (those with voting rights and shares in
the common lands). By 1665, Cambridge had closed its corporate rolls, voting that
''no more proprietors shall be allowed without unanimous consent.',<)

9

Jack Greene, Pursuits of Happiness: The Social Development of Early Modem British Colonies and
the Formation of American Culture (Chapel Hill, N.C.: University of North Carolina Press, 1988),
24-25; Cambridge Town Records. 352-53; The Register Book of the Lands in the ''New Towne" and
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Wilson and Son, 1896), 144-148 (cited hereafter as Cambridge Proprietors' Records); Martin, Profits
in the Wilderness, 203-204; Robert E. Wall, "The Franchise in Seventeenth-Century Cambridge,"
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Throughout most of the seventeenth century, few individuals at Harvard
qualified for civic responsibilities. The president was the only landholder in the
academic community; the faculty, all resident tutors, were young men without
separate households. None of the early presidents held elective office. Their lack of
political involvement probably stemmed not so much from their connections to the
college as from their positions as clergymen. All of the early Harvard presidents
were ordained ministers. Although the Puritan settlers were intent on creating a
religious commonwealth, they did not create a theocracy; religious and political
leadership were separated each into its own sphere. Ministers held considerable
informal political influence and the magistrates and ministers normally cooperated
on most issues, but Puritans had a strong prejudice against clergymen serving in
political office.
In spite of his clerical office, the president accepted civic responsibilities as a
householder and townsman. As a landowner, he was required to perform some
services to the community. Although the town granted Nathaniel Eaton land in
Cambridge, he fled the colony too soon to become one of the proprietors. Neither
the college nor the town provided land to his successor when he became president.
Instead, Dunster initially acquired his property in Cambridge through his wife, the
widow Elizabeth Glover. After his marriage, Dunster became something of a real
estate magnate, buying a house lot every year or so throughout the 1640s. As a
landowning inhabitant, he received three and one-half acres in the town's land
division of 1645. In size, Dunster's grant was in the middle range; none of the
grants was larger than six acres. He received another five acres from the town the
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next year. In 1648, Dunster bought additional parcels from several of the other
proprietors. 10
Dunster received further grants from the town in 1649 as part of a land
division at Shawshin (now Billerica). As the Cambridge proprietorship took form
over the next several decades, Dunster gained proprietary rights, and his heirs
continued to participate in the town's land divisions until the end of the eighteenth
century. Cambridge also gave Dunster a special grant of 500 acres at Shawshin; he
kept 400 acres "to his own person" and granted the rest "for the use of Harvard
College." Harvard, however, did not directly receive land in either this division or
the succeeding one of 1652 at Shawshin. Through the 1650s, the proprietorship was
relatively fluid in Cambridge; with England in Puritan control under Cromwell, the
colony's (and therefore the town's) right to grant lands was unquestioned, and
custom, rather than legal procedure, could determine the allocations and recipients.
Custom dictated that the proprietors were town leaders and the prime landholders. 11
Dunster's right to participate in the land divisions stemmed less from his role
as the college's president than from his status as a Cambridge lando"Wner. Though
Cambridge made a grant of 500 acres to Dunster, it made no similar grants to
succeeding presidents. In fact, it is not clear whether Dunster was given his land
because he was president of Harvard or a recent settler in the community. At the
same time as Dunster's grant, the town gave 500 acres to another resident "in Lew
of his Small farme with in the Towne boundes." Cambridge carefully differentiated
between Dunster the landowner and Dunster the president when granting him the

°Cambridge Town Records, 66, 95; Cambridge Proprietors' Records, 73-74, 120, 127, 131, 133,
137, 163.

1

11

Cambridge Town Records, 82, 97; Morison, Founding of Harvard. 324-325.
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right to fell trees on the common land. The selectmen noted that the timber was for
"the repare of his house & fences" and not "for the use of the Colledge." This
distinction was not made for timber grants to later presidents, since they usually
were not proprietors. For them, town grants were a courtesy, not a right. 12
Dunster not only held rights as one of the proprietors, he played an important
role in the formation of that group. By 1648, after little more than ten years of
settlement, the town records relating to the commons allocations had become so
difficult to read that the town meeting appointed a committee to review them and
determine the assignments. 13 The committee comprised five individuals, probably
Cambridge's most literate citizens, who would best be able to decipher the records.
Dunster headed the committee. Joining him were Richard Champney, Edward
Goffe, John Russell, and Thomas Danforth. Dunster was in elite company:
Champney was the ruling elder of the Cambridge church, and Goffe and Danforth
were selectmen (Russell was only town constable). The committee's charge may
appear minor, but, in fact, the five individuals were empowered to "Regulat" the
town's common lands and determine each individual's rights to the common. The
committee assigned "cow rights" (the number of cows allowed on the common) to
each of the inhabitants. These assignments later determined the proportions of land
granted each householder in succeeding land divisions. None of the men was a

12

Cambridge Town Records. 82, 95; Cambridge Proprietors' Records, 144, 146. Harvard president
Charles Chauncy was granted six acres in the 1662 land division and forty acres in the 1664 division,
but his heirs do not appear to have maintained their rights as proprietors.
13

Why the manuscript had deteriorated to such an extent after only ten years is unclear. The
seventeenth-century town records show signs of water damage and heavy use. See Town Records,
Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records.
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disinterested party, but each (excepting perhaps Russell) was a community leader to
whom the rest of the inhabitants "deferred" in the political process. 14
None of Dunster's seventeenth-century successors had significant
involvement with local politics, although Harvard presidents and faculty members
were required to live in Cambridge. As early as 1666, the Overseers ordered that
"such as are fellows of the Colledge, & have sallaryes payd them out of the
Treasury, shall have their constant Residence in the Colledge, and shall Lodge
therin." Each of the early presidents settled in Cambridge, but the community did
not ask either Charles Chauncy or Leonard Hoar to serve on town committees,
although both were householders. Urian Oakes was not expected, or asked, to take
on civil responsibilities since he was also the town's minister. Is
Dunster was not alone in acquiring land; the college also added to its limited
landholdings. The Overseers bought Harvard's first property in Cambridge, a single
house lot, sometime before March 1638. The town, in turn, granted the college
several lots for its use and for its first master, Nathaniel Eaton, but the total grant
was less than three acres. Thereafter, Harvard was forced to purchase land from
town residents in order to enlarge its meager holdings. Free materials from the
commons helped to construct Harvard's buildings during the seventeenth century,
14

Cambridge Town Records. 79, I 06. Although ministers were barreo from direct political
involvement, it was accepted Puritan practice for them to be political mediators, and this role would
have been considered appropriate for Harvard's president. At the provincial level, groups of
ministers had mediated several political disputes during the seventeenth century. The first of these
disputes, as early as the late 1630s, was over the power of the magistrates when the General Court
was not in session. See T. H. Breen, The Character of the Good Ruler: Puritan Political Ideas in New
England (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1970), 73-74. Dunster mediated in town matters
again in 1655, when Cambridge needed to determine whether to allow Shawshin to be incorporated
as a separate community. Both Dunster and the college held lands at Shawshin. Dunster was once
again joined by Champney and Goffe in the decision making. Dunster may have been placed in this
group due to his position as Harvard's president.
1

s Harvard Records. Col. Soc. of Mass., Collections. 15 (1925): 152, 194.
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but the land on which to build was not forthcoming. The town allowed Harvard the
use of the common lands from time to time to cut lumber for "posts and rayles to
fense in the yds" and "for timb[er] to shingle the rooffe." Harvard was required to
obtain the selectmen's permission before cutting any timber and had to abide by the
rules of the town that required that the lumber be for Harvard's use, not sold, and
that it be used within four months. These requirements, which probably prevented
the wood from aging properly, may have led to some of the structural defects in
Harvard's early buildings. 16

16

Cambridge Town Records, 33, 144, 148, 159, 160, 231; Morison, Founding of Harvard, 205.
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Map 4.1. Harvard's Land Purchases in Harvard Yard

Over the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Harvard
obtained most of the land that now makes up Harvard Yard and also purchased
miscellaneous holdings in the community. Morison was critical of the early
Cambridge settlers for not providing sufficient land for the college, but, although
Cambridge provided little land in the center of town, when the rolls of the town
proprietors were revised in 1664, Harvard was listed as having a claim to property in
each of the succeeding remote land divisions. 17
17

Cambridge Town Records, 33; Morison, Founding of Harvard. 205. Harvard's position as a
Cambridge proprietor helps confirm Martin's thesis that the proprietorship should be viewed as an
extension of the English corporation, rather than the proprietorship rising out of a late medieval
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Harvard's role as a Cambridge proprietor developed slowly through the
seventeenth century. Although the college had owned land in Cambridge since
163 7, it was not included in the land division in Shawshin in 1640 or in the initial
common rolls drawn up by Dunster's committee in 1648. Dunster's gift of 100 acres
in 1649 made the college a significant landowner in Cambridge, but the definition of
the proprietors was still unclear in the 1650s. In 1662, the town granted Harvard,
along with several town residents, a six-acre wood lot to meet its fuel needs. After
the Restoration of Charles II, Massachusetts town residents became more fearful of
the status of their land claims should the crown revoke the colony's charter. Martin
has argued that beginning in the 1680s, towns formally designated proprietors in
order to solidify land rights. Because the colony's political autonomy appeared to be
increasingly under question, land ownership was separated from political
participation in most communities. In the case of Cambridge, this move to a
separately defined proprietorship, one not connected to political participation, had
occurred a decade earlier, immediately after the Restoration. 18

In 1664, the town meeting appointed a committee of the selectmen and the
two church deacons "to draw up the list of the names of such Inhabitants as have
interest in said common lands ... [that are] Recorded in the Towne booke, or
according to any other righteous rule as they shall see meet, and to proporccon on to
each Inhabitant aforesaid their just right for number of acres in the common lands."
Harvard was included in this list. The college's institutional status as a proprietor
communal ideal. Martin notes that in the seventeenth century, town founding became an
entrepreneurial activity, with many, if not all, of the proprietors being nonresidents. Cambridge's
inclusion of Harvard in the proprietorship by 1664 suggests that the corporate concept of
proprietorship did not depend on the entrepreneurial spirit of the later towns but existed as a part of
the older communities. See Martin, Profits in the Wilderness. 238-53.
18

Martin, Profits in the Wilderness. 203-04, 270-71; Cambridge Town Records. 139.
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suggests that the town's communal ethos was giving way to a corporate-legal
understanding of land ownership and town participation. (Harvard had already
received three acres in the division of 1662 and thirty acres in the division of 1664.)
Thereafter, Harvard received land in the same proportion in each of the succeeding
land divisions, with the total numbering well over one hundred acres. Harvard's
proportion, later designated as "three cow rights" placed it among the more
substantial property owners of the community. The town's land divisions were
remote from the central community--south of the Charles River, at Shawshin, and at
Menotomy (now Arlington). Because of the distance, the land was of no direct use
to Harvard, and the college had to continue to buy land in the town center for
campus expansion. By the 1660s, Harvard was able to lease its outlying property for
income, making f::4.05 annually from the rent of a farm in Billerica. 19
As a proprietor, the college gained rights and privileges within the town's
political structure. Harvard was granted the right to vote in meetings of the
proprietors, a right the college was first recorded as exercising through an unnamed
proxy at a land division in 1689. At the division, Harvard's representative
participated in the drawing of lots to determine the order of the division, then
selected land in the name of the college. Neither the college nor the town recorded
the identity of the college's proxy, but it was most likely the president or treasurer.
The college's lots were scattered throughout the town. Because Harvard either
leased or held these properties for investment rather than farming them, it did not try
19

Cambridge Town Records. 155; Cambridge Proprietors' Records. 388-89; Harvard Records. Col.
Soc. of Mass., Collections, 15 (1925): 215,49 (1975): 20-21. Martin believes that Cambridge was
late in closing its proprietary rolls (thirty years after the town's founding), but if viewed in a
comparative perspective, the town's actions predated the creation of the proprietorship in other
communities and occurred before the political turmoil of the 1680s. See Martin, Profits in the
Wilderness, 144-48.
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to consolidate its landholdings the way many proprietors did. In accepting status as
a town proprietor, the college gave up some of its political independence and
privileges. The proprietorship entailed responsibilities to the community that
superseded Harvard's tax-exempt status. For example, when the selectmen ordered
the construction of a fence around the west fields and the great swamp in 1684, the
college had to build one and one-half rods of it. 20
John Leverett: Politician and President

The 1690s saw the maturation of Harvard and the increased involvement of
its leaders in town politics. This heightened activity coincided with provincial
instability. During the 1680s and 1690s, the political life of the Massachusetts Bay
Colony was in turmoil. In 1685, the crown had annulled Massachusetts's charter
and created the Dominion ofNew England. When the crown revoked the colony's
charter, the college's charter also was nullified. College governance after 1685 was
weakened further by the absence of its president for much ofthe next twenty-five
years. Before the 1680s, Harvard had successfully enforced its residency
requirement for the president and tutors, ensuring constant oversight of college life.
An exception that proves the rule was tutor Peter Thatcher, who in 1674 received

permission to live in Boston "provided he Tutor the Schollars there residing." This
is the only known case of a tutor not being in residence at the college. From 1685 to

°Cambridge Town Records, 291-92; Cambridge Proprietors' Records, 294,341, 388-89; Harvard
Records. Col. Soc. of Mass., Collections, 16 (1925): 536; Morison, Harvard in the Seventeenth
Century, 1:382. The Cambridge proprietorship lasted untill824, when it was finally dissolved.
Harvard received its portion of the final holdings (based on its three cow rights), sixteen dollars and
fifty cents. (Although Harvard did not directly use all of its land, the college zealously defended
encroachments on its property. In 1726, for example, the Harvard Corporation ordered that Henry
Prentice pay the college twenty shillings back rent for a portion of the college lands he erroneously
fenced in and thereby appropriated from the college's share of the common.)

2
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1707, Increase Mather and several succeeding vice presidents, unwilling to move to
Cambridge, directed Harvard from across the Charles River. From 1688 to 1692,
Mather was out of the county negotiating with the crown for a new charter. In the
interim, the college was put into the hands of its senior tutors, John Leverett and
William Brattle. By 1698, the General Court insisted that Mather either take up
residence in Cambridge or resign his post. He thereupon went to Cambridge to live
for three months, advising and lecturing students and preaching (once) in the college
chapel. He did not enjoy the experience and protested that the place left him ill,
'"either the aire or the diet of Cambridge not agreeing with me." In reality, giving up
his Boston congregation was too much for Mather. He wrote in 1698, "If I comply
with what is desired I shall be taken off in a great measure at least from my public
ministry." He questioned "should I leave preaching to 1500 souls ... only to
expound to 40 or 50 children few of them capable of edification by such exercises?"
Facing the choice, Mather resigned the presidency. When Leverett was chosen
president several years later, his appointment made was contingent on his "residing
at Cambridge."21
Cambridge, however, did not experience the kind of political instability seen
at the provincial level, the college, or in other New England towns. Cambridge had
already created a proprietorship separate from the town's political structure, and
there was no break in the political leadership of the community. Some changes were
introduced; for the first time, the town meeting elected a formal moderator. The
town's first moderator turned out to be a fonner tutor and future president of the
21

Harvard Records. Col. Soc. ofMass., Collections. 15 (1925): 60, 152, 194,229,49 (1975): 146,
173-74, 179, 220; Morison, The Founding of Harvard College (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1935), 252; Morison, Harvard in the Seventeenth Century, 2:530-531; Lawrence
Cremin, American Education: The Colonial Experience (New York: Harper& Row, 1970), 337.
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college, John Leverett. Hailing from Boston, Leverett was the grandson of
Governor John Leverett. The younger Leverett graduated from Harvard in 1680 and
became a tutor in 1685. The presence of an outsider, one who was well connected
to the Boston elite, may have helped Cambridge to make the transition to the new
charter government. 22
Although Leverett's career is exceptional, it demonstrates the increased
cooperation and overlap between town and gown leadership. His activities included
both college and town governance. In January 1696, while Leverett was still a tutor,
the proprietors chose him as one of the four agents, or attorneys, for the town's
common lands. He and his fellow agents were empowered to claim landholdings in
the name of the proprietors and to act in court as their representative. Leverett did
not yet own land in the community, so he was chosen either as a designate of the
college or because of the law practice he was building while still a tutor. Before
leaving the tutorship, Leverett also secured a leadership position in the town's
political structure. In 1696, Cambridge elected Leverett its representative to the
General Court. The unlikely situation had now developed where a tutor represented
the town in the General Court. Leverett's academic responsibilities suffered while
the legislature was in session; Josiah Cotton, a Harvard student in the 1690s,
reported having "to recite at Five o'clock in the winter mornings that Mr. Leverett
might seasonably attend the General Court in Boston." In spite of the inconvenience
to students, both the college and the town benefited from Leverett's connections
with the colony's political elite. 23
22

Sibley, Harvard Graduates. 3:180-81.

23

Cambridge Proprietors' Records, 208; Lucius Paige, History of Cambridge. 1630-1877. with a
Genealogical Register (Boston: H. 0. Houghton and Company, 1877), 589-99; "Diary of Josiah
Cotton," Col. Soc. of Mass., Collections. 26:280.
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dispute and lay out a road. At the same meeting, they granted Leverett a "Remnant
of Land wch Shall be found over & above the colledge Lott." The land was part of
the 1703 division at what is now Newton Lower Falls. Leverett also participated as
a proprietor in the town's land divisions in 1707 and 1724.25

In 1703, Leverett served one term as moderator for the town meeting. In
many New England towns, the position of moderator began to appear only after
1700. It was a prestigious office; only one moderator was elected for each meeting.
The breadth of Leverett's activities made him well suited to the position. The
session often depended on the moderator's personal authority to keep order.
Because the office was of brief duration, it did not interfere with Leverett's other
political duties. Through his election as moderator, the former tutor was recognized
as one of Cambridge's preeminent political leaders. He continued to participate on
town administrative committees, and in 1704, Cambridge appointed him to a
commission to determine the boundary with Watertown. 26
Leverett's service extended beyond Cambridge. Between 1700 (when he left
the Corporation) and 1707 (when he returned to Harvard as president), Leverett was
Speaker of the House, member of the Council, judge of probate, and justice of the
Superior Court. He was well known to other prominent jurors. Samuel Sewall,
judge of the Superior Court and later chief justice, recorded several visits to
Leverett, including a visit when he "Consoled Madam Leverett" on the death of her
daughter. Although Leverett remained close to his friends on the bench, when the
25

Cambridge Town Records. 333, 348-349; Cambridge Proprietors' Records. 208, 217-18, 243, 252,

264.
26

Cambridge Town Records 8, Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records Series, IS May 1704; Cook,
Fathers ofthe Town. 4-5, 18. Although some communities had elected moderators in the seventeenth
century, Cambridge followed a more "rural" tradition and did without an elected moderator. Until
1703, the selectmen had probably run the town meetings.
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Corporation elected him president in 1707 (solidifying the liberal faction's control
over Harvard), he resigned his provincial posts. Sewall explained in his diary that
"Some desire that it may be put in the Bill [making Leverett president] that Mr.
Leverett Lay down all his Civil offices; as Judge of Probate, and judge of the
Superior Court," and these conditions were included in the new president's
appointment. Although not a minister, Leverett was still expected to remain above,
or at least separated from, provincial politics. Leverett did not withdraw from all
town activities, however. In 1716, for example, he served on a town committee to
help to secure the county seat (and particularly the registry office) for Cambridge.
The president's political connections continued to be of use to the town. 27
Leverett's activities fit a larger pattern in colonial New England, in which
the number of younger men participating as town leaders increased after 1700. In
his study ofNew England towns, Edward Cook explains that the "first decade of the
century was a period of rapid change in town government, as town after town
adopted new and more elaborate procedures for handling broad-based political
participation." The seventeenth-century patriarchs were being replaced by "new,
untried, and apparently, in some instances, very young men," most under thirty-five.
Cook found the trend short-lived. By mid-century, political control had returned to
a more mature leadership, but at the beginning of the eighteenth century, young men
of high social status were able to displace a leadership formerly dominated by
maturity. By mid-eighteenth century, a cohesive colonial elite had developed and
town offices became the training ground for young men destined for provincial
27

Paige, History of Cambridge. 598-99; Samuel Sewall, Diary of Samuel Sewall. 1674-1729, 3 vols.
Massachusetts Historical Society, Collections, 5th ser., 5-7 (Boston, 1878-1882) 2:68,205,214,
3:89; Cambridge Town Records B, Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records Series, 28 November
1716.
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service. Although Cambridge was not his hometown, Leverett fell into the category
of young men destined by birth for political service to the colony.28
To a large degree, Leverett was exceptional among the faculty for his level of
involvement in local governance. Instead, most faculty, particularly the tutors,
remained outside local politics. Although the seventeenth-century tutors were not
quite inhabitants, as they were never admitted to the town and did not vote or use the
common, neither were they warned out of the community like sojourners. Even the
eighteenth-century tutors (many of whom served the college for ten or more years
and accumulated savings or land investments) did not become involved in the
town's political affairs. Tutor Henry Flynt, for example, owned a portion of his
brother-in-law's Braintree homestead, but he did not purchase property in
Cambridge. The tutors were responsible for the regulation of the college, not the
town. In that sense they represented a governing leadership separate from the civic
leaders. For these men, governance at Harvard substituted for governance in
Cambridge, much like the pattern followed by faculty at English universities. 29
Local leaders were also less involved with college governance in the
eighteenth century, although the Cambridge minister continued to have close links
to the Corporation. William Brattle and his successor, Nathaniel Appleton, served
on the Corporation for a combined term of almost eighty years, Brattle from 1703 to
1717 and Appleton from 1717 to 1779. Appleton in particular took his duties
seriously. He attended meetings regularly and often represented the college on land
claims and financial matters. 30 At the same time, the influence of other Cambridge
28

Edward Cook, Jr., Fathers of the Towns: Leadership and Community Structure in EighteenthCentury New England (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976), l 05.
29

Cook, Fathers of the Towns. 30.

30

See chapter seven below for a full discussion of Appleton's responsibilities on the Corporation.
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residents began to diminish. By the eighteenth century, the college treasurer was
usually not a Cambridge resident. Though Thomas Brattle, Harvard's first treasurer
in the eighteenth century (his term ended in 1713), lived in Boston, he had close
links to the town through his brother William Brattle. William succeeded Thomas
as Harvard's treasurer. After William's term ended in 1715, the position of treasurer
was held mostly by Boston merchants. By the mid-eighteenth century, Cambridge
residents, other than the minister, played little role in college governance except
through the Overseers; they no longer controlled Harvard's finances or served on the
Corporation. 31
As Boston merchants and ministers began to fill more of the seats on the
Corporation, the residency question for Harvard's leadership surfaced again. In their
dispute with the college in 1720, the tutors held that the fellows of the Corporation
must be resident in Cambridge. Although the tutors were to a large degree
protesting against nonteaching fellows, they were willing to recognize the
appropriateness of town leaders serving on the Corporation and preferred that
governance include a mixture of faculty and town residents. When three vacancies
occurred on the Corporation in 1717, all of the positions went to Congregational
ministers, leaving only one tutor on the board. The tutors argued that all of the
fellows named in the charter of 1650 were resident in Cambridge, including
Danforth as treasurer and Jonathan Mitchell as Cambridge's minister. They also
argued that "in the first dayes of the College, the Corporation consisted of persons in
the College and in the Town wholly." The Corporation responded by explaining
that the charter did not explicitly state that the fellows had to be resident in

31

Foster, "Out ofSmalle Beginings," 16-19.
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Cambridge, only that they be "inhabitants of the Bay." By the early eighteenth
century, the Corporation was dominated by non-Cambridge and nonresident
members, but as late as 1732, a group of the Overseers proposed still that ''the
Fellows be all Resident in Cambridge & be such as are Employed in the Instruction
of the College." The motion was rejected.32
Although the tutors lost their battle for a completely resident Corporation,
the fellows living in Cambridge formed an important subgroup of that body for
everyday governance until the mid-eighteenth century. As the governing board
usually included several non-Cambridge residents, many routine matters in the first
half of the century were turned over to the "President and fellows residing in
Cambridge." This group was distinguished from meetings of the president and
tutors (which later became meetings of the faculty) because it included only some of
the Harvard faculty as well as the Cambridge minister. The "President and fellows
residing in Cambridge" functioned somewhat like an administrative council. Their
purview was primarily administrative matters at the college, including the
supervision of the steward's charges, the repair and construction of college
buildings, the regulation of college exhibitions, posting the purchase price of bread,
and the management of the college during vacations. By the 1750s, the Harvard
faculty had superseded the "President and Fellows residing in Cambridge," further
removing the Corporation from the day-to-day regulation of the college and
inadvertently reducing the role of the Cambridge minister in college governance.
Other developments strengthened the ties of the college to the town community.
After Harvard began to establish professorships in 1724, it stipulated that "the
32

Harvard Records. Col. Soc. of Mass., Collections. 49 (1975): 317, 340, 379, 50 (1975): 490-91;
Overseers, Harvard University Archives, I: I 24.
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Professors shall be constantly resident in Cambridge Near the College; and the
Tutors in the College." Cambridge residency remained the established norm for the
college faculty. 33
Harvard also actively defended its tax-exempt status. In the seventeenth
century, with few employees, Harvard's tax exemption for ten of its officers was
easy to defend and weighed lightly on the finances of the community. During the
political unrest of the 1690s, the General Court confirmed the faculty and student
exemption from the poll tax. By the mid-eighteenth century, however, the faculty
had grown from a president and two tutors in 1650 to a president, four tutors, two
professors, and an instructor in 1750. Increasingly, the faculty's tax-exempt status
was scrutinized by the town. The exemption of the president, professors, and tutors
went unquestioned until after the Revolution, but the town viewed Judah Manis, the
Hebrew instructor, as a possible target for taxation. 34
Manis was hired to teach Hebrew on April 30, 1722, at an annual salary of
b50. His exact status at the college is difficult to determine. He had initially
petitioned for a salary and a room in the college, which would have placed him on
par with the tutors. Harvard had not yet introduced the position of professor, and
having a resident instructor without responsibility for supervising students did not fit
the college's instructional model. The tutors (and later the professors) were fulltime employees, but the Hebrew instructor was not quite their equal. On the one
hand, the Corporation granted Manis ''the like power & Authority to punish those
Instructed by him for delinquencies in the Exercises ... as the Tutrs have with
33
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reference to their pupils." Like the tutors, he collected fees from his pupils, then
settled account~ with the college for the portion of his salary not covered. On the
other hand, Monis's teaching duties took up only four half-days each week, rather
than the tutors' full six days. Monis's initial salary (b50) was much less than that

given the senior tutor (b90) or even the fourth tutor (b70), but it was raised f-20 later
in the year. The salaries suggest that Monis's time commitment was on a par with
that of the treasurer-clearly a part-time post, one that usually went to a magistrate or
high-ranking town leader--who was also paid f-50 and whose income was not taxexempt. Monis soon received a raise, but in 1725, the Corporation determined that
he was "not obliged to such a Constant Attendance at the College as the tutors are
and has time for & is actually engaged in the Managmnt of Secular businesses" and
decided his salary should be reduced from f-80 to b60. 35
Monis married and settled in Cambridge. He was accepted as a proprietor
and received two and one-quarter acres in the division of 1724. In addition to his
college duties, he ran a general store that served both Harvard and Cambridge.
Although he complained regularly about his poverty, Monis enjoyed the benefits of
both the college and the town. From the college he received a regular salary and
tax-exempt status; from the town he received land and the right to graze animals on
the common. By 1730, the town was ready to stop Monis's double-dipping. The
selectmen's minutes hold no record of the proceedings, but the college records do.
Sometime in 1730, the town attempted to levy rates on Judah Monis's estates.
When notified of this the Corporation urged its instructor to defend his status as "an
officer of the College." Monis refused to pay the rate, and the college and the tutors
35
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supported him. The town was by no means unified against Monis; one faction,
probably the Brattle Street merchants, supported the college. Henry Flynt recorded
in his diary a conversation with Major William Brattle, one of the selectmen. Flynt
asked Brattle if the town intended "to pursue Mr Monis by rates for his pole and real
estate," and Brattle replied that "he would doe what he could to prevent it and no
Gentlemen in town was for it." Brattle explained further that "he had talkt with the
Assessors and convinced them they were wrong." Brattle was not as persuasive as
he thought. It took seventeen years and a decision of the General Court to secure the
instructor's tax exemption.36
Monis, like Leverett, held town offices while a faculty member. He served
once in 1742 as moderator of the town meeting. In 1738, Cambridge appointed
Monis to be its representative to a regional committee "to see that a workhouse be
erected in such part of Watertown or Waltham; as the said comtte or the Major part
of them shaljudge most commodious." The committee was directed to purchase
land and construct a building. Monis worked on the scheme for several years. In
January 1740, Cambridge reimbursed him for his time and expenses on the project,
but a workhouse was never constructed. As late as 1742, Monis petitioned the town
meeting to underwrite the plans for constructing one, but the town defeated the
motion, deciding the project was "unreasonable.'m

36
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Harvard administrators also participated actively in local politics. One of the
most important was the steward: "domestic bursar, caterer, and major-domo" with
responsibility for running the noninstructional aspects of the college. From 1682 to
1750, the stewardship was held by successive members of the Bordman family, the
post handed down from father to son. (From 1706 to 1769, at least one of the
Cambridge selectmen was also a Bordman.) Through most of the first half of the
eighteenth century, the college steward was Andrew Bordman II, who also served as
town clerk for thirty-one years, selectman for eighteen, and town treasurer for fortysix. Bordman succeeded John Leverett as moderator of the town meeting and held
the position regularly through the 1730s. The interconnected leadership, including
men like Bordman and Pastor Appleton, preserved good relations between the town
and college. Unlike their peers in England, the Harvard administrators thus played
central roles in town politics. Tax lists are unavailable for the early eighteenth
century, so it is impossible to determine whether Andrew Bordman enjoyed
exemption from municipal taxation, but later stewards were taxed by the community
in spite of their service to the college.38
At the same time, the land Harvard accumulated compelled it to work closely
with the town on internal improvements. The land the town bestowed often did not
have ready, or even clearly determined, access or roads. Until the early eighteenth
38
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century, Cambridge took direct responsibility for road construction and did not
consult extensively about them with the college. In 170 1, for example, Cambridge
reported to the Middlesex County Sessions that "the principall Inhabitants of
Cambridge" had petitioned for a committee to locate a highway between the college
and the meetinghouse through the present Harvard Yard. The county court
appointed a committee, without college representation, which then laid out and built
the road. During the next few decades, however, the college and the town began to
cooperate more closely on road construction through the rapidly expanding
community. In 1722, two of tutors (who were also members of the Corporation)
joined with a town committee "for the Laying out the High-way thro the College
Farm" in Billerica. As was true in England, the town and college by necessity had
to combine and cooperate to improve the community. Nevertheless, Harvard was
still interested in protecting its landholdings, and the Corporation directed the tutors
to pay particular attention to its interest and to ''take care that the said Highway be
laid out to the least Detrimt to the [college's] Farm." Again in 1730, the
Corporation appointed the president, tutor Flynt, and Professor Wigglesworth to
meet with the selectmen to determine the location of a highway in the Cambridge
Neck. The college committee was to interview several Cambridge residents to assist

in determining the course of the road. The various representatives met and amicably
settled the route. The town was successfully adapting to having a provincial
institution in its midst. 39
In form, the process for determining the placement of roads across college
property did not differ substantially from that for land owned by private citizens.
39
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Independent parties went out and viewed the route of the proposed highway, noting
the path in relationship to the various fences and property lines. One important
difference was the choice of the surveyors. In the eighteenth century, Cambridge
annually elected surveyors of the highway. When college land was affected,
Harvard was able to bypass the regular officers and, in cooperation with the
selectmen, pick individuals from the community to act in this capacity.
Participating in the nomination the arbitrators increased the college's ability to
protect its land rights within the town.
Harvard was willing to pay for other civic improvements, especially where
its own interests were clearly at stake. In 1735, Cambridge constructed a new stone
wall around the burial ground, and the college agreed to pay one-sixth (or b25) of
the b 150 cost. Because the burying ground was directly across from the Yard,
Harvard appreciated that the town demonstrated its "considerable regard" for it by
building "so good & hansome a wall in the front." The college also asserted its own
rights when providing the fmancial support by stating that it "expect[ed] to make use
of the Burying place as Providence gives occasion for it." During the colonial
period, faculty and a number of undergraduates were buried in the cemetery. Joint
support for the burial ground was clearly in the best interest of both groups. 40
After remaining aloof from Cambridge politics for fifty years, the War for
Independence politicized the faculty. David Robson has suggested that until the
40
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Revolution, faculty members at all of the colonial colleges, not just Harvard, had
tended to avoid political involvement. As curricula increased emphasis on civil
tradition and moral philosophy, the faculty began to take greater interest in politics.
Robson's argument has merit for the mid-eighteenth century, although it is
important to remember that late-seventeenth-century presidents such as Increase
Mather at Harvard and James Blair at William and Mary had already combined
political activities with college service. As Revolutionary fervor developed in the
1770s, individual colleges tended to follow the direction of the elites in their colony.
Thus William and Mary and King's College leaned toward loyalism, and Harvard,
Yale, and Princeton were strongly patriot. Although the Overseers required all the
faculty to make a statement of their political principles in 1776, Professor
Wigglesworth and President Langdon remained quiet on political matters during the
war. Nevertheless, increased politicization led faculty to take part in Cambridge
politics.41
Two of Harvard's three faculty members in 1770 played prominent roles in
local politics during the Revolution. Before the Revolution, John Winthrop,
professor of natural history, wrote in his diary almost exclusively about the weather,
disease, mortality, and his dining companions. He made only occasional reference
to public events. In 1766, however, Winthrop broke into his regular weather reports
to note, "The Glorious News arrivd of the Repeal of the Horrid Stamp Act." Four
years later, he described the March 1770 Boston Massacre:
a most shockg masacr in Bostn. A Party of the Soldiers, undr the
comand of 1 Capt Prestn be[in]g peltd with sno balls, fird upon the
peopl in Kg Street. Killd 3 on the Spot, wound[e]d 7 ot[he]rs, 1 of
41
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thm died nxt day, an[o]t[he]r on the 15 March. The 4 fi[r]st wr al
buryd togthr the 4 dy fol[lo]w[in]g, at[te]nd[e]d by a prodigius
concurs of pe[o ]pi[e ].
After the General Court moved to Cambridge in 1770, he became acquainted with a
number ofleading patriots, including James Otis, John Adams, and John Hancock,
all of whom stayed with him regularly when the legislature was in session. In turn,
Winthrop was elected to the Massachusetts Council in 1773. Winthrop had
previously been a member of the Cambridge school committee and a justice of the
peace but had not held any other local office prior to his election to the Council.
Winthrop's strong patriotic sentiments led the governor to dismiss him from the
Council, but Cambridge sent him back to the General Court as its representative in
1774. It was the first time since Leverett in 1696 that a member of the faculty
represented Cambridge in the General Court."2
Winthrop returned to the Council in 1775 and was thereby forced to divide
his time between his new political activities and his old teaching responsibilities.
Illness and academic demands led him to decline reelection in 1777, and he returned
to Cambridge. The new Massachusetts government nevertheless appointed him a
judge of probate in 1775. Because the Middlesex County courthouse was directly
across Massachusetts A venue from the college, these duties were easily incorporated
into Winthrop's academic routine. He also served on a town committee to find
housing for British officers captured at Saratoga. But Winthrop was unable to

42
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continue his political career for long. His health deteriorated rapidly in 1778, and he
died the next year.43
Winthrop's activities were exceptional, but one of his colleagues at the
college, professor of Hebrew Stephen Sewall, also took part in local politics. In
1776, the town chose Sewall to take "recognizance's and acknowledgments" for the
payment of debts to the Commonwealth. Sewall also served as a member of the
"Proprietors of the Fire Engine," which Cambridge had purchased in the 1770s. In
1777, Sewall served one term as representative from Cambridge. Historians
disagree on his level of patriotism. Robson sees him as an active patriot, but
Clifford Shipton questions Sewall's motives for seeking political office. Shipton
notes that the House had removed Sewall's name from the list of salaries paid by the
province, but that his salary was restored during his short tenure in the legislature.
Ill health (aided by intemperance) brought Sewall's academic and political career to
a premature end. He effectively left his responsibilities at the college in 1783.44
After the Revolution, the faculty's political activities returned to their prewar
low, and no professors held political office in Cambridge in the 1780s or 1790s.
Massachusetts academics again were expected to abstain from partisan politics.
Other college officers, however, were not so limited. James Winthrop, son of
Professor John Winthrop, followed in his father's footsteps and became active in
local government. The younger Winthrop combined his duties as librarian at the
43
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college ( 1772-1787) with the post of register of probate for Middlesex County
(1775-1817); his father was appointed judge of probate at the same time. James
Winthrop was drawn to Federalism. His letters show that he campaigned forcefully,
if not always successfully, for his cause. He also attacked various faculty members
and accused the Corporation of the misuse of funds. In order to remove the
troublesome librarian, the Corporation resolved in 1787 that faculty (including the
librarian) were no longer to hold pastoral, civil, or judicial office, except the post of
justice of the peace, and that anyone continuing to hold office "shall be considered
as resigning his place at the college." Forced to choose between his two positions,
Winthrop chose the registry, and thereafter Harvard effectively prevented faculty
from serving in the local or state governments:'5
Although directed at Winthrop, the resolution of 1787 closed the door to
faculty participation in local or state politics. Even if careers like Leverett's or
Winthrop's were exceptional, the occasional faculty participation in politics helped
to solidify the interlocking governance of the college and the town. Removing
professors from the political realm served to separate them further from the larger
community. In addition, it prevented Harvard from having a voice in local political
matters. Not surprisingly, the 1790s saw an increase in tensions between town and
gown as the leaderships of Harvard and Cambridge represented different
constituencies.
Postwar Conflict: Harvard's Tax-exempt Status
The colonies' break with England opened the door for a new political order
in Massachusetts. In June 1779, after several attempts to draft a constitution, the
45
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General Court issued a call to the citizenry to elect representatives to serve in a
constitutional convention. Writing a constitution provided an opportunity to
redefine the rights and privileges of Harvard College, its faculty, and officers.
James Bowdoin, a member of the Corporation. was instructed by the other Harvard
fellows to work with the convention to devise the article in the constitution relative
to the college. Bowdoin succeeded in preserving the status quo: the constitution
confirmed the college's rights and privileges, including its right to own land, its tax
exemption, and it right to self-governance. The political representatives on the
Overseers were to be the governor, lieutenant governor, and members of the Senate.
The religious representatives were now clearly restricted to the Congregational
ministers of Cambridge, Watertown, Charlestown, Boston, Roxbury, and
Dorchester. At the same time, the constitution reserved to the legislature the power
to alter the governance of the college "as shall be condusive to its advantage, and the
interest of the republic ... in as full a manner as might have been done by the
Legislature of the Province of the Massachusetts Bay."46
The introduction of the new political order reopened the issue of the
faculty's tax-exempt status. In 1779, the college had to reassert its freedom from
taxation and tried to draw on the provisional Charter of 1672 (a charter granted by
the General Court during the Hoar administration, but shortly thereafter forgotten by
all except Harvard antiquarians) to strengthen its claim. In 1791, the Corporation
asked Bowdoin and the college treasurer, Ebenezer Storer, to secure a tax exemption
from the General Court for the steward, Caleb Gannett, but the records do not report
46
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any success. None of the faculty appear on the Cambridge tax valuation lists from
1783 to 1793, but beginning in the mid-1790s, some professors were paying
Cambridge taxes, and by the 1800s, most had lost most of their tax privileges. The
establishment of the medical school introduced faculty whose duties were not
always full-time and who did not reside regularly in Cambridge. Only Benjamin
Waterhouse, professor of theory and practice of physic, settled in Cambridge.
Waterhouse combined his academic responsibilities with an active local medical
practice. For his first thirteen years as a professor, Waterhouse escaped local
taxation, but beginning in 1795, he was assessed annually. Other faculty members
occasionally paid partial assessments. Eliphalet Pearson, professor of Hebrew, was
required to pay poll taxes one year (1794), and David Tappan, professor of divinity,
was assessed two years, 1797 and 1798. In 1797, Waterhouse was able to gain a
partial tax exemption, and his house and barn were removed from the tax list. 47
The college was not in a position to support its faculty in their protests
against local taxation because Cambridge was attacking Harvard's tax-exempt status
as well. In March 1797, the town meeting issued general warrants "to consider the
propriety of abating any Taxes which are already assessed on an property belonging
to the Corporation of Harvard College, and if it should be thought expedient, to
direct the assessors, as it regards any further assessment of such property." The
town had a strong claim for at least partial taxation of Harvard's property, as the
college's charter allowed for only h500 of tax-free landholdings. Though a
generous allowance in 1650, inflation made this exemption minimal at best in the
47
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1790s and opened up the possibility of the college paying local and parish rates.
The b500 limit was also affecting the college's investment policy for its
endowment, leading Harvard to make choices that were not always in its best
interest financially. To stay under the b500 threshold during the Revolution, the
college had been forced to sell land and buy bonds that then depreciated. Therefore,
in 1797, the Corporation petitioned the Massachusetts legislature to raise the level of
tax-free real estate that the college could hold. 48
The town appointed a committee to confer with the Corporation and to try to
come to some compromise. The committee proposed that those lands which "by
agreement between the college and the town" were currently free of taxes "should
forever continue free" (including any future improvements), but that any "other real
estate which the college now holds or may acquire in Cambridge, should be subject
to town and parish taxes." Harvard argued that all of its land and buildings should
be free from taxation, even those holdings that exceeded the b500 threshold. The
college would agree only to taxation on future real estate acquisitions. A town
meeting debated the committee report in October 1798 but took no formal action.
Harvard ultimately won the battle, securing tax exemption for all property owned by
the college before 1780. In 1808, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts began to
distinguish for tax purposes between property used by an educational institution and
property held for investment and in 1818, the legislature extended Harvard's tax
exemption outside the Yard to college property that was occupied by faculty or

48
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students. The legislature also confirmed that private property held by Harvard
faculty and administrators was no longer free from taxation. 49
In the late eighteenth century, Cambridge also lost its ability to influence
governance at Harvard. After Appleton's resignation in 1779, none of his
successors in the Cambridge pulpit sat on the Corporation. With the faculty also
excluded, few fellows were townsmen. Increasingly, the Corporation was
dominated by Boston merchants and magistrates. Without an interconnected
leadership, cooperation on community improvements was more difficult. For
example, in 1794, the Corporation applied to the Middlesex County Court of
Sessions to reject the town's proposed widening of what is now Massachusetts
Avenue. Although a court case ensued, Harvard finally complied with Cambridge's
request, but only so long as the town paid for the reinstallation of the college's
fence. Similarly, in 1799, the Corporation agreed "to the laying out of the street
leading to Joseph Hill's house," but only on the condition that "the town of
Cambridge, or any individuals agree to make such compensation to the College.''50
The political relationship between Harvard and Cambridge went through a
remarkable series of changes in the colonial period, reflecting the growth and
maturation of the college. During the seventeenth century, Cambridge leaders such
as Thomas Danforth and Thomas Shepard participated in the governance of the

49
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college and managed its fmances. The college, in turn, gained useful real estate
through its position as a Cambridge proprietor, an unexpected but valuable status.
During periods of political stress, such as the 1690s and the 1770s, Harvard faculty
members participated in prominent positions in local political life, demonstrating the
faculty's right to full political participation in town governance. In the eighteenth
century, Harvard's stewards usually served as selectmen, creating a political bridge
between town and gown. Harvard's privileges, unlike those of Oxford and
Cambridge, did not prevent faculty from civic participation but did relieve them of
the burden of serving in minor town offices and of paying town rates. If the faculty
in the eighteenth century chose not to seek public office, their separation from local
town politics was by tradition rather than law.
Throughout the eighteenth century, town-gown tensions remained low. One
reason the college and its personnel could coexist so easily with the townsmen was
that civic connections between the college and town flowed in both directions. Key
individuals such as Danforth, Leverett, the Bordmans, and Winthrop participated as
leaders in both groups. Moreover, there was no single classification for the faculty
in the town's political structure equivalent to Oxbridge's "privileged persons."
Instead, faculty members were integrated into all levels of the political order
depending on their social position, landholdings, and time of settlement. Thus they
could be proprietors, inhabitants, or sojourners, like any other town dweller. It was
not until after the American Revolution that the changing political order in
Massachusetts and the increased size of Harvard led to disputes between the town
and the college over taxation. Finally, the Corporation moved to exclude faculty
from political participation in the community altogether at the end of the century.
At about the same time, the Corporation fell under the control of the Boston
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merchant elite, and the overlapping leadership of the two communities came to an
end, setting the stage for increased town-gown rivalries in the next decades. 51

51
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CHAPTERS
STUDENT LIFE AND CAMBRIDGE JUSTICE

New England Puritans believed in consensual order, rule rising naturally
from within the community, not imposed from outside it. Town constables, justices
of the peace, and county courts were designed to maintain harmony in local
communities. Harvard's students had to be similarly regulated, and the college and
the town cooperated to ensure peace. The tutors combined with local magistrates
and constables to discipline students, investigate offenses, and monitor individual
behavior. Harvard's reliance on local authorities mirrored the actions of its English
counterpart. Rather than create a separate police force as Oxford did, the University
of Cambridge used the local constabulary to monitor its student population. But the
English university's powers were more wide-ranging than Harvard's. The vicechancellor was authorized not only to call out the local police but to arrest local
inhabitants and, under some circumstances, to try them in university courts.
Harvard's charter did not grant the college separate legal jurisdiction, nor did the
president or fellows have specific rights to judge or punish students. Instead, the
Harvard authorities were free to discipline their charges only as long as the students
cooperated and remained at the college to be punished. 1

1

David Hackett Fischer, Albion's Seed: Four British Folkways in America (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1989), 189; Jurgen Herbst, From Crisis to Crisis: American College Government.
1636-1819 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1981), 5-8; Harvard Charter of 1650,
American Higher Education: A Documentary History, ed. Richard Hofstadter and Wilson Smith, 2
vols. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961 ), I: I0-12.
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Students were subject to the same courts as local citizens. During the
Massachusetts Bay Colony's first six years, sole political and legal authority centered
in the General Court. The court functioned as a combined executive, legislature,
and judiciary. By 1636, the centralized administrative structure had grown
unwieldy, and the General Court created town governments with limited powers. In
the same year, Massachusetts created a provincial court system that combined
aspects of the English assizes and quarter sessions. Although the courts were based
in what would later become the major country towns (including Cambridge) and met
quarterly, they drew upon the central authority of the magistrates, at least one of
whom had to be present to hold court. Violent crime was rare in New England. The
most common complaints concerned crimes against the social order--Sabbath
violations, minor cases of disturbing the peace, sexual offenses, and drunkenness
(these also tended to be the crimes of college students). David Konig has found that
the creation of courts separate from town governments limited the judiciary's ability
to resolve conflicts. During the seventeenth century, towns were better able to
resolve their problems through local arbitrators, church leaders, and community
discipline, but in the eighteenth century, provincial courts played an increasingly
central role in maintaining harmony. Overall, riots and public disorders remained
rare. When they occurred, they were governed by a set of customs that precluded
murder or violence. In the absence of strong judicial institutions, however, a power
vacuum could lead to severe intracommunity conflict, of which the Salem witch
trials are the best example. 2

2

David Thomas Konig, Law and Society in Puritan Massachusetts: Essex County, 1629-1692
(Chapel Hill, N.C.: University ofNorth Carolina Press for the Institute of Early American History
and Culture, 1979), 21-25, 126-29; Fischer, Albion's Seed, 192-93.
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During the seventeenth century, Harvard relied heavily on the power of the
local authorities to maintain order. Although the college was equipped to handle the
day-to-day supervision of the students, for more serious offenses it depended on
local officials to interrogate and punish offenders. By the eighteenth century,
Harvard had matured sufficiently to become self-regulating, and the college resisted
the intrusion of local authorities in the activities of students. Harvard depended on
local officials on only the most extraordinary occasions when large crowds of
nonresidents flooded the community at Commencement. By the late eighteenth
century, Harvard was trying to extend its oversight to the town, particularly to the
regulation of taverns. Although Cambridge and Harvard both wanted to preserve an
orderly community, the battle for control increased toward the end of eighteenth
century. At the same time, the number of student infractions also grew, worsening
town-gown relations.

Students and Collegiate Life: Ideal and Reality
The need to regulate student life outside the classroom developed from
Harvard's decision to embrace a collegiate lifestyle. Unlike their non-collegeattending contemporaries, who were already taking on adult responsibilities,
Harvard students had a period away from the "full force of legal and ecclesiastical
sanctions." The college operated in some ways as a separate community, with
Cambridge and Middlesex County surrounding but not controlling it. Parents
recognized that college life opened the door to temptations and illicit opportunities.
Thomas Shepard, Jr., son of the Cambridge minister and a minister himself, warned
his son against "youthful lusts, speculative wantonness a.1d secret filthiness, which
God sees in the dark and for which God hardens and blinds young men's hearts."
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He cautioned that the college years were especially dangerous: "There are and will
be such in every scholastic society, for the most part, as will teach you how to be
filthy." Nevertheless, the Puritan leadership put great stress on a collegiate life,
particularly the ideal of a group of scholars living and studying in one community
under the authority of the college officers.3
Cambridge and Harvard both strove to be exclusive communities in the
seventeenth century. As early as 1636, the town barred the settlement of strangers.
In 1644, it ordered that no one was to rent his house to a stranger or allow a stranger

"to settle him or her self as an Inhabitant in our Towne, with out the consent of the
major part of the Townsmen." Similarly, Harvard worked to create an environment
in which faculty and students lived together in the college, or at least in close
proximity to it, to the exclusion of strangers. When Dunster arrived in Cambridge in
1642, he found the undergraduates "dispersed in the town and miserably distracted
in their times of concourse" and had them brought together under one roof. The
establishment of collegiate life tended to separate the college and town
constituencies. Similar trends in England had occurred at Oxford and Cambridge in
the late Middle Ages, with students moving out of boarding houses and private
3

James Axtell, The School upon a Hill: Education and Society in Colonial New England (New
Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1974), 235; Thomas Shepard, Jr., quoted in Remarkable
Providences. ed. John Demos (New York: G. Braziller, 1972), 134. Historians, including Roger
Thompson, have posited that adolescent culture was more pervasive among Puritans, a period during
which they subverted adult values before embracing them in adulthood. If an adolescent subculture
existed in New England, by the eighteenth century it cut across both the town and gown communities,
and students and town residents would drink together at organized parties. See Thompson, Sex in
Middlesex: Popular Mores in a Massachusetts County. 1649-1699 (Amherst, Mass.: University of
Massachusetts Press, 1986), 87-88, 155. The great evil that many Puritan fathers feared their sons
would learn from their compatriots at college was masturbation. Michael Wigglesworth recorded his
agonies over wet dreams in his diary; see Michael Wigglesworth, The Diary of Michael
Wigglesworth. 1653-1657. ed. EdmundS. Morgan (New York: Peter Smith, 1970). Masturbation
was probably overlooked by the college authorities. The college records do not include any cases of
students being punished for this infraction.
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homes in the boroughs and into colleges. In colonial Massachusetts, the goal of
collegiate living was only partially realized. At first, insufficient housing in
Harvard's main buildings was temporarily remedied by the college's purchase of
several houses along what is now Massachusetts Avenue. Even when Harvard
provided adequate housing, however, a few students may have lived part of the
academic term in Boston.4
Although stressing a communal lifestyle, Harvard always had "commuter"
students. Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, it was accepted
practice for students from Cambridge to remain at home with their parents.
Occasionally, Cambridge students took rooms in the college, but many preferred to
return home each day for meals rather than dine on food of dubious quality in the
commons. Students with relatives in Cambridge could also receive permission to
live in town. By the 1720s, when travel conditions had improved, some students
even commuted to Harvard from neighboring communities. William Jenson, a
member of the class of 1724, rode in on horseback from Watertown his first two
years of college, and James Store, a classmate, traveled from Newton each day.
These cases were exceptional, however; most students lived away from home for
four years of collegiate study. 5
Harvard did not specifically exclude students from regular interaction with
Cambridge residents. At first, scholars were free to leave the college and enter the
town during the day without the permission of their tutors. The regulations of 1642
4

Cambridge Selectmen's Records, 24, 50; Samuel Eliot Morison, The Founding of Harvard College
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1935), 252, 448.

s Harvard Records. Colonial Society of Massachusetts, Collections. 15 (Boston, 1925): 145; Clifford
Shipton, Biographical Sketches of Those Who Attended Harvard College. (Boston: Massachusetts
Historical Society, 1873-1975) 4:57, 300, 5:68, 205, 6:376, 7:371,442 (cited hereafter as Harvard
Graduates).
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forbade students to "goe out to another towne" but did not introduce restrictions on
interaction with Cambridge. By 1650, with the establishment of the Massachusetts
county courts, the regulations were more explicit, and students were prohibited from
attending many of the public events in Cambridge. Unless they had special faculty
consent, students were not to attend "any of the pub lick civil! meetings or concourse
of People as Courts of Justice, Elections, Fayres, nor at military Exercise in the time
or hours of the Colledge exercise pub lick or private." Student were explicitly
banned from attending the "military band" or militia unless the students were of
"known Gravity and of approved, sober & virtuous conversation.' 76
Harvard authorities assumed that students living in the town were more
likely to create disorders than those who resided in the college. According to the
Corporation, when students lived in Cambridge, "where they cannot be under the
immediate care & inspection of the Govemmt," there arose "many & great
inconveniencies, so obvious, that they need not be mention'd." Clifford Shipton
disputed these assumptions, suggesting in his studies of Harvard alumni that
students in the town were more likely to lead peaceful lives than those who boarded
at the college. For example, Shipton found that Anthony Stoddard (class of 1697)
"was notable during his first two years at Cambridge for breaking the college laws
and windows, but during the last two years he lived at home and caused less
trouble." Shipton also described the career ofThomas Goodwin (class of 1725),
who led a quiet life at home his first two years and then moved as a sophomore into
6

Harvard Records. Col. Soc. ofMass., Collections. 15 (1925): 26, 27, 190. In banning students from
court proceedings, Harvard was probably less concerned about the possible legal influence on
scholars and more concerned about their location. In the seventeenth century, the Middlesex County
court usually met in a Cambridge tavern; see David W. Conroy, In Public Houses: Drink and the
Revolution of Authority in Colonial Massachusetts (Chapel Hill, N.C.: University ofNorth Carolina
Press for the Institute for Early American History and Culture, 1995), 14.
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the college, where he started breaking windows. It is impossible to determine
whether residing on campus improved or impaired peaceful living, but Shipton's
examples indicate that students housed in town were not necessarily more likely to
exhibit disruptive behavior. These examples suggest that Harvard authorities chose
collegiate living less from a need to govern and control unruly students than from a
desire to create a collegial community. Particularly in the seventeenth century,
Cambridge authorities, like any Puritan leaders, were prepared to enforce order and
to discipline any of their citizens. The more important benefit the leadership may
have sought from collegiate living was the development of personal connections
between the students as part of a self-defined intellectual community.'

Regulating the Student Community
Because Harvard was unable to achieve a fully separate collegiate
community and received only limited judicial powers under its 1650 charter, it was
forced to depend in part on the judicial and policing authority of the town and
county. The college was successful in regulating minor student infractions without
resort to outside authorities, but Cambridge officials were necessarily involved in
cases of public disorder that crossed the college boundaries. Though Harvard's
regulatory power went beyond household governance, it did not fully replace the
local govemment.8
'Corporation Records, Harvard University Archives, 2:139; Shipton, Harvard Graduates. 4:381,
7:517. The Massachusetts leadership's own experience at the University of Cambridge highlighted
the importance of interpersonal contact during collegiate education to the creation of a Puritan
intellectual elite. See Francis Bremer, Congregational Communion: Clerical Friendship in the AngloAmerican Puritan Community. 1610-1692 (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1994), 17.
8

Carole Shammas has described the importance of household governance in regulating the life of
early Puritans. Puritan households were strongly patriarchal and allowed the family head to
administer moderate physical correction to family members. At the same time, towns also influenced
household regulation through the introduction of tithingmen, who watched over ten to twelve families
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.
Disciplining students had been a common occurrence at Harvard since its
founding. Written regulations described an ideal society; in fact, students regularly
broke the rules and had to be corrected. Although Harvard drew upon a much
narrower set of punishments than did the local judiciary, college authorities
emulated the magistrates by stressing verbal persuasion, not physical force, to
maintain peace. Nathaniel Eaton tried to introduce corporal punishment; he is
recorded as beating his "usher" and some of the students for infractions. When his
actions came to the attention of John Winthrop and the Assistants, they investigated
his management of the college. The town had ambivalent attitudes toward Eaton's
I

disciplinary method. Eaton had first asked the Cambridge constable to punish his
usher, but the constable had declined, telling Eaton he should correct the servant
himself. At Eaton's trial, the constable, minister, and elder all supported Eaton's
use of physical punishment. Nevertheless, the provincial authorities pushed Eaton
to confess publicly his mistreatment of the students as part of the proceedings. The
General Court dismissed Eaton from the college but did not imprison him. When
Eaton received word that the Cambridge church might investigate him, he fled the
colony.
Eaton's trial set important precedents for the administration of justice at the
college. Most important, it established that contrition would replace retribution in
the punishment of the scholars. Students were brought to reason, made to
understand their faults, and then persuaded to reform. For the most part, Harvard
rejected physical correction to preserve order. Therefore, the college did not have
and reported moral infractions. Harvard had at least the rights of the family head to administer
correction, and the tutors were similar to the town's tythingmen in searching out moral infractions, but
they also instituted punishment. See Carole Shammas, "Anglo-American Household Government in
Comparative Perspective," William and Mary Quarterlv, 3rd series, 52 (1995): 107-9, 166.
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recourse to the same range of punishments as the formal courts, nor did it have the
coercive power of the local constabulary. For more serious infractions or for
intransigent students, the college had either to rely on local authorities or expel the
scholars.9

In the late seventeenth century, the town briefly agreed to take over the
administration of whipping and flogging, and in the 1670s, President Hoar employed
Goodman Healey, the keeper of the Cambridge prison, to administer public
whippings to intransigent students. As an official executor of corporal punishment
in Cambridge, Healey was empowered to keep a floogy arm, a rod or whip used for
flogging. Hoar's use of physical correction was no more popular with students than
Eaton's had been, and he was forced to resign in 1675. Goodman Healey was also
forced out of office when he was found copulating with a pregnant prisoner in the
town's jail in 1682. Thereafter, Harvard abandoned most forms of corporal
punishment. 10
The participation of town officials made corporal punishment no more
acceptable to the students. For the most part, extreme discipline was probably
unnecessary at the college. The college laws in the seventeenth century were few,
and Cambridge offered few enticements to students to get into serious trouble.
Cambridge was one of the most law-abiding ofNew England towns. Roger
Thompson explains Cambridge's peaceful atmosphere as being due to its "two

9

Kathryn McDaniel Moore, "The Dilemma of Corporal Punishment at Harvard College," Historv of
Education Quarterly. 14 (Fall 1974): 335-339.
10

Pulsifer Transcript of Seventeenth-Century Middlesex County Court Records, 4:59,63, File 102,
Massachusetts State Archives (hereafter cited as Pulsifer Transcript); Thompson, Sex in Middlesex.
123; Moore, "Corporal Punishment," 341; Sibley, Harvard Graduates. 2:443.
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strong-willed and efficient resident magistrates." Unlike in many Middlesex County
towns, troubles in Cambridge "were not allowed to slip out of control." 11
During the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Harvard
convicted students of lying, adultery, stealing, fornication, forgery, cross-dressing,
and miscellaneous disorders. For minor crimes like that of George Hussey, who was
convicted of"Dressing himself in Women's apparell and walking the street in that
Scandalous dress," a public confession was sufficient to return to the college's good
graces. In cases of stealing and fornication, students were frequently expelled, but
after a suitable time had passed (usually at least a year), they could return to
Harvard, make a public confession, and be readmitted. If college property was
destroyed or damaged (windows being the most frequent target), a fine was levied.
With a few exceptions, students breaking these regulations were punished by
academic authorities, not by the local courts. Few of the students punished for
fornication by the college were also required to appear in county court before the
magistrates. Moreover, the punishments were similar to those used by the local
courts, including various forms of public humiliation. Student sentences were
somewhat lighter; a miscreant making a public confession in the college hall surely
found the experience less demeaning and physically less painful than a townsman
spending several hours in the pillory or stocks. 12
The ultimate punishment for a student was to remove him completely from
both the college and the town, either through outright expulsion or through
11

Morison, Founding. 338-9; Thompson, Sex in Middlesex. 188.
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Harvard Records. Col. Soc. ofMass., Collections. 15 (1925): 346, 354, 367, 384, 385, 402, 16
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rustication, the requirement that a student live and study with a rural minister for
several months or even years. In many cases, the action that led to rustication was
so serious it could be not mentioned directly in the college records but was referred
to obliquely as ..an atrocious crime." Any rusticated student who returned without
permission to the college or to the town risked having ''the time of his rustication or
suspension protracted." 13
The faculty regulated the college community without resort to a university
police force or proctors, such as those used in England. Instead, the Overseers
empowered the "senior fellow in the colledge there resident" to have "full powr to
reforme all disorders among the Scholars & to visitt any Chamber or room." He
could "turn out from [any room] any prson or company he shall apprhend & judge
uncivill, unsuitable & unsober." The president and tutors were also empowered to
pursue and punish the scholars outside the college. For example, if students were
taking their board in town without permission, the college authorities could
"proceed with them [the students] within the town in case of Delinquency, by
Admonition & private correction" and could "proceed to publick Correction or
Expulsion" for more serious offenses outside Harvard. 14
The faculty thus acted as police, judges, and enforcers of college discipline.
The tutors functioned in loco parentis. They identified students breaking
regulations and brought them before college authorities. Until the mid-eighteenth
century, serious cases were heard by the Corporation. The president, tutors, and
nonresident fellows questioned the scholar and passed judgment. The standard
13

Overseers Records, Harvard University Archives, 4:226; Corporation Records, Harvard University
Archives, 2:283.
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punishment was admonition~ possibly a fine, followed by public confession. In the
mid-eighteenth century, the faculty, including the presiden4 professors, and tutors,
became the tribunal for reviewing student infractions. Harvard was not a police
state, however, and the tutors were frequently at their wits' end when they dealt with
unruly students. During his tutorship, Michael Wigglesworth was "much exercised
with contumacious and disrespective negligent carriages of my pupils" and "how to
carry them." 15
So long as student misbehavior was confined to the college, Cambridge
easily dismissed it as Harvard's concern. When unruliness spread to the town, the
local authorities became involved more directly. Although Harvard worked to
maintain its judicial autonomy, it recognized that more important infractions,
particularly those including townspeople, might require the intervention of
municipal or county authorities. Just as the college participated in the to·wn's
political structure, it used civil and county authorities to strengthen its own control
over its students.
By the 1660s, the college had more to fear from the community and needed
to work harder to ensure that students were not corrupted by activities in the town.
Harvard's ability to separate students from public events was impeded by the close
proximity of the county courts and the militia ground--directly across the street from
the college. Given the typical events at a militia meeting, the interdiction against
student attendance is not surprising. For example, in 1660, after general militia
training in Cambridge, two men and nine girls were charged with "suspicion of
uncivill cariages and disorderly conduct at Andrew Belcher's ordinary and the
College." Samuel Stems, one of the two men cited, had "Sarah Boatson in his lapp
15
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and did kiss her ... at a chamber of one of the scholars shee knew not." Although
students were probably involved in the party, none was named in the proceedings. 16
Towns also took action against students living at home. In 1657, the
Middlesex court fmed Christopher Grant, a Harvard senior living in Watertown but
near the Cambridge line, for "inordinate & loose practices in expence of his time at
Thomas Smiths" alehouse. The next year, one of several periodic "riots" occurred
in Cambridge; these were not riots in the modern sense, though they provoked the
intervention of the constables and other town officials. According to the court
records, Cambridge residents were apprehended for "Quarrelling and fighting with
some of the students of Harvard College." Two townsmen were fined six shillings,
eight pence each. The punishment of the students, on the other hand, was left to the
college, and the County court recorded that the students were "openly censured" for
their crimes by President Chauncey "in the Colledge Hall according to the order of
the General Court." Although this case set the precedent of leaving the punishment
of students to the college, it also led the Corporation to authorize the town watch to
regulate student activities. Scholars would not have the degree of independence
from town authorities that their counterparts enjoyed in England, nor would the
college insist on the right of appointing or supervising the town watch. 17
The next year, 1658, Cambridge complained to Harvard about the students'
"abusive wordes and Actions to the Watch of this Towne." In 1659, Chauncey
reported that ''there was a great disorder at Cambridge in the night and fighting
16
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between the schollars and some of the toune." The latter case was not heard by the
Middlesex County court. Instead, Harvard authorities admonished the students in
the college hall "according to the order of the general Court." In response to the
incident, the Corporation repeated that the town watch had "at all times ... full
powr of inspeccon into the mannrs and orders of all persons related to the Coli,
whether wth in or wth out the precincts of the said Coli ... any law usage, or
costome to the contrary not withstanding." The Corporation did restrain the watch
from laying ''violent hands on any of the students" in the Yard. Thus Harvard
defmed the town watch's authority over scholars broadly when they were in the
town but more narrowly within the college precincts. Although the watch was
allowed to enter the Yard, if students were seized within the college bounds, town
authorities could secure them only until the president and fellows were notified.
The watch was not to break into the students' chambers, except under an order of
the college authorities. Any student who was out of the college after the 9:00p.m.
curfew and apprehended by the watch, however, was assumed to be guilty of"all
complayntes of disorder" from the watch, ''unless he can purge himselfe by
suffecient witnesse." Samuel Eliot Morison explains that ''while disclaiming any
immunity for their scholars from civil jurisdiction" the Corporation set off the Yard
as a special precinct of the town in which college authorities would call on town
officials only in extraordinary circumstances. 18
Having a college as a next-door neighbor caused many of the same
tribulations it does today, noise chief among them. Liquor was probably at the heart
18

Harvard Records. Col. Soc. of Mass., Collections. 15 (1925): 44-45, 205; Sibley, Harvard
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of most disturbances; notwithstanding college regulations to the contrary, students
still smuggled alcohol into their rooms or sneaked off to local taverns. The college
easily handled situations involving only scholars, but occasionally groups of
students and townsmen drew together in "debauchery." One of the first of these
incidents occurred during December 1675 and January 1676, when some Cambridge
servants became acquainted with several Harvard scholars. King Phillip's War was
just getting underway, and the town's ability to maintain control may have been
weakened. The servants had taken to drinking rum and cider in local homes until
the early morning hours. These parties do not appear to have been attended by
students, but the revelries occasionally spilled over onto the college grounds. Both
the Harvard and Middlesex County court records describe the events. After one of
these parties, Onesiphorus Stanley, "went to the Colledge, and there knocked at the
doore of one of the student chambers and after often knocking got in and went to
bed with the said student." Stanley returned to the college on December 28, 1676
in order to bring wood to acting president Urian Oakes. Stanley reportedly was
drinking in the chamber of James Allen from about noon until three or four o'clock
with "some of the other students," who "were comeing and going in and out" of the
room. The group drank about three quarts of cider. 19
Stanley reappeared at Allen's room at the college on January 3, 167617, but
"abode not long there" and subsequently denied ''that they had any drink the 2d.
time." One of the students presented a slightly different version. Thomas Barnard
reported that "they had some Rumme which they had ben drinking of'' and, at the
19

Thompson, Sex in Middlesex. 37; Morison, Seventeenth Centurv. 2:459-60; Harvard Records, Col.
Soc. of Mass., Collections, 49 (1975): 115, 119. Morison assumes that the events occurred in
December 1676 and January 1676/7, after the close of King Phillip's War. The confessions and
warrants, taken from April through June, are all dated 1676, so the events must have happened during
the war, rather than a year after.
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students' and Stanley's reques4 he went to "fetcht a pint ofRumme from Mr.
Angiers [owner of the neighboring tavern], for the payment whereof he received 6d,
of the abovesaid Stanly." According to Barnard, the students drank the rum, but "he
saw no excess." Later, Stanley confessed that he spent most of the afternoon at the
college. That night, about seven servants, but apparently no students, gathered at the
home of Jonathan Canes, where they had "singing and danncing" and drank a quart
of rum. The records do not show how the miscreants were discovered, but by April,
an investigation by the Cambridge magistrates was underway. 20
The conduct of the investigation suggests that in the case of more serious
offenses, particularly those involving people of the town, Harvard turned to the civil
authorities for support. Although Thomas Danforth, the investigating magistrate,
was the college steward, it was in his role as a councillor and judge for the
commonwealth that he led the examination into the events of December and
January. Danforth took "confessions" from everyone involved, including the
scholars. The students were not subject to county court action, however, either
because they were viewed as subject to discipline by the college or because they
were not sufficiently involved in wrongdoing. Danforth's order to the Cambridge
constables to ensure that the parties appeared in court in September 1676 did not
include any of the students. Onesiphorus Stanley was convicted of night walking,
"rude and dissolute behaviour," and "frequenting the College and drawing the
students from their studyes." The Stanley case shows the major elements of the
division of judicial authority between town and gown during much of the colonial
period: students were regulated and punished by Harvard, townsmen by the local
authorities. The two groups did not vie for judicial control, but cooperated to
20
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maintain order throughout the community. The local courts assisted in enforcing
discipline at the college by punishing local inhabitants who disrupted college life.21
A case only two years later shows how important the town's willingness to
enforce the peace was to the college. In 1678, the president and the Overseers
summoned Samuel Gibson, a Cambridge glover, to appear before them. Gibson had
a history of bad behavior in Cambridge that included burglary, illegal cutting of
timber, and turkey poaching. According to the college records, he was frequenting
Harvard and "drawing them [students] otherwise into his company." Gibson was
essentially running an illegal tavern in his home. The county court cautioned
Gibson and the scholars to remain apart. Although there were no further complaints
from the college, neither Gibson nor the students heeded the warning. In 1684,
Gibson, setting his sights too high, stole a turkey belonging to Thomas Danforth.
The turkey made its way to the chamber of Francis Wainwright, a junior sophister at
the college. Wainwright got off lightly with a confession of his wrongdoing for
mixing with Gibson and harboring the stolen turkey, but Danforth pressed charges
against Gibson for "frequenting the colledge contrary to law." The court found
Gibson guilty. Sensibly, Gibson appealed, noting that only the college laws, not the
laws of Massachusetts, barred strangers from the college grounds. Danforth pushed
to have the acts of the Overseers viewed as binding on the entire community, but the
21

Ibid., 49: 127; Pulsifer Transcript, Massachusetts Archives, 3:290. The students' activities, drinking
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General Court disagreed and released Gibson. An important precedent had been set.
The General Court placed clear limits on Harvard's authority and determined that the
college's rules bound only its members, not townsmen. If Harvard wanted to
prevent non-academics from entering the college, it would have to institute a civil
suit for trespass, not a criminal suit for breaking college laws. 22
For the most part, Harvard successfully maintained order in the college and
punished scholars in its own way. It occasionally showed a willingness to turn to
the courts when students proved too unruly for it to handle. In 1682, for example,
Joseph Webb was expelled for his "abusive carriages, in requireing some of the
freshmen to goe upon his private errands, and in strikin[g] the sayd freshmen."
Webb may have been reluctant to leave the college, for the fellows went on to
caution him that if he reappeared he would be "carried before the civill authority."
Webb wisely stayed away and was readmitted after two months. His case was
exceptional in the threat to use civil authorities, but the records do not suggest that
Harvard recognized the action only as one of last resort. 23
Because the college did not have its own courts, it also turned to the local
courts to obtain payment for unpaid tuition and other debts. The first of these cases
was recorded as early as 1650, when Henry Dunster successfully secured a sum
owed to the college from the estate of William Perce. When in 1673 the president
and fellows sued the Widow Thomas for the "expenses of her sonne Ebenezer
Cartland for diet, Tuition, &c," they won a judgment of I:: 16.10.1 plus court costs.
Similarly, in 1684, treasurer Samuel Nowell went to court to collect I::140 back rent
22
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for a college-owned house in Boston leased to Seth Perry. Once again, Harvard was
successful in gaining its due. The steward eventually became responsible for
securing student debts. In 1693, the Overseers provided the steward with a "Letter
of Attorney to sue & recover wt is due from particular Schollars of the College."
The college faculty also were not exempt from local legal oversight. Henry Dunster
appeared as a defendant in several civil trials in Middlesex County over the estate of
his wife's first husband. Without courts of their own, Harvard faculty were not
allowed the easier justice that Oxbridge fellows enjoyed. 24

In 1672, the General Court, at the instigation of President Hoar, granted
Harvard a new charter. For some unknown reason, perhaps because of its close
connection with Hoar, who shortly thereafter left in disgrace, or owing to the legal
muddle that developed two decades later when the colony's own charter was
annulled, the 1672 charter fell into oblivion for a century. Its provisions would have
vastly expanded the college's judicial authority. It confirmed Harvard's corporate
status; the college received the right to "sue and plead, or be sued or impleaded in all
Courts and placed of judicature within this jurisdiction of Massachusetts Colony, to
all intents and purposes in law and with effect, as any private person or body
incorporate." More important, the Corporation, or any three members, including the
president, could have functioned as a local court. According to the charter's
provisions, the Corporation "in all crimes by the laws of this country punishable by
one magistrate, shall have the full power of sconsing, fining, or otherwise correcting,
all inferior officers or members to the said society belonging, as the laws of the
24
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country provide in such cases, or the laws of the college not repugnant unto them."
The Corporation also was granted the right to call out the Cambridge constable and

in his company "enter any houses licenced for public entertainment, where they shall
be informed, or maybe suspicious, of any enormities to be plotting or acting by any
member of their society." The charter regularized the college's judicial function and
allowed it to police the local community in its own interest. Had it been
implemented, the 1672 charter would have appreciably expanded Harvard's control
over local law enforcement.25
Morison found that by the 1660s, students had begun again to board out of
the college, "but whether this was due to short commons or high prices, we do not
know." In 1660, the Overseers ordered that "no student shall live or board in the
family or private house of any inhabitant in Cambridge, without leave from the
President and his Tutor." Although a housing shortage meant that some students
had to live in the town, Harvard still wanted to regulate which homes they occupied
and insisted that the students "attend all Colledge Exercises, religious &
Scholasticall & be under College Order & Discipline" no matter where they lived.

In spite of Harvard's construction of several new buildings in the seventeenth
century, by 1700, students were again having to live outside the college, and the
Overseers petitioned the General Court to construct a new building. In their
petition, the Overseers explained that the students ''who are oblig'd to take Lodgings
in the Town ... not only they themselves complain of great Difficulties &
Inconveniencies, but the Gentlemen tht have the Governmt of tht Society do already
feel a great Concern in thr Minds" especially about the "Views of Mischeifs
25

"Intended Charter of 1672," in Josiah Quincy, History of Harvard College, 2 vols. (Cambridge,
Mass., 1840), 1:592-94.
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impending; wch th[e ]y fear they shall not be able to avert" unless the students
moved back into college buildings. The colony paid for the construction of
Massachusetts Hall in 1717, but the new building did not solve the college's housing
problem. Only three members of the class of 1727 were able to find space in
Harvard buildings at the start of their freshmen year, and many of the freshmen lived
with President Wadsworth. 26
Even students fmding rooms at Harvard tried to avoid eating in the college
commons; college fare held no more attraction in the seventeenth century than it
does today. College authorities, however, felt that dining elsewhere reduced the
spirit of community and led to "great disorders." Students living in town were still
expected to take their meals at the college. Nevertheless, many students did not; of
the thirty-nine members of the class of 1724, only thirteen ate in commons. In
response to this trend, the Corporation in 1725 repeated earlier calls for all students
to dine on campus. Students living in town were still subject to academic
authorities, and the faculty wanted them to spend as much time in the college as
possible. In 173 8, Harvard ordered that the town-dwelling students were not to
linger over their breakfasts and that they had to be on campus no later than eightthirty. Some students chose to leave Cambridge altogether, and in 1728 the

Corporation found that ''the Undergraduates are too often unreasonably absent from
the College, to the great neglect of their Studies & stated Exercises." The fellows
reiterated their rules on students leaving town, voting ''tht no undergraduate shall be
absent from the College, for any longer than he has leave to be" and that violators
would be subject to a fine of eight pence per day, five shillings per week, thirty
26
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shillings per month. The Corporation ruled that students absent for more than three
months would have to give up their studies. 27
When Harvard enacted new rules in 1734, it codified its earlier regulations,
confining students to Cambridge and mandating residence and dining on campus
unless granted permission to do otherwise. At the same time, the rules were
expanded, probably in light of further infractions. In order to distinguish the
scholars from town youth more easily, no student was to "go beyound the College
Yar[d] or fences without Coat, Cloak, or Gown, (unless in his Lawfull diversions)."
Students were to be back on the grounds by sunset on Saturday and "not
unnecessarily leave them." Harvard had always kept a strict Sabbath, and the new
regulations reminded students to apply themselves "to the duties of Religion, and
piety" on that day of the week. Students were cautioned against "walking on the
common, or in the streets, or Fields in the Town of Cambridge" on Sundays. 28
By the early eighteenth century, Cambridge youth were no longer posing a
significant nuisance to collegiate life. Instead, Harvard authorities focused primarily
on the regulation of their own young men. After abandoning whipping and flogging,
the college officials could still handle a wide variety of infractions without recourse
to the local officers or courts. The college regulations also barred blasphemy,
fornication, robbery, and forgery. By 1734, the regulations had further expanded to
enumerate punishments for lying, stealing, and breaking open "any Chamber, Study,
27

Harvard Records, Col. Soc. ofMass., Collections. 16 (1925): 525, 568, 599. In 1741, the faculty
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Cellers, Ches[t,) Desk or any place under lock & key." Students were not to keep
distilled liquor on campus or entertain strangers (noncollege members) in their
rooms. They could be fined for being absent from prayers in the college hall, public
worship in the Cambridge meetinghouse, or the divinity professor's lectures.
Missing the Sunday church service was the most serious of these offenses; the fine
was three shillings. 29
Under the presidency of John Leverett, a former lawyer and judge, the
faculty's investigation of students took on greater judicial trappings. In describing
the college's disciplinary procedure in 1728, Leverett recorded in the minutes that
the president and tutors were to "Judge the crime" including its "circumstances."
The next year, the Corporation minutes recorded the "examination and tryal of
Nathaniel Whitaker." Whitaker was a Harvard student whose brother had been
arrested by Charlestown authorities for an unspecified crime. Feeling that his
brother had been unfairly incarcerated, Whitaker broke into the neighboring prison
and expedited his release. Leverett expelled Whitaker and read out the "sentence"
in the college hall. This increased use ofjudicallanguage coincided with Leverett's
assumption of the presidency.30
At the same time, the students were beginning to resist the authority of the
faculty. Their resistance brought into question once again the relative jurisdictions
of both the college and the county counts. As discussed in chapter two, not only
were professors added to the faculty in the eighteenth century, but the tutors were
older, remained at the college longer, and were more comfortable with exercising
29
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their powers. In 1718, one of the tutors, Nicholas Sever, charged one of the
students, Ebenezer Pierpont, with "contemning, reproaching and Insulting the
Governmt of the College." Pierpont had been the Roxbury schoolmaster for several
years, during which time complaints had come to the attention of William Brattle
and Ebenezer Pemberton, two of the nonresident fellows, that the students from the
Roxbury school were ill prepared for college. When Harvard rejected two of
Pierpont's students in 1717, one of the students' fathers accused Sever of rejecting
his son for personal reasons. Pierpont complained that the Harvard fellows were a
set of"Rogues, Dougs & tygars." The Corporation, in turn, denied Pierpont his
second degree. To forestall Pierpont's appeal to the Overseers, Leverett reported the
case to them himself, and the Overseers concurred with the college's actions stating,
"Well, there is an End of it, and no more to be sd." Pierpont, unsatisfied, took his
case to court. 31
Although the college authorities were willing to tum to the courts to defend
their own causes, they were reluctant to accept judicial oversight when Harvard had
to assume the role of defendant. When Leverett received a summons from Pierpont
for the Corporation to appear before the governor, he petitioned the executive to
refer the case back to the Overseers, arguing that if the matter were carried into the
courts, it ''wilbe hurtful! to the rights and Privileges of the College, and tends to
weaken the Governmt therof." But Pierpont had some powerful allies, including
Cotton Mather, who still resented the choice of Leverett over himself as Harvard
president. At the Overseers' meetings, Mather made a strong appeal to Governor
Samuel Shute on behalf of Pierpont. The Overseers held two meetings, the governor
31
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presiding, to persuade the two to settle their differences. Because Pierpont's defense
was so weak and poorly presented, the Overseers urged him to sign an apology.
Above all, the Harvard authorities wanted to get the case out of the local courts and
included in the agreement a clause that Pierpont would promise to stop "any further
prsecutions in the Law against Mr. Sever." Sever agreed to sign, but Pierpont
refused. The case went forward in the Middlesex County court, which deried
Pierpont satisfaction, noting that the matter had "already had an hearing according to
the Charter of Harvard College and Laws & Customs there of before the
Corporation and Overseers of the sd college." The county court preferred to respect
the rights and privileges of the college and were unwilling to press its advantage in
the situation. 32
The Pierpont-Sever case did not close the door to civil suits involving the
college and its personnel. In 1733, Leonard Vassail sued tutor Daniel Rogers for
striking Vassail's son, a student at Harvard. Young William Vassail had passed his
tutor while walking on the streets in Cambridge; Rogers had doffed his hat and
V assail had kept his hat on his head. Rogers, in accord with college custom,
retaliated by boxing his ear. Leonard Vassall was part of Cambridge's merchant
elite. He engaged John Read, "the most learned lawyer in New England" (according
to Shipton), to sue Rogers for f. 100. The Corporation once again faced the threat of
having college affairs drawn into the Middlesex County court. It saw the writ as "an
Invasion of the Rights and Priveledges of the College" and believed that if the
matter were handled in the civil courts, the situation would "prove very hurtfull to
the Government of this Society." So the Corporation agreed to hire a lawyer "to
32
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defend mr Rogers wherein the Rights and Priveledges of the College are
concerned." Harvard also paid Rogers !::3 to cover his court costs.33
At fir54 the Overseers worked to have both parties drop the charges and
settle the suit "according to the Laws and Customs of the College," but to no avail.
Rogers hired William BoHan, "a very able English lawyer." Nonetheless, the May
session of the Middlesex County court found that Rogers had "made an assult upon
the Body of William V assai ... and beat the said William V assai." The court found
that Rogers "did then and there commit and perpetrate contrary to the Law an evil
Example to others" and awarded Vassail five shillings plus legal costs. Although
the fine was small, the outcome disturbed college officials. Left standing, the
decision would severely restrict Harvard's authority and judicial independence. The
Corporation urged Rogers to appeal the decision to the Supreme Court. Vassall's
attorney argued that the tutors had no right to strike the students outside of the
college, an argument that would have restricted Harvard's right to govern scholars
when they were in the town. The Supreme Court rejected the argument and decided
for Rogers, leaving intact Harvard's right to regulate students within both the
college and the town. Vassall, scheduled to receive his master's degree in 1736, did
not return for the degree until1743, two years after Rogers left the college.3"'
In 1734, the year after the Vassall-Rogers case, the Corporation voted that
"no Scholar (or his Parent, or Guardian in his behalf) Shall exhibit to any Other
Authority, than that of the College, a complaint Against any of the Governours or
resident members thereof, for any injury cognizable by the Authority of the College,
33
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before he has sought for redress to the President and Tutors." If the student and his
family could not get relief from the Corporation, they were to appeal to the
Overseers. Any scholar who went directly to the courts "shall forthwith be
expelled." Although Harvard had used the county court in the past for its own
interest, it was now doing all it could to maintain its judicial independence when the
court might be used against it. These requirements did not allow students to flout
local authority, however. Harvard's regulations of 1734 required scholars to show
"due respect & honou[r] in speech and behaviour" not only to the president and
fellows but also to the "Magistrates ... and Elders" of the town. 35
In 1684, the Gibson case had closed the door to collegiate oversight of

townsmen. To prevent undesirable contact between scholars and Cambridge
residents in the eighteenth century, Harvard had to focus on the scholars. For
example, in 1735, William Woodhouse, a barber, kept showing up at the college and
promoting improper behavior among the students. The college labeled Woodhouse
as "a person of a dissolute life" but could not take direct action against him.
Although Woodhouse was the chief problem, the cautions and potential
punishments were directed at the scholars. Woodhouse was "strictly forbidden
coming to the College," but the scholars were also "publickly charged upon their
peril not to keep his company, nor receive him into their chambers upon any
pretence wtsever." Woodhouse must not have heeded the college's warning,
because five years later, the students were once again reminded not to "Entertain or
associate, with, Either Wm Woodhouse of this town, or Titus, a Molattoe slave of

jS
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the late Revd. Presdt Wadsworth's." The two potential trespassers' names were
posted in the buttery as a daily reminder to the students to shun them. 36
Just as Harvard expected students to respect the Cambridge authorities,
officials would not tolerate unruly behavior either on campus or in the town. In
1749, for example, the college punished two students for "a Disturbance to certain
Persons met for a Private Worship At the house ofMr Wm. Morse." Harvard was
willing to discipline students for infractions within Cambridge and responded to
complaints from townsmen about the behavior ofscholars. 37
In the eighteenth century, Harvard also tried to find new ways to increase the
authority of the college officers over the students. In the 1720s, tutor Nicholas
Sever tried to reintroduce corporal punishment, but Leverett resisted reviving the
practice. The president accused Sever of too freely boxing ears, and the tutor
accused Leverett oflax enforcement of college regulations. Eventually, physical
punishments disappeared at the college altogether. In 1734, the Corporation only
weakly endorsed tutor Prince's use of ear boxing. It only confirmed the "Judgement
of the President & Tutors, so far as to dismiss the Complaint" of the student. In the
college laws of 1734, whipping was dropped as a student punishment. 38
Instead, Harvard tried to co-opt some of the power of local authorities by
having the tutors or other college officers appointed justices of the peace. Harvard
personnel could then hear cases and punish offenders not only as officers of the
college but also as officers of the local court. Leverett had been a justice of the
36
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peace but had resigned his office on becoming president. Henry Flynt was
commissioned a justice of the peace for Cambridge while a tutor and had the "full
power of any Justice in Cambridge for the advantage and better government of the
Colledg." But Flynt hesitated to use these powers. When Josiah Parker, a tavern
keeper in Cambridge, was accused in 1722 of"abusing [one of the students] by
blows etc," Leverett asked Flynt to hear the case. In spite of the tutor's clear right to
do so, he refused to conduct a trial alone, explaining, "I was a Stranger to such
things and might take wrong stepps." Flynt also felt his duties at the college
prevented his giving proper attention to the law because he "was not Engaged in a
particular Study and could not attend to aquaint myself as I should." Leverett, who
was probably prepared to give all the guidance that was needed, retorted, "You
know how to Judge of a matter that is before you." He suggested further that if
Flynt "did not now begin," he would "never do anything," and that "these things
were as plain as could be desired." But the president had no luck persuading Flynt
to exercise his judicial authority, and the college had to continue to rely on the
Cambridge magistrates to discipline the townsmen and keep peace in the larger
community. In spite of his unwillingness to exercise the powers of his office, Flynt
continued to be appointed a justice of the peace as late as 1737.39

In cases extending beyond the college, Harvard still called on the magistrates
for assistance. One such case occurred in 1751. One evening, tutor Jonathan
Mayhew was "disturbed by the rowlling of a Logg twice down the Stairs leading to
his Chamb. from above." Mayhew got out of bed to investigate and, in the dark,
was "pushed down from the Top of the Stairs by a Stranger, whm he found standing
39
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on them." Mayhew asked for the help of another tutor, Belcher Hancock. The
tutors then called on Samuel Danforth, the Cambridge magistrate, to investigate
because "of a Stranger's being found to be concerned with this Insult." Danforth
came to the college and accompanied the tutors to the room of Joseph Gerrish, one
of the suspected students. There they found Stephen Miller of Milton and Ebenezer
Miller of Braintree, brothers of another student, John Miller. Danforth led the
examination of the students and two "strangers." The malefactors blamed "One
Browne of Providence" for rolling the log down the stairs and pushing tutor
Mayhew after it. After questioning by the two tutors, however, John Miller
confessed that Mr. Brown was fictional. In fact, it was Benjamin Gerrish, Joseph's
brother, "who did what they had charg' d upon this Browne," and the others fmally
agreed with Miller in front of Danforth and the two tutors. Although Danforth had
been called to investigate, the case was then turned over to the college authorities. 40
The Corporation degraded Miller eighteen places in his class and expelled
Gerrish. Miller's penalty was based on Harvard's system of'placings' which it had
adopted from English universities. Because colleges were hierarchical institutions,
not only were the faculty ranked above the students, but the students were ordered
among themselves based largely on their parent's social rank. First ranked at
matriculation, students' positions were raised or lowered based on their behavior
and academic performance. The placings determined much of a student's life at
college, including "the order of seating and serving in Commons, assignment of
rooms, order of Commencement processions, conferment of degrees, and all

°Faculty Records, Harvard College Archives, 1:347-55. Shipton provides a brief account ofthe
incident in Shipton, Harvard Graduates. 13:231-32, 271-72.
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occasions of ceremony." The final rankings were recorded in the college's
Triannual, a list of alumni:"

In this case, Gerrish's more severe punishment was due to his "giving false
Testimony upon Oath, before one of his Majesties Justices of the Peace." Although
the college did not want the local authorities appearing on campus unrequested,
when the Harvard officers called upon them, the tutors expected the students to pay
appropriate respect. Gerrish missed his commencement in 1752, but he made a
public confession the following year, was restored to his rank, and received his
degree. The "strangers" apparently went unpunished. In spite of Danforth's
presence during the investigation, the case was not recorded in the Middlesex
County court. 42
Harvard made a clear distinction between punishments imposed by the town
and punishments imposed by the college. For the most part, students did not come
before the local authorities, but from time to time exceptions did occur. In 1758,
James Lovell, a resident bachelor, was living in the college but taking his meals with
Jonathan Hastings, a Cambridge tanner, who lived at the north end of the commons.
Hastings's daughter Susanna died giving birth to an illegitimate child, and she may
have named Lovell as the father. Although Lovell at first denied paternity, the next
year he confessed in the Cambridge church to fornication. The college was not
satisfied with this confession, and the faculty ordered Lovell to make another one
"publicly in the [college] Chapel." The Puritan reliance on public confession
satisfied both groups. Not only was Lovell restored to his privileges at the college
but he was admitted to full communion at the Cambridge church the next year. By
41
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the 1760s, Harvard had gained a de facto autonomy, even if the local courts had de
jure authority. Although the college resisted local judicial oversight, its officials
urged local authorities to restore order in the town when the peace of the college was
threatened, punished students for local complaints, and required scholars to have
proper respect for local magistrates. This balance between autonomy and peaceful
cooperation became difficult to preserve in the decade preceding the Revolution. 43
By the late 1750s, Harvard was once again in the midst of a housing
shortage. The Corporation noted in 1759, "There are now so large a number of
students belonging to the College, that a very considerable part of them, are oblig' d
to live out of the College in the town." About seventy students were taking lodgings
in Cambridge in 1759; sixty-four would do so in 1760. The Corporation again
petitioned the General Court for "some inlargement of the College buildings." By
the 1760s, most of each freshmen class had to start their college careers in town
lodgings, moving into college housing their second or third year. Harvard at the
same time was relaxing its requirement that all students dine in the college.
Students living in the college were required to eat in commons, but students living
in town were now allowed to dine with householders "upon the invitation of any
housekeeper in the town to dine or sup gratis.'""'
Not only was the college housing more of its students in town, but the
regulations also began allowing scholars to leave Cambridge on occasion. In 1763,
the Corporation decided that students could leave town for one day without
permission of the tutors and that seniors could leave for two days so long as they did
43
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not miss any of their lectures. Not everyone approved of this new leniency. The
visiting committee of the Overseers complained in 1765 that students living in town
should be "prevented [from] breakfasting in the town's people's houses" and asked
that the Corporation provide those students breakfast in the college hall. Likewise,
when the Overseers approved the college's new calendar in 1766, they asked that
students not be allowed to leave Cambridge except during official college breaks. It
was supposed to be the professors' responsibility (since they lived in Cambridge) to
oversee the students living in the town, but the Overseers reported that professors
Wigglesworth and Sewall were not visiting the chambers of the town dwellers.
Wigglesworth was partially excused for his oversight, as his "bodily infirmities"
prevented him from doing so. The Corporation did not respond to the Overseer's
criticisms."5
Harvard began to relax some of its regulations, but the changes did not occur
fast enough to suit the students. In 1761, the college eased restrictions on students'
entertainments, allowing the scholars to "entertain one another & strangers with
punch." The Corporation explained that punch "as it is now usually made is no
intoxicating liquor." Whether punch as the students made it was not intoxicating
was another matter. Overall, students were socializing more, and the number of
infractions for drinking and card playing rose. The infractions in 1761 were not
unusual. For example, several students stole "boards and tools" from the Cambridge
church construction site, but after a complaint from the housewright building the

5
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church, the youths confessed and made full restitution. By the end of the decade,
however, student unrest and disorders had reached unprecedented proportions.46

In response, Harvard tried to strengthen collegiate living. During the second
half of the eighteenth century, the college built several new buildings to
accommodate its students. The General Court appropriated h2500 in 1762 for one
new dormitory, Hollis Hall. Most students were living on campus, but some still
lived in town. The construction of new housing failed to accomplish Harvard's
goals. Ultimately, after a century of struggling with strict enforcement of a
collegiate lifestyle that was more an ideal than a reality, the college shifted its focus.
By the end of the century Harvard was paying more attention to the types of homes
in which students were living than to getting all scholars on campus. The college
now turned to local family homes as a positive alternative to other types of housing,
particularly private boarding houses and taverns. The faculty ordered that "no
student be permitted to occupy a room in any house in the town of Cambridge where
a family does not reside, nor in any building where Sprituous liquors are retailed or a
tavern is kept." Students were also barred from dining in these establishments.
Although Harvard remained primarily residential, the administration became
reconciled to some students living in the town. 47
46
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Pre-Revolutionary Student Disorders
Harvard students in the 1760s were older than their predecessors had been a
generation before, entering college at about age seventeen rather than around age
fourteen or fifteen. They chafed under administrative paternalism and felt their lives
too closely regulated because they could not leave Cambridge without permission
and had to eat in commons. Moreover, after decades of strong presidential rule,
leadership weakened when President Holyoke's health deteriorated before his death.
The tutors were unprepared for the vacuum in executive leadership, and discipline
suffered. One student reported that there "was much deviltry carried on in College"
during this period. In 1766, students complained to the senior tutor about the
quality of the butter served in commons. The tutor rejected the complaints. When
the same rancid butter appeared at table the next morning, the students walked out
of commons and breakfasted in town. The faculty was able to restrict this fust
protest to a single incident. As was Harvard's preference, the Cambridge authorities
were not called for assistance. Instead, Holyoke and the faculty drew up a written
confession of guilt to be signed by each of the participants if they wanted to remain
at college. 48
The faculty could not handle the next set of protests so easily. In spite of a
liberalizing of the regulations in 1767, a rebellion broke out again in 1768. This
time the spark was recitations. Until1768, unprepared students had been able to
avoid recitations by answering "nollo," or "I don't want to." Beginning in March
1768, the Corporation decreed that only seniors could refuse to recite. The scholars
scholars combined their studies at the college with Trowbridge's legal tutelage. See Shipton, Harvard
Graduates, 8:510.
48
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stonewalled the new regulation by refusing en masse to participate. Some then
vandalized their tutors' rooms. When it was reported that tutor Joseph Williard had
shut up a freshman, Thurston Whiting, in the tutor's room all day without food in a
vain effort to tell who was behind the disorders, the college went up in a storm.
Sixty or seventy students attacked Williard's room, breaking his windows. 49
The faculty panicked when it appeared that the demonstration could not be
contained within the college bounds, and someone called for the Middlesex County
sheriff. When the students heard rumors that the county militia was approaching the
Yard, they armed themselves and set off to meet the soldiers at the commons.
Confrontation was averted when one of the students, Stephen Peabody, learned that
the guard had been sent to protect college property, not to arrest the students. The
protest fell apart after Whiting recanted his accusations against Williard, explaining
that he had not been held against his will. Harvard did not have to seek further
assistance from Middlesex or Cambridge authorities. Instead, it handled the matter
itself as it had for the past century: the scholars publicly confessed and were
reintegrated into the Harvard community. 50
Two years later, student disorders spread out of the Yard, across the
commons and into Cambridge. In March 1770, five Harvard students were charged
in Middlesex County court with breaking into the home of John Nutting and
assaulting and threatening to kill the occupant, Samuel Butterfield. The reasons for
the attack are unknown. The event's chief historian, Theodore Chase, believes that
Nutting was not the intended victim. Moreover, although the events occurred two
weeks after the Boston Massacre, no specific political cause can be identified.
49
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Chase suggests that the event was an outgrowth of personal animosities between
scholars and townsmen. Butterfield was about the same age as the college students,
and some personal antagonism may have existed between him and them. All of the
students involved in the incident had histories of disciplinary problems. John Frye,
a master's candidate and probably one of the leaders, had already been admonished
by the faculty for disturbances within the college that had also affected "many
Inhabitants of the Town." On March 21, Frye had been especially busy violating the
college regulations. In addition to breaking into Nutting's house, he had entertained
''women of ill Fame" in his room at Harvard. 5 1
As if they were not in enough trouble already, on May 9, Frye and two other
students assaulted Captain William Angier, a tanner, in order to persuade him not
give evidence in the forthcoming trial. Angier subsequently testified to the college
authorities that he had seen Frye, Winthrop Sergeant, and Thomas Saunders
entertaining prostitutes in March. He stated that the three students did "assult, illtreat, and threaten the said Capt Angier, in such a manner, that he apprehend himself
in danger from them." They also "threatened his wife." Such treatment of town
residents by students was unparalleled. The college officials were particularly
concerned that the scholars' actions would make it more difficult for the faculty to
procure the testimony of town residents in the future. In the upshot, the Corporation
rusticated all three students. 52
51
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Had the case ended there, it would have been only an example of extreme
student violence, highlighting town-gown tensions but not suggesting any changes
in the balance of power between the college and the local judiciary. But the same
day, violence broke out when students tried to stop local authorities from arresting
the three culprits. Although the town's actions may seem justified today, they were
unprecedented in 1770. No Harvard student had ever been arrested by local
authorities in the eighteenth century, nor had any been punished except by college
officials since Goodman Healey had been hired to whip students under President
Hoar. The students rescued their fellows, but the accused were later apprehended
and required to give bond to appear the second Tuesday in May at the Middlesex
County courthouse. Though the case was subsequently dropped, the offenders
protested the college's punishment later in May by walking out of the college
chapel.'3
The county then brought in a second indictment of disrupting the peace
against four of the students who had tried to the stop the earlier arrest. The court
described the defendants as "infants above the age of fourteen years and all students
now residing at Harvard College in Cambridge." They were accused of
participating, along with "fifty other evil minded & disorderly Persons," as "Rioters,
Routers, and Disturbers of the Peace." The jury found all four guilty. The students
then appealed to the Superior Court, but the outbreak of the Revolution intervened.
Although the case was dismissed in 1776, it was unique in the colonial era as the
only occasion when students were called into the Middlesex County court. A
possible precedent had been set: students were not immune from prosecution in the

53
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local courts. Moreover, punishment by the college authorities did not necessarily
preempt action by local officials.54
Student disorders persisted in the post-Revolutionary period, but civil
authorities did not prosecute any scholars, Harvard handling most complaints
directly. When Harvard officials received a complaint from Edward Richardson of
Watertown that Daniel Murry, a student, was "abusing, in language" Richardson's
wife and son, Murry was quickly degraded in order to "deter ... all the Members of
this society ... from maletreating any person in the vicinity of Harvard College."
Further student infractions took place, but punishment was left to college
authorities. Wine was stolen from a Cambridge resident; the college privies were
set on fire, endangering homes in the town; and a student was found to be keeping
"at his own expense" a "lewd Woman" in a local house. In the 1780s, the faculty
began keeping a set of"student disorder papers," outlining each offense. Most of
the violations affected only the college, but the loud noise and disturbances often
drifted into the town as well. At first, Harvard tried to expand its own authority into
the town in order to rein in the students. The college saw the taverns as the main
culprit and believed that if their regulation was transferred to Harvard, peace would
return to the community.55
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Harvard Students and Cambridge Taverns
Puritans were not teetotalers and taverns were an accepted part of life, but
students were barred from frequenting them throughout the colonial period. As
early as President Dunster's time, Harvard had protested tavern keepers "harbouring
students unseasonably," and Dunster made an agreement with local tavern owners to
keep student purchases to a minimum. Scholars were only to purchase bread and
beer from local ordinaries when supplies at the college were inadequate. Although
students occasionally were chastised for frequenting ale houses in the early
eighteenth century, it was not until mid-century that Harvard began to express
concern. Taverns had become a focus of debate in New England life. In 1738, the
Boston Evening Post defended taverns as "very Necessary and Beneficial" for the
"Entertainment of Strangers and Travellers" but criticized them as haunts of town
residents. In Cambridge, the total number of establishments had increased ·
significantly. In 1650, the town had one authorized tavern, by the 1670s, three, in
1700, seven, and by 1750, eleven. This figure amounted to one tavern for every 135
inhabitants, approaching Boston's ratio of one for every 100.56
At first, Harvard turned to the town authorities for assistance with the
problem of student patronage oftavems. In 1751, the Corporation asked the
"Justices and Selectmen of the town of Cambridge, that they would use their interest
that neither the retailers nor inn-holders of said town, do sell to any of the students
of Harvard College being undergraduates any rum or spirits whatsoever." In 1763,
the Overseers expressed different fears about the students frequenting taverns. In
their annual visitation of the college, the Overseers instructed the Corporation "to
56
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project some method for preventing Innholders & Retailers from Supplying the
Undergraduates with Wine & Spirituous Liquors upon Trust or Credit" They
recommended that the General Court pass a law requiring the Middlesex County
Court of General Sessions (which approved licenses for the Cambridge taverns) to
cancel the licenses of establishments that fell under the disapproval of the college
authorities. The Overseers were as much worried about the students' pocketbooks as
about their sobriety.s7
Harvard reacted to these concerns by reissuing regulations that required
students to refrain from frequenting local taverns, and the Corporation "earnestly
requested of his Majesty's Justices of the Peace of the County of Middlesex, on
whom the keepers of the public houses and Retailers ... have dependence for their
licenses, that they would be pleased to enforce the observation of this law ... within
three miles of the college." Because students were adept at leaving Cambridge to
find entertainment, Harvard also asked the Charlestown selectmen to "exert
themselves effectively to suppress all Practices within their Township so immoral in
their Nature & of such dangerous Tendency." More directly, they asked the
Charlestown authorities to take action against the Ship Tavern, "a House of bad
fame" that employed one or more "lewd" women. By 1767, Harvard no longer had
only liquor and prostitutes to worry about. The concerns of River City, Iowa, had
reached eighteenth-century Cambridge: a pool table had been installed in one of the
taverns! The Harvard faculty protested to the selectmen that "we are inform'd that a
Billiard Table hath lately been set up in Cambridge not far from the College viz. at
the house of Capt. Samuel Gookin, by a Person who is not an Inhabitant of this
s7Corporation Records, Harvard University Archives, 2: 12-13; Overseers Records, Harvard
University Archives, 2: 140, 187.
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Town." The Corporation asked that the selectmen "take such steps as they in their
Wisdom may judge necessary to prevent, the dangerous Effects wch may Naturally
be expected from gaming Houses." There is no record of the town taking any action
against Gookin. Harvard continued to complain to the town authorities about
taverns throughout the 1760s, and the town tried to rein in abuses. For example, the
selectmen voted in 1773 "that they earnestly Entreat all such who shall have
approbation or Recommendation to sell strong drink, that they would not allow
young men ... to have Strong Drink or intertain them." Although townsmen
occasionally complained to the college of the drunken activities of the students, they
were more interested in the profit the taverns brought to the community.58
The Corporation also asked the selectmen to help enforce its regulations
against dancing. In 1766, the Corporation protested that "a dancing school hath
lately been open'd in Cambridge & diverse scholars ofthis house have attended it,
without leave from the Governmt of the College." The Corporation asked the
selectmen to close the school, as ''the continuance of sd school will be of bad
consequences to this society." The selectmen were not convinced of the dangers and
took no action. Dancing continued. Elizabeth Cranch reported on visiting Harvard
in 1771 that "all such as Learn to dance are so taken up with it, that they can't be

students." 59
After the Revolution, Harvard authorities threatened direct action against
both taverns and dancing. In 1783, the Corporation directed the president to ''write
58
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the Select Men of the town of Cambridge, requesting them not to permit any of the
students of the College to have use of the Town Hall for a Ball." These dances may
have been part of larger community problem. The selectmen were concerned about
outsiders coming to Cambridge for "entertainment," and they appointed a
committee, including James Winthrop, the Harvard librarian, to devise ways of
restricting the events. Neither the selectmen nor the Harvard authorities were able
to stop dancing and other student entertainments. John Quincy Adams reported
attending horse races, dances, militia meetings, and teas in Cambridge during his
student years in the late 1780s. 60
Harvard authorities took more direct action against taverns. The Corporation
distributed copies of the college laws respecting student drinking to the Cambridge
establishments and asked the innkeepers to help enforce the college regulations, or
else Harvard would oppose the renewal of their licenses. February and March 1789
were particularly trying months. Drunken students regularly returned to the college
in a "noisy and tumultuous manner." To the tavern keepers' credit, in at least one
instance the scholars found the Cambridge taverns closed to them and had to ride
"two or three miles to a public house from whence they did not return 'till about four
o'clock the next morning." Harvard decided more forceful action was necessary and
asked the legislature to transfer the right to license taverns from the county to the
college. In their petition, the Overseers inquired
whether it be not needful to the welfare of the university that the
Governors of it, or some of them, should have some control over the
appointment of Innholders within a given distance from the College
60
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and that application should be made for the appointment of a
Magistrate or Magistrates from among the immediate Governors of
the college to prevent or suppress the disorderly conduct of the those
do not belong to it.
At this possible expansion of college authority, the Cambridge selectmen sat up,
took notice, and petitioned that Harvard's request "might not be granted, & that they
[the selectmen] might be allowed an hearing." The legislature received both sets of
petitions and chose a course of inaction. Harvard did not receive expanded licensing
or judicial powers, and the life of the college continued to be plagued by liquor and
loose women. Maintaining order in the community, even during Harvard-sponsored
events, required the cooperation of both the town and college authorities. 61

Commencement and Cambridge Disorders

Commencement was one of the most important of these occasions.
Graduating seniors celebrated with their families and friends, and many alumni
returned to the college. The crowds attracted merchants and peddlers, so that the
whole event had the trappings of a county fair. Morison estimates that by the late
seventeenth century, several hundred visitors came to Cambridge at commencement.
and "hucksters and cheap-jacks came too, in order to cater to the crowd in its lighter
moments." Beginning in 1687, the commencement ceremony moved from the
college hall, which had become too small to house the crowd, to the Cambridge
meetinghouse. Dinner was served in the hall to the graduates, and parties continued
in their lodgings into the evening. 62 As early as 1681, Harvard recognized that it
61
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needed assistance in patrolling the college and policing visitors because the student
revelries were getting out of hand. There was too much drinking, and too many
strangers were coming in and out of the college. In response, the Overseers
appointed Samuel Andrew, a resident master, "to execute the office of Proctor for
the comencmnt week." His new assignment was to keep intermixing between the
scholars and uninvited visitors at a minimum by ensuring that no one lingered in the
college during the commencement service and that all "strangers" left by nine
o'clock on commencement evening. The proctor then closed the college to all
except the students, reminding visitors that "the usual recourse of any to the coil edge
... excepting scholars is displeasing to the hon. & Revd Overseers."63
The college was successful at self-regulation into the eighteenth century, but
by the 1720s, Harvard authorities were finding the crowds, festivities, and noise of
commencement more than they could handle. They therefore instituted "private"
ceremonies restricted to graduates and their families, in which public events were
kept to a minimum, hoping to discourage visitors from coming to Cambridge. To
keep the crowds down, the college no longer held commencement on a fixed date
(traditionally the first Wednesday in July). Instead, it announced the date of the
ceremony in the Boston newspapers only a couple of weeks in advance of the event,
hoping the peddlers and non-academic visitors would be unable to attend at short
notice. At the same time, the Corporation tried to restrict the student's private
parties by limiting the list of beverages and provisions the students could offer their
guests, with strong punch specifically forbidden. 64
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These efforts failed to reduce the problems at commencement. In 1732, the
Overseers instructed the Corporation "to consult wth the Justices of the peace that
Live in Cambridge about the Time of Commencement particularly on the
Commencement day & the Night following." President Wadsworth described a
meeting between the Corporation and two of the local officials "about proper means
to prevent disorders at Comencement." The justices suggested that the college ask
the undersheriff, a constable, and four or five assistants to attend commencement,
estimating that "fumish'd with a Warrant from the Justices, [they] would be a
sufficient number to watch and walk as there should be occasion toward evening on
Commencement day, and the night following." The college would pay the men's
salaries of ten shillings apiece and twenty shillings for the "captain" of the guard. In
1736, with new provisions for security, Harvard returned to holding commencement
on the first Wednesday of July. 65
Throughout the rest of the century, Harvard paid the local constabulary to
secure the streets of Cambridge during commencement. At first, the guards'
responsibilities were to patrol the town while Harvard's faculty maintained order
within the college. Because disorders continued on commencement night, in 173 7
the guards were charged with preventing "the disorders both in the town & college."
The guards were usually Cambridge townsmen headed by the local constable. Over
time, their number increased from the constable and four assistants in the 1730s to
ten assistants in the 1780s. To end the festivities, the guard was charged in 1766
"not only to strike the Booths on Commencement evening" but to direct visitors to
remove their belongings and be out of town by the next morning. 66
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Harvard further restricted students' activities on the evening of
commencement. Punch was allowed in 1759, but larger "entertainments" were not
permitted. In spite of these precautions, a riot broke out after commencement in
1761, and four students had to be rusticated. Drinking, entertainments, and dancing
were all feared by the college authorities, who restricted graduates' receptions to
students and family members. Some students and their parents circumvented the
college regulations by holding parties in town, but these affairs were subsequently
banned, except when hosted by students whose parents lived in Cambridge. Given
that the scholars had already graduated, the only penalty the Corporation could
inflict was withholding the graduates' master's degrees, a severe punishment that
was usually overturned a year or two later.67
After the Revolution, Harvard began to ask that the local magistrates remain

in town through the day following commencement "to preserve peace and good
orders." The tov.n also began to show increased concern about the students' parties.

In 1786, the selectmen formed a committee "to devise by-laws to prevent these
entertainments." The guard was increased to twelve in the 1790s, with at least two
magistrates in attendance. Over the course of the eighteenth century,
commencement had been transformed from a Harvard-regulated activity to a
community-wide event. It fell to local authorities to preserve the town's peace.
Balls also became an accepted part of student life, by the 1790s, Harvard allowed
students to use rooms at the college for these events.68
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Harvard also turned to the local authorities to handle disruptions at times
other than commencement. In May 1781, it secured the services of Benjamin
Lincoln, an attorney, to "assist them [the Faculty] in commencing & bringing
forward a criminal prosecution" against eight individuals who had "entered the
College Chapel & a number of Chambers in the several Colleges," destroying
property and insulting the occupants. When the case was dismissed on a
technicality, the professors and tutors asked the Corporation to take further action to
have the defendants prosecuted. The Corporation, now dominated by Boston
politicians, took little interest in the local affair and did not prosecute the
offenders. 69
After the Vassail-Rogers case in the 1730s, the Corporation had passed
regulations designed to settle conflict within the Harvard community. By the late
eighteenth century, it became increasingly difficult for Harvard to keep internal
disputes out the local court. In 1788, the Harvard Corporation dismissed Samuel
Williams as Hollis Professor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy. Williams had
fallen badly into debt and had taken b286 from Harvard's Hopkins Fund. When he
appealed his dismissal, the Overseers asserted that they, "with the Corporation" were
"the Sole Judges" for displacing a Hollis professor. When pressed by Williams,
however, the Overseers had to acknowledge that "they have never taken any steps to
prevent Dr. Williams, as a citizen, from having a trial by the laws of his country,
neither have they any objection to a legal enquiry into the reports respecting him."
The case did not come to trial, however, and Williams settled as a minister in
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Vermont. Nevertheless, the Overseers recognized that they could not restrict the
oversight of the civil courts into certain college matters. 70

Students, Firearms, and the Cambridge Militia
Harvard tried not only to regulate the students' social life but also to keep
their involvement in other town activities to a minimum. Students played no role in
the civic life of Cambridge during the colonial period. They were even barred from
the primary service young men made to their community--participation in the
militia. Harvard's charter followed the pattern of English universities and exempted
Harvard scholars from the town militia. The college laws of 1650 even banned
students from viewing events. Before the Revolution, students had attended the
annual artillery sermon commemorating the election of militia officers, though at
least one seventeenth-century collegian found that the lecture made his "heart
secretly weary of the ordinance." For the protection of both the college and the
town, students were also barred from having firearms at college. The college laws
of 1734 stated that "no undergraduate shall keep a Gun or pistol in the College or
any where in Cambridge." The fine was ten shillings. Michael Trollet, a member of
the class of 1763, was surely not alone in finding the local militia and firearms
tempting, though forbidden, diversions. Colonel William Brattle, head of the
Cambridge militia, complained to college in 1760 that "the sd Trollet grossly
insulted his train' d compa. when under Arms, by firing a Squib or Serpent among
their frrelocks when loaded & primed & all grounded, wrby he greatly endangered
the limbs & least of the Soldiers & Spectators." Brattle asked the college to delay
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punishment so that Trollet would have the "Time & Opportunity ... to endeavor to
make the sd. Collo. Brattle a proper Satisfaction." The college must have deemed
whatever satisfaction Brattle received insufficient, because it degraded Trollet for
his offense. Trollet left Harvard shortly after the incident and did not graduate. 71

In spite of Trollet's indiscretion, in 1761, Harvard granted the students
permission for "a Day of rejoicing & Liberty" to celebrate the king's coronation.
The students were permitted to fire off squibs and crackers and to light a bonfire, but
the Corporation refused to allow the illumination of the college. The event was the
last coronation celebration in Cambridge before the Revolution. Fourteen years
later, some Harvard students were fighting against the same king and stood with the
Cambridge militia at Concord in April1775. James Winthrop, the librarian, fought
at the Battle of Bunker Hill, where he was struck by a musket ball but not
permanently injured. 72
Although intended as a privilege, some students found their exemption from
participating in the militia a restriction. As early as 1770, students organized their
own militia company, naming it the Martimercurian Company and electing their
own officers. Records of the group from the mid-1780s show that its purpose was to
"gain a knowledge of the military arts while in literary pursuits," making it a kind of
eighteenth-century ROTC. Militia exercises were to be held twice a week, and
officers were empowered to assess fines for misconduct. As a student at the college
in 1786, John Quincy Adams portrayed the group as pompous and elitist and
predicted its demise.
Wigglesworth,~ 47; Harvard Records. Col. Soc. ofMass., Collections. 15 (1925): 27; Faculty
Records, Harvard University Archives, 2:115; Shipton, Harvard Graduates. 15:495.
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"The Palladian band have begun to exercise, and Captain Vase, feels
quite important. I do not know, that I ever saw a man more gratified,
with distinction, of so little Importance. But ambition has almost
always a triftle for its aim, and rattle for rattle, I do not see why this
should be as good as any other. I have not join'd this Company,
because I fear there will be disputes, and disorders, arising from it, as
will make it disagreeable, if not wholly abolish it in a short Time:
another reason is that it will employ more time, than I should wish to
spend in mere amusement.
The organization did survive, however, and Adams reported the next year that "the
Martimercurian band assembled this afternoon to choose their officers for the
ensuing year. Gardner was chosen Captain, Gordon Lieutenant, and Barrow
ensign." The college supported the band's efforts, and the Corporation helped it to
procure arms from Castle William "to assist them in perfecting themselves in
military exercise.'173
The student militia continued at least into the early 1790s. In July 1792, five
Harvard students, Francis Cabot Lowell (HC 1793), John Curtis Chamberlain (HC
1793), Charles Cutler (HC 1793), Francis Dana Channing (HC 1794), and Daniel
Woods (HC 1795) were listed as members of the Standing Committee of the
Martimercurian Band. Lowell was elected the group's chairman. The members
were assigned ranks based on their class standing: seniors were officers, juniors
were sergeants, sophomores were corporals. The captain of the company was to be
elected by ballot and had the authority to send the group anywhere within a mile of
the college. The band's first project was "to procure arms for the company, & give
their obligation for their security." Lowell was to ask the governor for "any arms at
the castle" that might be available, but the governor proved unwilling to loan arms
73
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directly to the students. Little is known of the group after 1792. Although Harvard
had supported the organization, both the local community and the state authorities
preferred to keep students away from official military activities. 74

By 1800, Harvard College could not effectively isolate its students from the
temptations of the surrounding community. Although the college resisted town
oversight, it had to rely on local police to maintain order in unusual circumstances,
particularly at commencement. Nevertheless, students and faculty both became
subject to the judicial oversight of the local courts, and the college could not prevent
its own members from turning to the civil courts to work out their disputes.
Moreover, students came to Harvard expecting to participate in local entertainments-dances, balls, and other social events. Although scholars continued to be punished
for infractions, they regularly went to taverns, played cards, and brought liquor into
their rooms. College attendance was no longer merely a scholarly endeavor; it was
also a social experience. The separation of oversight between the college and the
town and these new social temptations increased frictions.
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CHAPTER6
THE ECONOMIC CONNECTIONS BETWEEN HARVARD AND CAMBRIDGE

In his study of nineteenth-century colleges, Lawrence Cremin argues that
community boosterism played an important role in the origin and development of
many higher education institutions. He finds that American towns frequently
established colleges in order to fuel their local economies. Cremin explains that
these schools ''were essentially local institutions, nurtured by local leaders, [and]
articulately appreciated by local citizenries." The liberal arts colleges dotting
America's Midwest were not the first educational engines for economic
development. From its founding, Harvard was closely tied to the economic growth
of Cambridge. Samuel Eliot Morison suggests that the General Court chose
Cambridge as the site for its college in order stabilize the community. Without the
college, Morison believed that Thomas Shepard's company would have deserted the
site, just as Thomas Hooker and his followers had. In the seventeenth century, the
town and its leading citizens provided economic support to the fledgling college. As
Harvard grew, it in turn played an important role in the growth of Cambridge. By
the eighteenth century, Cambridge had evolved from a small agricultural village into
a major country town. 1
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Throughout the seventeenth century, Cambridge was a small village with no
more than one hundred households in the central settlement. Because of the town's
odd shape-an irregular Y with the town center at the southern end--many villagers
lived well outside the main community, accentuating the town's rural character.
Like that of most New England towns, the economic life of Cambridge was tied to
agriculture and a few related occupations--blacksmithing, carpentry, shoemaking,
tailoring, and tanning. Cambridge was thus the type of community James Henretta
describes as "preserving the precommercial mentalite." Families produced most of
their own food or traded informally with neighbors for other necessities. The
population was divided evenly between the central settlement and the rest of the
township. 2
David Hackett Fischer finds that the Massachusetts economy reached
maturity by the mid-seventeenth century, with a combination of"mixed agriculture,
small villages, and a high level of commercial activity." In Cambridge, the land
immediately surrounding the central community was settled by 1670, and fewer than
260 acres of common land were left in proximity to the meetinghouse. In spite of
population increases in the eighteenth century, total acreage under cultivation in the
main settlement remained static. New farm lands in the late seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries were geographically removed from central Cambridge and soon
broke off into separate communities. If the main village was to continue to prosper,
it needed something other than agriculture to support it. New England was
increasingly part of a transatlantic economy, and the late seventeenth century saw
2
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"good prospects in market agriculture [and] the growth of non-farm jobs," according
to John McCusker and Russell Menard. Central Cambridge was "the hub of a
system of trails and river routes" that extended beyond the township. Either by land
or water, travelers from the west passed through Cambridge on their way to Boston.
In 1660, the construction of the Great Bridge across the Charles River provided
additional access to Boston. 3
Measuring the economic impact of Harvard on colonial Cambridge from a
vantage point of more than two hundred years later is a daunting task. It is possible
to describe the nature of the economic interactions between Harvard and Cambridge
and to show the breadth of contact. Overall, both the college and the town benefited
from their association, and Harvard played an important role in the long-term
economic development of Cambridge.
Cambridge Support for a Fledgling Harvard in the Seventeenth Century

The Massachusetts Bay government tried to create strong economic ties
between Harvard and Cambridge during the 1630s and 1640s in order to provide a
firm economic basis for the college. From 1639 to 1642, the colony assigned
Cambridge's town rates to Harvard as a source of revenue. The Cambridge
constable was authorized to pay the provincial taxes (mostly grain and foodstuffs)
directly to the college, rather than to the colonial government in Boston. The tax
allocation scheme made economic sense. It saved Cambridge from having to
transport its grain to Boston and Massachusetts from having to dispose of the com to
fund Harvard. Cambridge's support for the college was, in effect, its contribution to
3
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the colony. The program was moderately successful. On paper, the tax revenue
amounted to more than b120 for four years, although residents were delinquent by
about 10 percent of the total (bl1.8.9). When this was reported to the provincial
treasurer, the General Court made up the difference. Townspeople were at times
slow to pay taxes, but Harvard was partially at fault. Morison hypothesizes that, the
college, having just received the John Harvard legacy, wanted to spend the legacy
(which it had no means of investing) before drawing on the town's tax revenues.
Unfortunately, once Harvard began using the Cambridge grain, it found that the com
was often of poor quality, reducing its true value to the college. The farmers saved
their best produce for themselves and turned over their poorest grain to Harvard as
taxes:'
Unlike Salem, which offered the the General Court several hundred acres of
land to locate the college there, Cambridge offered only two house lots, less than
two acres. Without the benefit of the shipping and external trade enjoyed by the
more commercial Salem, Cambridge was unable to provide significant additional
economic support during the 1630s and 1640s. Nevertheless, town leaders were
generous with fund-raising strategies, if not the funds themselves. Thomas Shepard
proposed Harvard's first development campaign. In 1643, he petitioned the
Commissioners of the United Colonies (Massachusetts Bay, Plymouth, Connecticut,
and New Haven) to provide support for the college. The colonies were to encourage
each New England family to give the school one-fourth of a bushel of grain, or its
equivalent, each year. The commissioners "fully approved" the plan, but it had to be
implemented by the general court of each colony. Massachusetts Bay, New Haven,
4
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and Connecticut endorsed the scheme. In 1644, com started to arrive at the college,
but little came from Cambridge itself. Cambridge donated grain worth h2.15.3
compared to Boston's h84.18.7 and Charlestown's h37.16.2. In fact, of the
seventeen Massachusetts towns donating produce to Harvard, only Lynn, Newbury,
and Sudbury gave less than Cambridge. This remarkably low corn donation should
not be interpreted as a lack of interest in the college's welfare. The town records
make no mention of the 1648-1651 college com drives. During this same period
Cambridge gave hundreds of acres of land to both Nathaniel Eaton and Henry
Dunster. It also donated 100 acres to the college. The town may have felt it was
making its contribution through the direct allocation of its provincial taxes to the
college or that its gifts of land more than equaled the gifts of corn from other
communities. s
With no regular financing from Massachusetts Bay, Harvard had to rely on
support from local communities. In the 1652 drive, Cambridge made "no Legall
retume" although h150 was pledged. The com collection may have been losing
momentum; only Roxbury, Newbury, and Woburn made donations that year. In
general, the towns pled poverty, reflecting the downturn in the regional economy
5
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after the influx of new immigrants slowed in the 1640s. In 1653, Cambridge
pledged b150, on condition that "other Townes doe give somwhat in alike
proportion" (no record of the actual receipts of the 1653 pledges survives). Given
the general breakdown in local donations, Harvard was probably able to gain this
level of commitment only because of the overlapping leadership between the town
and the college. The two deputies who signed Cambridge's pledge, Thomas
Cheshollme and Thomas Danforth, were also Harvard's steward and treasurer,
respectively. A number of town leaders made donations in 1654 and 1655,
including John Stedman, Edmund Angier, and Edward Jackson, all seventeenthcentury officeholders. Donations from Cambridge improved after 1653 probably
because they were earmarked for the repair of the Old College. Local residents
knew they would see direct economic benefits from the renovation. 6

In 1654 the General Court ordered that Harvard receive funds through a
general tax, reducing the college's reliance on voluntary donations and putting its
fmances on a surer footing. The General Court began paying the president's salary.
Rents from the Charlestown ferry supplemented the students' tuition to pay the
tutors. Student fees covered room and board costs. The college continued to rely on
a combination of provincial allocations and private donations for new buildings, and
private bequests supported student scholarships. With the addition of endowed
faculty chairs in the 1720s, this financial pattern continued to the end of the
eighteenth century. Over the course of the colonial period, land donations from both

6
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the town and Cambridge residents were important to building Harvard's
endowment.
The construction of old Harvard Hall in the 1670s stimulated further
donations from Cambridge. In 1672, town residents gave almost !::200, or about
one-fifth of the total contributions, toward the new building. Only Boston (b800)
exceeded Cambridge's contribution. Cambridge's donation was all the more
remarkable in that Boston's population in the 1670s was probably seven times that
of Cambridge (Cambridge had fewer than two hundred ratable polls). In a
subsequent fund-raising campaign in 1680, a similar pattern was set, with Boston,
Cambridge, and Charlestown being the largest subscribers. 7
Land donations and bequests from the local elite became increasingly
important to the college later in the seventeenth century. One of Harvard's first
donations came in the 1640s, when John Bulkley, a Harvard alumnus, and Mathew
Day, the Harvard steward, gave the college slightly over an acre of land in the
present Harvard Yard. The plot was then planted with fruit trees and named the
"Fellows' Orchard."8
Cambridge residents increased their economic support for Harvard after
1670. Having amassed large landholdings through various land divisions, many of
the first generation of settlers had the resources to devote to educational
philanthropy. All donations came from the town's wealthiest and largest
landholders. One of the first gifts was from Richard Champney, the Cambridge
7
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elder. In 1672, he donated forty acres in Cambridge Village (now Newton). His
family may have had some second thoughts; Champney's son gave Harvard other
land in exchange. Champney's gift was one of the few donations from private
individuals in the seventeenth century that produced income for the college.9
Although Harvard received other donations from townsmen, it was not
always successful in taking possession of these gifts. Edward Jackson, Cambridge's
representative to the General Court for fifteen terms, left Harvard four hundred acres
of land in Billerica in 1681. The bequest was apparently never claimed by the
college. Samuel Gaffe, a selectmen, left Harvard seventeen acres when he died in
1705, but in 1712 the college was complaining that it "has not yet enjoy'd it."
Harvard was still working to gain the legacy as late as 1740, when the Corporation
and Andrew Bordman, residual legatees to the Gaffe estate, agreed to share
expenses for probate and for their appeal to the governor and Council. There is no
record that Harvard ever received this property. Similarly, it took the college until
1724 to collect three real estate leases left to it by Thomas Danforth, who died in
1699. His executor, Francis Foxcroft, was "late" in forwarding the money but
explained that the college had been receiving the income; Foxcroft had used it to pay
the tuition of several of his family members! 10
Harvard was unable to exert the kind of economic control over the
surrounding countryside that its counterparts in England did. In England,
9
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universities could set the price of grain, and local fanners within designated areas
were required to sell their produce to the universities at the set price. Harvard also
set a price for bread, but local bakers were free to sell to others if the college's price
were too low. Harvard was forced to purchase commodities based on market prices
and could not coerce local farmers or artisans to serve it. Similarly, artisans were
not licensed by the college (or by the town for that matter), and Cambridge, not
Harvard, regulated weights and measures. The licensing of taverns, a university
prerogative in England, fell to the counties in New England. In England, the
universities controlled the local fairs and received rental income from the booths. In
New England, the town of Cambridge licensed the vendors (saving the best stalls for
town residents) and gathered the income. Harvard thus operated without the special
economic perquisites normally associated with English universities. 11
The General Court did grant Harvard economic control of the Charlestown
ferry. At first, the colony leased the management of the ferry to private individuals,
but after a ferry boat capsized, drowning three passengers, it looked for an
alternative (and hopefully more competent) overseer. In 1640, the General Court
assigned the rights to regulate the ferry to Harvard, and thereafter the college issued
all licenses. Granting Harvard monopoly control over the ferry was a continuation
of medieval tradition. In Morison's words, it replicated the English practice of the
crown's "rewarding faithful services, or aiding some worthy cause" by earmarking
specific revenues to educational and charitable institutions. 12
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The ferry business was tightly controlled by both the colony and the college.
Harvard issued licenses to a set number of ferryboat owners, and the General Court
set the tolls. Within these constraints, the owners plied their trade and hoped to
make a profit. The ferry further tied Harvard's fortunes to the local economy. As
trade and transportation expanded during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
and ferry crossings increased, Harvard's revenues grew. During periods of
economic downturn, when the number of crossings declined (or when the river froze
over), the college abated part of the boatmen's licensing fees. The licenses varied
from a low ofb27 in the seventeenth century to more than bl50 by 1750. 13
Harvard did not always enjoy amicable relations with the ferrymen. As early
as 1646, the latter were complaining about their profits. With the college pushing
the license fees up as high as possible and the General Court keeping the tolls as low
as possible, the ferrymen were caught in a squeeze. In response, the General Court
ordered magistrates and deputies, previously exempt, to pay the ferry tolls. 14 After
1662, Harvard's ferry had to compete with Cambridge's Great Bridge. The bridge
from Cambridge to Brighton was located farther upriver, closer to the college than
the ferry. Initially, it was free (which might have put the ferry out of business
altogether), but after 1670, Cambridge was forced to institute a toll in order to pay
for the bridge's upkeep. Luckily, sufficient trade and communication existed to
support both modes of Charles River transportation, and the competition did not
lead to tensions between town and gown. 15
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Harvard's Economic Contribution to the Cambridge Economy

In the seventeenth century, Harvard was not large enough to play an
important role in the local economy. Unlike the English model, where several
thousand students plus several hundred tutors, fellows, and professors lived within a
single town, for much of its first fifty years Harvard could better be described as an
enlarged household rather than a complex economic institution or engine of the local
economy. At the end of the seventeenth century, the college had only about fifty or
sixty students in residence and a teaching staff of four, including the president.
During Master Eaton's tenure at Harvard, the students were provisioned directly
from Eaton's kitchen, with the master's wife providing both food and laundry
services to the students. 16
Nevertheless, Harvard played a direct role in fostering Cambridge's earliest
industry. In 1639, the first printing press in British North America was established
in the home of President Henry Dunster. Dunster had married the widow of the
press's owner, Joseph Glover, who had died shortly after arriving in New England.

16
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Who owned the press is now unclear. Contemporaries described it as "the Presse in
Harvard Colledge" and the printer as "the Colledge Printer," but much of the
equipment and type was actually the property of the printers Dunster hired to run the
machinery. Nevertheless, the press was included in an inventory of the college stock
taken in 1654 at the end of the Dunster presidency. Later in the century, the New
England Company, a missionary society, gave the college the print and type it had
purchased to print John Eliot's Algonquian translation of the Bible, and the
enterprise was relocated to the Indian College at Harvard. The press is best
described as a semiprivate industry, fostered by the college to provide local printing
and to reduce the colony's reliance on imported books.''
The press published works closely connected with activities at the college,
including theses lists and religious tracts. The output extended beyond the college
to include government publications such as the colonial laws and popular works
such as almanacs. For copywriters, the printers drew on the intellectual reserves of
the college. Samuel Danforth (HC 1643), while still in residence at Harvard, wrote
the first three almanacs from 1646 to 1649. In 1650, he turned his trade over to a
fellow scholar, Urian Oakes (HC 1649). Throughout the 1650s and 1660s, most of
the almanac authors were resident bachelors at the college. The writer of these
annual publications often bore the pen name of"Harvard's Ephemeris." In the mid1670s, the printer took direct responsibility for the almanac's composition, but in the
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late 1670s, authorship returned to the scholars, with Thomas and William Brattle,
among others, taking a turn. 18
The press also had a special relationship with Cambridge. In 1662, the
General Court granted town authorities special oversight over it. and Jonathan
Mitchell, the Cambridge pastor, and Captain Nathaniel Gookin, the town magistrate,
were authorized to approve all items before printing. This act was repealed the next
year, but in 1665, the General Court restricted all Massachusetts printing to
Cambridge. By the 1660s, the town had two presses and two printers, both probably
working at Harvard. But Cambridge was not destined to become the permanent seat
of the New England printing industry. In 1674, one of the presses moved to Boston,
and by 1681 all printing had moved there with the sanction of the General Court. 19
Harvard provided more important support to the Cambridge economy
through its regular activities. The majority of the money flowing from the college
into the local economy is attributable to the students. The colony paid the
president's salary, and Harvard had the revenues from the Charlestown ferry, but the
college's endowment was low until the mid-eighteenth century. Harvard students in
both the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries paid a wide variety of fees earmarked
for specific expenditures. Each student had a separate account, and each account
had separate charges for tuition (literally a charge paid to the tutors), commons (fees
that went to the steward to buy food), room rent, graduation charges, and other fees
for incidentals (laundry was the largest). Table 6.1 provides a breakdown of
expenditures. Each of these sets of expenditures had either a direct or indirect
impact on the Cambridge economy. The money the students paid for foodstuffs
18

Roden, Cambridge Press. 33-37, 49.

19

Ibid., 109-112.
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directly affected the livelihood of Cambridge farmers. On the other hand, the tutors'
fees (tuition) only had an impact on the local economy if faculty members spent
their earnings in Cambridge. Similarly, room rents entered the local economy when
local artisans were hired to construct or repair Harvard's physical plant. The
connections between Harvard's expenditures and the local economy could be quite
complex and were often indirect.20

Table 6.1
STRUCTURE OF STUDENT COSTS
1650-1810
Commencement,
Rents Fines/Misc. Fees
Instruction Commons

Total/
student

1650- 1652

12%

71%

8%

9%

f:11.7

1687- 1712
1713- 1722
1743- 1752
1753- 1762
1763- 1772
1807- 1810

17%
19%
48%
32%
22%
23%

64%

9%
9%
17%
48%
61%
48%

8%

f:16.3
f:14.2
-621.3
f:11.7**
f:22.8
$175

67%
22%*
48%
61%
48%

5%
13%
11%
11%
16%

*Commons suspended 1745-1750
**Substantial currency devaluation
Source: Seymour Harris, The Economics of Harvard College. 40.

Seymour Harris provides a breakdown of student costs for the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries. He summarizes the fees listed in each student account to
determine the percentage of student expenditures going to instruction, commons,
rents, and miscellaneous expenses. Harris notes changes in Harvard's fee structure
and accounting methods as well as economic changes that might affect the precision
20

The analysis in this section draws on a review of the extant stewards' records, Steward
Chesholme's Account for 1650-1659, Col. Soc. of Mass., Collections, 31:19-276, and Andrew
Bordman's Ledgers and Journals, 1703 to 1765, Harvard University Archives.
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of the breakdowns. By far, the largest student expenditures were for the purchase of
foodstuffs from the commons. At face value, the high cost of commons would
suggest that Harvard was creating a local market for agricultural goods, and this is
certainly the implication of Morison's suggestion that Harvard was located in
Cambridge to help fuel the local economy. In fact, the presence of the college
probably did not have this effect on local agriculture in the seventeenth century.
First of all, the New England economy was not fueled by farming. McCusker and
Menard find that New England produced little agricultural surplus and that "it was
only with some difficulty that the colonists were able to feed themselves."
Cambridge was no exception. The town was not an ideal agricultural settlement. In
spite of population increases over the course of the colonial period (the population
of the central settlement doubled from 1688 to 1777), total land under cultivation
remained static. Although Cambridge farmers benefited from their ability to sell
agricultural products to the college, insufficient land for agricultural expansion close
to Old Cambridge limited Harvard's effect on the local economy. Most of the
town's growth in the eighteenth century came from an increase in nonagricultural
workers. 21
Moreover, the effect of the college's consumption of foodstuffs was also
more limited than Harris's breakdown of student costs in table 6.1 would suggest.
Because Harvard was not operating in a money economy for much of the
seventeenth century, most students paid their charges in "country pay" (agricultural
produce), and the college was forced to sell excess farm products either to college
personnel or to members of the Cambridge community. In fact, rather than fueling
21

McCusker and Menard, The Economy of British America. 93. Also see chapter two below for a
larger discussion of land use in Cambridge.
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the local agricultural economy in the seventeenth century, Harvard competed with
local farmers in selling surplus agricultural goods.
Harvard's steward was the college's front door to local commerce; he
arranged for the sale of produce not needed by the college. His books show that
Harvard did buy foodstuffs from time to time because the items given to Harvard by
the families of students did not always perfectly match the needs of the college's
kitchen. As early as 1667, the Overseers placed limits on the commodities the
college would accept. The steward was instructed not to accept more than a quarter
part of any student's bill in "flesh meat." The meat, being perishable, was probably
too risky for Harvard to accept without a ready market for resale. Most of the
expenditures listed in the various steward books are for commodities or services not
likely to be provided to the college in "country pay." For example, the steward
regularly bought salt for the buttery and candles for the hall; probably neither item
came to the college as payment for students' bills.22
Harvard's employment of Cambridge citizens was more important to the
local economy in the colonial period than the college's effect on the region's
agriculture. The college hired a wide spectrum of town residents from craftsmen to
washerwomen. Cambridge's labor force saw a marked increase in both number and
diversity from the seventeenth to the eighteenth century. New categories of artisans
appeared for the first time: barbers, curriers, distillers, glaziers, hatters, and saddlers.
Although some of these occupations were tied to agriculture, many (including
brickmakers, glaziers, hatters, distillers, and barbers) can be closely tied to activities
22

Morison, Harvard in the Seventeenth Century. I: I03; Harvard Records, Col. Soc. of Mass.,
Collections. 15 (1925): 148, 196, 31:19-276; Steward's Journals, 1703-1731, 1733-1745, Harvard
University Archives. Unfortunately, when Harvard did buy agricultural goods, the steward's books
do not list from whom they were purchased.
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at Harvard. Retail sales grew and the number of shops increased from five in the
seventeenth century to nineteen in 1765. Harvard supported a wide range of local
tradespeople, and the college helped to create demand for a skilled, nonagricultural
workforce in Cambridge. Cambridgewas experiencing, albeit on a smaller scale,
many of the same urbanizing trends seen in Boston, including an increase in the
range of nonagricultural professions. Harvard led this trend in Cambridge.23
Harvard hired a number of Cambridge residents to perform services for the
college. The steward was a full-time employee, and many of Harvard's stewards
were members of the Bordman family. The steward, however, was not paid directly
by the college. He made his money by running what would now be described as an
auxiliary enterprise. He collected payments from the students for commons and
then arranged for the feeding of the scholars. The difference between revenues and
expenditures was his salary, creating an incentive to keep meals spartan and
inexpensive. The college cook reported to the steward. As early as 1685, the cook
received lAO annually, more than a tutor's salary. 24
Building construction led to the employment of many townspeople.
Cambridge residents, often Overseers or members of the Corporation, traditionally
directed the construction projects. Three of the four members of the Overseer's
committee to direct the construction of Old Harvard Hall in the 1670s were from
Cambridge (Thomas Danforth, William Stoughton, and Urian Oakes). Deacon John
Cooper and William Manning, both townsmen, were appointed "agents and
stewards" to hire the workmen, purchase materials, and keep the accounts. The
23

Bunting and Nylander, Old Cambridge, 19, 32.

24

Harvard Records. Col. Soc. ofMass., Collections. 15 (1925): 201,234,258-62, 365,390, 16
(1925): 567,775, 814-15; Foster, "Out ofSmalle Beginings." 141-42.
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master builder of Old Harvard Hall was Samuel Andrew of Cambridge, who
supervised all phases of the construction of the building. The names of most of
those employed on the project are lost, but the records do show that John Francis, a
local bricklayer, worked on the building. In the eighteenth century, Harvard
constructed another five buildings, each providing employment opportunities for
townsmen. 25
General maintenance also created jobs. By the 1690s, the Corporation was
starting to name official college workmen. In 1692, these individuals included a
carpenter, joiner, mason, bricklayer, glazier, butcher, and smith. Collegiate
employment would not have provided full-time work but did supplement local
income, giving these artisans a fmancial edge over their peers in communities
lacking institutional employment. The Harvard workmen tended to enjoy long
tenures, and sons regularly succeeded their fathers. By the mid-eighteenth century,
business was brisk enough that the college was dividing work between more than
one artisan in certain trades. In 174 7, the Corporation appointed two masons,
Abraham Hill and John Wyeth, and two carpenters, Abraham Hasey and Zachariah
Bordman. In 1750, Harvard divided its glazing business between John Braddish
(formerly the only glazier) and Samuel Hastings. (Glazing would have been quite
lucrative at the college, given the students' propensity to break windows.) Braddish
was responsible for Massachusetts Hall and the Chapel, Hastings for Harvard and
Stoughton Halls. In order to ensure prompt attention, Harvard and the two glaziers
agreed in 1762 that if one was sent for but did not appear, the other could undertake

25

Harvard Records, Col. Soc. ofMass., Collections. IS (1925): 220; Massachusetts Archives Series.
58:101; Morison, Harvard in the Seventeenth Century, 2:427-28.
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the work in his stead. In 1767, the college went back to having only one glazier but
started to employ two smiths and three carpenters.26
The workmen remained independent contractors but constructed shops on
the Harvard grounds. In 1733, the Corporation authorized its glazier to set up a
"small work-house to mend glass for the college" on its property. In 1754, the
carpenter built himself a shop on college land with the understanding that if he
ceased academic employment, he would remove the shop. The work at Harvard was
steady enough that on being hired as the college carpenter in 1764, Jonathan Watson
removed from Medford to settle in Cambridge. Until the end of the eighteenth
century, the Corporation appointed its gang of workmen annually, and a half-dozen
local workers depended on Harvard as an integral part of their livelihoods. 27
Harvard also provided employment for local women. Most of the jobs were
as low-paying domestics. The employment of college laundresses dates from at
least the 1650s, when a number of"goodies" (Goodies Bretts, Fox, and Sill), all
Cambridge residents, took in the scholars' washing. "Old Mary Lemon" made the
students' beds for one shilling per quarter per student. In 1654, she went on strike,
and her wages were increased to one shilling, seven pence. In the eighteenth
century, local women were also employed as "college sweepers," responsible for
cleaning the public areas. These women were paid from special fees assessed on
faculty and students; each tutor, professor, and resident master paid five shillings per
26

Harvard Records, Col. Soc. ofMass., Collections. 15 (1925): 339,352, 367, 16 (1925): 740, 75455,772. 818; Corporation Records, Harvard University Archives, 2:21, 120, 126, 140, 153, 188,250,
277, 295, 387, 3:424. In 1747, for example, most of the workmen were paid less than b6 for their
work for the year. Only Abraham Hasey, one of the college carpenters, made as much as 1:.10.
Although not providing full-time employment, the positions at Harvard were an important supplement
to work in the town. See Steward Book, 1745-1753, Harvard University Archives.
27

Harvard Records, Col. Soc. of Mass., Collections, 16 (1925): 621; Faculty Records, Harvard
University Archives, 2:26; Corporation Records, Harvard University Archives, 2:199.
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quarter and each undergraduate and resident bachelor four shillings. Given that one
hundred students might be in residence at this time and that there were probably no
more than three or four sweepers, each woman earned about b25 per year (the tutors
made about b80 at that time). Although their income was low, Harvard took
responsibility for these women. In 1728, when Mary Prentice was "reduc'd to a
necessitous condition" after serving the college "a long time," Harvard paid her forty
shillings to help with her support.28
The faculty also contributed to the Cambridge economy. Until the 1720s,
faculty members were all resident tutors who did not have separate households.
Consequently, they were most likely to use small service providers in the town.
Samuel Sewall, a tutor in the 1670s, reported sending his brother's clothes to Mrs.
Clark, one of the washerwomen, and having his hair cut by Goodman Barrett. As a
tutor in the 1680s, John Leverett reported a wider range of market contacts. He
regularly purchased firewood for his chamber (usually between one-half and one
cord per month). Local women mended his clothes, knitted his stockings, and made
his bed. None of these services cost more than two shillings. More substantial
purchases for a typical month included candles, sugar, a hat, and shoes. All of these
transactions were relatively small, but collectively they helped to increase the
growing service sector in the Cambridge economy. 19
28

Harvard Records. Col. Soc. ofMass., Collections. 15 (1925): 239, 16 (1925): 570,685,31 (1935):
11-12. The Prentice women were particularly active at the college. Heruy Flynt reports a Mrs.
Prentice was "scouring tables" at Harvard in 1734. As late as 1772, a Martha Prentice was employed
as one of the sweepers. The Prentices lived next door to the college, and Flynt usually refers to them
as "neighbour." See Heruy Flynt, Diary, Typescript, Harvard University Archives, 829; Faculty
Records, Harvard University Archives, 208.
29

Samuel Sewall, Diary of Samuel Sewall. 3 vols., Massachusetts Historical Society Collections. 5th
series (Boston, 1878-1882) 1:1-2; John Leverett, Account Book, 1682-1692, Harvard University
Archives.
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Because the early eighteenth-century tutors remained in office longer than
their seventeenth-century counterparts, they were more settled in the community and
participated more vigorously in the local economy. Henry Flynt's diary chronicles
many of his expenditures from the 1710s to the 1740s. He supported a wide variety
of merchants and service providers during these years. His horse alone brought him
into contact with four Cambridge households. He paid fifteen shillings every two
months to Mr. Stedman for pasturing the animal, and he purchased hay from Moses
Bordman. Mr. Nutting made three shillings in 1715 for putting three new shoes on
the horse. (Flynt showed considerable Puritan thriftiness in not having the other
hoofreshod as well.) In 1723, perhaps because his own steed was ill, he had to hire
a horse from Mrs. Sprague. Similarly, Flynt's taste in personal furnishings led him
to frequent another set of local venders. He purchased broadcloth from Colonel
Foxcroft, had his wig repaired by Mr. Smith, bought trimming for his coat from Mr.
Cooledge, and paid 25 shillings to ''Neighbour Prentices daughter ... for making 4
shirts ... and for whitening them." Flynt also patronized William Prentice, the local
shoemaker, and Mr. Morse, the barber. Mrs. Hancock did his washing, and Mr.
Fessenden did his carting (probably of firewood). Although it impossible to
quantify Flynt's purchases exactly (he did not leave a formal account book), the
breadth of his economic contacts is noteworthy. 30
The professors, with their separate households, had even more interaction
with the local community. The diary of Hannah Winthrop, the wife of Professor
John Winthrop, provides some insight into these economic transactions. She hired

°

3

Flynt, Diary, Typescript, Harvard University Archives, 431-58, 499, 947, 1038, 1078. Thomas
Marsh, a tutor at Harvard in the 1750s, also left a brief record of his expenditures, which included hay
from Moses Bordman, cider from Thompson, bottles from Mr. Stephens (probably for the cider), and
shoes from Hastings. Cooper Prentice received h2.12 for "doctoring the Mare." See Thomas Marsh,
Diary, Harvard University Archives.
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Mrs. Braddish to take away dung and ashes. She purchased hay from Dr. Appleton
and tallow from Mr. Swan. Unlike the tutors, who ate in the commons, Professor
Winthrop had to provide food for his family. Mrs. Winthrop made regular food
purchases from other Cambridge women: milk from Mrs. Paine, eggs from Mrs.
Mason, and veal from Mrs. Braddish (hopefully when she was not also handling the
dung!). Hannah also occasionally had surplus foodstuffs from her own kitchen, and
she recorded selling butter to a Mr. William. The Winthrop household was part of
an interlocking domestic economy that included other Cambridge households; it was
fully integrated into the larger community, buying, selling, and trading with its
neighbors. 31
Students also operated within the local economy. They bought firewood to
heat their rooms, and several recorded these purchases in their diaries. The
archaeological remains from the seventeenth century show that the scholars were
breaking the college regulations by buying food and liquor, probably locally.
Against Harvard's wishes, students also actively supported the tavern trade, and
patronizing taverns increased over the course of the eighteenth century. As early as
the 1640s, the Overseers specified that "no scholar shall buy[,] sell or exchange any
thing to the value ofsixe-pense without the allowance of his parents, guardians, or
tutours." Anything purchased against this regulation was subject to confiscation.
The rules remained in force in the eighteenth century, but the threshold was raised to
one shilling. Students found a way to get around the restriction by hiring local boys
to buy items in the town for them. Most of these purchases were probably small,
perhaps several shillings at most, but as the student population grew in the

31

Hannah Winthrop, Diary, Harvard University Archives.
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eighteenth century, the economic effect of these transactions helped increase the
number of stores in Cambridge.32

In the eighteenth century, neither Cambridge nor its residents made
substantial charitable contributions to Harvard, but the rents earned from the various
land donations from the previous century provided additional support. More
important, these rentals further tied the college and town residents together as
landlords and tenants. Some lands were sold to local inhabitants and the proceeds
used to fund projects at Harvard or reinvested. In 1721, the Corporation sold twenty
acres in Lexington for b50. In the 1750s, additional property was sold in the
Cambridge Neck and in Menotomy. None of the sales yielded more than b 16,
however. Other parcels were rented, but land was still abundant in the more distant
parts of Cambridge, and Harvard did not receive the kind of revenues from these
properties that it did from some of its other holdings. President Wadsworth made a
thorough accounting of the college lands in 1733. He recorded that Jonathan
Williard rented thirty acres, part of the college's proceeds in one of the land
divisions, from Harvard for only fifteen shillings per year. Champney's
seventeenth-century donation of forty acres yielded b 1 per year in the eighteenth
century. More than a half-dozen lots owned by Harvard from the various
Cambridge land divisions were yielding no rents at all. On the other hand,
Bumpkin's Island, a gift of Samuel Ward of Charlestown, rented for b23 a year, and
a tenement in Boston brought the college b 12. The gifts of local residents were well

32

Harvard Records. Col. Soc. of Mass., Collections. IS ( 1925): 26, 142; Stubbs, "Underground
Harvard," 90, 492.
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intentioned, but Cambridge rentals simply did not yield the income of urban
tenements or entire islands.33
By the beginning of the eighteenth century, Harvard had bought up much of
the land in the western half of present-day Harvard Yard. The college regularly
purchased available property contiguous to the Yard, driving up the price of real
estate in the immediate vicinity of the college. In 1732, Harvard tried to buy six
acres adjoining the president's orchard from "mr Rogers" oflpswich. Over the
course of negotiations, the price gradually escalated to more than !:.50 per acre, and
the Corporation turned to the Overseers for advice on whether to proceed. Although
the purchase was abandoned, it signaled that an acre around the college would be
equal in value to a small farm in a rural agricultural community. Rents, however,
were not high in Cambridge. Harvard rented a sliver of land to Andrew Bordman as
early as 1704. (His bam sat on college property.) The rent was six shillings a year
in 1724 but dropped to two shillings by 1775. Henry Prentice paid for the use of
Harvard's one-acre lot in the Cambridge common for much of the eighteenth
century. His rent varied from twelve to twenty shillings, and he agreed to take
responsibility for erecting a stone fence at the front of the lot?'
Many of these economic transactions involved individuals already associated
with the college. For example, Bordman was not only a renter but was also the
33

Harvard Records. Col. Soc. ofMass., Collections. 15 (1925): 264-70; Corporation Records,
Harvard University Archives, 2:33.

34

Harvard Records. Col. Soc. ofMass., Collections. 15 (1925): 266,303,373, 16 (1925): 536, 599600,658,687-88,50 (1975): 529-30; Corporation Records, Harvard University Archives, 2:247.
Harvard waited until the end of the century to expand vastly its landholdings around the college. In
1772, Harvard purchased for 1:.500 a house across Harvard Square from the college and turned it into
additional studies and rooms for students. In the 1790s, Harvard bought land from the Appleton,
Bordman, and Wigglesworth estates. In the next century, Harvard bought the First Church's
parsonage as well. See Map 4.1 in this dissertation.
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college steward. Moreover, Harvard's land ownership in the Cambridge area was
limited in the eighteenth century. In central Cambridge, the college owned little
property outside the Yard and possessed fewer than two hundred acres in all of
Cambridge. Harvard's real estate holdings did not dominate the rental market the
way Oxford and Cambridge were able to do in England. The college's landholdings
instead tended to cement economic relationships with individuals within the
community, particularly those whose property adjoined the college.
The Charlestown ferry also continued to provide economic support to
Harvard in the eighteenth century. In 1738, both the town and the college were
threatened by a proposed new bridge across the Charles River. Harvard's protest to
the governor did not focus on the loss of revenues but instead noted the harmful
effect the increased traffic would have on life at the college. The Corporation's
petition explained that "we apprehend, that any nearer and more ready Passage, over
the sd River and especially by a Bridge, will cause Such an increase of Company &c
at the College, that thereby the Scholars will be in danger of being too much
interupted in their Studies, & hurt in their Morals." There is no record of the
reaction from the town. In the same year, a group of Cambridge leaders, including
Edmund Gaffe and William Brattle, petitioned to have a another ferry established
between Cambridge and Boston. To keep Harvard from protesting the competing
ferry, Brattle and Gaffe suggested that all profits from the new enterprise should
also go to the college. Cambridge itself was struggling to keep the Great Bridge
financed and repaired and did not support the petition. The General Court referred
the matter to its next session and then abandoned the project. With Harvard
connected to the Charlestown ferry downriver and Cambridge underwriting the
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Great Bridge upriver, neither a ferry nor a bridge with more direct connections from
Cambridge to Boston had an institutional advocate during the colonial period.35
During the 1740s, Harvard pushed unsuccessfully for an increase in the ferry
tolls. This drive potentially put the college at odds with local citizens, but Harvard
stressed the importance of keeping the ferry fmancially viable in order to support the
economies of the surrounding towns. In 1743 and 1747, the Corporation supported
petitions to the General Court by the ferrymen to increase the toll on the Charles
River. Harvard's petition stressed that the real benefits of the ferry went to the
towns surrounding the ianding, especially Boston, Charlestown, and ''the
neighbouring Towns in the County of Middlesex." These communities profited
from easy transportation and better access to fuel and provisions. Moreover, the
ferry spun off side enterprises including the "horse & chair hire" from the ferry
landing to Charlestown and Cambridge. The Corporation also pointed out the
benefits the college received from the ferry and explained that ''the Profits of web
great Expense, make no Addition to the College Incomes" given the low tolls.
Although Harvard complained that it was "one of the Cheapest Ferries in the Whole
World" and asserted that unless the fare was raised, it "shou'd continually want &
remain destitute," tolls were not increased. 36
With the transition to a monied economy in the eighteenth century, Harvard
was better able to insist on payment in currency, and most students paid their bills in
cash rather than in country pay. The college had found that it regularly lost money
on the resale of agricultural commodities. The development of a more money-based
35

Harvard Records. Col. Soc. of Mass., Collections. 16 (1925): 679; Lucius Paige, History of
Cambridge. Massachusetts. 1630-1877. with a Genealogical Register (Boston: H. 0. Hougton and
Company, 1877}, 197-98.
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economy allowed Harvard to receive cash from students and in tum to buy
foodstuffs from the local economy. Cambridge benefited from these increased
purchases (and the decrease in sales of the college's surplus). Until the end of the
eighteenth century, most Cambridge residents were farmers who would have
profited from the provisioning trade. But yet the town was unable to meet fully the
college's demand for foodstuffs. By the 1770s, Harvard had entered a larger
regional and international market for produce. In 1778, grain was in such short
supply in eastern Massachusetts that the Corporation asked the steward "to dispatch
some suitable Person to Connecticut, to purchase about 180 Bushels of Wheat, or as
much as will make 3 Tons of Flour." In fact, the region's inability to supply all of
Harvard's provisions was one cause of the student riots of 1768. Since New
England could not produce a sufficient surplus to meet demand, Harvard was buying
butter from Ireland. The butter was spoiled in large part because of the long time it
had traveled. Harvard purchased any agricultural surplus that the Cambridge
farmers could produce, but its demand outstripped local supplies. 37

Harvard College as a Bank
English universities invested their considerable endowments in real estate.
With land cheap and rents low in the New World, Harvard looked to other ventures
yielding higher returns. Personal bonds and mortgages were the most lucrative
investments for the college endowment. As its endowment grew during the colonial
period, Harvard became a kind of Cambridge bank, making loans to townsmen and
others throughout the colony. The real growth in the endowment came in the mid37

Faculty Records, Harvard University Archives, 4:92; Letter of Joseph Thaxter to Charles Lowell,
13 February 1820, Disorder Papers, Harvard University Archives. Harvard also experienced a wood
shortage in 1777 that was so severe the college had to close for nine weeks, from early December to
the end of January. See Corporation Records, Harvard University Archives, 2:475.
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eighteenth century (see table 6.2). Because of currency fluctuations, the book value
of the endowment could vary from year to year, but the overall pattern was strong
growth. Harvard received important donations during the eighteenth century,
including endowments for six chairs and more than a half-dozen scholarships. The
college invested these funds in a variety of income-producing instruments: land,
bonds, and mortgages. Most of Harvard's landholdings for investment were outside
Cambridge; the most lucrative land investments were in Boston. Bonds (or private
loans) were purchased by the treasurer primarily from Boston merchants. Mortgages
were less important and included property throughout the colony. One of the
reasons Harvard's treasurer was usually a Boston merchant after 1700 was because
the college needed access to the city's investment market. But Harvard's investment
activity was not limited to Boston, because the college also made loans to
Cambridge inhabitants.38
Table 6.2
Endowment Growth

Year
1652
1712
1743-1752 (Average)
1753-1762 (Average)
1763-1772 (Average)
1778-1781 (Average)
1782-1793 (Average)
1795-1805 (Average)

Average Annual Value (in bs)
793
5,265
34,867
11,097
15,097
174,431
17,936
218,770

Source: Treasurer's Records (Harvard University Archives)
Seymour Harris Papers (Harvard University Archives)

38

Harris, Economics of Harvard. 363-66; Foster, "Out ofSmalle Beginings." 28. The Harvard
endowment fell dramatically in value during the 1780s as result of poor investments during the
American Revolution. It rebounded in the 1790s.
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Bonds, or personal loans, made up more than 50 percent of Harvard
investments before the Revolution. As early as the 1680s, Harvard "lett out" money
from the endowment at 8 percent per annum. Funds were loaned to individuals
throughout the colony, but the list usually included several Cambridge residents. In
the 1680s, money was loaned to Samuel Goffe (!,15), Edward Pelham (!,30), and
Samuel Nowell (!,100). Since the sums were substantial, Harvard's lending
activities tended to bind it to the middle and upper ranks of colonial society, men
who could afford to repay the loans. By 1696, Harvard held bonds and mortgages
worth more than !, 1500, of which !,270 (or 18 percent) was from Cambridge
residents. Occasionally, smaller loans appear. 39
Table 6.3 provides a breakdown of Harvard's bonds and notes from the late
1710s to the 1790s. Harvard's books were not balanced every year but only with the
change in the treasurer, and no annual balance sheets were prepared. The dates in
Table 6.3 represent the accounting taken at the end of each treasurer's tenure. At the
beginning of the century, Cambridge residents represented an important group of
debtors to the college; only Boston represented a higher percentage. In the early
1700s, loans to Cambridge residents represented about one-third of the total bond
and mortgage holdings. Providing loans to these individuals further solidified the
connections between the college and the town. During most of the early eighteenth
century, loans to local residents represented only about 10 percent of Harvard's total
investment but still made up a sizable capital sum (almost !,1000 in 1721).

39
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Table 6.3
Harvard's Bonds and Mortgages
1712-1797

Year

Total
Bonds & Mortgages

Cambridge
Bonds & Mortgages

Percentage

1712

b2622

b909

34.7%

1715

b3767

I:A74

12.6%

1721

b8,550

b1,011

11.8%

1777

b16,443

b357

2.2%

1797

b12,183

b583

4.8%

Source: Treasurer's Records (Harvard University Archives)

In a time before banks, the faculty lent their savings to members of the
Cambridge community. For example, Henry Flynt lent money to Moses Belcher.
Flynt reported in his diary that he agreed that Belcher should "come next Tuesday or
Fryday following before noon and pay the interest on his bond." The tutor was not
fully experienced with this type of transaction, but he asked the advice of Captain
Wendal on the generally accepted procedures for paying off the principle. These
transactions could be quite complex. William Brown owed Flynt two years' interest
on his bond, but the debt was partially offset by money Flynt owed Brown for apple
purchases over the previous year. It took Flynt some complex reckoning to
determine the debt still outstanding. Flynt also lent money to some of the elite of
the community including "Mr. Vassall," probably either John or Henry Vassall, both
local merchants. Flynt demanded repayment from Vassall before the merchant's
planned trip to Jamaica. 40

°Flynt, Diary, Transcript, Harvard University Archives, 1028, 1077, 1129.
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In economic terms, these interchanges were insignificant, but in social terms
they helped to solidify town and gown relations. Harvard lent money to both the
wealthy and middling sort in Cambridge. The college provided short-term bonds for
merchants and mortgages to farmers. These economic interchanges tied the college
to local inhabitants and demonstrated Harvard's long-term interest in the welfare of
the community.

Mter the Revolution: Increased Economic Separation
After the Revolution, Cambridge continued to grow, increasing more than 60
percent from 1,586 inhabitants in 1776 to 2,453 in 1800. Much of this growth
occurred in East Cambridge and Cambridgeport and was due to the new West
Boston Bridge, which connected these neighborhoods to Boston. As late as 1800,
the central settlement had fewer than 150 homes. In the early nineteenth century,
light manufacturing and factories replaced the college as the economic driver of the
local economy.41
As Harvard grew, more jobs appeared at the college for town residents.
Harvard continued to have a large demand for foodstuffs. In the late 1790s, about
half of the student fees went to support the college commons, more than $5,000 per
year. Unfortunately for the local community, most of these commodities were
produced outside Cambridge, as the region's demand for foodstuffs was met by
other towns such as Lexington, located farther away from the metropolis. By the
1790s, agricultural land in Cambridge was being converted into suburban housing

41

S. B. Sutton, Cambridge Reconsidered (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1976), 26-34; Henry C.
Binford, The First Suburbs: Residential Communities on the Boston Peripherv. 1815-1860 (Chicago:
University ofChicago Press, 1985), 12.
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and small manufactures. In the early nineteenth century, Cambridge lost its
agricultural character altogether and became one of Boston's first suburbs.42

Table6.4
IIARVARD'S SECURITY INVESTMENTS

1777-1807
Year

Private Securities &
Loans

September 1777

b16,444

1778

State Securities

Federal Securities

b8,078

1:.600

b9,090

May 1780

1:.4,422

beOO

25,090

1784

b3,789

b6,505

30,030

1785

b3,025

b7,431

bl2,107

1792

1:.6,116

bl,342

b40,101

January 1807

$11,262

$10,500

$175,358

1b=$3.33

Source: Seymour Harris Papers (Harvard University Archives)

By the 1780s, Harvard's investment portfolio had changed dramatically (see
table 6.4). Economic pressures had led Harvard to sell much of its real estate during
the eighteenth century. Under its charter, Harvard could hold only b500 in tax-free
land, creating an incentive by the mid-eighteenth century to sell property and invest
in securities instead. In 1735, for example, the college sold its tracts in Rowley for
b200. After the Revolution, Harvard's endowment policy shifted again, and
investments were moved from private loans to state and federal securities. Whereas
in 1777 all of Harvard's investments were in private loans, mortgages, and annuities,
42

Harris, Economics of Harvard, 21 0; Binford, First Suburbs, 30-35, 160-61.
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by 1807, only about 5 percent were. By the end of the eighteenth century, the bulk
of Harvard's endowment, almost 90 percent, was held in federal securities.
The change was a direct result of the financial instability of the 1770s and
1780s. John Hancock was Harvard's treasurer during this period, and he presided
over the almost complete financial collapse of the college's investments. Hancock
took Harvard's accounts with him to Philadelphia, and between 1774 and 1778, he
neither received payments nor made disbursements on behalf of the college.
Moreover, some of the college's securities became hopelessly intermingled with
Hancock's personal investments. Once the Corporation regained control of its
fmances in the early 1780s, it ordered a change in investment policies. Continental
currency was depreciating rapidly, and private bonds and mortgages lost value when
they were repaid in depreciated currency. Instead the Corporation ordered the
treasurer to begin buying Continental loan certificates or state treasury notes,
perceived to be more secure because of their guaranteed 6 percent interest rate.
Harvard's new investment policy moved away from insecure private loans toward
public securities. Government securities provided Harvard a steady and predictable
stream of income, but this new investment policy limited the college's economic
interaction with the local community. Instead, Harvard's investments tied it to the
federal and state governments. By the end of the century, Harvard's role as lender to
Cambridge citizens had practically disappeared. 43
Harvard's control over transportation between Cambridge and Boston also
ended with the eighteenth century. After the Revolution, Cambridge fmally
endorsed a bridge that would connect the town directly with Boston, but lost out to
43

Samuel Eliot Morison, Three Centuries of Harvard (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1936), 153-56; Harris, Economics ofHarvard. 364.
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Charlestown's request for a bridge at the ferry site. In the ensuing dispute over who
would control the profits from the new connector, Cambridge sided with
Charlestown, arguing that "no laws of this Commonwealth [exist] that would justify
the Corporation of Harvard College in exercising the right of regulating the passage
over the Charlestown Ferry, but that right was invested in the General Court of this
Commonwealth and nowhere else." Nevertheless, Massachusetts recognized that
the new bridge put the college's ferry out of business and agreed to compensate
Harvard for the loss. In the settlement, the General Court ordered the new bridge
company to pay the college I.300 per year for forty years. In 1792, the conditions
were modified to h200 for seventy years. In 1796, the new bridge opened.
Harvard's control over river crossings at Charlestown ended, but the college
continued to receive revenues from the Charles River Bridge Company (and later
Massachusetts when it took over the bridge company). In 1848, the commonwealth
bought out Harvard's annuity for $6,000.

Subsequent bridges across the Charles

River became the property of Cambridge in 1828 and control of river crossings fell
to the city rather than to the college.44
Faculty members continued to provide_ important support for the Cambridge
economy. By the end of the eighteenth century, the total number of Harvard faculty
was ten (six professors and four tutors). All but two lived in Cambridge. Although
the economic effect of the faculty increased, Harvard continued to restrict the
interaction between students and local merchants. To prevent students from

44

Harris, Economics of Harvard. 256-57; Paige, History of Cambridge. 198-201; Town Records 8,
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employing local boys to make their purchases, the Corporation in 1786 barred
scholars from employing either "men or boys in their service."45

In part, Harvard wanted to control this local trade and direct it through the
butler, who was authorized to sell items to the students. The underground trade that
existed between Cambridge residents working at Harvard and the students led the
college to refocus its efforts to restrict economic interchanges. In 1799, the faculty
voted that "no College Servant employed in the kitchen, nor College Sweeper, nor
any person employed by either of them be allowed, within the College yard, to sell
any article to the Students, either permitted or forbidden by the Law to be sold by
the Butler." Everyone else entering the Yard was barred from selling "fruit or any
other article." Because of these restrictions, students took much of their trade to
Boston. John Page (in the 1750s), Samuel Deane (in the 1760s), and Samuel
Chandler (in the 1770s) all reported traveling to Boston to make expensive
purchases (mostly clothing), but did not record any major expenditures in
Cambridge. These regulations redirected student moneys, except for liquor, away
from Cambridge toward Boston.46
45

Corporation Records, Harvard University Archives, 3:262. Two years before, Cambridge had
complained to the college about:
a Number of Boys who are represented to be in a state of soleness [in] this Town.
The Selectmen being informed that they are harboured in the Colleges; there upon
''voted that the Town Clerk write a letter to the President ... desiring the
Government of the College to do their Endeavor to prevent the before named boys
from being harboured or contenanced in spending their time within the colledges."
See Selectmen Records, 1783-1788, Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records, 19 April 1784.
46

Faculty Records, Harvard University Archives, 7:77-78; John Page, Diary, 1757-1780, Harvard
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When the college expanded its landholdings to the eastern half of the Yard in
the 1780s and 1790s, Harvard purchased the estates of steward Andrew Bordman ill,
Professor Edward Wigglesworth, and fanner Corporation member Nathaniel
Appleton. These large-scale land sales affected a group of residents with strong
Harvard connections, helping at first to limit the negative effect the dislocations
might otherwise have created. The purchases removed the property from the tax
rolls, which strained relations with the town and led Cambridge to try to tax college
property. Harvard continued to purchase real estate in Cambridge, driving up land
values and local rents while at the same time reducing the taxable property in the
community. As Harvard's landholdings increased, the landlord-tenant relationship
became unequal and did less to bind the college to residents than to anger local
government over the lost tax revenues. 47
During the colonial period, a wide range of economic linkages developed
between Harvard and Cambridge. Although the college had been envisioned as a
booster for local agriculture, neither the town nor the surrounding areas had
sufficient land resources serve as an agricultural breadbasket for the college. During
the seventeenth century, Harvard may, in fact, have had a dampening effect on local
agriculture as it sold surplus foodstuffs it received from students in country pay. In
the eighteenth century, the presence of Harvard accentuated Cambridge's urbanizing
tendencies, increasing employment in the service sector, including small merchants,
workmen, laundresses, cooks, and cleaners. In the mid-eighteenth century,
townsmen were also able to tap into Harvard's endowment to borrow capital,
helping to fuel further economic expansion. By the 1800s, Cambridge had changed
47

Corporation Records, Harvard University Archives, 3:207,459. See chapter 4 above for a
discussion of Harvard's tax-exempt status.
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from an agricultural village into a suburban residential community drawing on its
own industrial base and service activities. Although the local economy remained
largely agricultural until the early nineteenth century, Harvard's support for the
service sector foreshadowed the rapid transformation of the Cambridge economy in
the early nineteenth century.48
Overall, the economic impact of Harvard increased in the early nineteenth
century, but not without important adjustments in the relationship between the town
and the college. Although employment at the college continued to grow, many other
economic connections between town and gown disappeared. Harvard redirected its
investments into state and federal securities after the Revolution, reducing its role as
a Cambridge banlc Similarly, Harvard regulations discouraged student spending in
Cambridge, thereby unintentionally encouraging Harvard-Boston connections. By
the nineteenth century, Harvard was tied into a larger, regional economy,
increasingly based on industry rather than agriculture and dominated, if not actually
controlled, by Boston.

48

Binford, First Suburbs. 219-29. These same trends occurred in England. By the late seventeenth
century, town and gown economic conflict had disappeared. One important reason was the economic
interconnectiveness of both communities. See Rowland Parker, Town and Gown: The 700 Years
War in Cambridge (Cambridge: Patrick Stephens, 1983), 133.
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CHAPTER7
HARVARD AND CAMBRIDGE AS AN INTEGRATED RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY

For most of the colonial era, Harvard and Cambridge formed a tightly
integrated religious community. During the seventeenth century, the leaders of the
Cambridge church helped to guide Harvard's formation and took a central role in
collegiate governance. In the eighteenth century, town and gown cooperated closely
in forming the religious life of residents. Until the 1760s, both groups worshipped
together weekly and jointly funded the meetinghouse. Similarly, the Cambridge
minister and Harvard faculty shared responsibility for preaching and teaching. In no
other aspect of colonial life were Harvard and Cambridge so closely connected;
students and faculty participated with the townspeople in a unified congregation.
Cambridge's first meetinghouse was located at the comer of present-day
Dunster and Mount Auburn Streets, but a new building was constructed in 1650 on
the site ofWatchhouse Hill, the southwest comer of present-day Harvard Yard. For
the rest of the century, the domain of the Cambridge minister geographically
embraced the college. Harvard's fust building, the Old College, was located
between the meetinghouse to the west and the parsonage to the east. Harvard used
the meetinghouse for ceremonial events that exceeded the capacity of the college
hall. The seventeenth-century building was probably a square, unpainted, unheated
structure with backless benches and a simple, undecorated interior focused on the

204
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pulpit. It must have been uncomfortable--hot in the summer and cold in the winter-but was, nevertheless, the center of town life!

In creating a liturgical life for Harvard, the college authorities were by no
means bound to the Cambridge church. The University of Cambridge furnished two
models for collegiate worship. Some colleges attended local parish churches, often
controlling the appointment of the rector. St. Mary's, for example, served as the
chapel of Peterhouse. On the other hand, some colleges had established independent
chapels, either within parish churches or their own colleges, and conducted their
own services. Samuel Eliot Morison hypothesized that separate collegiate services
would have "caused hard feelings between town and gown, as well as unnecessary
expense." Moreover, the Harvard authorities saw little advantage to creating a
separate religious community and much to be gained by a close relationship with the
Cambridge church. One of the reasons for locating Harvard in Cambridge was the
presence of the Reverend Thomas Shepard. His abilities as preacher and pastor
were widely recognized, and during the Antinomian controversy he stood as a pillar
of Puritan orthodoxy. 2
Shepard combined theological soundness with evangelical vigor. He held
his master of arts from Emmanuel College, Cambridge, where he experienced
1

Lucius Paige, History of Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1630-1877, with a Genealogical Register
(Boston: H. 0. Houghton, 1877), 247-59; David Hackett Fischer, Albion's Seed: Four British
Folkways in America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989), 117-21; Hamilton Vaughan Bail,
Views ofHarvard: A Pictorial Record to 1860 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1949),
8.
2

Helen Cam, "The City of Cambridge," in The Victoria History of the Counties of England:
Cambridgeshire, ed. R. B. Pugh, 8 vo1s. (London: University ofLondon Institute of Historical
Research), 5:126-30; Morison, The Founding of Harvard College (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1935), 182-83; Morison, Harvard in the Seventeenth Century, 2 vols. (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1936), 1:48; Cotton Mather, Marginalia Christi Americana
(Hartford, Conn., 1855) 1:386; Edward Johnson, Wonder-Working Providence ofSions Saviour in
New England (1654), ed. J. Franklin Jameson (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1910), 201.
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conversion, and migrated to America in 1635. In his theology, Shepard rejected
both Antinomianism and Arminianism, instead following a middle-way. According
to Michael McGiffert, Shepard "had little talent or desire for combative
Nonconformity, and none at all for revolutionary enterprise." Instead of leading a
militant religious revolution, Shepard found his place ''within the sheltering walls of
the institutional church in a society where the church, suitably reformed, enjoyed the
generous support of civil law and popular sentiment." Setting the tone for the
Cambridge religious community for the next two centuries, Shepard's ministry was
well tuned to the religious needs of faculty and students alike. 3
Shepard had ample opportunity to influence religious life at Harvard. Twice
each Sunday and once during the week on lecture days, the entire community,
including the students and faculty, gathered in the meetinghouse. Although
neighboring ministers occasionally occupied the pulpit, Shepard's sermons
dominated most services. Cambridge rarely had a second minister (teaching elder).
Instead, Harvard's president partially performed this role, deputizing on occasion for
Shepard. For Harvard students, attendance at public worship was not an adjunct to
their studies but integral to them, a tradition brought over from the University of
Cambridge. The 1642 Laws Liberties & orders of Harvard College required
scholars to attend weekly services and "bee ready to give an account to their tutours
of their profiting" from the sermon. Undergraduates and graduates alike listened
carefully to grasp the preacher's argument; they knew they would be required to

3
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"publiquely repeate sermons in the Hall whenever they are called forth." Local
sermons were an important part of the college's religious instruction."'
Overall, students received an uplifting dose of Puritanism from the
seventeenth-century Cambridge ministers. Although McGiffert explains that
Shepard, in New England, "became concerned less to make converts than to
improve the sanctity of those already converted," conversion remained important to
the minister. Although passages in his journal demonstrate Shepard's own struggle
with the fear of damnation, his preaching "stressed the mercy rather than the wrath
of God." The minister's teachings have been described as a "preparationist theology
of grace." Shepard believed that the penitent went through a series of stages:
"conviction of sin" (increased awareness of human sinfulness), "conpunction of sin"
(sense of personal remorsefulness), and "humiliation" (guilt, shame and loss of selfconfidence). For many, these stages extended over their entire lives; he argued that
the "departure from earthly life," rather than a conversion experience, was the
culminating stage of sainthood. Although this theology represented a potentially
dangerous transformation of traditional Calvinism--Perry Miller and Norman Pettit
see it as an innovation leading to Arminianism later in the century--it nevertheless
focused attention on the education of the young. At the first stage of preparing to
carry on God's work through the ministry, commerce, or politics, college students
would particularly benefit from religious instruction leading to a life of selfexamination. s
"Bruce Chapman Woolley, "Reverend Thomas Shepard's Cambridge Church Members, 1636-1649:
An Economic Analysis" (Ph.D. diss, University of Rochester, 1973), 29; Harvard College Records.
Colonial SocietyofMassachusetts Collections. IS (Boston, 1925): 25; Francis Bremer,
Congregational Communion: Clerical Friendship in the Anglo-American Puritan Communitv. 16101692 (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1994), 26-27.
5
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Shepard's influence at Harvard extended beyond his Sunday sermons.
Under a 1642 act of the General Court, the minister sat on the Board of Overseers
that ran the college until the charter of 1650 established a permanent governance
structure. Shepard also developed Harvard's first fundraising campaign, in which
the New England colonies donated grain to the college, supplies crucial to its
survival in its first years. Shepard's personal interest in Harvard can be seen in
passages in his Journal. where he includes the students in his private prayers and
singles them out for Christ's protection.6
New England Puritanism did not merely replicate English Puritanism but
created important new rituals. One was the public narration of conversion
experiences by applicants for church membership. These recitations were not
"impromptu performances" or emotional outpourings, as would occur in the
eighteenth century, but carefully crafted accounts, rehearsed before family and
friends and guided by the local minister. The stories conveyed the experiences of
the presenter and served to instruct the entire congregation. Most of these oral
presentations have been lost, but Shepard recorded sixty-six from the Cambridge
congregation, including six from Harvard faculty and students: two leaders of the
college (Nathaniel Eaton and Henry Dunster), two tutors (Jonathan Mitchell and
Comfort Starr), and two students (John Jones and William Ames).7
81; Perry Miller, '"Preparation for Salvation' in Seventeenth-Century New England." Journal of the
Historv ofldeas 4 (1943): 267; Norman Pettit, The Heart Prepared: Grace and Conversion in Puritan
Spiritual Life (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966), 2, 108-9.
6

McGiffert, God's Plot (1994 ed.), 6-7, 194, 228; George Selement and Bruce C. Woolley, Thomas
Shepard's Confessions. Colonial Society ofMassachusetts Collections, 58 (Boston, 1981): 13. For
further discussion of the fundraising campaigns, see chapter 6 above.
7
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The sixty-six confessions demonstrate Shepard's success in maintaining
commitment to the Puritan way. The confessions of Harvard-related individuals
show the same attachment to orthodox theology as do those of town residents. For
example, Dunster, who would later be removed from the Harvard presidency for
heretical beliefs, included warnings against Antinomianism in his confession.
Unlike the practice in other congregations, applicants did not make separate
confessions of grace and faith but recited a single narrative (only Dunster, a Puritan
theologian in his own right, maintained this distinction). So long as applicants
avoided the taint of heresy, Shepard did not rigorously require applicants to meet
specific criteria in their statements. This relative openness in membership practices
would be a permanent characteristic of the Cambridge congregation, helping to
reduce strife in the local church and encouraging students to join the church. 8
Most of the Cambridge confessors were between twenty-five and thirty-five
years of age. The students and tutors, all in their early to mid-twenties, were among
the youngest. Eaton was twenty-nine and Dunster thirty-one. Except for Eaton, the
Harvard-affiliated confessors were unmarried at the time of admission. Most were
not permanently settled in the community, nor were they beginning to establish
families of their own. Instead, the inclusion of students and tutors as church
members probably reflects the congregation's recognition of these applicants'
special role as future ministers. Moreover, the tutors and students may also have
been studying divinity with Shepard, creating a special bond with the minister.
(Later ministers, including Urian Oakes, are documented as teaching divinity to
students waiting for their second degrees.) In any case, the confessions show that
8
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students and faculty could participate on equal terms with the townspeople in the
Cambridge congregation.9
From the confessions it is possible to identify the minister's important role in
the religious life of Harvard. Shepard's preaching effectively reached the tutors
during their student years. Both of the tutors whose confessions are recorded
referred to sermons they heard in the Cambridge church that led to their conversion.
Mitchell recalled that "after I came here [I heard a] sermon about conviction of sin"
when attending the Cambridge church. The sermon, probably delivered by Shepard,
was central to Mitchell's conversion. Similarly, Starr cited a number of local
sermons as important to his conversion, especially one by Shepard on the clear
knowledge of justification. The confessions suggest that in the late 1630s and early
1640s, the minister played the primary role in the religious edification of the
students. 10
Shepard came to regret the admission of the college's first master, Nathaniel
Eaton, to the local church. Eaton's abuse of the students, including beatings and
inadequate food, led to a provincial investigation of the college in 1639. Eaton was
required to answer charges not only before the General Court but also before the
Cambridge church, but fled the colony before the latter could call him to account.
9
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Because of his departure, Harvard closed for most of the 1639-1640 academic year,
and Shepard's half-brother, Samuel Shepard, served as caretaker for the college's
half-finished building (Old College) and its cattle. Although Harvard reopened in
1640, Thomas Shepard continued to regret that he had not taken swifter action to
protect the college during Eaton's mastership. More than a year later, he wrote in
his journal, "Pride was my sin, shame should be my portion, and many fears I had of
Eli's punishment for not reproving sin in Mr. E[aton] when I saw it." As late as
1643, the minister continued to view his "want of watchfulness" over Eaton as one
of his "particular sins past" and believed that "the blood of many souls might be laid
to me for neglect ofthem." 11
Shepard died in 1649. Dunster probably oversaw the Cambridge
congregation until Mitchell was installed as minister in August 1650. Mitchell did
not immediately give up his tutorship but combined academic with pastoral duties
until he resigned from the college in 1653. He served the church until 1668. Like
Shepard, he showed considerable interest in Harvard, serving on both the
Corporation and Overseers. Mitchell also developed fundraising proposals for
Harvard, which unfortunately were not implemented. 12
One conversion narrative survives from a Harvard student who joined the
Cambridge church during Mitchell's pastorate. Michael Wigglesworth recorded
John Collins's confession in his diary. Collins probably joined the church after his
graduation in 1649 but before he returned to England in 1653. Like the other
11
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student applicants, Collins cited the importance of Shepard's teaching to his own
understanding of sin. He also referred to the preaching of Dunster, indicating an
increased role for the Harvard president in the religious community by the late
1640s. After his admission to the church, Collins preached at least once in the
Cambridge meetinghouse. 13
Wigglesworth's own confession has not survived, but he too joined the
Cambridge church while at Harvard. The minister's preaching, however, did not
always achieve its desired end with Wigglesworth. He related that one of Mitchell's
sermons stressed the "strong consolation from gods constancy in his love," leading
Wigglesworth to question God's love instead of feeling His assurance.
Wigglesworth, like other tutors preparing to become ministers, probably delivered
some of his first sermons from the Cambridge pulpit. He found it daunting to
preach in front of faculty and fellow students. Wigglesworth explained, "I have
twice found god shutting up my heart; so that I am ashamed to think that I marr the
word of god I meddle with." Other seventeenth-century students preparing for the
ministry also practiced preaching in the local church. Wigglesworth recorded that
Urian Oakes preached there during Oakes's tutorship. Edward Oakes (HC 1679)
delivered at least five sermons there in 1681 and 1682. Oakes reported that Percival
Green "preached his first time in Cambridge." After church, the students and
faculty later met in the college hall to discuss the sermons in the presenter's
presence. The Cambridge minister sent evaluations of the students' public speaking
to their prospective congregations. 14
13

Edmund Morgan, The Diary ofMichael Wigglesworth, 1653-1657: The Conscience of a Puritan
(New York: Harper& Row, 1946), 16, 107-121.
14

Morgan, Diary ofMichael Wigglesworth, 39, 45, 47, 56, 65, 67-68; Sibley, Harvard Graduates.
3: 171-72; Selement and Woolley, "Introduction," Shepard's "Confessions," 13; Noadiah Russell,
"Diary, 1682-1684," New England Historic and Genealogical Register. 7 (1853): 53-59. In a letter to
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In the early 1650s, Mitchell faced a crisis at Harvard that forced him to
exercise his ministerial authority over the college's president. Morison describes
Henry Dunster as a "pillar ofNew England orthodoxy'' during the 1640s. Dunster
had each of his first three children baptized in the Cambridge church. But sometime
in the early 1650s his views on baptism strayed from traditional Puritanism. In
1653, Dunster withheld his son Jonathan from baptism. The news that the president
was an antipaedobaptist spread rapidly. It was the responsibility of Dunster's pastor
to confront the apostate. In spite of protests from the congregation, Mitchell refused
to bar Dunster from preaching in the church. Instead, he spent several months trying
to convince the president privately of his theological error. When it became clear
that Dunster would not recant or keep silent, the magistrates ordered the Harvard
Overseers to "deale in this busines." The Overseers arranged a public disputation in
Boston between Dunster and several Boston ministers. Mitchell attended but did
not debate. Unable to convince the ministers of the acceptability of his views,
Dunster resigned in 1654. He accepted a call to be the minister for Scituate and
removed from Cambridge; he died in 1659. In spite of their differences and
Dunster's recalcitrance, Mitchell wrote an elegy for Dunster and allowed him to be
buried in Cambridge. 15
the congregation, Michell noted that Nathaniel Chauncy, a candidate for the pulpit in Windsor,
Connecticut, "was better and more audible the second time he preached at Cambridge, than the first.
But we understand he is likely to preach again next Lord's day when some of yours (members of the
Windsor church] will be present, by whom you may have further information than we can now give."
See Sibley, Harvard Graduates, 2:75. A third Harvard student, John Hastings, is known to have
joined the church during Mitchell's pastorate. Mitchell included Hastings in his membership list
compiled in the late 1650s. See Stephen Paschall Sharples, Records of the Church of Christ at
Cambridge in New England. 1632-1830 (Boston: Eben Putnam, 1906), 3, hereafter cited as First
Church Records.
15

Morison, Harvard in the Seventeenth Century. 1:305-309; Sibley, Harvard Graduates. 1:148-49.
Dunster continued to trouble local authorities over his views on infant baptism. In 1657 he was
brought before the Middlesex County court "for not bringing his child to the Holy ordinance of
Baptism" (Palsifer Manuscript, Massachusetts State Archives, I: 132). Mitchell was not without
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By the mid-seventeenth century, Harvard was secure enough to begin
making a financial contribution to the Cambridge church. Some time in the 1650s,
the college paid for the construction of a gallery in the meetinghouse to
accommodate students. An inventory of college property in 1654 included "the East
Gallery in Cambr meeting house for the use of the Students." Harvard, in tum,
charged the students "gallery money'' to underwrite its maintenance. As Cambridge
built new meetinghouses, Harvard continued to support their construction and
thereby claim ownership of a portion of the building. In return, in 1667, the
Overseers granted the "Pastor of the Church in Cambridge" a key to the college
library, a privilege he shared only with the president and the senior tutor. 16
At several times during the 1670s, the Cambridge pulpit and the Harvard
presidency were occupied jointly by the same men. Mitchell died in 1668, and the
church was left without a minister for three years. Dunster's successor as president,
Charles Chauncey, provided a ready substitute. In December 1669, Cambridge
allocated a portion of special rate "for the suply of mr Chancy. and such as labor
among us in preaching the word." Chauncey received ±:50 and thirty loads of wood
(over one-half of the minister's regular salary) for serving the congregation. A year
later, Cambridge again allocated a portion its rates to "mr Chancy for his labors

flexibility in theological matters and was one of the chief supporters of the half-way covenant. See
Alexander McKenzie, Lectures on the History of the First Church in Cambridge (Boston:
Congregational Publishing Company, 1873), 111-12.
16

Harvard Records. Col. Soc. ofMass., Collections, 15 (1925): 194, 209; Margery Somers Foster,
"Out ofSmalle Beginings": An Economic History of Harvard College in the Puritan Period
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1962), 73.
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among us." Finally, in 1671, the Cambridge church called Urian Oakes to be its
minister, relieving the president of his dual duties. 17
Unfortunately, Chauncey died the next year, and Harvard had to look for new
leadership. Oakes was offered the presidency but turned it down. The Corporation
then chose Leonard Hoar in 1672. Hoar's presidency lasted only three years. The
reasons for his resignation are unclear, but Hoar seems to have been unable to
govern the students, and Oakes probably undermined his leadership. The pastor, in
fact, may have fostered the student rebellion that led to the president's departure. In
the months before Hoar's resignation, Oakes asked one of the tutors, Samuel Sewall,
to "refrain from coming to his [Oakes's] house," because the minister feared that
Hoar would become suspicious of his contact with the faculty. Three Corporation
members, including Oakes, resigned in 1674, and Hoar had trouble fmding
successors. Scholars began to drift away from the college, leading overseers,
graduates, and students to complain to the General Court about the state of the
college. 18
After Hoar's resignation in 1675, Oakes resumed his seat on the Corporation
and agreed to serve temporarily as president but did not give up his responsibilities
to the church. He was the first and only pastor-president at Harvard, a position
much like the one the Reverend James Blair held as rector of Bruton Parish Church
and president of the College of William and Mary in Virginia. He was also the frrst
Cambridge resident to become president; his father, Sergeant Edward Oakes, was a
17

First Church of Christ Accounts, I688-I705, Transcript, Massachusetts Historical Society, I, 3;
The Records ofthe Town of Cambridge (Cambridge, Mass.: John Wilson and Son, I90I), I82, I86;
Paige, History of Cambridge, 269-71.
Morison, Harvard in the Seventeenth Century, 2:402-407; Samuel Sewall, ~ Massachusetts
Historical Society Collections, I :3; Sibley, Harvard Graduates, I: 178-79.
18
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selectman for twenty-five years and representative to the General Court for
seventeen years. The minister's influence over Harvard reached its height under
Oakes. He was responsible for both the religious welfare of the town and the
educational activities of the college. During his presidency, Harvard shifted its
campus to the north, occupying the site of the current Harvard Hall but still
contiguous to the meetinghouse. Oakes moved into a new president's house situated
between his church to the south and his college to the north. When the pastor fell ill

in 1675, young men from Harvard preached in his place. In return, the church paid
the two tutors, Ammi Ruhamah Corlet and Daniel Gookin, and a resident master,
Isaac Foster, I.3 each. The three received !.5 in 1679 for similar services. In 1679,
Oakes assumed the presidency permanently but retained his pastoral duties. The
town was willing to accommodate his dual leadership and called Nathaniel Gookin
to be his assistant. 19
Harvard's use of the meetinghouse increased in the late seventeenth century.
By 1687, Commencement had outgrown the college hall and began to be held in the
church, a practice that continued into the nineteenth century. Because Harvard
owned one of the galleries, used the building for large public events, and had its
students attend weekly services, Cambridge authorities expected its financial
support for the meetinghouse. At first, the college was unwilling to make such a
commitment. In 1691, the Corporation made its first donation and allocated I.5
''toward the repairing of the meeting house in Cambr," but styled the funds a

19

Harvard Records, Col. Soc. of Mass., Collections. 15 (1925): 233, 239; Morison, Harvard in the
Seventeenth Century, 2:418-19, 436-37; Sibley, Harvard Graduates, 2:475; First Church of Christ
Accounts, 1668-1705, Transcript, Massachusetts Historical Society, 9, 29.
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"present" and stated that Harvard "shall not be drawn into A Presidt for the future,
& the Selectmen shall renounce all Expectations of such a thing for the future." 20
Oakes died in 1682. Gookin succeeded him but lived only ten more years.
Once again, the tutors provided ready substitute preachers. In 1695, the church
selected one of these young men, William Brattle, to be its minister. Brattle had
already helped to introduce curricular and intellectual reforms at Harvard. Richard
Hofstadter stresses his role as a liberal religious reformer, arguing that "the seeds of
Harvard liberalism were actually planted with Puritanism itself, and they sprouted
not long after the first generation of American Puritans had passed on to their
graves." Hofstadter overstates Brattle's liberalism. Brattle and his colleague, John
Leverett, did not oppose traditional Calvinism but were open to new ideas, including
those of Anglicans and reformed Congregationalists. It is better to describe them as
latitudinarians than as liberals. In his sermons, Brattle emphasized such orthodox
concepts as personal conversion, justification, and godly living. 21
Brattle, like Mitchell, served as both pastor and tutor for a time and only
resigned his teaching position when he married in 1697. Perhaps because of his dual
authority, the Corporation took the unprecedented step of approving the town's
choice of minister. Brattle played the role of spiritual father, mentor, and guide with
the students. Like his predecessors in the Cambridge pulpit, he saw the Harvardaffiliated members as important constituents in his flock. The pastor exhorted the
20

Harvard Records. Col. Soc. ofMass., Collections. 16 (1925): 832; Morison, Harvard in the
Seventeenth Centurv. 2:466-67.

21

First Church of Christ Accounts, 1668-1705, Transcript, Massachusetts Historical Society, 9, 22,
43; Richard Hofstadter and Walter Metzger, The Development of Academic Freedom in American
Life (New York: Columbia University Press, 1955), 81; Rick Alan Kennedy, "Thy Patriarch's
Desires: Thomas and William Brattle in Puritan Massachusetts" (Ph.D. diss., Harvard University,
1987), 139-41.
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tutors to continue to teach traditional Puritanism, including its emphasis on the
Bible, predestination, and the Trinity. Puritan sermons frequently ended with a
section called "uses," the practical applications of the principles the minister had
outlined above. Brattle's sermons on occasion directed their "use" to the faculty,
emphasizing the importance of good teaching and wise instruction. 22
Brattle made church attendance his top priority. His emphasis on the
importance of community worship, rather than the instillation of a specific theology,
fostered a sense of community and reduced doctrinal divisions within the
congregation. Alexander McKenzie describes Brattle as "thoroughly of the Puritan
school in theology; yet in ecclesiastical usage he was a liberal." Rick Kennedy
concurs, noting that the minister was a moderate reformer "who worked within the
general bounds of Puritanism, taking advantage of the freedoms available." During
the first year of his leadership, the church stopped requiring applicants to make
public declarations of their conversion before joining the church. In addition, the
congregation no longer voted to admit new members; instead their silence denoted
acceptance. Not all ofBrattle's reforms were liberal, however. At his ordination he
returned to Anglican practice and barred laymen from the laying on of hands.
Although worship in the local church remained an important part of a student's
education, Brattle's teaching did not create a new generation of theological liberals.
His emphasis on piety and godly living was broad enough to appeal to many
different constituencies. 23

22

Harvard Records. Col. Soc. ofMass., Collections. 15 (1925): 350; Kennedy, "Thy Patriarch's
Desire," 115-16, 137-38.

23

Kennedy, "Thy Patriarch's Desire," 6, 115-16, 120; McKenzie, First Church. 137-38, 141; Paige,
History of Cambridge. 284.
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By the early eighteenth century, the congregation had outgrown its home,
and the town and college jointly funded the construction of a new building. In 1703,
Harvard provided b60 toward the cost of the town's third meetinghouse. The
college also paid for the construction of the president's pew and the students' gallery
seats. The space soon proved inadequate, and in 1716 the Corporation directed
Leverett to consult with the town about "building an upper Gallery'' for the students.
The Corporation, sensitive to the joint ownership that was rapidly developing in the
meetinghouse, "declared themselves, that they had rather the college shd be at the
whole charge of it [the gallery], then than there shd happen a diffic[ulty] betw[en]
the college and Towne by the removal of any that now sat in part of the front
Gallery." Leverett met with the town representatives deciding the seating
arrangements and successfully secured the entire gallery for the college. The
Cambridge officials directed the townsmen to remove from the space. Building the
gallery required raising the roof of the meetinghouse, and the town refused to
approve the remodeling until the Corporation reported ''w[ha]t they will please pay
toward defraying the Charge." Harvard decided to pay one-seventh of the cost,
establishing its share of responsibility (and ownership) as one-seventh of the
meetinghouse. The college also agreed to let those inhabitants sitting in the front of
the current gallery to continue in their seats, "til such time as the scholars have
occasion for the same & no longer. 7724
Bratt1e died in 1717, and Leverett served as moderator of the church meeting
to choose his successor. Whereas the local minister had dominated college affairs in
the seventeenth century, President Leverett ruled church affairs in the early
24

Harvard Records. Col. Soc. ofMass., Collections. 15 (1925): 371,376, 16 (1925): 437,49 (1975):
281; John Leverett, Diary, Transcript, Harvard University Archives, 141-142; Cambridge Town
Records B, Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records Project, 2 August, 1717, I August 1718.
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eighteenth century. A week before the meeting, one of the seniors, Nathaniel
Cotton, observed Leverett consulting with the church deacons:
Our two Deacons walk on each side of the President, with their Hats
under their Arms, when consulting, making very low obeisance to
him when they take their Leave of Him. He not so much as touches
His Hat or takes his hand out of His Pocket; which is taken notice of;
& Indeed [he] is Ruler of the Town as well as the Colledge."
Leverett pushed the candidacy of his nephew, Nathaniel Appleton, who was chosen
with thirty-eight votes. Second was Henry Flynt with eight. Appleton also
succeeded to Brattle's seat on the Corporation.25
Latitudinarian in theology, Appleton argued that "surely we ought to be very
cautious in judging and censuring those who in some Points do differ from us." He
avoided the thorny theological issues. Unable to reconcile God's love with
predestination, he concluded that these matters were "quite beyond the limited &
feeble Faculties of Man." Overall, Appleton was well suited to lead a religious
community of academics, merchants, artisans, and farmers. In a period when the
Great Awakening shook and divided many New England churches, he maintained a
calm and united congregation throughout most of his pastorate.26

Students as Church Members, Teachers as Preachers

The Harvard regulations required students to attend weekly worship in the
Cambridge church, but some students went further in their participation and became
full church members. Because the surviving membership rolls begin with Brattle's

25

John Leverett, Diary, Harvard University Archives, 146-48; Miscellanies Manuscripts,
Massachusetts Historical Society, Apr. 6, 1717, quoted in Shipton, Harvard Graduates, 6: 167.

26

Shipton, Harvard Graduates, 5:600-601, 602, 8:248; Sharples, Records of First Church, 215-216.
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Table 7.1
PROFILE OF IIARVARD STUDENTS JOINING THE CAMBRIDGE CHURCH

1700-1800
By Year of Church Membership

17911800

1700- 1711- 1721- 1731- 1741- 1751- 1761- 17711710 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 1770 1780
5
23

14
23

9
21

8
24

2

2

2
l

4
9
l

l
9
I

l
6
l

83%

I 00%

86%

I 00%

75%

Number
Average Age

25
19

28
19

42
20

23
20

6
21

Level*
Undergraduates
Bachelors
Resident
Masters

15
6
4

20
6
2

30
4
8

7
12
4

4
2

76%

89%

60%

70%

Career**
Percent
Ministers or
Intended
ministers

Distance to
Hometown
2
2
2
3
12
5
6
From
Cambridge
7
10
5
8
Within 10
miles
10-20 miles
4
2
l
7
1
7
2
3
2
5
3
2
2
2
3
l
20-30 miles
2
9
More than 30
5
11
4
miles
Not from Mass.
3
I
Unknown
2
Only I student joined the Cambridge church in the 1780s. He has not been identified.
* Level at time of church membership. Resident masters have received their master's degrees, but
are still in residence; bachelors students have received their bachelors degree, but not their masters.
** Minister includes students who showed clear intent to enter the ministry (student preaching,
Hopkins scholarship, call to a parish) but may have ultimately pursued another career. Unknown
cases are excluded.
Sources:
John Sibley and Clifford Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates. 17 vols. (Boston:
Massachusetts Historical Society, 1873-1975).
Joseph Palmer, Necrology of Alumni of Harvard College. 1851-52 to 1862-63
(Boston: John Wilson and Son, 1864).
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pastorate, the exact number of seventeenth-century student members is unknown,
but more than 160 joined the congregation in the eighteenth century. During the

first three decades of the eighteenth century, the student body doubled, and the
number joining the church increased from fewer than three students per year in the
1700s to more than four in the 1720s. Throughout the eighteenth century, most of
these students intended to become ministers, seeking church affiliation as
preparation for receiving calls to pulpits of their own. 27

In the first three decades of the eighteenth century, most of the student
members were undergraduates (usually juniors and seniors) and their average age
was nineteen. The young age at admission contrasts with the usual custom in New
England. Normally, individuals applied for church admission in their late twenties
or early thirties, after beginning their careers and families. Probably because most
Harvard applicants intended to become ministers, the church accepted students as
young as sixteen. Scholars joined both singly and in groups. On December 22,
1706, for example, five students applied to join the congregation. All were seniors. 28
Because of his review of applicants for church membership, the minister
played an important role in examining future candidates for the ministry. In the
1700s and 1710s, fully one-fourth of the students entering the ministry joined the
Cambridge congregation. Luckily for the prospective candidates, Brattle and
Appleton probably did not grill them too closely on specific theological questions.
Both ministers followed the lead of the Northampton minister, Soloman Stoddard,
27

The fme for students missing church services was three shillings. See Harvard Records. Col. Soc.
of Mass., Collections. I 5 ( 1925): 136.
28

Shipton, Harvard Graduates. 5:46 I. The Cambridge church was by no means the only
congregation admitting Harvard students. From at least the 1690s, students joined either their
parents' churches or the congregations in which they were preaching or serving as schoolteachers.
For examples see Shipton, Harvard Graduates. 4: I60, 288, I2: 126, 14:3 I4, 14:674.
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who saw a virtue in using church membership as a step in the course of conversion.
Not all student members were prospective ministers; a few planned on careers
outside the church. Many may have joined the local church because their own
congregations were too far away for easy access, but a high percentage were from
towns within ten miles of Cambridge. For these students, Cambridge was their
preferred church for membership.
Table 7.2
PERCENT OF IIARV ARD-TRAINED MINISTERS JOINING THE CAMBRIDGE CHURCH

1700-1800
Total
Number of
Harvard
the
Year

Total Number Number of Harvard- Percentage of
of Students
trained ministers
Harvard-trained
Becoming
Ministers joining
joining the

Students Ministers

Cambridge Church Cambridge Church

1700-1710

153

77

19

25.0%

1711-1720

167

75

19

25.3%

1721-1730

386

136

21

15.4%

1731-1740

336

116

14

12.1%

1741-1750

273

73

6

8.2%

1751-1760

303

93

5

5.4%

1761-1770

447

65

3

4.6%

1771-1780

463

123

4

3.3%

1781-1790

432

77

n/a

n/a

1791-1800

475

79

4

5.1%

Source: John Sibley and Clifford Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates. 17 vols. (Boston:
Massachusetts Historical Society, 1873-1975).

The Great A wakening disrupted this pattern of student membership. During
George Whitefield's visit to Cambridge, the college and the church united against
the evangelist. Appleton, who had been fairly open in allowing graduate students
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and faculty to occupy his pulpit, refused to allow the itinerant to preach in the
meetinghouse. Whitefield nevertheless spoke on the Cambridge common, just
outside the college gates, and stirred up interest among the scholars. Several
students left Harvard without permission and followed him. One of the college
tutors, Daniel Rogers, resigned his post to journey with the preacher. At the same
time, the revival drove Joshua Prentiss, an undergraduate, to join the Cambridge
church. After the Awakening, the congregation favored greater maturity in its
student applicants; most were now masters candidates. By the end of the century,
the average age of the student members had risen from twenty in the 1730s to
twenty-four in the 1790s. Moreover, the number of applicants declined significantly
beginning in the 1740s, from more than twenty a decade to fewer than ten, although
the student body as whole and the number of prospective ministers continued to
increase. 29
Like their seventeenth-century counterparts, both tutors and resident masters
regularly ascended the Cambridge pulpit to preach before the congregation of
townspeople and fellow Harvardians. William Shurtleff recorded the names of the
ministers he heard in the church during 1707 and 1708. Brattle delivered only 58
percent of the sermons, the tutors and students 30 percent. This pattern continued
29

Shipton, Harvard Graduates. 10:312-313, 11:158, 11:406, 12:240; Harvard Records. Col. Soc. of
Mass., Collections. 50 (1975}: 762; Ross Beales, "Harvard and Yale in the Great Awakening,"
Historical Journal ofMassachusetts. 14 (1986): 3-5. The decline in student church membership
during the Great Awakening stands in opposition to the increase in church members in other
communities. See J.P. Bumsted, "Religion, Finance, and Democracy in Massachusetts," Journal of
American History. 57 ( 1971 }: 824, 828. Whitefield was not the first religious distraction to appear on
the Cambridge commons. Harvard students had attended a Quaker meeting held there in 1704; see
Morison, Harvard in the Seventeenth Century, 2:471. Although the college and church both came out
against the Awakening, they did adjust to it. Tutor Henry Flynt later reported that Appleton's
preaching was "more close and affecting ... after Mr Whitefields being here." Similarly, Harvard
allowed those students infected by the revival to form extracurricular religious groups, see Henry
Flynt, Diary, Transcript, Harvard University Archives, 1457.
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through the eighteenth century, with preaching being the combined responsibility of
the minister, faculty, and graduate students. Thus, both the instructors and the
instructed in the church included town and gown, drawing the two groups into an
integrated religious community each week. 30
Table 7.3
AFFILIATIONS OF PREACHERS IN THE CAMBRIDGE CHURCH

1707-1778
Harvard-Affiliated

1707-1708
(Wm. Shurtleff)

1746
(Robert Treat Paine)

1778
(John Winthrop)
Sources:

Tutors

Students

Other
Ministers

58%

27%

3%

12%

64%

7%

7%

21%

5%

2%

15%

Cambridge
Minister

Source

57%

President or
Professors

22%

William Shurtleff, Notes on Sermons (Massachusetts Historical Society).
Robert Treat Paine, Diaries (Massachusetts Historical Society).
John Winthrop, Diaries (Harvard University Archives).

Professors and tutors also joined the local church, but the conversion of
Judah Monis, Harvard's Hebrew instructor, generated more publicity than the
application of any other faculty member. The church records describe Monis as "a
Jew by birth and Education." On March 27, 1722, Appleton baptized Monis in the
college hall and admitted him to the Cambridge church. The Reverend Benjamin
30
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Harvard students also preached regularly at Little Cambridge in the 1770s. See Caleb Gannett
Papers, Harvard University Archives. As in the seventeenth century, students were required to repeat
the substance of sermons to their tutors. Those unable to do so were fined three shillings. See
Harvard Records. Col. Soc. ofMass., Collections. 15 (1925): 137.
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Colman of Boston delivered several sermons for the occasion, later published with
Monis's declaration of his conversion. Held at Harvard, the service was attended
"by a considerable part of the Church in this town [Cambridge].m 1
Just as Harvard men participated in the local church in the eighteenth
century, the pastor assisted in Harvard's governance as a member of the
Corporation. No fellow has ever served the college longer than Appleton's sixtytwo years. He sat on numerous committees during his years of service and was
particularly active in securing and supervising Harvard's landholdings, both in
Cambridge and throughout the colony. Because Appleton did not have teaching
responsibilities, he was free to visit the college's real estate in Rowley, Ipswich,
Hopkinton, Watertown, Narragansett, Dorchester, and New Hampshire. He
participated on committees that negotiated rents, sold land, laid out roads, and
oversaw the Charlestown Ferry leases.32
Appleton was involved in day-to-day operations at Harvard. He supervised
building construction projects and was a member of the subgroup of the
Corporation, usually designated as "the president and fellow residing in
Cambridge," responsible for the general repair and upkeep of the college buildings.
He also audited the college accounts, codified various student regulations, and
reviewed the curriculum. Between presidents, the Corporation entrusted him with
its records. Because of his position as Cambridge minister, he served on a number
of committees that awarded scholarships to students, including the Hopkins, Walley,
and Sprague legacies. Appleton was one of the five trustees of Harvard's Dudley
31

Sharples, Records of First Church. 60; New England Courant 28 March 1722.

32

Harvard Records. Col. Soc. ofMass., Collections. 16 (1925 ): 326,635,653,673,681, 694, 700,
725, 731, 759, 770, 795, 796, 80 I, 813; Corporation Records, Harvard University Archives, 2:8, 5051,99, 141, 193,402.
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Lectures, which annually invited one of the colony's ministers to deliver a sermon on
a rotation of topics (the president, the professor of divinity, the senior tutor, and the
pastor of Roxbury made up the rest of the selection committee).33
Harvard's Interest in the Cambridge Meetinghouse
Harvard's annual commencement took place in the meetinghouse throughout
the eighteenth century. Provincial officials, alumni (including many of the colony's
ministers), and local dignitaries all attended, filling every available pew and bench.
The Cambridge minister usually had a prominent role in the ceremony, delivering at
least one of the prayers. The inaugurations of college presidents, beginning with
Benjamin Wadsworth in 1725, also were held in the meetinghouse. Harvard's
smaller events, including the installation of faculty and student recitations, took
place in the college hall or chapel.34

In 1746, the town voted to make extensive renovations to the meetinghouse,
including new windows and repairs to the clapboard exterior. Because of its use of
the building, Harvard agreed ''to pay for the Windows in Their [the college's]
Gallery & clapboard the upper part of the Front of the Meeting-house from Girt to
Plate, & also pay for the Windows in the Presdts Pew, & clapboard behind sd Pew
on the Backside of the Meeting-house." As an alternative to paying only for the
repairs to its portion of the building, the college offered to pay one-seventh of the
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total cost of the renovations. The president also advised the town committee
responsible for the work. 35
Before the repairs could begin, the town reconsidered its decision and voted
in 1749 to begin discussions with Harvard on securing funding for an entirely new
meetinghouse. Negotiations dragged on for several years. In 1753, the parish again
"chose a comtee to conferr with the Corporation of Harvard College, to know their
resolution wt. part or proportion the College shall bear of the building and repairing
the meetinghouse." Harvard agreed to pay one-seventh of the building costs, as long
as its students would have use of the ''whole front gallery." The college also
requested ''that there be set apart a pew in sd house for the use of the President for
the time being & his family, the sd pew to be chosen by the Corporation, & to be at
least the third or fourth pew" in recognition of his social standing. In tum, the
Corporation demanded the right to appoint one member of the building committee.
The town agreed to the conditions, and President Edward Holyoke joined the group.

In order to increase the length of the meetinghouse, the college leased the additional
land to the parish for the charge of one peppercorn per year. 36
Although Harvard was willing to provide land at virtually no cost, it was
adamant on getting sufficient space in the meetinghouse for its students.
Disagreement arose between the parish and the college over the size of Harvard's
gallery. After construction, the balcony turned out to be only sixteen feet, eight
inches, rather than the seventeen feet originally agreed upon. After evaluating the
35
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space and finding that it could still accommodate six rows of seats, the Corporation
agreed to the adjustment. Also in dispute were the "mitre lines" in the gallery, the
spaces in the comers of the balcony between the college's seats and the town's.
This dispute continued for several years until Harvard finally ceded part of the
comer to the parish, as long as it "shall not be occupied by the negroes." In turn, the
church agreed not to question the total percentage of space allocated to the college

within the building, which the town suspected was more than one-seventh of the
total. Harvard's portion of the cost of construction for the new meetinghouse was
b213; in tum, the students were charged nine pence per quarter during their
undergraduate years. Harvard also paid for the construction of two pews in the
scholar's gallery "for the tutrs to set in." The students probably sat on benches.j7
With enrollments continuing to swell in the mid-eighteenth century, Harvard
began buying pews on the lower floor of the meetinghouse. The Corporation
authorized the purchase of two pews in 1761 and appointed one of the seniors to
monitor the scholars. The college authorities admonished students not to sit in other
areas of the church, even if invited to do so, "otherwise they may be Expected to be
punished as absent from Meeting." In spite of all the efforts of the faculty to
encourage regular worship, the Overseers in 1762 recommended that students attend
"publick worship on Thanksgiving & Fast days." But the Corporation did not agree
to the regulation. By the 1760s, supervising more than one hundred students in the
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meetinghouse was a daunting task for the faculty, and the prospect of requiring
participation in yet additional services was probably more than they could handle. 38
The college's responsibilities to the church went beyond capital expenses. In
1752, Harvard began paying the sexton eight shillings per year "for his taking care
of sweeping the College gallery in the meeting-house & fastening from time to time
the windows belonging in the sd gallery." His salary was raised to ten shillings,
eight pence in 1760. In 1750, the Corporation "consider'd a Motion from the old
Parish in this town about taxing the Scholars." Harvard did not respond, and the
town let the matter drop, at least for the time being. Instead, the Corporation
recommended that the scholars should voluntarily support the minister. By 1760,
Appleton was tired of the paltry contributions from the students, and he moved at a
Corporation meeting that "whereas the contribution to the minister from the scholars
gallery, hath been of late so scandalously small, as to be scarce worth collecting, it
therefore was tho't proper that the box no longer be offer'd (ordinarily) on the
Lord's day to the Scholars gallery." Appleton proposed once again that the students
be taxed nine pence each quarter for the support of the minister. Appleton was
adamant in getting his money; he made the same motion a week later at an
Overseers meeting. Neither motion passed, and Appleton went another ten years
with little financial support from the college. In 1770, the Corporation began direct
payments to the minister "in order to make some compensation to the Revd Mr
Appleton for the loss he has sustained by the failure of the [student] contributions."
Harvard took the money from the surpluses in the gallery money. Thus, the scholars
were taxed, much like town inhabitants, for the services of the minister, but the
38
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college reserved the right to assess these fees itself. Harvard's annual donations to
the pastor continued into the nineteenth century.39
Beginning in 1761, the religious unity of Cambridge was broken with the
establishment of an Anglican church. Although the church primarily served the
wealthy Brattle Street merchants, its services attracted some students as well. The
Corporation was faced with a dilemma. What attitude should the college take
toward the new church? Harvard's official activities remained firmly tied to the
First Parish, but the college agreed that students '"whose parents or guardians ...
signify their desire, that their children or wards shou'd attend the worship [at] the
Church of England, shall be allow'd to do so." In addition, all students over the age
of twenty-one were free to attend whichever services they preferred. With little
debate, the Corporation recognized the college's religious pluralism and
accommodated the worship of Protestants not affiliated with the Congregational
church. Harvard thus rejected narrow sectarianism and an exclusive connection to
one denomination. Nevertheless, the college kept the bulk of its students
worshipping in the town church. In 1761, nine undergraduates (along with an
unknown number of graduate students) began attending Anglican services. Because
the students lacked supervision during worship, the faculty appointed the clerk of
Christ Church as their monitor. In addition, Harvard extended to the Anglican rector
the same borrowing privileges from the its library as those held by the
Congregational minister. Religious pluralism was short-lived, however, for Christ
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Church closed in 1775 when most of its tory parishioners fled Massachusetts (it
reopened in the next century).40
The First Church pastor continued to exert significant influence over the
college in the 1770s. One of Appleton's last responsibilities on the Corporation was
facilitating the resignation of Samuel Locke. Only four years earlier, Appleton had
been a member of the committee that "acquainted" Locke with his election to the
presidency, and the minister had delivered the opening prayer at Locke's
installation. The president came under a cloud of suspicion, however, when his
housekeeper turned out to be pregnant. Appleton noted Locke's odd manner; he
avoided communion in church and abruptly left the college chapel in the midst of
prayers. The pastor intervened, meeting privately with the president. In 1773,
Appleton "communicated a letter from President Locke ... signifying his
resignation of the office of President." With the presidency vacant, Appleton
assumed some of the office's responsibilities and canceled commencement in 1774,
because of the "present dark aspect in our public affairs" (more likely the British
occupation of Boston than the resignation of the president). Appleton was the last
Cambridge minister with sufficient influence to orchestrate the resignation of a
Harvard president.41

°Corporation Records, Harvard University Archives, 2:133; Faculty Records, Harvard University
Archives, 2:152,3:33,96, 179. Residents ofCambridge did not receive borrowing privileges until
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Appleton's health deteriorated in the late 1770s. In 1777, the congregation
asked Samuel Langdon (Locke's successor) "to administer the Sacraments" on
Sundays and at "other times when necessary occasion calls for it." In addition,
Langdon performed many of the baptisms recorded in the late 1770s. In 1782 and
1783, Harvard made a gift to Appleton of!, 15 "on account of special circumstances,
out of the surplusage of the Gallery money." By late 1783, Appleton could no
longer perform his duties as minister. In a 1783 church meeting to appoint an
assistant for Appleton, the congregation specifically asked the president "to Pray
with the Brethren [of the Cambridge church] on the Present Occassion." Langdon
went to the meeting and may have advised the congregation on choosing an
assistant. The church selected Timothy Hilliard, a former tutor. Unlike his colonial
predecessors, Hilliard played only a minor role in college governance. Appleton had
resigned from the Corporation in 1779, but Harvard never asked Hilliard to take up
any of the seats that became vacant. Instead, the Corporation fell under the
domination of wealthy Boston merchants and magistrates. After more than 150
years of service, the Cambridge minister no longer acted as guide and protector of
the college. 42
By the end of the eighteenth century, Harvard's close ties to the local
Congregational church had weakened. In addition to losing his seat on the
Corporation, after 1810, the minister also no longer held an automatic seat on the
Overseers. In 1790, Christ Church reopened, and students were free once again to
attend Anglican services. Harvard faculty remained active in First Parish for a time.
Stephen Sewall, Hancock professor of Hebrew, served as deacon in the 1780s and
1790s, the only faculty member to hold church office in the eighteenth century.
42
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President Joseph Willard served as moderator at the ecclesiastical council that met
in 1791 to call Abiel Holmes to the Cambridge pulpit, but in 1814, many of the
faculty and students amicably separated from First Church to found a separate
University Church. The next year, First Church and Harvard terminated their joint
ownership of the meetinghouse. Although Harvard retained its right to use the
building for commencement and other public events, it relinquished control of the
scholars' gallery. In return, Harvard was released from paying one-seventh of any
future repairs on the building. In the 1830s, Harvard provided First Church with a
new building site and the congregation moved across Harvard Square. The college
received the old church site in return and added the land to Harvard Yard. Harvard
did not pay for the construction of the new meetinghouse but purchased several
pews and continued to pay "gallery money" to the minister. In the 1830s, First
Church split over the theological controversies surrounding Unitarianism, further
fracturing worship in Cambridge. By the 1840s, Harvard students were free to
attend any of a number of services, including Anglican, Congregational, Baptist, or
Unitarian. Harvard purchased pews or paid pew rents at each of the churches for
student use. Although the college continued to support local congregations, by the
early nineteenth century, Harvard and Cambridge no longer formed an integrated
religious community.43
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During the seventeenth century, Cambridge ministers helped guide and direct
the development of Harvard. They often had direct oversight of the college and its
members. The early pastors participated in the removal of Harvard's first master
and two of its seventeenth-century presidents. In the late seventeenth century,
several men at least temporarily served as head of both the college and the church,
but a permanent model of joint leadership did not develop. Instead, by the early
eighteenth century, academic and pastoral leaders cooperated to sustain the
community's religious life. The minister and the faculty combined to fill the pulpit
on Sundays, providing the congregation with a theological amalgam of local and
collegiate religious ideas. Similarly, the congregation included both college men
and town residents as full members. The eighteenth-century ministers stressed
religious practice rather than systematic theology, thereby sustaining religious
consensus.
A remarkable relationship had developed between the town and the college,
but this ecclesiastical integration could not be preserved if Harvard were to remain a
provincial institution. By the nineteenth century, Massachusetts was a pluralistic
religious society, and most towns included churches of various denominations.
Unless Harvard were to become merely a denominational college serving the
adherents of only one communion, it could not maintain exclusive ties to a single
church. Nevertheless, during the formative years of the both the college and the
town, Harvard and Cambridge had both benefited from and participated in joint
worship and fellowship.
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CHAPTERS
HARVARD COLLEGE, THE HOPKINS TRUST, AND THE CAMBRIDGE GRAMMAR
SCHOOL

New England Christianity was at its heart a religion ofleaming. To Puritans,
education served as the bulwark that preserved Christianity and protected them from
the influences of the uncivilized heathens around them. According to Edmund
Morgan, "Puritans insisted upon education in order to insure the religious welfare of
their children." Literacy training was the foundation of schooling because reading
the Bible was the climax of a Puritan education. John Morgan explains that for
Puritans, religious education, particularly Bible reading, "was to provide the
conditions under which it was likely that the greatest number of people could be
brought to their own religious awareness." Thus, literacy served as one part of the
preparation for grace because reading religious works reinforced the practice of
piety. Familarity with the Bible did not guarantee salvation, but there could be no
hope without it. Learning was not intended to lead to a diversity of ideas, however.
Puritans emphasized rote memorization of the catechism, for example, as a way of
instilling correct doctrine and right thinking. 1
1
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Schools were only one part of the educational system. Morgan explains that
they provided the ''tools for acquiring religious knowledge." The family and the
church were responsible for supplying knowledge itself. Literacy was the most
important learning tool for Puritan children. Kenneth Lockridge found that by the
1660s, two-thirds of the adult men and one-third of the adult women in New
England were literate. By the middle of the eighteenth century, literacy had risen to
over 80 percent for men and almost 50 percent for women. 2
Several Massachusetts towns established schools in the 1630s, but most did
not provide for public education until ordered to do so by the General Court in 1647.
One reason for the slow introduction of schools was the multiplicity of institutions
providing learning. Teaching was not the monopoly of schools; families were often
more important for educational advancement. Although the sixteenth century saw a
dramatic increase in the number of grammar schools, families remained the source
of basic education for many students. This tradition was transferred to the New
World, and in 1642 Massachusetts Bay empowered town selectmen to require
parents or masters to provide training for children. Cambridge appointed a
committee in that year to arrange for a school, but none was actually established. 3
2
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Given the inability of many Puritan families to accommodate both the rigors
of settlement and the need for education, the General Court in 1647 passed the "Old
Deluder Satan" law, requiring towns with more than fifty families to appoint a
schoolmaster "within their own town to teach all children as shall resort to him to
write and read." Towns with more than one hundred families were to "set up a
grammar school, the master thereof being able to instruct youth, so far as they may
be fitted, for the university." Because Cambridge already had a private grammar
school, directed by Elijah Corlet, the town turned Corlet's private school into its
public one. New England schools depended primarily on either parent-paid fees or
on taxes for funding. In 1648, Cambridge agreed to sell part of the cow commons in
order to make a grant of f. 10 to Corlet, provided the sale "shall not prjudice the cow
common." The town did not pay the schoolmaster a regular salary until 1664, nor
did it build a schoolhouse until the Harvard president intervened. Cambridge
observed only the letter, not the spirit, of the 1647 law.4
Cambridge's first schoolmaster was born in 1610 in London and educated at
Lincoln College, Oxford. Corlet came to New England as part of the Great
Migration, settling in Cambridge as early as 1641. By 1643, he had set up his
private grammar school, which is mentioned in New England's First Fruits:
short-term drop in literacy. The role of the family, therefore, continued to play an important role in
literacy training during the mid-sixteenth century. See Cressy, Literacy and the Social Order, 166-67.
4
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And by the side of the Colledge a faire Grammar Schoole, for the
training up of young Scholars, and fitting them for Academical!
Learning. That still as they are judged ripe, they may be received into
the Colledge of this Schoole: Master Corlet is the M[aste]r., who
hath very well approved himselfe for his abilities, dexterity and
painfulnesse in teaching and educating of the youth under him. 5
From its founding, the school concentrated on preparing boys for Harvard.
According to James Axtell, "Economy got the better of civic pride when it
came time to move the schools from rented rooms, barns, shops and meetinghouses
to proper schoolhouses." Cambridge was no exception; the school probably
operated out of the schoolmaster's house. If so, it was located in the heart of
Cambridge, several streets south of the Old College (on Dunster Street between
Mount Auburn and Winthrop). Henry Dunster was responsible for putting the
school on more stable footing; he paid for the construction of the first schoolhouse
in the 1640s. In 1646, the selectmen appointed Dunster the "trustee of the estate that
belongs to the children." In the English tradition1 Cambridge had allocated forty
acres of land from the common to help support the school. Unfortunately, the
allotment was in marshland. Nevertheless, a town committee instructed Dunster to
try to rent the land for twelve pence per acre. In 1647, Dunster took the lead in

constructing the schoolhouse by requesting the selectmen's permission to fell timber
on the common land. He was allowed additional timber in 1651 for fencing the
school yard. Thus, by the 1650s, the town had a fenced-in schoolhouse, primarily
through the efforts of Harvard's president.6
5
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The schoolhouse was intended to be substantial. The contract between
Dunster and the other builders shows that the structure was to be constructed almost
entirely of stone. Although the town provided some lumber, it was unwilling to
reimburse Dunster fully for the costs of the building. Initially, the town paid for part
of the construction by granting him a small parcel of land in Shawshine (now
Billerica). This grant was in its "quantity [to be] more than others" in regard for
Dunster's "work, & place." Because the grant was part of a regular division of the
common lands and because the additional amount of land did not cover the full cost
of construction, Dunster continued to claim title to the schoolhouse. Nevertheless,
Cambridge agreed to pay for the upkeep of the building. In 1656, the constables
were empowered to ''take effectuall care for the repaire of the meeting house and
schoole house." The town also solicited voluntary contributions to repay Dunster
and, when these were insufficient, levied a special assessment in 1656. The dispute
dragged on until 1660, when the town fmally settled with Dunster's estate (he had
died the previous year). Dunster's widow received 1:;30 as a "voluntary act" of the
community. In return, she gave the town a clear title to the schoolhouse. Dunster's
example demonstrates that academic involvement in the larger community did not
always come without a price. 7
Although the selectmen set the schoolmaster's salary, the master himself was
responsible for collecting most of it through student fees. The school was a mixed
Latin and English school, which probably helped to increase the number of students
interested in attending. Like its counterparts in other New England towns, the
Cambridge grammar school was important for training Harvard's future scholars.
7
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Almost fifty Harvard students came from Cambridge in the seventeenth century, and
most, if not all, probably attended the grammar school. Moreover, the school
attracted students from beyond Cambridge. Soloman Stoddard and John Eliot
traveled from Boston to study with Corlet, as did Nathaniel Stone of Watertown. In
addition, the school cooperated with the college in the training of Indian youth.
Harvard received funding from the New England Company, an English missionary
society, to build the Indian College, a dormitory to house Indian students. Before
attending college, the young boys were sent to the grammar school. Corlet received
as much as !::22 a year from the Commissioners of the United Colonies for his
efforts. His students were examined in 1659 by President Charles Chauncey, to
whom they gave "good satisfaction." Although Corlet had as many as five Indian
pupils at one time, only one student, Cheeshahteaumuck, ultimately graduated from
Harvard. In spite of all of these activities, the school's attendance remained low.
Corlet had as few as nine students on one occasion. In 1662 the town was forced
"by reason of the fewness of his schollars" to supplement the fees the schoolmaster
collected from the students. Cambridge continued to be a reluctant supporter of the
school, however, and was frequently in arrears with these payments. Corlet resorted
to petitioning the General Court for relief. In response to his plea, the legislature
awarded him 500 acres ofland. 8
After all the trouble fmancing the construction of the schoolhouse, the
townsmen decided to tear it down in 1669 and reuse the stone in other building
projects. In return for housing the school in his home, Elijah Corlet received forty
8
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shillings from Cambridge "for Repayering his house." At the same time, Harvard
tried to distance the grammar pupils from the college scholars. In 1674, Cambridge
accedeed to Harvard's request that the grammar school boys be removed from their
seats behind the college students in the Cambridge church. Harvard authorities
found the younger students too unruly. According to Samuel Sewall, the Cambridge
townsmen "agreed that the School boyes should sit no longer in the [Harvard]
students hinder seat" and that "sober youths" from the town would sit there instead. 9
Elijah Corlet died in 1687, and by the 1690s, the grammar school had fallen
on difficult times. John Hastings (first of an unbroken string of Harvard graduates to
hold the post from the late seventeenth century through the eighteenth) kept the
school after Corlet's death but left by 1689. Cambridge called John Hancock to run
the school in February 1691, but he left by July 1692, when Cambridge was cited in
Middlesex County court for "want of a Grammar School." The selectmen protested
that ''they have not been so long without" a teacher "as to be culpable by Law." It
took until February 1693 for the town to hire John Sparhawk. Cambridge's poor
record in paying the schoolmaster may have made hiring difficult. John Hancock
did not get paid until two years after he left the school. In May 1693, Cambridge
agreed to sell part of the common land to pay "some debts due ... Mr. John
Hancock for their keeping the schoole in the town." The town sold further common
land in 1695 for "payment of debts due from the Town to the school Masters."
Cambridge strongly resisted using taxes to pay for education, although it did not
hesitate to direct the grammar school curriculum. In 1691, the town meeting

9
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reiterated that the school was to "teach [the students] both latten & english and to
write & sipher." 10
After the school declined in the 1690s, Harvard faculty once again came to
its rescue. As early as 1692, Cambridge had set aside land for the construction of a
new schoolhouse, but no building activity commenced. In 1700, the town appointed
former tutor John Leverett and deacon Walter Hastings to arrange for the rebuilding
of the schoolhouse. Showing more financial foresight than Dunster, Leverett did not
fund the construction himself but was nevertheless responsible for hiring "Sutable
person or persons" to complete the work. He also supervised the project to see that
it was "speedyly done, in good Workman like order." He contracted with Zachary
and Joseph Hicks, who were also masons for the college, to erect the building.
Leverett's involvement with the school was by no means limited to construction. In
1719 Nicholas Fessenden, the schoolmaster for eighteen years, died of apoplexy.
Leverett, now firmly established as Harvard's president, took personal interest in the
search for Fessenden's successor. He asked Stephen Sewall to try to persuade his
son (probably Mitchel) to take the position. Leverett explained that it "is but
meanly endowed by the Town, it never having given the Master as I know of but
!:.25 per Annum." Nevertheless, Leverett held out hope for more financial reward.
He wrote that the schoolmaster could expect additional funds after "we have Setled
Hopkinston to our desire, and According to our Expectations. Sewall's son did not
become the Cambridge schoolmaster.''

° Cambridge Town Records, 293, 296, 302; Cambridge Proprietors Records. 202, 205; Record
Book, Middlesex County Court of General Sessions, 1686-1723, Massachusetts Archives, 19 July
1692; Paige, History of Cambridge. 368-69,373.
1

11

Cambridge Town Records. 229, 331, 334-35; Harvard Records, Col. Soc. of Mass., Collections. 49
(1975): 300.
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Table 8.1
Cambridge Students Attending Harvard

Total Number
of Harvard
Graduates

Total Number
of Graduates
from Cambridge

Percent
from
Cambridge

1642- 1649

36

4

11.1%

1650- 1659

72

7

9.7%

1660- 1669

73

13

17.8%

1670- 1679

48

10

20.8%

1680- 1689

72

6

8.3%

1690- 1699

130

6

4.6%

1700- 1709

123

3

2.4%

1710-1719

144

14

9.7%

1720- 1729

350

16

4.6%

1730- 1739

326

16

4.9%

1740- 1749

242

13

5.4%

1750- 1759

262

23

8.8%

1760- 1769

415

34

8.2%

1770- 1773

181

15

8.29%

Sources: Hopkins Classical School Records (Harvard University Archives)
Lucius Paige, History of Cambridge
Clifford Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates

In spite of the town's irregular support for its grammar school, Cambridge
represented an important source of students for Harvard in the seventeenth century.
Through the 1650s, I 0 percent of college students were from Cambridge; in the last
part of the century, more than 20 percent were. Only Boston and Roxbury sent more
students to Harvard in the seventeenth century. At a time when the colony's overall
population was growing and no collegiate competitors were yet established, this
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high representation of Cambridge youth is a sign both of Corlet' s abilities as a
schoolmaster and of the close connection between the grammar school and the
college. After Corlet's death, the number and percentage of students attending from
Cambridge fell for several decades. By the early eighteenth century, however, the
number of local students attending Harvard had begun to increase. By the 171 Os,
Cambridge again represented 10 percent of the students. The percentage fell after
the 1720s as the student population at Harvard more than doubled, but the number
continued to grow. Although the population of Cambridge increased by less than 50
percent between 1730 and 1770, the number of students from Cambridge doubled,
returning to 8 percent of the student body by mid-century. A key factor in this
rejuvenation of the Cambridge-Harvard link was the introduction of a legacy that
helped to draw town and gO\vn together to support the school. 12

The Hopkins Trust and the Cambridge Grammar School
After the charter controversy of the 1690s, Harvard started to secure a
number of English legacies due the college but not pursued during the
administrative interregnum. The legacy of Edward Hopkins, governor of
Connecticut in the 1640s, was intended to support both grammar and collegiate
education in New England. Hopkins was born and raised in England and migrated
to New England in 1637. In 1653 he returned to England, where he served in the
navy as first warden of the fleet during the Protectorate. He died there in 1657.
Under the terms of his will, Hopkins left the residue of his estate in trust "to give
some Encouragement unto those forreign Plantations for the breeding up of Hopefull
youth in the way of Learning both at the Grammar School & Colledge for the
12

Morison, Harvard in the Seventeenth Century, 2:449.
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publick Service of the Country in future times." Hopkins's purpose was clear but his
intended institutions were not. Connecticut sequestered his American holdings and
ordered that the assets not be removed from the colony until a clear inventory of
them was made, and the Connecticut General Court remained in finn control of the
estate. In 1664, the trustees agreed that if the legislature would allow the estate to be
settled, Hopkins's fortune would be divided and portions would be allocated to
found grammar schools in each of the trustees' hometowns. Hartford, Hadley, and
New Haven each received endowments to fund their respective schools. The
General Court agreed to the settlement, but Hopkins's directive to use part of the
money to support collegiate education was ignored by all parties (the lack of a
college in seventeenth-century Connecticut may have helped to exclude higher
education from the settlement). 13
Hopkins's charitable bequest was unusual for New England but common
practice in England. In Renaissance England, grammar schools were frequently
connected to particular colleges by endowments or bequests. These ties provided
the colleges with "feeder schools" and the schools with better placements for their
most gifted scholars. One of the most popular methods for creating ties between
school and college was for a patron to endow a series of fellowships earmarked for
grammar school students to attend a specific college (such as Thomas Hooker's
scholarship from Market Bosworth to attend Emmanuel College). In other cases,
gifts to colleges actually led to the establishment of grammar schools. In the early
13

Charles Bowditch, An Account of the Trust Administered by the Trustees of the Charity of Edward
Hopkins (N.p.: Privately Printed, 1889), 3-8. The trustees named by Hopkins were Theophilius
Eaton, John Davenport, John Cullock, and William Goodwin. The Hopkins Trust was one of a series
of English legacies Harvard procured during this period. Harvard was also the beneficiary of funds
from the Robert Boyle estate to train Indian missionaries. See John Burton, "Crimson Missionaries:
Harvard College and the Robert Boyle Trust," New England Quarterlv. 67 (Spring 1994): 132-40.

---
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seventeenth century, Stephen Perse, a fellow ofCaius College, Cambridge, left a
bequest for the establishment of a grammar school in Cambridge, for which the
master and fellows ofCaius College served as the overseers. Caius also established
six fellowships at the college for boys who had attended the Perse School for at least
three years. Hopkins's bequest was based on these earlier foundations. 14
Hopkins had made a second bequest of b500 to be held in trust for the
support of his wife, Ann Yale, but after her death it was to be added to the earlier
trust. In 1698, Mrs. Hopkins died, and Harvard had a second chance to collect its
legacy. For a time the bequest seems to have been forgotten but in 1708, "The Case
on Edward Hopkins Bequest of500 lb for Propagation of the Gospell" was
submitted to the Court of Chancery in London. As part of the settlement, the court
ordered the master of the Court of Chancery, Thomas Grey, to write to the governor
of Massachusetts, asking if a school or college existed in New England (knowledge
of North America must not have been required for those sitting in the Court of
Chancery). In 1711 the master reported to the court that a college did exist in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, and a grammar school in Boston. About this time,
Harvard got wind of the proceedings and petitioned the court to receive the
collegiate legacy and to have the grammar school endowment assigned to the
Cambridge school. 1s
14

John Morgan, Godly Learning: Puritan Attitudes towards Reason. Leamimz. and Education, 15601640 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1986), 190; Conrad Edick Wright, The
Transfonnation of Charity in Postrevolutionary New England (Boston: Northeastern University Press,
1992), 51; Ethel Hampton, "Schools," Victoria History of the Counties of England: Cambridgeshire,
ed. R. B. Pugh, 8 vols. (London: University ofLondon Institute of Historical Research), 2:324-25.
See chapter three above for a larger discussion of the Perse School.
IS Bowditch, Charity of Edward Hopkins, 9-12. Receipt of the Hopkins income may have spurred the
Cambridge residents to inquire after other grants made to the school. The inhabitants in the town
meeting of May 1727 instructed their representative to inquire after a thousand acres granted to the
school by the General Court in 1659. The inquiry continued for several years; as late as 1731, a
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Under the final settlement, town and gown shared the legacy, which had
grown to !.800 with accumulated interest. With these proceeds the trustees
purchased land from the Natick Indians; the property was later incorporated as the
town ofHopkinton. In 1727 the trust's annual income from leases was !.165.
Harvard received three-fourths of the revenues, and the grammar school received
one-fourth. The revenues funded two separate programs. Harvard's portion was to
support ''four Batchelors of Art to reside at the Colledge and perform publick
Exercises in Theology." (This portion of the funds had little direct impact on
Cambridge and will not be discussed further here.) The town's portion was to be
paid "intirely to the Ma[ste]r of Cambridge School In Consideration of his
Instructing in Grammar Learning five Boys." In return, the students received free
tuition at the school. The president, Harvard fellows, and the Cambridge minister
were to sit as the visitors for the school and to nominate the grammar school
students to be designated Hopkins Scholars. Yearly, the Hopkins Scholars were to
perform exercises for the visitors "to give proof of their proficiency in Learning."
The Cambridge selectmen continued to set the schoolmaster's salary, which was
paid by a combination of revenues from the Hopkins Foundation, student fees, and
local taxes. 16
Samuel Danforth was the first schoolmaster to enjoy the fruits of the
Hopkins Trust. News of the legacy may have helped him decide to turn down his

committee was still working to receive the land grant. There is no record that they were successful.
See Town Records B, Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records Series, 15 May 1727, 29 March 1731.
16

Bowditch, Charitv of Edward Hopkins, 12-17; Harvard Records. Col. Soc. of Mass., Collections.
50 (Boston, 1975): 614. For a longer description ofhow Harvard obtained the legacy, see Alan
Simpson, "Candle in a Comer: How Harvard Got the Hopkins Legacy," Col. Soc. of Mass.,
Collections. 43:305-34. The records ofthe Hopkins trustees were destroyed in a fire in 1825. Only
the visitor's records, included in the Harvard Corporation records, survive.
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election as a tutor in 1723 and remain instead as schoolmaster. The townsmen
allocated b 15 the next year "for the encouragemt of mr Samll Danforth's settling as
a School master among us." He supplemented his income by taking care of the
college buildings during breaks. One advantage of being schoolmaster was the
freedom to marry. In 1725, Danforth married, bought a house, and settled in
Cambridge. He resigned as teacher in 1730 and eventually became a judge and
magistrate. 17

In March 1727 the Corporation nominated its first set of grammar school
students to receive the benefits of the Hopkins donation, and the number of
scholarship students was increased from five to seven. The Hopkins trustees
rejected the first slate of scholars because of the wording of the nomination. The
submission was made in the name of the president and fellows of the college, and
the Cambridge minister was not explicitly mentioned. Although the minister was a
fellow of the Corporation in the 1720s, the Hopkins trustees wisely foresaw a time
when he would not be a fellow and might be excluded from participation in the
selection of scholars unless he was specifically included. The scholars' names were
resubmitted to the trustees, with the minister's approbation listed separately. With
inclusion of the minister, the selection committee would permanently have a
representative from Cambridge.••

17

Harvard Records, Col. Soc. ofMass., Collections. 16:482-83; Town Records B, Microfilm, Early
Massachusetts Records Series, I0 July 1724; Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates. 6:81; John
Leverett, Diary, Harvard University Archives, 288.
18

Hopkins Classical School Records, Harvard University Archives, 9. Because of the destruction of
the Hopkins trustee records, it is difficult to determine who was actively serving as trustees at any
given date. Active trustees in 1727 probably include Thomas Hutchinson, Josiah Williard, Nathaniel
Appleton, Jonathan Belcher, and Paul Dudley. For a partially reconstructed list of trustees, see
Bowditch, Charity of Edward Hopkins. 67.
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In June 1727 the Corporation made its first visitation of the grammar school.
The visitors included President Wadsworth, Professor Wigglesworth, the Reverend
Appleton, and two of the college tutors, Henry Flynt and Nicholas Sever. They
found only six of the seven appointed scholars present for the exhibition; the
seventh ''was home sick." At the direction of the visitors, the scholars were "put
upon reading, constructing, parsing, and answering questions in the Grammar."
According to the account, the scholars' "performance was such as gave satisfaction
to the visitors" and was "agreeable to their [the scholars'] age & standing." Several
of the boys also provided the visitors with written examples of their work in Latin. 19
Untill774 the members of the Corporation, including Harvard's president
and representatives from the faculty, regularly visited the school. Given their role in
appointing the Hopkins Scholars, the professors and tutors also must have consulted
regularly with the schoolmaster to identify the most promising youths for the
scholarship. Through these consultations and annual exhibitions, the faculty had the
opportunity to become acquainted with their future charges, and the grammar school
students began to know their future teachers. The academics could also pass
judgment on the quality of the school's teaching and its preparation of students.
Overall, students benefited from this early contact with the tutors and professors.
For the most part, the visitors were pleased with what they saw. They also noted the
reasons for the scholars' absences from exercises, usually illness. In 1764, the
faculty commented on the students' slow progress but explained that the boys had
been "backwarded by several being taken off by their own having smallpox and
being hindered by their Master's having been ill of it." At this same meeting, the
visitors identified one of the problems facing the school, the regular turnover of the
19

Hopkins Classical School Records, Harvard University Archives, 9.
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master; the school had five teachers in the 1760s, several serving only one year. In
the eighteenth century, all of the schoolmasters were Harvard students or recent
graduates. Although the turnover could be rapid, the presence of the college helped
to provide a ready pool of alternates should the schoolmaster be incapacitated or
otherwise absent from his duties. For example, John Howland substituted for John
Hovey in the 1740s when Hovey went on preaching trips to Maine. Upon the
resignation of each schoolmaster, the town did not have to seek far and could choose
a replacement from among the college students. 20
The revenues from the Hopkins Trust may have led town residents to make
the grammar school a "free school" in 173 7. Schooling was not entirely free, since
students had to pay for incidentals such as firewood, but the town assumed full
responsibility for paying the schoolmaster's salary (with the assistance of the
Hopkins Trust) and eliminated most student-paid fees. Instead of free tuition,
Hopkins scholars benefited from extra attention from the schoolmaster and special
preparation for collegiate study. As Cambridge grew in the eighteenth century, two
outlying schools were established, but the town focused its limited resources on the
central grammar school and regularly rejected requests from Arlington and Brighton
for additional funding that would have supported free schooling in those areas.
Similarly, the revenues from the Hopkins Trust remained tied to the grammar school
in the first parish (Old Cambridge). Town residents also rejected moving schools on
several occasions (the bulk of Cambridge's population was in the first parish).

20

Ibid., 60-61; Bowditch, Charity of Edward Hopkins. 73; Shipton, Siblev's Harvard Graduates.
II :50; Town Records B, Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records Series, 18 May 1730.
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Therefore, Harvard's involvement with local education was with the school closest
to the Yard. 21
Table 8.2
STEPHEN SEWALL'S SCHOOL RATE BILLS

Total Number
of Students

Number Listed as
"Grammar Scholars"

December 1761

49

not listed

October 1762

41

23

Source: Papers of Stephen Sewall, Wigglesworth Family Papers, Massachusetts Historical Society
Hopkins Classical School Records, Harvard University Archives

Neither the exact size of the grammar school nor the number of Latin and
English students are known for most of the century. The school always provided
both Latin and English instruction--to its detriment, according to the Corporation.
In 1759 the visitors noted that "there are so many Children sent to the School, who
are not able to read without spelling, that the school-master is hindered from giving
such Attention to the Grammar Scholars, as is necessary." For two years in the
1760s, the exact size of the grammar school is known. In 1761 Stephen Sewall, the
schoolmaster, drew up two pupil lists showing that the school numbered between
forty and fifty students (see table 8.2). In his list of 1762, Sewall listed twenty-three
of the forty-one students as "Grammar Scholars" and the rest as either "Testament"
or "Psalter" students. Psalters and testaments followed hornbooks and primers in
21

Town Records B, Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records Series, 16 May 1737, 20 May 1745, 28
November 1748, 13 March 1766. Cambridge did not ignore education altogether in the outlying
areas, however. As early as 1715, the inhabitants voted to increase the town rates to support both an
increase in the grammar schoolmaster's salary and "for the encouragemt of school at Menotomy & on
the South side of the River." These schools also depended on student fees. See Town Record B,
Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records Series, 9 May 1715.
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the English curriculum. Children's psalters were a form of catechism. Testaments
were English translations of the New Testament or Gospels. This breakdown
suggests that the school was about equally divided between Latin and English
students. 22
Private schools also operated in Cambridge beginning in the late seventeenth
century. Goodwife Healy ran a dame school in the 1690s. Joanna Winship probably
ran another around the same time. Edward Hall directed an English school for at
least part of the decade. Beyond these cases, little is known about primary education.
The grammar school may have provided both basic education and preparation for
collegiate study. Perhaps in response to the inability of the grammar school to focus
exclusively on the classics, Enoch Ward (HC 1736) opened a competing school. He
advertised that he "kept in the South Part of Cambridge, near the Meeting-House
there, a Boarding School for the Instruction of Youth in Latin and Greek, in which
any Gentlemen that shall incline to send their Sons there, may depend upon having
them taught in an easy and expeditious Method, with Diligence and Fidelity, and at a
reasonable Rate. " 23
Although the town made education at the school free to Cambridge residents
in 1737, the Corporation, as the school's visitors, continued to designate seven of
the grammar students as Hopkins Scholars. The schoolmaster must have given
special attention to the preparation of the scholars. As part of their annual visitation
22

Selectmen Records, 1731-1779, Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records Series, 25 May 1759;
Papers of Stephen Sewall, Wigglesworth Family Papers, Massachusetts Historical Society; Paige,
History of Cambridge, 373; Cremin, American Education. 185, 277; Monaghan, "Literacy
Instruction," 19-21.

23

Hopkins Classical School Records, Harvard University Archives, 57-58; Frank Hill, "The Public
Schools of Cambridge," The Cambridge of Eighteen-hundred and Ninety Six. ed. Arthur Gillman
(Cambridge, Mass.: Riverside Press, 1896), 189; Paige, History ofCambridge, 373; Boston Evening
Post July 25, 1748; Shipton, Harvard Graduates. 10:125.
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each year, the president and fellows tested these students in their Latin learning.
According to Sewall's list of grammar students, all but eight of the twenty-three
would be designated as Hopkins Scholars at some point during their attendance at
the grammar school. On the other hand, only two of the Testament and Psalter
students eventually received this designation. This breakdown suggests that there
may have been two tracks in the school: one for college-bound Latin scholars and
one for non-college-bound English students.
The records of the Hopkins visitations provide some insight into the
curriculum taught at the grammar school. Beginning in the 1750s, the visitors
recorded the recitations performed by the various students. The youngest of the
students recited from Aesop's Fables, older students were examined in Tully,
Virgil's Aeneid, the Greek New Testament, Erasmus, and Castalia. The curriculum
was similar to that of the Boston Grammar School at the same time. On average, the
scholars were on the Hopkins bequest for 2.5 years, but because students probably
enrolled in the school before they were designated Hopkins Scholars, most must
have attended for a longer period. The full curriculum at the Boston Latin School
was seven years, and Aesop's Fables were studied during the first three years of
classical training. At Cambridge, Aesop was the subject of the scholar's first
examination, suggesting that most Hopkins Scholars had at least two years of
schooling before they became Hopkins students. These two years would have
allowed both the schoolmaster and the Harvard faculty to determine the prospective
scholar's merits and whether he would continue on to collegiate preparation. If the
Boston curriculum was followed, it is unlikely that students would have remained
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Hopkins scholars for more than five years. In fact, only four students were listed as
Hopkins Scholars for six years, none longer. 24
The Corporation named more than two hundred Hopkins Scholars at the
grammar school during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. These students fall
into two groups: the first, dating from 1727 to 1774, represents the period of the
faculty's most active oversight of the school. The second group, 1781 to 1836, is
from a period of reduced collegiate oversight: the visitors' records became merely
lists of students, and the Corporation made no regular visitations.

Table 8.3
DEMOGRAPIDC PROFILE OF THE HOPKINS SCHOLARS

1727-1774

1781-1836

117

103

Percent Attending Harvard

75%

38%

Percent Graduating from
Harvard

71%

38%

75%
10%
15%

n!a
n!a
n!a

Number of Hopkins Scholars

Geographical Origin
Percent from Cambridge
Percent from Other Towns
Percent Unknown

Sources: Clifford Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates
Hopkins Classical School Records (Harvard University Archives)

From 1727 to 1774 (the year the Cambridge school closed because the town
was occupied by the Continental army), 117 Hopkins Scholars were nominated by
24

Hopkins Classical School Records, Harvard University Archives, 49; Robert Francis Seybolt, The
Public Schools of Colonial Boston. 1635-1775 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1935),
70-71.
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the Corporation. During this period, the faculty did a good job of working with the
schoolmaster to identify college-bound students who could benefit from the
scholarship. Over 70 percent of the students designated before 1774 eventually
attended Harvard (see table 8.3). As the eighteenth century advanced, the Hopkins
Scholars represented an increasing percentage of the students enrolling at Harvard
from Cambridge. At the start of the fellowship, only about half of the Cambridge
students attending Harvard were Hopkins Scholars; by the 1760s, over 70 percent
had been so designated. Moreover, the increase in the percentage and number of
Harvard students from Cambridge in the 1750s followed the introduction of the
Hopkins program. The program's success depended on the identification of gifted
students during their years at the grammar school and the college's partial financial
support, with the Hopkins money it controlled, of a competent schoolmaster.
Unfortunately, the fund did not provide resources to scholars once they matriculated
at Harvard (unless they happened to qualify for Harvard's Hopkins scholarship
because they intended to study for the ministry), and they did not hold any special
designation while in college.
The Hopkins Scholars did not have to come from Cambridge; free
attendance at the grammar school was available to students from other communities.
Hopkins Scholars came from Martha's Vineyard, Salem, Braintree, Medford, and
Malden, but over three-fourths of the students were from Cambridge (see table 8.3).
Even without Hopkins designation, boys came from surrounding towns to prepare
for Harvard at the Cambridge school. Dr. George Smith, for example, brought his
son, Josiah, from South Carolina to Massachusetts in 1721 to study at the school
before entering Harvard. Similarly, Benjamin and George Ball came from Barbados
in the 1730s, attended the school, and then entered the college. These out-of-town
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Table8.4
PROFESSIONS OF THE FATHERS OF HOPKINS SCHOLARS AND IIARVARD
STUDENTS

Hopkins Scholars
1727-1774

117

1,387

High Status
Minister/Missionary
Merchant
Magistrate/Lawyer
College Faculty
Subtotal

11%
9%
10%
8%
38%

19%
19%
10%
1%
69%

Middle Status
Craftsman/Artisan
Farmer
Schoolmaster
Tavern/Inn Keeper
College Steward
Subtotal

40%
6%
5%
5%
4%
60%

14%
10%
1%
2%
0%
30%

1%

1%

14

383

Number

Low Status
Laborer/Mechanic
Missing Cases
Note:

Harvard Students
1721-1760

Missing cases excluded.

Source: Hopkins Classical School Records (Harvard University Archives)
Patrick Sheehan, "Harvard Alumni in Colonial America: Demographic, Theological, and
Political Perspectives" (Ph.D. diss., Case Western Reserve, 1972)
Clifford Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates

youths usually boarded with either the college steward, Andrew Bordman, or with
the president. 25

25

Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates, 7:569-570,9:374, 10:271, 11:143.
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Social status does not seem to have been important for determining whether
Harvard would designate a student a Hopkins Scholar, and the program may have
helped encourage middle-status students to study for college (see table 8.4). About
one-third of the students were from high-status families-the sons of ministers,
merchants, lawyers, and magistrates-and about two-thirds were the sons of
craftsmen, farmers, teachers, and tavern keepers. This is the opposite trend from
Harvard students. About two-thirds of the undergraduates were from high-status
families and only one-third of the middling sort. Town demographics alone cannot
explain the variance. Cambridge was no more egalitarian than the rest of
Massachusetts. In fact, the community had a high concentration of wealth, much
like Boston. The Brattle Street merchants formed an upper-class elite that could
have dominated local education. Instead, ability rather than social status determined
the choice of Hopkins Scholars at the school. The professors' involvement in the
town's school may have helped to focus attention on scholastic aptitude, with the
result that merit played a larger role in identifying students for college preparation
than it did in other communities. 26
Hopkins Scholars did not enter high-status occupations to the same degree as
Harvard students. More Hopkins Scholars went into middle-status careers than did
Harvard graduates, largely because a higher percentage of the former went into
schoolteaching and artisan/craftsman occupations. Moreover, since one-fourth of
the Hopkins Scholars did not go onto college, their opportunities to move into some

26

Edward Cook, Jr., The Fathers of the Towns: Leadership and Community Structure in EighteenthCentury New England (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976), 72-73. The status
designations are the same ones used by Patrick Sheehan in his analysis of the Harvard student body;
see, "Harvard Alumni in Colonial America: Demographic, Theological, and Political Perspectives"
(Ph.D. diss., Case Western Reserve, 1972).
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Table 8.5
PROFESSIONS OF THE HOPKINS SCHOLARS AND IIARVARD STUDENTS

Hopkins Scholars
1727-1774
117

1,384

High Status
Minister/Missionary
Merchant
Magistrate/Lawyer
College Faculty
Physician
Army/Navy Officer
Other
Subtotal

28%
15%
11%
1%
16%
4%
0%
75%

38%
18%
12%
1%
11%
1%
6%
87%

Middle Status
Craftsman/Artisan
Schoolmaster
Farmer
Other
Subtotal

6%
13%
1%
4%
24%

1%
8%
3%
I%
13%

37

159

Number

Unknown
Note:

Harvard Students
1721-1760

Missing cases Excluded.

Sources: Hopkins Classical School Records (Harvard University Archives)
Patrick Sheehan, Harvard Alumni in Colonial America: Demographic, Theological, and
Political Perspectives (Ph.D. diss., Case Western Reserve, 1972)
Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates

high-status careers requiring a college education, such as the ministry, were more
limited. About one-fourth of the grammar students between 1727 and 1774
eventually became ministers, as opposed to one-third of Harvard students during the
same period (see table 8.5). Since the Hopkins Scholars were from significantly
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lower status occupations than Harvard students in general, the social mobility that
Hopkins Scholars experienced is remarkable. The faculty's identification of gifted
boys at the grammar school and their encouragement to attend college was
successful. As noted above, after the introduction of the Hopkins program, students
from Cambridge increased to 8 percent of the student body in the middle decades of
the century.
At least one Harvard faculty member showed further interest in the local
schools. In 1761 the town meeting elected John Winthrop, professor of natural
sciences and mathematics, one of three members of a committee to search for the
new schoolmaster (the town had started to elect ad hoc school committees in 1744).
The committee's charge extended beyond merely hiring a schoolmaster; they were
"authorized to make such Regulations for the well ordering & Governing of said
School as they shall judge Expedient and to cause them [the regulations] to be duly
observed & put to Execution." In May 1770 the town renewed Winthrop's
appointment to assist in choosing a new schoolmaster and to regulate the town's
schools.27

In 1781, after a hiatus of six years, the Corporation again began to designate
grammar school students as Hopkins Scholars. Harvard's resumption of its role as
visitor and partial funder for the grammar school may have come at the instigation
of the town. The program had broken off when the grammar school was temporarily
closed during the evacuation of Cambridge in 1774 and for unspecified reasons not
resumed. In 1781 the town appointed a committee to examine "the State of the
27

Town Records B, Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records Series, 15 May 1761,7 May 1770. In
1769, Cambridge once again constructed a new schoolhouse, but for the first time, a representative
from Harvard did not participate in leading the project. See Town Records B, Microfilm, Early
Massachusetts Records Series, 13 March 1769.
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Hopkinton Fund as it related to the Town" as well as the reasons for Harvard's
inaction in appointing scholars, visiting the school, or distributing the funds. The
college resumed visitations and paying its portion of the schoolmaster's fees. 28

In spite of the renewal of the foundation, Harvard began to distance itself
from the school. The Corporation had changed during the 1770s and included fewer
representatives from the faculty. By the 1790s, the president was the only member
of the Corporation who worked at the college and lived in Cambridge. Although
representatives from the Corporation continued to visit the school, they were no
longer the students' future professors. The bonds between the school and the
college weakened. After 1809, there is no further record of the Corporation visiting
the grammar schoot.29
The selectmen stepped into the void created by Harvard's withdrawal. In
1784, the selectmen asked the college to supply a copy of Hopkins's will so they
could better determine the town's rights to the legacy. Cambridge also began
exercising greater control over local education. In 1785 the selectmen ordered the
schoolmasters from the town's three schools (the grammar school and the two
outlying schools in Arlington and Brighton) to meet annually with the selectmen to
report on each school's condition. In 1787 the selectmen began their own annual
visitations to the central grammar school. By the end of the century the selectmen
rather than the Corporation reviewed performance of local students. 30
8

~ Town Records B, Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records Series, 13 August 1781.
29

Hopkins Classical School Records, Harvard University Archives.

°Cambridge Selectmen Records, 1783-1788, Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records Series, 6
February 1784, 21 February 1785, 5 February 1787. The selectmen continued to vote the salary of
the schoolmaster annually before the Revolution, but took little other interest in the school. There
was one exception. Although he was a member of the Cambridge church, there was some question
about the theological integrity of William Fessenden, who had served as schoolmaster since 1745. In
1751, the town meeting voted that "in case the said Wm Fessenden should not timely obtain the

3
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Although Harvard showed less official interest in local education during the
1790s, individual faculty members continued to be active. In spite of the ban on the
faculty's political involvement at the county and state level, Eliphalet Pearson,
Hancock Professor of Hebrew, served on the Cambridge school committee in the
late 1790s. He attended evening committee meetings several times a year and
participated in the town's annual school visitation. Harvard students also showed
independent initiative and helped to expand Cambridge's educational opportunities
by running evening classes and women's schools when the schoolhouse was not
otherwise in use. In 1783 the selectmen authorized William Russell to use the
building ''to keep an Evening School for the purpose of teaching Writing &
arithmetic," so long as he took care that neither the town's nor the regular students'
property was damaged. Several students ran girls' schools in the 1790s (the
grammar school being only open to boys). In 1790 the selectmen gave Peter
Whitney permission to use the schoolhouse to teach "Writing, [and] Arithmatic to
young Misses." Two years later, Elihu Whitcomb, a Harvard junior, received the
faculty's permission to run an early evening "School for young Misses." By the end
of the decade the selectmen saw the benefit of the girls' school and authorized
payment of$96.25 to Joseph Chickering, a resident bachelor, for "keeping the Girl's
School 3 1/2 months." Harvard scholars provided a surplus of ready teachers,
willing to undertake these alternative educational initiatives in the community for a
fee. They benefited from the opportunity to make money to support their tuition

approbation of the Minister of this Town, and the Ministers of the two next adjacent towns, or of
some two of them," the selectmen were empowered to choose a new schoolmaster. Fessenden
survived whatever test Dr. Appleton put to him and continued as schoolmaster until 1753. See Town
Records B (Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records Series) 20 May 1751; Shipton, Sibley's Harvard
Graduates. 10:170.
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bills, and the town benefited by having a broader range of educational opportunities
than it might otherwise have been able to provide. 31
By the nineteenth century, the grammar school no longer enjoyed the
guidance and interest of Harvard. As a result of this shrinking connection between
the school and the college, only 39 of the 103 Hopkins Scholars, less than 38
percent, appointed after the Revolution matriculated at Harvard; many others
probably chose to attend other colleges. Noting that annual visitations had not taken
place for several decades, Harvard in 1829 reorganized the Hopkins visitors into a
three-person committee to represent the Corporation. The committee included one
of the fellows, the president, and the Cambridge minister. By 1832, however, this
renewed form of visitation also proved ineffective, "there being no scholars on that
foundation or applicants for its benefits." As the demographics of Cambridge
changed, not enough local boys were interested in a classical education, and in 183 8
the college withdrew the trust from the Cambridge school to devote the legacy to a
new, private Hopkins Classical School. 32
Harvard and its faculty were directly involved in supporting local education
during the colonial period. Throughout the seventeenth century, the town provided
31

Eliphalet Pearson, Journal, 1799-1801, Massachusetts Historical Society; Selectmen Records,
1769-1783, Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records Series, 6 October 1783; Selectmen Records,
1788-1805, Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records Series, 7 June 1790, 7 October 1799; Faculty
Records, Harvard University Archives, 6:146. The selectmen only list giving permission to
..Whitney" to run the school. There were two Whitneys at Harvard in 1790. Peter was the elder, and
therefore more likely the schoolmaster. Harvard students were also active in running schools
throughout New England during their winter breaks, and, starting in the 1780s, the college regularly
gave poorer students permission to be absent for part of the winter term to serve as teachers. As
many as forty undergraduates availed themselves of this opportunity during the 1790s. For lists of
the students, see Faculty Records, Harvard University Archives, vols. 5-7.
32

Hopkins Classical School Records, Harvard University Archives, 101-147. The Classical School
was short-lived, however, and when the Cambridge high school was established, the revenues of the
trust were used to support a classics instructor and to purchase books for the high school library.
Harvard continues to administer the trust and provide support to the Cambridge high school.
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only minimal support to the grammar school, but Harvard faculty twice supervised
the construction of the schoolhouse. In the eighteenth century, the Hopkins Trust
underwrote a successful program of cooperation between Harvard College and the
Cambridge grammar school. The program not only provide~ partial funding for the
town's schoolmaster but also involved the Harvard faculty in the life of the grammar
school. The town benefited from the faculty's willingness to devote time to the
school and provide annual visitations and examinations. In return, Harvard profited
from significant numbers of students sent from the grammar school to the college,
more than might otherwise have been expected. The townsmen showed no sign of
resenting Harvard's involvement in the local school. In fact, the only tensions
between town and gown developed when the Corporation withdrew its oversight at
the end of the 1770s and withheld the Hopkins Trust proceeds intended for the
school's support. When the professors and tutors were excluded from the
Corporation at the end of the eighteenth century and faculty members no longer
served as visitors for the school, the relationship between the college and the
grammar school became less effective. But Harvard's presence in Cambridge
continued to benefit local educational initiatives. All Cambridge schoolmasters in
the eighteenth century were trained at Harvard. Moreover, faculty members such as
John Winthrop and Eliphalet Pearson served on school committees, and Harvard
students provided a ready source of inexpensive instructors capable of directing
evening and women's schools. Harvard initiatives were important to local education
and helped to launch the grammar school. The school's relationship with the
college helped to fuel enrollments of both local and out-of-town students, and
Harvard's involvement in local education laid the foundation for public education in
Cambridge.
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CHAPTER9
HARVARD, CAMBRIDGE, AND EPIDEMICS

During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, European diseases ravaged
Native American populations, killing millions of people and destroying entire
communities and cultures. English settlers were by no means immune to many of
these same outbreaks. Periodic epidemics of smallpox, measles, and diphtheria also
struck the colonists. Disease drew no boundaries between town and college; when
illness appeared in Cambridge, both townsmen and college residents were equally
vulnerable. In the seventeenth century, colonists had little understanding of either
the transmission or the nature of most illnesses. Sickness was normally attributed to
an act of God, and the community knew of few actions it could take to prevent
outbreaks. Smallpox was the most serious of these epidemics. In the eighteenth
century, at the appearance of smallpox in the community, Harvard closed and sent
its students home. At the same time, the introduction of new methods for combating
the disease led the town and the college to cooperate for the ftrst time to improve
health conditions. These same initiatives, however, also had the potential to
polarize the community and create divisions between Cambridge and Harvard.
The overall health and longevity of Cambridge residents have not been
documented, but demographic studies of other New England communities highlight
the region's low morbidity and child mortality in the seventeenth century.
According to these studies, New England was a remarkably healthy place for
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Europeans. The first generation of settlers was, for the most part, long-lived. John
Demos notes the low level of child mortality in seventeenth-century Plymouth. Life
expectancy at age twenty-one approached seventy for men and sixty-two for women.
According to Demos, "These figures seem to indicate a surprising standard of health
and physical vigor among Plymouth residents" when compared to similar lifeexpectancies today. Likewise, Philip Greven found few epidemic diseases in
Andover, Massachusetts, before the 1690s. He notes that "Andover appears to have
been a remarkably healthy community during its early years. Lacking virulent
epidemics, the principle hazards to health and to life were birth [for women],
accidents, non-epidemical diseases, and Indians." Kenneth Lockridge describes
similar trends in seventeenth-century Dedham and attributes low mortality and high
longevity to lower levels of epidemic disease, better food, and a more balanced diet
than in England. 1
Recent research has confirmed the longevity and low mortality of early New
Englanders but has provided new insights into the nature of colonial epidemics.
Mary Dobson has found that the pattern of disease transmission in New England
contrasts with the areas of England from which the colonists came. The upland
regions of southeastern England were characterized by high longevity and, relatively
low mortality but suffered from endemic, rather than epidemic, disease. In other
words, diseases such as smallpox were always present in English communities,
1

John Demos, ''Notes on Life in Plymouth Colony," William and Mary Quarterly, 3rd ser., 22
(1965): 271; Philip Greven, Jr., "Family Structure in Seventeenth-Century Andover," William and
Mary Quarterly, 3rd ser., 23 (1965): 234-56; Kenneth Lockridge, "The Population ofDedham,
Massachusetts, 1636-1736," Economic History Review, 2nd ser., 19 (1966), 336-37. All the writers
contrast the state of health in these rural communities with that of Boston, where, by the midseventeenth century, epidemics were more common and mortality was higher. One question that
cannot be answered by my current research is the degree to which Cambridge reflects the rural or
urban pattern of disease in New England. A full demographic study of the collar towns surrounding
Boston would provide an indication ofthe range and spread of illness around the central community.
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albeit at a low level and confined mostly to young children. Without epidemics,
mortality did not "spike" periodically because of disease outbreaks. Dobson
contrasts this pattern with that of New England, where even in the seventeenth
century, epidemics spread through communities at infrequent intervals, followed by
several years, or even decades, without any signs of infection. Unfortunately, New
Englanders' geographic dispersion and lower population concentrations reduced
exposure to illness, limited endemic spread of disease, and created ideal conditions
for periodic epidemics. With many diseases appearing only about once in a
generation, as much as half the population did not acquire immunity and therefore
had little resistance to these persistent killers. Under these conditions, when a
disease was introduced into a community (often brought by seamen visiting a nearby
port), large-scale epidemics were unleashed, creating moderate increases in overall
mortality (or "spikes"). Ironically, New England's isolation left the colonists with a
pattern of disease transmission more like that of the Native Americans (but with
fewer deaths) than that of the English in East Anglia. 2
Of all colonial diseases, the one most feared was smallpox. The course of
the disease was horrific, and mortality rates could reach 40 percent. After a twelveday incubation period, symptoms appeared, including "a temperature of 103 degrees
or higher, a quick pulse, an intense headache, vomiting, and pains in the loins and
back." These symptoms were followed by the skin eruptions that gave the disease
its name. They began on the face, spread over the entire body, swelled, and burst.
2

Mary Dobson's research also found that the earlier studies had overemphasized longevity and
underestimated child mortality. Her primary contrast, however, is between England, which had
highly variable mortality depending on region, and New England, which had overall a homogeneous
mortality rate. Mary J. Dobson, "Morality Gradients and Disease Exchanges: Comparisons from
Old England and Colonial America," Journal ofthe Social History of Medicine 2 (1989): 259;
William H. McNeil, Plagues and People (New York: Doubleday, 1977), 216-17.
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Scarring and disfigurement were common among survivors. The disease not only
killed but also had grave psychological effects. For Puritans, illness had both
physical and spiritual dimensions. Disease was a sign of the Lord's displeasure with
the community, an outcome of the people breaking their covenant with God. As
Perry Miller notes, smallpox had "long been considered the most deadly of scourges
in the arsenal of a covenanted Jehovah."3
One of the first reported smallpox outbreaks among European settlers in the
Boston area was in Newtown in 1634. In a letter to his son, John Winthrop reported
that a small boy "died of the small pox which are very rife at Newtowne." Another
series occurred in Roxbury, Scituate, and Bamstaple in 1648-1649. Boston was the
center of most seventeenth-century smallpox epidemics. Its first major outbreak was
in 1666, but the disease did not spread to other communities. The epidemic of 1677
reached Charlestown and perhaps Cambridge; all three smallpox deaths among the
students and faculty of Harvard in the seventeenth century occurred in 1678-1679.
Two students, Eleazar (an Indian) and Recompense Wadsworth, died, as did one of
the tutors, Ammi Ruhamah Corlet:'
Although disease and illness occurred in both seventeenth-century
Cambridge and at Harvard, the college residents were less adversely affected. In
1653, for example, Michael Wigglesworth reported that two Cambridge church
members had died of an unnamed illness that also came "again with sickness into
the College," but no students seem to have died. Morison noted that of the 260
3

John Duffy, Epidemics in Colonial America (Baton Rouge, La.: Louisiana State University Press,
1953), 17; Perry Miller, The New England Mind: From Colony to Province (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1953), 346.

"John Winthrop to John Winthrop, Jr., 12 December 1634, Winthrop Papers. 5 vols. (Boston:
Massachusetts Historical Society, 1929-1947), 3:177; Duffy, Epidemics in Colonial America. 44-49.
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known seventeenth-century alumni, only 10 died before completing college, and the
two smallpox cases were the only known disease-related deaths among the students.
Moreover, epidemics never forced Harvard's closing during the seventeenth
century. 5
Death from disease was more common among the Indian youths brought to
Cambridge's grammar school than among Harvard students. The students lived in
the Indian College at Harvard and were beset by tuberculosis and "fevers." Visitors
to the college in 1660 reported the death of one Indian boy. When the Royal
Commissioners inspected the Indian College in 1665 as part of their tour ofNew
England, there was only one Indian at the school, and they reported that another was
"lately dead." Similarly, the only Indian graduate of Harvard during the colonial
period, Cheeshahteaumuck, contracted tuberculosis within a year of graduation and
died. Shortly thereafter, Daniel Gookin reported that the lack of success in training
Indians at Harvard could be blamed on the "death and failing of Indian scholars."
The Indian students were particularly susceptible to European illnesses, but because
the illnesses did not seem to spread to the English students, Harvard did not fear a
larger epidemic. 6
5

Michael Wigglesworth, The Diarv of Michael Wigglesworth. 1653-1657. ed. Edmund Morgan
(New York: Peter Smith, I970), 57; Samuel Eliot Morison, Harvard in the Seventeenth Century, 2
vols. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, I936), I: I 02. Cambridge, however, was not
without its smallpox cases in the seventeenth century. Samuel Sewall reported sending his coach to
Cambridge to pick up Mr. Josiah Williard and bring him back to Boston, "but he fainted and could
not come." See Samuel Sewall, Diary of Samuel Sewall. 1674-1729. 3 vols. Massachusetts
Historical Society, Collections, 5th Ser., 5-7 (Boston, 1878-I882), 2:74. John DuffY did not think the
smallpox epidemic of 1678 reached Cambridge, but the deaths at Harvard suggest otherwise. See
DuffY, Epidemics in Colonial America. 47.

6

Thomas Hutchinson, A Collection of Original Papers Relative to the History of the Colony of
Massachusetts-Bay (Boston: Thomas and John Fleet, 1769), 421; Daniel Gookin, "Historical
Collections of the Indians ofNew England," Massachusetts Historical Society, Collections. 1st ser.,
1: 176; John L. Sibley and Clifford K. Shipton, Biographical Sketches of Those Who Attended
Harvard College. 17 vols. (Cambridge, Mass.: Massachusetts Historical Society, 1873-1975), 2:201-4
(cited hereafter as Harvard Graduates); Morison, Harvard in the Seventeenth Century, I: 342-56. For
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The smallpox outbreak of 1690-1691 was much more serious. The epidemic
encompassed the entire Northeast, from the French settlements in Canada south to
New York. Smallpox was probably introduced into Boston by soldiers returning
from General William Phips' s failed expedition to Quebec during King William's
War. The disease was first reported in Boston in October 1690 and outbreaks
continued through the winter. Indian recruits on board the ships were particularly
susceptible. Samuel Sewall reported that Captain Michael Shute "hath thrown over
aboard more than Sixty persons" from his ship. When Shute's ship arrived in
Boston Harbor in November, it was committed to the care of the Boston selectmen,
who reported two soldiers "dead [a]board." Returning troops also spread the disease
to New York and the Iroquois Confederation. Both the Boston and Salem selectmen
took action to support the sick. In Cambridge, however, there is no record of the
town or the selectmen making provision for the afflicted (although the absence of
almost any town records for 1690-1691 suggests that smallpox disrupted regular
town business). Harvard was still in session when the outbreak reached Cambridge.
Many of the students left for home, but tutor William Brattle remained at the college
to nurse the sick, though he had never had the disease himself. According to John
Sibley, Brattle "took the disease, and retired to his bed" to prepare for death. He
luckily survived and later became the Cambridge minister. No students died during
the epidemic. 7
a larger discussion of the effect of disease on Indian populations, see Dean R. Snow and Kim M.
Lanphear, "European Contact and Indian Depopulation in the Northeast: The Timing of the First
Epidemics," Ethnohistory 35 (1988): 15-33.
7

Samuel Sewall, The Diarv of Samuel Sewall. ed. M. Halsey Thomas, 2 vols. (New York: Farrar,
Straus, and Giroux, 1973), I :269; Alan H. Shute and Clark H. Flint, Richard Shute of Boston. 16311703. & Selected Progeny. (Bowie, Md. Heritage Books, 1995), 9; Sibley, Harvard Graduates. 3:20 I.
It is not entirely clear from Sewall's account whether the sick were actually dead when jettisoned
from the ship.
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Boston had another outbreak of smallpox in 1703, but it did not affect
Cambridge. The next major epidemic in Cambridge was not smallpox, but measles.
The disease appeared in Boston in late summer 1713 and had spread to Harvard by
September. Measles were less serious than smallpox. President John Leverett
reported that fifty of the scholars ''were visit[ed] with them, whereof38 lay sick
wthin the colleges." Most of the student body was probably affected. Because all
the students were young, none would have been exposed to the disease during the
previous measles outbreak in 1687. The close connection between the college and
the town put Cambridge especially at risk. According to Leverett, thirty-eight of the
sick students were in the college, but twelve were living in private homes. The
presence of the latter, who were probably nursed by town residents, had the potential
to spread disease to the local community. With students living in both the college
and the town, disease among the students could not be restricted to Harvard. 8
The Smallpox Epidemic of 1721

In 1721 a smallpox epidemic spread throughout New England. The outbreak
killed almost one thousand people in Boston alone. The extent of the epidemic,
combined with the belief that God was punishing the colonists for breaking the
covenant, created a psychological frenzy in New England. Smallpox first appeared

in Boston in April 1721, brought by His Majesty's Ship Seahorse. Local authorities
resorted to the traditional method to stem the disease: The governor proclaimed a
day of prayer and fasting, hoping to reconcile Massachusetts with its avenging god.
Unlike the case in previous smallpox outbreaks, however, the possibility of
intervention through human efficacy was close at hand. Cotton Mather, minister of
8

Duffy, Epidemics in Colonial America, 49-50; John Leverett, Diary, Harvard University Archives.
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Boston's Second Church, had read about inoculation (actually variolation, or the use
of a live virus) to prevent the spread of the disease and had heard about it from his
African slave, Onesimus. In June, Mather recorded that he would "procure a
Consult of our Physicians" to consider the use of inoculation as a means to stem the
epidemic. Although most Boston physicians rejected the idea, one, Zabdiel
Boylston, embraced it. Mather and Boylston's support for inoculation divided New
England's leadership. Not only was Boylston seen as purposefully infecting
individuals in the midst of a epidemic (a treatment without any scientific basis at the
time), but it was also believed that if he was successful, he would be undoing the
punishment that God had sent.9
Boylston started inoculations in late June 1721. Harvard's July
commencement was held, but the Corporation voted to make the event private rather
than public, limiting the number of people coming into Cambridge for the event and
thereby reducing the spread of the disease in the town. Harvard men showed strong
interest in the treatment. The first known student periodical, the Telltale, featured a
series of debates in 1721 between "Dr. Hurry" (for inoculation) and "Mr. Waitfort"
(against). The focus of the debate was the scientific and theological implications of
the procedure. The two argued such questions as: Is inoculation a sin? Is
inoculation self-induced illness? Is refusing to be inoculated against God's reason?
If bleeding is acceptable, why not inoculation? Dr. Hurry argued along pragmatic,
scientific lines that inoculation improved the chances for survival and should be
encouraged. Waitfort represented the more conservative theologian and questioned
9

Duffy, Epidemics in Colonial America. 28-29, SO; Cotton Mather, Diary of Cotton Mather,
Massachusetts Historical Society, Collections (Boston, 1911), 7:621; Ola Elizabeth Winslow, f!.
Destroying Angel: The Conquest of Smallpox in Colonial Boston (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1974), 32-37, 44; Miller, From Colony to Province, 347-48.
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the appropriateness of the treatment. The unknown author showed his own leanings
when he concluded the debate with the notation "Compos' d about three weeks
before I was inoculated." 10
Over three days, from November 23 to 25, 1721, Boylston inoculated
thirteen Harvard students, along with Professor Edward Wigglesworth and tutor
William Welsted. All of the youths and tutor Welsted "had the Small-Pox at the
usual time, and of kind, distinct sort, few in Number, and their symptoms gentle."
Unfortunately, Wigglesworth's experience was "not so kind." He "suffer'd two or
three Days, an Oppression of the Spirits, Wandering Pains, and sickness of the
Stomach." But, he did recover. Three days later, two sons of the prominent
Cambridge leaders (and graduates of Harvard) Samuel Danforth and Francis
Foxcroft underwent inoculation. Boylston is not clear where he conducted the
treatments, but it was probably in Boston, with the students and faculty returning to
Cambridge as soon as they were physically able. 11
The General Court removed from Boston to Cambridge in the summer of
1721, but by autumn smallpox had appeared in Cambridge as well. The New
England Courant reported the death of William Hutchinson there on November 30,
1721, followed in January by the deaths of two Indian hostages held by the
10

Boston Newsletter. June 22, 1721; The Telltale. 1721 Club. Harvard University Archives; "The
Telltale," Col. Soc. of Mass., Publications, 12 (1909): 220-31. The excepts from the Telltale
published by the Colonial Society of Massachusetts do not include the passages related to the
inoculation debate. The periodical circulated in manuscript form, and the inoculation passages
probably date to summer and autumn 1721. The debate in the Telltale (with Dr. Hurry advocating
inoculation) contrasts quite strongly with the pro-inoculation clergy and the anti-inoculation medical
establishment in Boston.
11

Zebdiel Boylston, An Historical Account of the Small-Pox Innoculated in New England, Upon all
Sorts of Persons. Whites. Blacks, and of all Ages and Constitutions (London: S. Chandler, 1726), 2527 (cited hereafter as Smallpox). In the 1730 Boston edition of his account of the 1721 inoculations,
Boylston lists the tutor as Nathan Prince.
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provincial court. By March 1722, the General Court was forced to move from
central Cambridge, "the small-pox being now in the heart of that place." In response
to the epidemic, Thomas Robie, one of the tutors at Harvard, also started to
inoculate. Robie did not practice inoculation directly in the college but at Spectacle
Island, the quarantine hospital in Boston Harbor. According to his account of the
inoculations, Robie left the college almost daily to visit his patients on the island.
One of those first seeking his treatment was another of the tutors, Nicholas Sever.
Sever was inoculated on December 2, and three days later was reported as
"something out of order ... dull & lifeless & something feverish." Sever remained

ill until December 10, when "his dulness lifelessness etc, are gone, tho he had little
or no sleep last night." By December 18, only sixteen days after he was inoculated,
Sever returned to Harvard. After the successful experience of the faculty and
students, Harvard embrciced inoculation, and more college residents underwent the
treatment in the winter of 1721-1722. 12

In December 1721, the Corporation ordered that the president, the
Cambridge minister, and two of its tutors ''take Effectual Care that none belonging
to the College that have bin lately or may soon be visited with the Small Pox, return
to College untill such time as they shalbe Judged so cleaned from the Infection as
not to Endanger those that have not had the Distemper." Harvard's efforts to keep
newly inoculated students away from the college protected both it and the town and
averted conflict with the community. Robie continued to practice inoculation at
Spectacle Island. On December 30 he inoculated Michael Sewall, soon to be
appointed the Harvard librarian. Robie tried to dissuade Sewall from undergoing
12

Winslow, Destroying Angel. 52-53; New England Courant (Boston), 30 November 1721,22
January 172112, 3 March 172112; Thomas Robie, Diary of Recompense Wadsworth, with notes by
Thomas Robie, Manuscript, Massachusetts Historical Society.
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inoculation because he judged Sewall to be in poor physical condition, but he agreed
to perform the operation after the librarian insisted. By January 16, Sewall had
recovered and was probably back at Harvard. In January, Robie inoculated Willard
Hall, one of the seniors. At the same time, the father of Adam Winthrop (a
sophomore), refused his son's request to undergo the procedure. 13
During 1721 and 1722, Cambridge authorities remained quiet on the issue of
inoculation. Unlike Boston, where the mob forced those undergoing inoculation to
go to Spectacle Island for the treatment, residents did not prevent Boylston from
inoculating "Madam Goff' and five members of her household in her Cambridge
home. Nor did the town protest Robie's daily comings and goings from Spectacle
Island and the presence of recently inoculated individuals in the college. The town
authorities did not ignore the outbreak altogether. In January 172112, Cambridge
appointed a special committee to take care for "the Relief of such persons &
families as may stand in Need thereof in case the Small pox spread amongst us,"
devoting one-fourth of its annual revenues to that purpose. By spring, the epidemic
was winding down. No deaths were reported in Boston in February or March and
only three in April and May. Although Harvard never officially closed, it
recognized that many students had left during the epidemic and reduced the quarter
bills to one-half tuition. 14
Although Harvard's championing of inoculation during the 1721 epidemic
did not strain relations between the town and the college, its continued support for
13

Robie, Diary of Recompense Wadsworth, Massachusetts Historical Society; Harvard Records, Col.
Soc. of Mass., Collections, 16:460; Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates, 4:213,6:281. Surprisingly,
only one Harvard student died during the 1721 epidemic. He probably died at home in Boston; see
Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates, 7:376.
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Boylston, Small-Pox. 36-37; Town Records B, Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records Series, 29
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the procedure led to tensions in succeeding years. In the winter of 1730 smallpox
again appeared in Boston, and by March the epidemic seemed likely to spread to
Cambridge. Students began requesting leave from their tutors as early as January to
return home. Samuel Danforth, the Cambridge schoolmaster and a Harvard
alumnus, began to inoculate in Cambridge. Danforth himself had been inoculated
during the 1721 epidemic. Nine town meetings were called between March 20 and
April3 to respond to both the potential spread of the disease and the practice of
variolation within the town and at the college. The town voted that the
schoolmaster's encouragement of inoculation within Cambridge "has greatly
endangered the town & disrupted sundrey families." Danforth was asked to
"remove such inoculated persons into some convenient place whereby our town
mayn't be exposed by them." All persons choosing to undergo inoculation were to
absent themselves from the town. Given the inability to restrict the spread of
smallpox by recently inoculated individuals, the town was wise to ask for their
departure. 15
The selectmen also asked President Wadsworth that Harvard "prevent the
practice ofinnoculation of the Small Pox in the Colledge & in the Town on such as
belong to that Society." In spite of the town's request, tutor Nathan Prince began
inoculations in the college, Prince himself receiving one of the first treatments. On
Henry Flynt,~ Transcript, Harvard University Archives, 668; ; Lucius Paige, History of
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1630-1877. with a Genealogical Register (Boston: H. 0. Houghton,
1877), 128; Town Records B. Mkrofilm, Early Massachusetts Records Series, 20 March 1729/30;
Duffy, Epidemics in Colonial America. 38; Winslow, Destroying Angel, 92, 94. Modem medical
researchers are divided over the safety ofvariolation as practiced in the eighteenth century. As
conducted in the latter half of the century, involving only a slight cut and a small amount of the live
virus, the chance of subsequent infection was slight and quarantine was probably unnecessary. As
variolation was practiced in the 1720s and 1730s, however, with a deep gash and a large quantity of
the virus loosely held on by cloths, the possibility of the spread of infection was more likely, and
colonists' fears of the procedure were well grounded. See Roderick Dew, Encyclopedia of Medical
History (New York: McGraw-Hill Company, 1985), 155-56, 315.
15
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March 21, the town met again and voted that that "the Revd Presidt be earnestly
desired to take effectual speedy care that mr. Nathan Prince be removed from
Colledge, he being (as we are informed) infected with the Smallpox by inoculation."
The widespread support of inoculation among Harvard's students and faculty put the
town and college at loggerheads. On March 30, Cambridge requested that the
justices of peace prepare the Foxcroft house in the Great Neck "for the Reception of
such persons amongst us as are or maybe visited wth that distemper." The town was
willing to remove forcibly from the community both the sick and recently
inoculated. The selectmen and the church deacon served as the committee to
identify persons who should be transferred to the smallpox hospital. 16
Harvard did not respond directly to the town's request that Prince leave the
college, but the fact that the townsmen took no further action suggests that the tutor
probably quit Cambridge. Although the minutes of the Corporation do not show
that Harvard officially closed during the epidemic, the college did post notices in
May 1730 that any students who had left during the outbreak should return. The
Corporation voted to cancel the summer vacation because of"the scholars long
absence from their business ocasion' d by the Small Pox." Students also were
allowed to take their degrees without being present at commencement. Public
exercises were held, but the dinner was canceled to limit the number of attendees.
Disbanding the students reduced the number of outsiders likely to come to the
college's events, helping to prevent criticisms from the townsmen. The Corporation
16

Town Records B, Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records Series, 21 March 1729/30, 30 March
1730. Cambridge's quarantine hospital predated those of a number of other regional towns. Ipswich
established its first "pesthouse" in 1764. Newbury established its "Pest House" in 1763. Newbury
also established a quarantine facility for ships in 1750. See Joseph Felt, History of Ipswich, Essex
and Hamilton (Ipswich, Mass.: Clamshell Press, 1834), 197; John J. Currier, History ofNewbury,
Massachusetts. 1635-1902 (Boston: Damrell & Upham, 1902), 224.
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also gave students and faculty seeking inoculation leave to secure treatment outside
Cambridge. In succeeding outbreaks, Harvard started a policy of dismissing the
students when an epidemic seemed to be approaching, reducing the possibility of
disease spreading between the college and the town. Harvard's support for
quarantine along with inoculation was crucial for good relations with Cambridge. 17
The epidemics brought not only death and illness to the community but also
sparked the intellectual interest of the faculty and students. While a tutor at
Harvard, Nathan Prince kept records of the spread of one early eighteenth-century
smallpox outbreak. Ephraim Langdon, a student during the 1751-1752 epidemic,
kept long lists of victims of the disease. At the end of the outbreak, he left Harvard
and underwent inoculation at "Mr. Cheevers," possibly one of the Cambridge
Cheevers who lived outside of the town. John Winthrop, Hollis Professor of
Mathematics and Natural Philosophy, took great interest in disease and mortality in
Cambridge. From 1757 to 1768, he kept regular mortality schedules of Cambridge
inhabitants, including their age, race, and cause of death. 18
The year 1764 was an annus horribilis for Harvard College. In January,
Harvard Hall burned to ground, destroying the college's library. In February,
smallpox struck Cambridge, and Harvard was forced to close. In March, the
17

Duffy, Epidemics in Colonial America 54; Harvard Records, Col. Soc. of Mass., Collections.
16:583-584; Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates. 8:658. Mid-eighteenth-century epidemics during
which the college closed included: throat distemper (diphtheria or scarlet fever) in 1740 which
resulted in the death of the wife of President Holyoke, throat distemper or measles in 1749, smallpox
in 1752. See Harvard Records. Col. Soc. ofMass., Collections. 16:695-96, 802; Corporation
Records, Harvard University Archives, 2:20; Duffy, Epidemics in Colonial America 120.
18

Nathan Prince Papers, Boston Public Library; Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates, 6:279, 9:264,
13:243; Ephraim Langdon, Diary, Harvard University Archives (Photostat of original in Rhode Island
Historical Society); John Winthrop, Diaries, Harvard University Archives. Prince's record of a
smallpox epidemic is undated but is from either the 1721 or 1730 outbreak. The record probably is
of deaths in Boston.
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Corporation voted to reopen the college, but the students refused to return. Because
smallpox was on the increase in Cambridge, the Overseers overturned the
Corporation's decision and ordered Harvard to remain closed. Meanwhile, the town
took effective action to stop the spread of the epidemic. Evidence of the efficacy of
inoculation and the previous experience of Harvard faculty and students led the
community to join the ranks of towns endorsing the practice; Cambridge embraced
inoculation for the first time and encouraged its residents to undergo the treatment.
Of 649 persons inoculated, only two died. On the other hand, the thirty-eight
"natural cases" resulted in four deaths. To reduce the spread of the disease, the
selectmen established a quarantine hospital outside town for smallpox victims and
took direct responsibility for the facility's management. The exact procedures in
Cambridge are unclear, but it had become the accepted practice in Boston by the
1760s for individuals to enter an inoculation hospital (often a house on the edge of
the community) for up to thirty days for treatment. Undergoing inoculation in at
least partial isolation from both the college and the town was an improvement over
the earlier inoculations occurring in homes in the town and rooms at the college. 19
Despite these precautions, smallpox swept through Cambridge again in the
1770s. In July 1776 President Langdon's wife came down with the disease and set
off a local epidemic. Once again inoculation hospitals opened to treat those without
previous exposure. As usual, Harvard students showed great interest in the practice
and traveled regularly to Dr. Rands' infirmary at Sewall's Point in the Back Bay. In
fact, they traveled a bit too regularly. Students (with too much time on their hands)
commuted daily to the hospital to visit fellow students, friends, and family members
19

Corporation Records, Harvard University Archives, 2:182, 422; Town Records B, Microfilm, Early
Massachusetts Records Series, 23 May 1764; Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates. 9:248; Duffy,
Epidemics in Colonial America, 67; Winslow, Destroying Angel. 89-93.
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and then returned to Cambridge. The faculty reported that the students visited the
hospital ''without any measures taken to prevent communicating Infection." These
visits were creating "great Uneasiness ... in the minds of such Persons as have not
happily had the Distemper." In response to the town's complaints, the Corporation
directed Harvard's president to "remonstrate to the students on the Impropriety of
their going to sd. Hospital ... while the infection continues." Moreover, they
ordered that any students undergoing inoculation should return to their families after
the treatment rather than coming back to the college. Students who could not go
home would be dealt with individually so ''that such farther Order may be taken as
may be necessary for the Safety of the Town."20
The town and the college cooperated to prevent the further spread of the
disease. The president applied to the selectmen to "Joyn with the College in a
Committee choose by said college to inspect all Those Persons who shall come from
Sewall Point" to make sure they were "cleansed from said Distemper to the best of
their Judgement." The town appointed two representatives to sit with the college
members to examine individuals before their return to Cambridge. When a group of
scholars was dismissed from Sewall's Point in late July, Langdon and Edward
Marrett, the town's representative, journeyed to the hospital to inspect the scholars.
The two representatives were empowered to "make proper Inquiry as to the
cleansing of those scholars, & take such precautions as they may Judge proper for

°Faculty Records, Harvard University Archives, 4:33-34; Walter Muir Whitehill, Boston: A
Topographical History. 2nd ed. (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press,
1968) 99. Students may not have embraced inoculation because of its scientific and medical
attraction but because of the hospitals' freedom from social restrictions. In Portsmouth, the local
smallpox hospital became the locus of"smallpox parties," social gatherings that allowed young men
and women greater interaction than they might otherwise have enjoyed under the watchful eyes of
parents and relatives. See Charles Brewster, Rambles About Portsmouth. Second Series: Sketches of
Persons. Localities and Incidents ofTwo Centuries (Portsmouth, N.H.: Lewis W. Brewster, 1869),
263-64.
2
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serving both the college & the Inhabitants of the Town from danger of any
Infection." Cambridge and Harvard worked hand-in-hand to ensure the safety of the
entire comrnunity.21
The epidemic continued to rage into the next year. In June 1777, John
Wadsworth came down with smallpox. He was one of the few eighteenth-century
tutors not to undergo inoculation and the only Harvardian to succumb to the disease
while resident at the college. Harvard canceled commencement (scheduled for early
July). In mid-July Wadsworth died. The influx of British and American soldiers
during the Revolutionary War prolonged the outbreak, and the 1778 commencement
was canceled as well. Also in 1778 the town voted to move a building to Fresh
Pond, more than a mile from the central settlement, and to "prepare it suitable for a
Small pox Hospital." Once the soldiers left Cambridge, the epidemic subsided. 22
By the late eighteenth century the inoculation hospital was well established
in New England, and Harvard students steadily petitioned the Corporation for leave
to undergo treatment. Minors were required to secure the consent of their parents.
Because variolation used the live virus, the treatment was not always available.
Younger students occasionally secured a blanket parental permission to be treated
"if the opportunity to be inoculated arose." In cooperation with the town, Harvard
was strict on the quarantine period; scholars could not return to the college until four
weeks after inoculation, and no one was to "bring back any clothes that he used in
the Hospital." Nevertheless, the selectmen still complained to the college about
21

Selectmen Records, 1769-1783, Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records Series, 21 July 1776;
Faculty Records, Harvard University Archives, 4:35.

22

Faculty Records, Harvard University Archives, 4:62; Corporation Records, Harvard University
Archives, 2:464, 3:4; Selectmen Records, 1769-1783, Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records
Series, 24 July 1778.
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students visiting the sick. The inoculation hospital set up at Newton in the late
1780s may not have been as rigorous as it should have been in its enforcement of the
quarantine. Moreover, it was close enough to Cambridge that the students were
leaving the college and visiting their friends at the hospital. In June 1788 Harvard
had to repeat its earlier injunction that students were "prohibited absolutely from
visiting or having the least communication whatever, with the hospital there [at
Newton], or any person now under confinement in it, or who has any connexion
with it" without leave from the president, and only then in cases of"real necessity."
So there would be no question of the policy, the Corporation resolution was read to
the entire student body in the college hall. 23
Despite these precautions, the faculty reported that "many of the Students in
the College and ofthe Inhabitants of Cambridge" continued to be "apprehensive that
they shall be in danger of taking the Small Pox" because students undergoing
inoculation were allowed to return directly from the hospital to the college. In late
June 1788, Harvard augmented its earlier restrictions, requiring that students spend
••at least one week" with "friends in some other town than Waltham, Newton,
Watertown, or Cambridge" after treatment. On return, the scholar had to produce "a
certificate from his parent, or guardian, or from the master of the family in which he
may lodge" that he had spent the week away from Cambridge. 24
Harvard was highly pragmatic on the matter of infection. A student
undergoing inoculation was no more infectious in Cambridge than Salem, but good
23

Faculty Records, Harvard University Archives, 306-7. The same year, Cambridge gave special
permission to Captain Ebenezer Seaver to inoculate within the toW!'! six members of his family in
recognition that he took in John Wyman, "now sick with the Small Pox." The cost of the inoculation
was born by the town. See Selectmen Records, 1783-1788, Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records
Series, 16 June 1788.

24

Faculty Records, Harvard University Archives, 5:307-8.
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relations with the neighboring communities suggested that infectious students
should be kept at some distance from the college. The epidemic continued through
the summer, and, when the scholars returned after break, Harvard gave them
permission to leave Cambridge to reside at Doctor Aspinwall's inoculation hospital
in Brookline as well as at other clinics. In 1789, Cambridge decided to establish its
own inoculation hospital, making the procedure more available to both Cambridge
residents and Harvard students. The hospital was located in the northwest precinct,
in what is now Arlington, several miles from central Cambridge. Because the
epidemic was winding down, the facility was probably open for only a few months.!S
With inoculation now widely accepted, Harvard granted blanket permission
in the 1790s to "all those students who have not had that disorder" to go to be
inoculated so long as they did not return for four weeks and brought back none of
the clothes they had worn at the hospitals. During a particularly bad outbreak in
1792, Harvard closed for four weeks so that "those students who have not had the
small pox" could "retire for inoculation on account of their exposed situation in the
college." This closure was different from those earlier in the century, when Harvard
had feared the spread of smallpox among the scholars and the town had feared the
presence of recently inoculated students. Instead, Harvard closed in 1792 because
the departure of a large number of scholars seeking inoculation upset the cycle of
learning at the college, "it appearing most expedient that all the students should
attend their collegiate exercises together." Smallpox did not strike the fear in either
25

Faculty Records, Harvard University Archives, 5:307-8, 318; Town Records B, Microfilm, Early
Massachusetts Records Series, [no date] 1789; Selectmen Records, 1788-1804, Microfilm, Early
Massachusetts Records Series, 16 March 1789. Cambridge also provided support for residents who
traveled to Dr. Aspinwall's clinic. In November 1788, the selectmen reimbursed Benjamin Piper "for
what he paid for nursing Edward Fillebrown jr with the Small pox at Dr Aspinwall's Hospitalb 1.0.0." See Selectmen Records, 1788-1804, Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records Series, 3
November 1788.
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the town or the college that it had earlier in the century. Inoculation, though not
without its dangers, allowed both Cambridge and Harvard to combat the disease
and, with proper protection, to prevent it from spreading. 26
Edward Jenner's discovery of inoculation with the cowpox virus in 1798
revolutionized the prevention of smallpox. Inoculation with the cowpox virus was a
safe method that required no confmement. The major proponent of the new
treatment in the Boston area was Dr. Benjamin Waterhouse, Harvard's Hersey
Professor of the Theory and Practice of Physic. The first inoculation with the new
virus probably occurred in Cambridge in 1799. Those treated with cowpox showed
little or no reaction to subsequent infection with smallpox, demonstrating its
efficacy. Although mistakes were made in its use and sloppy treatments were
conducted, use of the cowpox vaccine spread beyond Cambridge, and it became the
accepted treatment by the early nineteenth century. The presence of Harvard's
medical faculty and its practitioners played an important role in improving public
health in Massachusetts. 27
Harvard Medical School and the Attempt to Establish a Cambridge Hospital
The presence of Benjamin Waterhouse in Cambridge and his subsequent
support for the new inoculation with cowpox demonstrated how useful the medical
faculty could be to Cambridge. During his tenure, Waterhouse not only taught at the
college but also had a medical practice in town. The potential medical benefits to
26

Corporation Records, Harvard University Archives, 3:416; Overseers Records, Harvard University
Archives, 4:114-115; Faculty Records, Harvard University Archives, 6:159,7:6.

z1 Winslow, Destroying Angel. 105-7. John Duffy argued that in the 1790s, New England turned
against inoculation and supported quarantine instead. There is no evidence of this trend at Harvard,
where students continued to be granted pennission to go to inoculation hospitals in the 1790s. See
Duffy, Epidemics in Colonial America, 40.
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Cambridge extended beyond Waterhouse's practice. Harvard hoped that
Massachusetts would underwrite a public hospital that would be located in
Cambridge to provide clinical training for medical students attending Harvard. The
college started to petition the legislature for a hospital in the mid-1780s and was
willing to loan b600 from the college treasury to pay for the building's construction.
To gain supporters for the facility, the Corporation suggested that it could serve
"invalid seamen." Because of potential benefits to the town, the selectmen endorsed
Harvard's proposal but wanted the facility to benefit members of the local
community (rather than itinerant sailors). In October 1785, the town meeting
instructed its representative to the General Court ''to use your influence & abilities
to effect & bring to pass, that the Hospital aforesaid [Harvard's], in case one should
be erected at all, be erected in such a place in the town, as they [the town] shall
approve." Cambridge's representative, Samuel Thatcher, was also to ensure that the
''the real paupers of this town shall always have a right of admission into the
Hospital. " 28
Cambridge wanted not only to determine the location of the hospital but also
to control its operation or at least to share authority with Harvard. The townsmen
petitioned that the board of overseers of the hospital include not more than three
faculty and at least three residents. The town leadership may have been aware of a
similar English institution, Addenbrooke's Hospital, established at the University of
Cambridge in the mid-eighteenth century, where the borough and the university
shared oversight. In its initial formulation, the board of Addenbrooke's included
only the masters of the Cambridge colleges, but governance was reconstituted in
28

Corporation Records, Harvard University Archives, 3:195, 236; Town Records 8, Microfilm, Early
Massachusetts Records Series, 3 July 1785, 26 September 1785, 24 October 1785.
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1759 to include a broader-based representation from both the borough and the
university. 29
The town of Cambridge continued to endorse Harvard's proposed hospital
throughout 1785, but the legislature rejected the college's request. Instead,
Harvard's medical school operated without clinical facilities. Most faculty lived in
Boston and traveled to Cambridge only to lecture to the medical students. Finally,
in 1810, the medical school moved to Boston, and Cambridge lost out on the
opportunity to acquire a community infirmary and the benefits of a resident medical
faculty. A hospital was not established in Cambridge until 1867.30

Cambridge and Harvard cooperated successfully to combat disease during
the latter part of the colonial period. During the seventeenth century, without a clear
understanding of the underlying causes of illness and few effective remedies, the
college and the town were unable to join forces to stop the spread of disease.
Epidemics could spread between Cambridge and Harvard unchecked. Harvard did
not close, even in the face of smallpox, and town and college leaders were forced to
tend the ill as best they could. In the eighteenth century, inoculation allowed for the
successful prevention at least of one contagious disease. These remedies were only
effective, however, if Harvard and Cambridge authorities cooperated in their
implementation. Because of Harvard's endorsement of inoculation in 1721, the
29

Town Records B, Microfilm, Early Massachusetts Records Series, 24 October 1785; Helen Cam,
"The City of Cambridge," The Victoria Historv of the Counties of England: Cambridgeshire. ed. R.
B. Pugh, 8 vols. (London: University of London Institute of Historical Research), 5: I 06-7.
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Josiah Quincy, History of Harvard College. 2 vols. (Cambridge, Mass., 1840), 2:267; Edwin
Conklin, Middlesex County and Its People: A History. 4 vols. (New York: Lewis Historical
Publishing, 1927), 1:339; Samuel Eliot Morison, Three Centuries of Harvard (Cambridge, Mass.:
Belknap Press ofHarvard University Press, 1936), 170-72.
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widespread willingness of scholars to undergo the procedure, and the sloppy
practices of some doctors, inoculation had the potential to increase tensions and
divisions between town and college. The presence of recently inoculated scholars in
the college and student visits to the clinics created well-grounded fears in the hearts
of many Cambridge residents.
Luckily for both the town and the college, Harvard and Cambridge were able
to develop a cooperative public health policy to fight smallpox. Cambridge's
smallpox experience was very different from that of Boston. Inoculation, for
example, did not divide the local community into rival ideological camps as it did in
Boston in the 1720s. Students and faculty embraced inoculation, but college
authorities were sensitive to town concerns. Conflict was averted when Harvard
endorsed the use of quarantine hospitals outside the town and relaxed college
regulations to grant leave to students and faculty seeking treatment. Ongoing
tensions resulted primarily from the regular visits of students to the various
inoculation hospitals, a problem Harvard authorities tried to address, though not
always successfully. In times of crisis, such as the epidemic of 1750, the town and
the college combined to screen individuals undergoing inoculation before their
reentry to the community. By the end of the century, both Harvard and Cambridge
had embraced inoculation and set similar health standards to prevent the further
spread of disease. Ultimately, local leaders and college authorities devised
strategies to cooperate in fighting disease and screening the return of recently
inoculated individuals.
Harvard and Cambridge tried to extend their cooperation on public health
issues beyond combating disease but were unsuccessful. Town support did not gain
a permanent clinical facility for Harvard's medical school. The General Court
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denied state financing for the hospital, and the college and the town alone did not
have the resources to establish the clinic. Instead, Harvard's medical school moved
to Boston in the early nineteenth century. Harvard's medical activities would be
centered in the rapidly growing urban hub, benefiting Boston's citizenry instead.
Nevertheless, Harvard and Cambridge had learned that the public health of the
community would require the cooperation of both the town and the college in the

future.
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CoNCLUSION

This study has examined the relationship between Harvard College and the
town of Cambridge, Massachusetts. It has explored how and how far the New
England Puritans replicated English norms of town-gown interactions; how the
Cambridge townsmen affected the development of Harvard; how the presence of a
provincial college affected the development of a small Puritan community; and how
the town-gown relationship changed and developed from Harvard's founding to the
end of the eighteenth century. Information about town-gown connections--political,
judicial, economic, religious, educational, even medical--survives in great detail in
provincial, town, and college records, private diaries and correspondence, merchant
and student account books, and architectural plans. When brought together, this
hodgepodge of historical facts forms a pattern of interaction for the colonial and
early republic periods.
In England, town-gown interchanges were undergoing transformation just as
emigration to New England began. In the late Middle Ages, relations were stormy
and, at times, violent. Local institutions, devised to separate academics and
nonacademics, reduced interaction, and universities were endowed with wideranging powers of local control. By the late sixteenth century, relations were
becoming more harmonious, and the dividing line between borough and university
was breaking down to the benefit of both groups. The two were learning that
cooperation was more likely rather than confrontation to improve the general

289
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welfare. These trends were accelerated in New England, where the Puritan
leadership granted Harvard few of the independent rights and privileges enjoyed by
English universities. Puritanism emphasized communal ties, and the colony's
college was believed best served by grounding it in a local community. The college
owed a significant part of its success to this determination. Accordingly, the choice
of Cambridge for the site of the college was not made lightly. The Massachusetts
General Court recognized the positive influence Cambridge (and particularly its
minister) could have on the development of Harvard. The success of this model
demonstrates the resiliency and strength of New England communities.
In the seventeenth century, town leaders nurtured the college and helped to
ensure its survival. Local authorities managed Harvard's finances, served on its
governing boards, and disciplined its students. Cambridge granted Harvard land and
made it a proprietor. The town's provincial taxes, assigned to the college, provided
crucial economic support. Harvard also received regular revenue from its control of
Cambridge's primary access to Boston, the Charlestown ferry. The local minister
was entrusted with special oversight for the college, guaranteeing its religious
orthodoxy, assisting in the management of its property, and directing it during
vacancies in the presidency. That the minister was powerful enough to orchestrate
the resignation of two of Harvard's first four presidents illustrates the importance of
the church in college affairs.
By the end of the seventeenth century, Harvard had matured to such a degree
that it no longer needed to rely as greatly on Cambridge for governance, economic
support, and the maintenance of order. Nevertheless, the tradition of cordial
relations and cooperation continued. Key to this congruence of interests was a
similar view of community. Harvard and Cambridge alike recognized the
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importance of social control and stable governing structures. Town and gown
resisted the influx of strangers, for example, and demanded orderly behavior from
students and residents with a minimum of social disruption. On extraordinary
occasions, such as commencement, when several hundred visitors flooded the town,
Cambridge and Harvard cooperated to maintain the peace.
By the 1720s, Harvard had become a complex institution with almost two
hundred students, three professors and instructors, and four tutors. With the growth
in personnel and resources, the college worked jointly with the town to advance
mutual interests--laying roads, maintaining peace and order at commencement, and
supporting local education. Harvard and Cambridge's smooth negotiation of the
introduction of inoculation, an issue that dramatically divided Boston, built on this
well-developed custom of cooperation and demonstrated each party's readiness to
accommodate the other.
Harvard also had an important influence on the development of Cambridge.
The college employed a wide variety of artisans and craftsmen on a regular basis.
Construction and repair of the academic structures fueled the building trades,
students patronized local shopkeepers, and Harvard invested a part of its endowment
in the community. The college also provided employment for women as
laundresses, sweepers, and landlords to the students. Although Harvard may have
competed with local farmers in the sale of excess produce in the seventeenth
century, by the eighteenth century local markets were unable to meet the college's
needs. All of these activities helped to transform Cambridge from an agricultural
settlement into a major market town.
Harvard men took responsibility in a number of areas for the improvement of
the community. The president and professors served in local political offices and
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consulted and advised town committees. Academics were particularly interested in
supporting and improving local education. Faculty visited the grammar school and
served on Cambridge school committees. Students ran English schools, schools for
women, and evening programs for adults. Harvard men were partners with the
minister in the theological education of the community. Residents benefited from
sermons delivered by the professors, tutors, and graduate students; the minister used
the Harvard library, and the college partially fmanced the construction and
maintenance of the town's meetinghouse.
In the aftermath of the American Revolution, cooperation began to break
down. Visiting the United States in 1788, J. B. Brissot de Warville reported that
"Boston has the glory of having given the first college or university to the new
world." As an afterthought, he mentioned that the college was actually located "four
miles from Boston, at a place called Cambridge." Brissot de Warville's view of
Harvard as Boston's college was a sign of a larger transformation in town-gown
relations. In the new republic, Harvard increasingly was tied to the metropolis of
Boston and less to its own town. College governance and finances were dominated
by Bostonians, faculty members were connected to a Beacon Hill social elite, and
students were mostly the sons of Boston merchants and traveled regularly to
metropolis for parties and shopping. People visiting Harvard during this period
should be excused for not realizing they had left Boston.•
Changes in both town and college social structures were at the heart of this
new relationship. During the colonial period, faculty and students spanned all the
1

J. P. Brissot de Warville, "The Air of Cambridge Is Pure," The Harvard Book: Selections from
Three Centuries, rev. ed., William Bentick Smith, ed. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1982), 441. For the changes at Harvard see Ronald Story, Harvard and the Boston Upper Class: The
Forging of an Aristocracy, 1800-1870(Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University Press, 1980),
chapter 3, 4, and 6.
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social divisions of the community. The president and professors were among the
local elite Gust below the Brattle Street merchants), but Judah Manis, for example,
was one of the middling sort and supplemented his earnings at the college with
shopkeeping. The students likewise represented a cross-section of the provincial
population. Just under half of Harvard's students during the first half of the
eighteenth century came from middle and low-ranking families. The proportion of
middle-rank students from Cambridge was even higher. By the end of the century,
however, Harvard was dominated by the social elite, while Cambridge was
becoming a working-class suburb.2
A sense of refmement and respectability came to permeate the colonial upper
classes in the early eighteenth century. Brattle Street merchants brought a refmed
lifestyle to Cambridge but had little contact with Harvard beyond sending their sons
there. Religious differences combined with social and class distinctions to divide
the faculty from these Anglican merchants. William V assail's unwillingness to doff
his hat to his tutor, Daniel Rogers, and the ensuing court case exemplified the social
tensions between merchants and academics.

Harvard men were more likely to

socialize with the Cambridge minister or deacon than with the Anglican merchants
ofBrattle Street.3
By the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, this sense of gentility
had extended to the middle classes. In the 1770s, John Winthrop, professor of
natural history, chronicled his adoption of the custom of taking tea in the afternoon
2
Patrick Michael Sheehan, "Harvard Alumni in Colonial America: Demographic, Theological, and
Political Perspectives" (Ph.D. diss., Case-Western Reserve University, 1972), 52, 100.
3

Richard Bushman, The Refinement of America: Persons, Houses, Cities (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1992), xiii; Henry Flynt, Diary, Transcript, Harvard University Archives, 1512; Robert Treat
Paine, Diary, Massachusetts Historical Society; Samuel Deane, Journal ofthe Rev. Thomas Smith
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and entertaining dining companions in the evening. Most of his guests were either
faculty members or provincial politicians, including John Adams and John Hancock
(Winthrop was a representative to the General Court, then meeting in Cambridge).
Through his second wife, Hannah, Winthrop was related to the Fayerweathers of
Brattle Street, and the two families regularly exchanged visits. Yet Winthrop did
not mix with other Cambridge merchants, his patriot leanings separating him from
most of them.4
Ronald Story suggests that in the early nineteenth century Harvard became
transformed from a provincial college reflecting a cross-section of the Massachusetts
citizenry to a bastion of the Boston elite. By the late eighteenth century, Boston
businessmen and lawyers dominated the Corporation. Harvard's most important
funding, outside of tuition, came from private donations from these prominent
Bostonians. Moreover, many faculty members represented the same elite families,
and they married Boston, not Cambridge, women. Faculty members were wealthy
(60 percent were in the top 2 percent of wealth-holders in Massachusetts as
measured by their estates), and they infused a genteel lifestyle into Harvard.
Businessmen and bankers replaced patriot politicians in the drawing rooms of
professors. Likewise, students were increasingly from wealthy families in Boston.5
The faculty gradually withdrew from town life. In the 1790s, the
Corporation barred academics from political participation to prevent their being
distracted from college affairs. In 1814, Harvard established its own church, further
~

John Langdon Sibley and Clifford Shipton, comps., Sibley's Harvard Graduates: Biographical
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Society, 1873-1975), 9:247; John Winthrop, Diaries, Harvard University Archives; Thomas
Fayerweather Papers, Box 12, New England Historic and Genealogical Society. See chapter 5 above
for a larger discussion of student entertainments.
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reducing interactions with townspeople. The faculty also stopped actively visiting
the town's grammar school and lost interest in the performance of the school's
pupils. In the 1830s, the Corporation ceased using the Hopkins revenues to support
the town's school and instead established its own private classical school.
The social life of students also changed. Drinking and cardplaying became
popular entertainments. Although student drinking in taverns was banned under
college regulations, court cases show that socializing between scholars and town
youth occurred throughout the colonial period. The increase in tavern attendance in
the eighteenth century did not solidify town-gown relations but put Harvard at odds
with Cambridge. The economic benefits of the taverns outweighed the town's
desire for orderliness and control. Harvard's attempt to usurp the power oflocal
courts to license taverns was defeated, but not without forcing overt confrontation
between town and college authorities.
Because Harvard was unable to regulate the community, it worked instead to
reduce student interaction with townsmen. This battle became all the more
important as Cambridge went through a social transformation of its own. In the
final decades of the eighteenth century, the town began to grow rapidly. The new
neighborhoods to the east and north were mostly working-class communities with
few ties to the college or to the central settlement. Many of the new inhabitants
were Baptist or Roman Catholic, rather than Congregationalist, Unitarian, or
Episcopalian like the students. Harvard responded to the newcomers by
sequestering its students. Although they were allowed to worship in churches in Old
Cambridge, they were barred from those in east Cambridge. They were urged to
mix with faculty members and a few of the socially prominent townsmen rather than
with the new town dwellers. John Quincy Adams reported attending some of these
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local parties through the encouragement of Professor Edward Wigglesworth as early
as the 1790s. Harvard also tried to remake the central community. It landscaped the
Yard into a private park and displaced the stock drovers who had congregated on the
commons outside the college gates. The best symbol of this new attitude toward the
community was the orientation ofHolsworthy Hall, a dormitory built in 1811. For
the first time, Harvard constructed a building that did not face or give direct access
to the Cambridge common. Holsworthy turned its back on the town and opened into
the Yard. Later in the century, Harvard raised the height of the wall surrounding the
campus and added iron gates to keep out townsmen.6
As Harvard became more elitist and Cambridge more working-class, friction
increased between the two groups. By the 1830s, town-gown riots broke out, with
well-born Harvard scholars fighting working-class Cambridge youth. Internal
divisions arose within the town as power shifted from Old Cambridge, dominated by
the college, to East Cambridge and Cambridgeport. Political tensions rose as the
town came to resent Harvard's tax exemption and extensive property ownership.
The peaceful coincidence of interests was at an end. 7

The successful relationship between Harvard and Cambridge for more than
150 years demonstrates the flexibility of Puritan town structures. New England
6
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communities could accommodate provincial institutions with a minimum of strife.
Cambridge was not a closed, corporate community (in Kenneth Lockridge's terms).
Although the selectmen tried to keep strangers to a minimum, Harvard attracted a
regular stream of outsiders to the college. Moreover, the town and the college
formed a complex social structure of farmers, merchants, faculty, and students. In
spite of these potential cleavages, Cambridge did not experience the internal
divisions that Dedham did. It had a strong political and religious leadership and, in
cooperation with college authorities, maintained order among both inhabitants and
scholars.
Understanding the relationship between Harvard and Cambridge also
provides a more balanced view of the college. The focus on Harvard's governance
alone tends to overemphasize the college's relationship to the colony. Similarly,
stressing its curricular developments isolates Harvard from its surroundings. In fact,
daily interactions occurred between academics and townsmen, and college life was
formed by and within the community. Had Harvard been placed in Boston, it might
never have developed collegiate living, maintained religious orthodoxy in the
seventeenth century, or weathered the storm of religious divisions in the eighteenth.
Community and college grew together until, as each matured, they apart.
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records have been published in five volumes by the Colonial Society of
Massachusetts. I have extended my research to 1800 by consulting the relevant
records at the Harvard University Archives. The college archives also hold a number
of useful eighteenth-century student diaries and personal papers of the presidents and
professors.
The seventeenth-century town records have also been published, and the
eighteenth-century records are included in the microfilm series Early Massachusetts
Records. Copies of this series are held at the Boston Public Library and the
Massachusetts Historical Society. These records are mostly minutes of the selectmen
and town meetings but also include commons records, letters and communications,
and some tax: listings. Most of the colonial church records have also been published.
Few records survive from the seventeenth century, except for the testimonials from
prospective church members recorded by Thomas Shepard. Transcripts of the
deacon's records are in the Massachusetts Historical Society. The personal papers of
Nathaniel Appleton, which would have been extremely useful for understanding the
connections between the church and the college in the eighteenth century, were lost
in the early nineteenth century.

County court records are housed at the Massachusetts States Archives.
David Pulsifer transcribed the seventeenth-century records, and the other records
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have been microfilmed. Harvard maintained disciplinary records of student
disorders, which can be found in separate series and in the faculty records.
Harvard's financial records are both the treasurer's and steward's ledgers and
journals. I have consulted these volumes directly, and Seymour Harris used them to
construct summary tables that he deposited in the Harvard Archives. I was unable to
locate financial records of any of the noncollegiate householders in Cambridge. A
few records of financial transactions of a more personal nature can be found in the
papers of the presidents and faculty.
The faculty's visitation records for the Hopkins Foundation are held at the
Harvard Archives. These records include both meeting minutes and account ledgers.
Other school records are included in the town's selectmen's records. The records of
the Hopkins Trustees themselves burned in the nineteenth century.
Most of this research was conducted at the Harvard University Archives, the
Massachusetts Historical Society, the Massachusetts State Archives, and the Boston
Public Library. I also examined collections at the New England Historic and
Genealogical Society and the Cambridge Historical Commission. Although these
organizations are acknowledged elsewhere, I would like to thank again their
respective staffs for their help and assistance.
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